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Abstract
How might UK farmers benefit from using interactive computer-based media? These
farmers need to learn how to change their practices in a rapidly changing economic and
social environment. They have difficulty in obtaining suitable training through
conventional audio-visual media and face-to-face sessions. How would they benefit
from learning at a distance, using computer-based media in their own homes and
offices?
This thesis presents a naturalistic study of how a number of UK farmers benefited from
using the Countryside Disc, one of the few examples available of an interactive training
program aimed at farmers. The Disc, which is a computer-controlled laser vision
videodisc, required the farmers to act in a complex simulated world (of a farm and its
social and ecological environment) in which they received frequent and immediate
feedback concerning the consequences of their actions.
After a pilot study to develop the methodology, the main study involved observation
and recording of 10 farmers’ interactions with the Disc.
The farmers engaged in hundreds of instructional interactions with the Disc. Each
farmer’s approach to learning changed as he or she worked through the program, and
was clearly related to the learning outcomes for that person. The Disc demanded a deep
approach: two farmers who attempted to use a surface approach were unable to
continue.
The farmers drew heavily on their experience in the real farming world and the frequent
feedback prompted them to be reflective on both that experience and the training offered
by the Disc.
They also encountered a range of navigational problems, most of which could be reduced
or eliminated through redesign of the Disc.
The most important finding was that farmers, through using the Countryside Disc,
received training, in their homes and offices, in (a) gaining deep understanding of the
interplay of factors involved in present-day farming, and (b) making profitable farm
management decisions - while observing relevant regulations and being responsive to
the opinions of interest groups.
The thesis concludes with a discussion of the findings in the light of theories advanced
by Marton and Säljö on deep and surface learning, by Laurillard on conversational
framework and by Schön on reflective practitioners. It includes suggestions for further
research.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis investigates how UK farmers might benefit from learning at a distance,
using interactive media. Chapter 1 sets the scene for the study. It shows how the
importance of such a study stems from a growing necessity to change existing farming
practices in the UK. After reviewing current methods and media used for farmers’
training in the UK, it points out their limitations and suggests a new approach. Finally it
outlines the structure of the thesis.

1 . 1 The background
1 . 1 1 The importance of UK agriculture sector
Within an industrialised economy. the UK agriculture sector is relatively unimportant if
judged by basic ecoiiomic criteria. According to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food (MAFF), the sector had a gross domestic product (GDP) of about E7.6 billion

in 1993, only 1.4% of the total GDP for that year (MAFF, 1994).This figure suggests
that the contribution of agriculture to the national economy is remarkably small in
comparison to other sectors, and it has been falling: the percentage contribution to GDP
for 1984 was 2%. The number of people employed in the sector is also very low. at a
little over 0.5 million, 2.2% of the total population of the United Kingdom.
Although the contribution of agriculture to the economy is small, farming occupies a
major portion (77%) of the UK land area, around 18.5 million ha (MAFF, 1994). The
impact of activities that occur in more than three-quarters of the land area of the country
needs to be considered. Also, as Houseman (1993) reports, agriculture plays a major
Chapter I: Introduction
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role in the rural economy and occupies a much higher proportion of the work force in
regions such as Wales. In remote rural areas, agriculture and the associated support
industries often account for 20% of the working population. Thus it is important to be
concerned about what farmers do and what is happening in the agriculture sector.

1.12 The changing objectives of the UK agriculture sector
The objectives of the agriculture sector have been changing, especially in the latter part
of the century (Houseman, 1994). Soon after the Second World War, the sector’s
objective was to get the maximum level of production, using higher levels of inputs. This
was necessary to meet the increasing demand for food. But around 1960 the objective
was changed to obtaining optimum levels of production, using inputs more efficiently
rather than merely using more and more inputs. The last change in the objective
occurred in the 1980s when the UK joined the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). Since
then, how farming is done in the UK is largely determined by regulations imposed by the
European Economic Commission (EEC). some to prevent surplus production.
Furthermore, the general public has become increasingly concerned about farming
methods and the effects of farming activities on the environment and health.
Conservation. environment, animal welfare and food safety are on the agenda for public
debate. These changing attitudes have influenced EEC farming regulations, and have
important bearings on present-day farming. The sum effect has been to introduce more
environmentally sustainable and more extensive production systems, with efficient use
of available inputs (Lane et al. 1988).

1.13 Emerging training needs
Under these new conditions. farmers need to acquire a diversity of knowledge and skills
in order tu farm profitably (Mason, 1995; Danmis and Sione, 1995; Beel, 1994;

Houseman. 1994; Wilkinson, 1994). They have a range of new training needs, in three
broad categories. First, farmers need to he constantly updated regarding the debate
about farining, the environment and the countryside. Second, farmers need to receive
training to hclp them to comply with health, safety and environmental regulations.
Thirdly, and most importantly, farmers must acquire the skills needed to farm profitably
under current conditions, while responding to the demands of the general public and
observing the regulations. They also need to learn farm diversification techniques, to
earn profits from new ventures. Fig. 1.1 summarises how these three categories arise.
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Fig. 1.1: Origins of farmers' training needs

Training is a vocational education activity aiming to achieve work- and income-related
goals (Rachal, 1988). Hawkridge (1993, taking examples from the corporate sector,
points out that training gives workers the skills, knowledge and attitudes required to do
their jobs well and safely. Training can lead to increased income. through better quality
products and improved services to customers. Similarly, training for farmers can lead to
increased profits while they observe current regulations.

1 . 2 Existing training methods and media
Professional training and education for the fanning coniniunity i s catered for in the UK
(Lane et al, 1988). through three categories of training providers:

I

Farm-based training

2

Advisory and consultancy services

3

Study centre-based courses

Farm-based training is mainly provided by the Agricultural Training Board Landhase
(*4TB Laiidbase),

;I

government organisation. It uses an 'employer-led training'

scheme (Berl, 1993). Fariiiers in a local area get together and form a training group, the
average size being ahout 30. The group selects a chairman and

it

treasurer, and

employs a part-time training organiser. The training organiser visits every member of
the group annually, usually during a period when farmers are less busy, and, in
consultation with the whole group of farmers. identifies training needs and plans
courses. Training is done on the farmers' own farms, usually from November to March,
the average training period being two days. Some independent training providers also
offer similar training.
Advisory and consultancy services are provided by the Agriculture Development and
Advisory Service (ADAS). ADAS conducts method and result demonstrations both in
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its research centres and on clients' farms, and organises open days for farmers. The
media used are mostly printed materials that are posted to the farmers. Slides, overhead projectors and videocassettes are also used in training programmes (Houseman,
1994). Chemical companies and some independent organisations provide similar
services.
Study centre-based courses are provided by about 50 agricultural colleges (Lane et al.
1988). Agricultural departments in some further education colleges and universities
also provide this type of training. These courses are mainly residential and lead to
formal qualifications.

1.2 1 Limitations of existing training
Organisations mentioned above provide training face-to-face, using conventional media
where necessary. How far are these training methods successful for farmers? Farmers
are adults, engaged in a full-time vocation. The characteristics they possess both as
adults and as farmers have a significant effect on the success of the training method
they use. Adults display learning characteristics that are quite different from those of
children (Knowles, 1990).
Ference and Vockell (1994. p.75) summarise some of the traits of adult learners
identified by Knowles (1990) and Lindemrin (1926). Adults prefer to participate actively
rather than passively in the learning process. They are capable of being more selfreliant and want to accomplish things for themselves. They are also inclined to draw
and rely on their own personal experiences and knowledge to solve problems. Also they
prefer to learn by doing rather than by listening. since they have always acquired skills
through concrete, hands-on experience. Adult learners tend to focus on real-world
situations. 'They usually perceive themselves to be independent and responsible for
their own actions and prefer to be directly involved in planning and directing their
learning activities.
Most of these learning traits are exploited by existing training. The ATB Landbase
programmes are mostly organised by farmers themselves and cater only for a small
group, on

:I

local farm where they can get hands-on experience. Farmers learn by doing,

rather than by listening to lectures and seminars. Similarly. farmers seek advice from

ADAS of their own volition. These face-to-face methods seem satisfactory for farmers.
However, the nature of farming as an occupation may influence the choice of Face-toface training. Are farmers available for training'? They are usually busy throughout the
year, particularly from April to October, and can spare time for training only during the
winter. Dairy farmers can spare only certain times of the day. Bee1 (1994) believes that
ATB Landbase's employer-led training method is a fitting model for farmers, because
they can train in winter. Wilkinson (1994) notes that farmers can still attend short
courses at college, because they can get time off at certain times of the day or certain
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times of the year. But what about training needs arising during planting or harvesting?
It is more useful to fulfil a training need when it arises. Hawkridge et al (1988),
commenting on the farmers’ situation, note that they need to train themselves without
leaving the farm, and must be able to update their knowledge at any time when
decisions are required, rather than the time when a particular course is being offered.
Face-to-face training at certain times of the year has limitations, as far as farmers are
concerned.
Most farms employ small numbers of people because of mechanisation of agriculture
and increasing cost of labour. Thomas. a fanner who took part in this research, employs
only four people on his farm which covers more than half the village (Thoinas, 1996).
Forty years ago, his farm employed more than a third of the population of the village.
Decreasing labour on farms has implications for training needs in addition to farmers’
availability for training. Scarcity of farm workers means that those few who are actually
employed should be able to carry out a variety of tasks on the farm
training needs.

-

they have more

In some situations, remoteness also affects farmers’ availability for training. Houseman

(1994) points out that remoteness may not be a problem in the UK as a whole. but in
areas such as Wales, the South West and some parts of Scotland this may be a big
issue. Farmers inay have to take a ferry or a flight to attend training sessions, and this
may be inconvenient for isolated farmers.
Farmers’ attitudes towards training are an important element. Dainnis and Stone

(1995. p. 115) note that there is strong evidence suggesting ‘that agriculture in the UK
has a history of apathy towards the uptake of training courses’. Whitlock (1994) and
Rabbich [ 1994) confirm that tarmers as a group have a reserved attitude towards
training. They coniinent thai farmers show reïentnient towards :inv kind of outside
interference in their lives. This may be due to their geographical isolation together with
lack of time for socialisation. Also they comment that farmers are very independent and
feel their farms are big enough for them to survive alone, therefore it inay be difficult for
farmers to accept change.

1 . 3 A new approach
So, uptake of any education and training programme in farming is always limited by a
range of constraints. In other sectors, distance learning has proved to he a useful
method to overcome these limitations. while providing effective learning (Keegan, 1996;
Moore, 1989). Distance learning could possibly meet the training problems farmers
face. It is ‘organised learning _._based on the physical separation of learners and those

... involved in the organisation of learning’ (Tight, 1988, p. 59). Distance learning
through new interactive inedia may be best because it can solve some of the logistical
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problems. Geographically isolated farmers who have less time to attend conventional
training may want to use interactive media to learn at home, at convenient times and at
their own pace. Provision of distance learning using ‘stand-alone media’ may be cost
effective, too (Keegan, 1996; Romiszowski, 1988). Individualisation of instruction
through interactive media can improve student autonomy. The interactivity provided by
these media can help the farmers, leading to better learning outcomes and positive
attitudes towards learning.
The broad research objective of this thesis is to investigate how UK farmers might
benefit from interactive media in distance learning. Chapter 2 discusses two categories
of interactive media: computer-based media and conferencing media. In order to achieve

the broad research objective, this thesis will take the Countryside Disc as an example
of computer-based media, and investigate how it provides effective learning for farmers
at a distance.

1 . 4 The structure of the thesis
Chapter 1 describes the background, showing the importance of this study for UK farmei
training. After reviewing current training methods and media used for farmers’ training
in the UK, it points out their limitations and suggests a new approach.
Chapter 2 contains the literature review for the study and refines the research problem.
It highlights the characteristics of distance education and discusses attempts to provide
distance learning for UK farmers. It critically examines audio-visual media used in
distance learning and points out their limitations. It then discusses interactive media
and defines fully the concept of interaction. Later it discusses various types of
interactive iiiedia and niirrow down to the specific computer-bad iiiedia u5ed lor the
research. Finally, it states the research problem.
Chapter 3 describes the program used for the study. The Countryside Disc. an
interactive videudisc that presents an extensive and complex simulation of an English
farm and its surrounding area. The chapter first outlines criteria for selecting a suitable
program. It then describa and compares three programs that were considered for their
suitability. Finally, the chapter gives a detailed account of the Countryside Disc, the
program selected.
Chapter 4 is on the research methodology. It begins by introducing and comparing two
main research paradigms, leading to a justification of the paradigm adopted in the
current study. It then outlines the guidelines of the naturalistic paradigm, adopted for
the current study. Finally, it lays down the research design with an account of how the
field work was carried out in three stages. Chapter 4 ends by describing how the data
were analysed.
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Chapter 5 des-ribes and discusses the pilot study, which had two broad objectives: to
identify important aspects for further investigation in the main study and to test the
research methodology. First, it mentions the focus of the study. Second, it gives a
detailed account of analysis of the data. Finally it summarises the outcome of the pilot
study and states the categories identified for the main study: farmers’ learning style
and navigational problems.
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 analyse data pertaining to the learning style.
Chapter 6 analyses how the individual farmers got information from the program. It
begins by describing the set of criteria, called indicators of learning. designed to
measure individual farmer’s effort to learn from the program. It goes on to analyse how
each farmer obtained information from the program. Based on this analysis, the chapter
shows the evidence of differences in individual farmers’ approach to learning.
Chapter 7 analyses how the farmers took decisions and made inputs to the program.
The analysis focuses on two aspects: how the farmers reacted when the program did
not allow their decisions, and how the farmers’ decision-making process was influenced
by their particular approach to getting information. The chapter concludes that there
appears to be a relationship between the individual farmers’ approach to learning from
the program and making decisions.
Chapter 8 considers the plans that farmers make as the final product of their learning
sessions, and uses them to gain an insight into the learning outcome. It analyses first
the outcome of each individual farmer’s plan and how it is influenced by the approach to
learning, and then the farmers’ reactions to the feedback and its implications for
learning from the program. This chapter concludes that there is a positive relationship
between the kinds of plans the farmers made and their approach to learning from the
plugrain. It alho coiiciuclt. that the feedback prot~idedby the prograni provoked the

farmers to reflect on their actions leading them to take a deep approach to learning.
Chapter 9 discusses the findings of the data analysis pertaining to learning style (from
Chapters 6, 7 and 8), within three theoretical frameworks: Marton and Säljö’c ‘deep’
and ‘surface’ approaches to learning. Laurillard’s ‘conversational framework’ and
Schön’s *reflective practitioner’. The analysis is done under two main headings:
‘Relationship between the learning approach and the learning

O L I ~ C O I I ~and
~’

‘Special

characteristics of the learning experience’.
Chapter 10 analyses the navigational problems farmers faced and discusses their
implications for learning, specifically from the Countryside Disc, and generally from
similar computer-based media. First, it discusses the reasons for navigational
problems in computer-based media. Second, it categorises and analyses the
navigational problems the farmers faced. Third, it discusses the implications of these
navigational problems for farmers’ learning from the Countryside Disc. Fourth, it
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discusses the solutions suggested in the literature, and finally it suggests some
solutions to overcome the navigational problems that the Countryside Disc posed.
Chapter 11 provides the study’s conclusions. It summarises the main outcomes of the
research, provides a critical reflection on the work and advances recommendations and
suggestions for further work.
Appendix 1, ‘Special cases’. analyses the case of two farmers who were not able to
complete the learning task in the niain study. It describes how these two users
interacted with the program, explores the specific problems they encountered and points
towards the causes of such problems. Where necessary, the findings of this section are
referred to earlier in the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Methods and media for learning
This chapter contains the literature for the study and refines the research problem.
First. it highlights the characteristics of distance education and discusses attempts to
provide distance learning for UK farmers. Second, it critically examines audio-visual
media used in distance learning and points out their limitations. Third, it discusses
interactive media and defines fully the concept of interaction. Later it discusses various
types of interactive media and narrows down to the specific computer-based media
used for the research. Finally, it states the research problem.

2.1 Distance education and distance learning
Distance education provides opportunities for learners who are otherwise unable to
enrol in conventional face-to-fxe ediication. Reporting on the nature of distance
education, Keegan ( 1990) mentions that distance education provides a complete
educational programme for both children and adults outside of and distinct from
conventional education. Moore (1989a) also points out that distance education can
empower office, factory and farm workers. Distance education can provide knowledge of
new techniques to maintain or change employment, and can make courses available to
the individual learner in many geographic locations. Keegan (1990, p. 3) talks about an
important contribution of distance education: ‘distance education has opened access to
study towards all levels of qualification to the working adult -the student who
continues to contribute to the nation’s Gross National Product throughout the length of
his or her study programme’.
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2.1 1 Characteristics of distance education
Keegan (1990, p. 44) lists the following characteristics of di.,tance education by
synthesising definitions from Dohmen (1967). Peters (1973). Moore (1973) and
Holmberg (1977):
the quasi-permanent separation of teacher and learner throughout the length
of the learning process
the influence of an educational organisation both in the planning and
preparation of learning materials and in the provision of student support
services
the use of technical media

-

print, audio, video or computer - to unite teacher

and learner and carry the content of the course
the provision of two-way communication so that the student may benefit
from or even initiate dialogue, and
the quasi-permanent absence of the learning group throughout the length of
the learning process so that people are usually taught as individuals and not
in groups, with the possibility of occasional meetings for both didactic and
socialisation purposes.
Rumble (1989) notes that there are different opinions about some characteristics of
distance education because this is a term that embraces a wide range of educational
activities. Keegan (1990, p. 6) asserts, however, that ‘distance education is a coherent
and distinct field of educational endeavour’: it embraces all kinds of education including
primary, secondary, technical, further. college and university. public and private‘ existing
for over 100 years.
Separateness. the first characteristic, which both Rumble (1989) and Moore ( I 989a)
agree,

i5

the main one for distance education. The teacher or the teaching institute is

separate. either in place or timc. or both, from the learners. This distinguishes distance
education from face-to-face conventional education. The second characteristic is the
influence of an educational organisation in the provision of teaching and administration.
Based on this characteristic, Keegan distinguished distance education from private
study and teach-yourself prugrammes.
The first and the second Characteristics give rise to different opinions on the nature of
separation between the learner and the teacher and the extent to which the learner is
given support and controlled by the teaching institution (Rumble, 1989). This has
implications for the definition of the distance teaching institution

-

does it have to be a

well defined institution, or can it be a person who provides the distance learning?
Rumble points out that Keegan, in defining distance education, excluded all forms of
education that lack the structuring of an educational institution. He argues that private
communication between an individual in the role of the teacher and another in the role of
the student can be a form of distance education in the same way as private tuition
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between teacher and pupil, arranged outside the school, is a form of face-to-face
education. Rumble thus broadens the idea of distance education to include all forms of
instruction that do not require the student to attend regularly the educational institution
that sponsors the instruction. This suggestion implies that an institution responsible for
teaching at a distance need not be large and that it is perfectly possible for distance
education to occur between a single teacher and a single student.
The separation of teacher and learner consequently gives rise to the third and the fourth
characteristics of distance education. The third characteristic is the use of technical
media to carry out the educational activity. Distance education has to rely on the
technological media to provide the communication link between the teacher and the
learner. According to Keegan these media are used to ‘unite teacher and learner and
carry the contenf of the course’ (1990, p.44, emphasis added). Clearly most traditional
media are one-way vehicles of information, limiting two-way communication between
the student and the teacher. The importance of facilitating two-way communication in
distance education is emphasised by Holmberg (1990). Keegan cites the provision of
two-way communication as the fourth characteristic of distance education. Unlike
conventional education, there is little opportunity for two-way communication in
distance education since the teacher and the learner are usuaily separated in space and
time. Distance education relies on technical media to facilitate two-way communication.
The use of new interactive media to facilitate this has given rise to another difference in
opinions. Garrison and Shale (1987, cited by Rumble, 1989) raise the question of
whether self instruction from computer-based media can be counted as distance
education. Ljosi’s (1988, cited by Rumble. 1989) opinion is that a distinction needs to
be maintained between real and siniulated distance education. Ljosi maintains that he
‘would prefer not to use the expression two-way communication when the process of
communication from one side is entirely pre-programmed’ (ibid., p. 15). Two-way
communication must be able to respond to any query or mistake on the part of the
learner, even if the response can only direct the student to obtain further advice
elsewhere. This implies the need for a human agent. According to this view,
independeni study falls outside the scope of distance education.
Advances in new comniunication technologies in the 1990s challenge these views. For
instance, conferencing technologies challenge the fifth characteristic of distance
education, i.e., learning as an activity carried out individually and in isolation throughout
the length of the learning process. Whatever the technology, learning in a distance
education system can correctly be called distance learning.

2.12 Attempts to provide distance learning for UK farmers
What about a farmer who wants to learn by himself or herself without looking for
qualifications? Does such a learning activity count as distance education? Is a lone
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farmer studying from a computer program a distance learner? These questions are
important in deciding upon distance education for farmers.
There have been few attempts to provide distance learning for farmers in the UK. One
such attempt was the ‘Health and Productivity of Dairy Cattle’ course provided by the
Open University together with the ATB and the Royal Veterinary College (Holmes,
1994; Lane et al, 1988). The objective was to show dairy farmers and workers how an
improvement in the health and productivity of their herds could be brought about. The
course consisted of print, audio tapes, television programmes, tutor-marked
assignments and occasional face-to-face tutorials, and ran from 1984 to 1988.
Holmes (1994) asserts that the OU course presented an interesting learning
experience for the farmers. It was a new venture for them because they were used to
other kinds of learning. Students were well motivated to study because of this novelty.
He points out that the farmers who took the course did at least as well as the OU’S
undergraduates and were highly motivated.
A number of other distance learning agriculture courses, some of them aimed at farmers,
are provided in the UK. The International Correspondence School in Glasgow
(MacDonald, 1994), Capel Manor Horticultural and Environniental Centre in Enfield,
Middlesex (Dowbiggin, 1994), the Horticultural Correspondence College in
Chippenham, Wiltshire (Elms, 1994) and Agricola Training Limited in Lincoln (The
Open Learning Directory, 1996) are some of them. These institutes depend niostly on
printed material for the delivery of their courses.
Agriculture is predominantly prdctical. Most of the learning must be done on the farm or
at a college. Which subjects can be successfully learned at a distance’?Wilkinson
(1994) argues that courses offered by agricultural colleges are generally not suited to
& & u t I e ~ n i ~ ihg ~, ~ a u tiit.
> e 1e;iriit.r need> iu be on the site uith the insiructor. Beel
(1994) says training farmers i n practical skills at a distance is a difficult task.
Others hold the view that some aspects of agriculture could be delivered through
distance education. Drawing on the experience of providing a higher degree course in
agriculture‘ Bryson (1994) points out the possibility of teaching some theoretical
aspects of agriculture in the distance mode to those who are already involved
practically. The OU course shows this to be feasible. Holmes (1994) explains that it
taught the theoretical knowledge the dairy farmers needed to understand their business
properly.
A successful minor application of distance learning in ADAS is the use of plastic-

coated cards to identify pests and diseases, according to Houseman (1994). Moulton
Agricultural College plans to provide a distance-taught Higher National Certificate
course in rural diversification: this is to be part-time, combining distance study with
occasional college attendance.
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Most of the above attempts include media such as printed material and audio cassettes
to deliver the content. Only the OU course used television and video recordings, as
well. These are audio-visual media, according to Laurillard’s ( 1 993) media analysis.

2 . 2 Audio-visual media
As the term implies, there are two main components that make up audio-visual media:
audio and visual. The learning material may be in audio or visual form, separately, or a
combination of both. The visual component may be text, graphics or a combination of
both. The graphic component may consist of illustrations, still photographs, moving
pictures, etc. The delivery of the learning material may be through the print medium (as
in books, study guides), recordings on cassettes (audio cassettes, video cassettes) or
broadcasts (radio and television broadcasts).
Romiszowski (1988), defining media in general, points out that media function as the
carriers of me.

ges, from a transmitting source to the receiver of the message. The

transmitting source he refers to is a human being or an object that functions as a
teacher, while the receiver of the message is the learner or a group of learners. Gerlach
and Ely (1971) give a broader definition: a medium is any person, material, or event that
establishes conditions which enable the learner to acquire knowledge, skills and
attitudes. According to this definition a medium could be a teacher, a text book, a
recorded voice, etc. In each case, their function is to provide visual and auditory
information that will help the learner to achieve a set of learni..g objectives. Gerlach and
Ely (1971, p. 282) further specify media used for learning as ‘the graphic, photographic,
electronic, or mechanical means for arresting, processing, and reconstructing visual or
verbal information’. They view media as things that help to accomplish certain functions
that teachers alone cannot accomplish, or can accomplish less efficiently. For instance,
media such as photographic pictures, motion pictures and audio tapes are used to
capture and preserve events for later use.

2.21 Strengths of audio-visual media
Why do we need to store information in a medium and later reconstruct it for the
learner? Why not show the actual event or object? Romiszowski (1988) discusses
several instances when it is impossible to use an actual event or an object. One is
when the actual things cannot be readily shown: ‘either they are too large, too small,
too expensive, too dirty, too dangerous, too delicate, or they only come out at night!’.
Thus the teacher may have to turn to an alternative, such as a model or a picture.
Another is when the characteristics to be shown are not obvious to the naked eye, such

as inside the body of an animal or a plant. A third instance is when explaining concepts
that are impossible to see in the real world, such as energy or light waves. In these
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situations, audio-visual media become more practical. and more meaningful to the
student. Media are able to show things faster or slower than the normal speed, as
when showing the opening of a flower bud or pole vaulting in slow motion. And they are
able to show events and objects to large numbers of viewers regardless of geographical
distance.

2.22 Limitations of audio-visual media
Laurillard (1993) carries out an analysis based on her ‘conversational framework’,
which illustrates essential functions that both the teacher and the learner should
perform for effective learning. Her analysis shows that the very strength of the audiovisual media seems to be their weakness, too. The function of audio-visual media is to
help the teacher to convey his or her idea to the learner. However, audio-visual media
are incapable of performing other necessary teaching functions. Students cannot
describe to these media their understanding, or experiment with ideas in order to arrive
at a better understanding Taking video as an example, Laurillard (1995, p. 181) says:
‘video is good at conveying the teacher’s ideas, through words, pictures and events,
and can even offer. if not direct. at least vicarious experience of the world. It can do
nothing, itself, to enable the learners to express their own ideas’. Romiszowski (1988),
too, points out that these media function only us one-way because they are incapable of
dealing with any messages that the learner may want to send. Although these media
can be used effectively, with appropriate planning, often the learning offered by these
media is passive. The learner becomes an observer or listener. It is not possible to
build many learning activities around these media alone.
Another limitation of audio-visual media arise from a cost point of view. Keegan (1990)
and Rnrnisrowski (19x8) points out that it is more expensive to use niedia as a
supplement to the teacher, therefore, they favoured the use of ’stand-alone media’ using media as stand-alone teaching and learning strategies. A third limitation is that
in audio-visiial media. the information is normally stored in a linear way - thus retrieval
o f information also is linear: it expects students to learn from the beginning to the end.

Media ihat usc the processing and display capabilities of computers have now
penetrated the field of education, promising to overcome these limitations. There is a
range of terms to describe these new media; Mason (1994) uses the term ‘interactive
media’.

2 . 3 Interactive media
Within the broad term ‘interactive media’, two kinds are distinguishable, based on their
function in a learning environment. The first kind consists of media that facilitate
learners’ personal interaction with textual information (Mason, 1994). Here, the
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learner(s) engage with learning inaterial digitally processed and stored in a
computerised system. Researchers and authors use two main terms to describe this
kind: ‘interactive multimedia’ (Plowman, 1996; Latchem et al, 1993; Roiniszowski,
1993; Reeves, 1993; Tan and Nguyen, 1993; Henderson, 1993; Ambron and Hooper,
1990) and ‘multimedia’ (Whalley, 199.5; Laurillard, 199.5). Some authors use both terms
(Preece, 1993: Frylinck and Raitt, 1993). In a pedagogical analysis of media, Laurillard
(1993) uses the term ‘computer-based media’, and identifies eight types: hypertext,
multimedia resources; simulatioris. niicroworlds, modelling, tutorial programs, tutorial
simulations and tutoring systems
A second kind of interactive niedia facilitates person-to-person interaction (Mason,
1994). Mason uses the term ‘communications media’ while Laurillard uses the term
‘teleconferencing media’ to describe media used to support communication among
learners and instructors who are geographically far apart. Audio conferencing, video
conferencing, computer-mediated conferencing and audio-graphics come under this kind.
Mason predicts that although these two kinds of media
‘communications media’

- are

-

‘computer-based media’ and

fairly distinct in their application and equipment

requirements, the trend is towards their eventual merger into multimedia desktop
conferencing. Today it is possible for an individual learner to use u computer-based
medium such as a multimedia resource stored in a CD-ROM while discussing it with
another learner using the technology of computer-conferencing. Also it is possible for
geographically distributed individual learners to share information from multimedia
resources displayed on their personal computers.

2.31 Interaction
Interac!i«n a p p w r s to be the key \wrd in discussions on new interactive media used for
learning. In the literature, interaction is regarded as a vital factor in teaching and
learning. Mason (1994) says that no other concept characterises so well the
educational thinking in the 1990s.
Although interaction is in the forefront of discussions, the current situation suggests
that it is B concepl luore talked about than practised. Livengood (1987) complains that
interactivity has been ‘the buzzword‘ since new interactive media were introduced for
education and training. Others argue that the terms ’interaction’ and ‘interactivity’ have
not been well defined:
One of the major difficulties surrounding discussions of interaction and
interactivity is that these terms, while widely used, have not been clearly or
functionally defined (Wagner, 1994, p. 6).
While the term is freely bandied about, interactivity is an ill-defined
concept, especially with respect to computers and its importance in
instruction (Borsook and Higginbotham-Wheat, 1991, p. 12).

Interaction, being a hypothetical construct, may acquire a number of meanings,
depending on the author and the context (Moore, 1989b; Looms, 1993; Thompson and
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Jorgensen, 1989). Livengood (1987) suggests that designers and developers of
instructional material based on computers and interactive video use the words
‘interactive’ and ‘interactivity’ without focusing on their meanings in teaching and
learning. The result is ‘..a bandwagon effect such that every programme, every
technology, every approach is labelled ‘interactive’ by some obscure definition of the
word’ (Mason, 1994, p.26). Therefore, an analysis of the term ‘interaction’ will be
useful in understanding how interactive media support learning.

Dimensions of interaction
The individual learner is within a learning environment comprised of the other learners,
the instructor, and various non-human resources used for learning such as books,
television programmes, recorded audio and video, and interactive media. The learner
interacts with these human and non-human components during learning. The learner
may have either a face-to-face relationship with them, as in classroom situations, or a
distance relationship, through a range of media.
These interactions or relationships have been referred to as types of interaction, and
Moore (1989b) identifies three types:
learner-content interaction
learner-instructor interaction
learner-learner interaction
Learner-content interaction is the interaction between the learner and the content or
the subject of study. The process of intellectual engagement with content changes the

learner’s understanding and perspective. Moore explains that this type of interaction
corresponds to Holmberg’s (1986. cited by Monre, 1989b. p. 2 ) notion of ‘internal
didactic conversation’

- learners

talking io themselves about the information ,nd ideas

they encounter in a text, television program. or lecture. Learner-instructor interaction is
the engagement between lhe learner and the instructor or the subjeci expert. Learnerlearner interaction is the engagement between one learner and other learners, alone or

in group settings, with or without an instructor present, at the same time or
asynchronously.
Mason (l994), too mentions these three types of interactions, though she preferred the
term ‘dimensions’. She adds that the interaction between the student and the content
may be via various media, such as text, a computer program, video or combinations of
them. The interaction between the teacher and the student may be in the form of
question and answer sessions after lectures, by telephone, fax or cmail, in office hours
or in class. Lastly, the interaction between students may be in self-help groups,
collaborative work projects, or in discussions and seminars.
Further analysis is required, however, to explain the relationships that may occur
between different components that are involved in a learning situation. To what extent
are these relationships or interactions similar? Is the interaction between learner and
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the tutor similar to the interaction between learner and the content? Learner-learner
interaction is a human-to-human interaction. So is the learner-instructor interaction.
Learner-content interaction seems to be different, because it is not a human-to-human
interaction.
Content may take many material forms, such as books, television programmes,
recorded audio and video programmes. computer programs, etc. These material forms
could be classified as ‘learning resources‘, and the learner’s interaction with these may
be classified as learner-learning resources interaction. Content also may he associated
with other learners and the instructor. Therefore, the learners can interact with (a)
human beings and/or (b) learning resources in order to interact with content. When the
learner interacts with a book or a television programme or an interactive medium, the
learner intellectually interacts with the content. Similarly, the objective of a learner’s
interaction with the instructor or the other learner is to interact with the content or the
subject of study. The instructor and other learners are carriers of content.
Therefore, it is possible to list three dimensions of interactions, as illustrated in Fig.

2.1. These dimensions will he useful in constructing a model of interaction. Learners
interact with the three components i n order to interact with the content.

/Learner

Content

/
~

Inslruciur

Content
Learning
resources

Fig. 2.1: Dimensions of interactions

These interactions may occur either face-to-face or through media. Fig. 2.2 represents
the dimensions of both kinds of interaction. The learner-content interaction is the
common factor.
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Media
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---tLearner

ídce-to-tdcc -Learner

I

Learner C-- Content

Media

,

-Instructor

tace-to-face d Instructor

resources

Fig. 2.2: Dimensions of interaction both face-to-face and through media

In the literature, views vary on how the interactions between the learner and the human
components, and between the learner and learning resources, support learning.

Iiiteractiori hefiieeii

Iiui~itii~s

As far as the human components of a learning environment are concerned, the
interpersonal aspect of communication is highlighted as the key aspect of interaction.
For instance, Simpson and Galbo (1986) see interaction as how the individuals and
groups act upon each other. They argue that interaction is a wider concept, and
characterised by a two-way relationship. They view inieraction as continually
emerging: 'communication in its most inclusive sense' (ibid., p. 38). Wagner (1994)
holds a similar view: interactions are reciprocal events that require at least two objects
and twû actims. Intcractiuns I~CC'UI' w1ir.n these cveiith iiiutually influence one mother.
B%th (1979. cited by Hillman et al. 1993) also focuses on the two-way communication
between the tutor and the student. Holmberg (1988. cited by H i l l n d et al, 1994) puts
foiward the notion of 'guided didactic conversation' for effective learning. These ideas
on interaction focus mainly on the human-huinan dimension.
What about the nature of interaction when the technologies. especially the new
interactive media. come into teaching and learning?

Iiiteractioiz wYth interactive media
The 'Nebraska Scale', designed by the Nebraska Videodisc DesigdProduction Group
(Looms, 1993, p.117; Fuller, 1987, p. 15), is a purely technical approach belonging to the
early 1980s. This scale measures interactivity at three levels:
Level One: a videodisc player with facilities designed to still/freeze frame,
chapter stop, frame address and dual-channel audio;
Level Two: a videodisc player with the capabilities of Level One, plus onboard programmable memory and improved access time;
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Level Three: Level One and Level Two players interfaced to an external
computer and/or other peripheral devices, such as digital audio, touch
screens.
The higher the level in the scale, the greater is the interactivity. But this scale takes
into account only the capabilities of video players used for teaching and learning, such
as their ability to show still and freeze frames, or provide instant access to different
screens without having to play from beginning to end, their sophistication of interface
such as use of touch screens, and the size of memory and processing capabilities of the
computer. Reeves (1993) cites claims that such interactive technologies guarantee
interaction in the learning process and therefore enhance learning. The first is by John
Sculley of Apple Computers who asserts:
Teachers and students will command a rich learning [multimedia]
environment that, had you described it to me when I was in school, would
have seemed entirely magical. Imagine a classroom with a window on all
the world’s knowledge. Imagine a teacher with the capability to bring to
life any image, any sound, any event. Imagine a student with the power to
visit any place on earth at any time in history. Imagine a screen that can
display in vivid color the inner working of a cell, the birth and deaths of
stars, the clashes of armies, and the triumphs of art. And then imagine that
you have access to all of this and more by exerting little more effort than
simply asking t h a t it appear. It seems like magic even today. Yet the ability
to provide this kind of learning environment is within our grasp (Sculley,
1988, p. vi¡, cited by Reeves, 1993, p. 79-80).
James E. Dezel of IBM is equally enthusiastic about the technology:
Multimedia brings to bear dynamic visual information in the form of fullmotion video that gives you a direct pipeline into the brain. We, as human
beings, process that data very efficiently. The power of full-niotioii video
combined with interactivity allows every person to discover knowledge in
the patterns that fits their paradigm for learning -the way they learn best.
individualised (Taylor, 1990. p. 27. cited by Reeves. 1993, p. 80).
These two statements strongly suggest that interactive media provide for interactive
learning. thus enhancing learning. Many proinotional materials use the words
‘interactive niedia’ and ‘interactivc learning’ together. This kind of indiscriminate use of
the word ‘interactive’ suggests that ‘interactive learning media’ automatically support
‘interactive learning’. Reeves’ ( 1993) view is that ‘interactive media’ cannot guarantee
learning any more than a library. Weller (1988). commenting on learning material with
the lahcl ‘interactive’, says that too often what has actually been placed on disks and
video discs as ’interactive’ is actually less interactive than the print-based
programmed instruction courses that were developed previously. Livengood ( 1987) also
criticises instructional products labelled ‘interactive’ as little more than electronic
workbooks employing techniques derived from programmed instruction, while other
‘interactive programs’ are simply show-cases for the high-tech capabilities of the
systems they run on. He stresses the need to develop materials which use the
capabilities of these sophisticated systems effectively.
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Categories of interaction
Instrucrioriril interactions nnd systems inteructivin
Understanding how the interaction supports learning and, more specifically, what aspect
of interaction supports learning, seems to be a difficult task. Herring (1987, cited by
Wagner, 1994) provides a useful distinction between two categories of interactions. He
separates attributes of technological media, especially new communication
technologies, from ‘interactions’ concerned with effective learning. Interactions that are
the property of learning events he calls ‘instructional interactions’ while the delivery
systems interactions, which are the property of media he calls ‘systems interactivity’.
Wagner argues that general discussions of interaction do not distinguish between these
two categories:
The growing ‘folk’ acceptance of a causal relationship between system
interactivity and instmctional interaction has placed an unrealistic
expectation on interactive technologies to ensure that instmctional
interactions do occur (Wagner. 1994, p. 8).
Dillon and Gunawardena ( 1992) note that one reason for the tendency to equate the
instructional interaction with system interactivity is the improvement of
telecommunications and other technologies such as interactive video and interactive
multimedia learning environments. These improvements have resulted in sophisticated
machine-user interface options. For example, hypermedia are called ‘interactive
technology’. because the user can point (either directly or indirectly) to reactive objects
that are displayed on a computer screen. The pointing (carried out with touch screens,
light pens, mouse, roller controllers, joysticks. or tracker balls) enables users to select
the particiilar items of interest to them (Barker. 1993).
The distinction between instructional interaction and systems interactivity helps
explain how interaction improves learning. Instructional interactions deal with learning
activities that are central for effectiveness of learning. Systeiiis interactivity, on the
other hand, depends on the attributes of new technologies. The Nebraska scale
(described before) clearly illustrates the attributes of interactive media. i.e.. systems
interactivity. If these attributes are used wisely, better instructional interactions could
be made available to the learner. However, since the line between these two categories

of interactions is at tinies invisible, only systems interactivity niay be available to us.
For instance, Livengood (1987, p.28) lists two items that cannot be considered as
instructional interactions:
the number of times a student presses a space bar or clicks the mouse
the number of keystrokes per minute.
These activities are often available in interactive media, and they belong to the category
of ‘systems interactivity’. With only a click of the mouse or a key stroke, these media
let the learner move around information structured in the computer system in different
formats such as text, still pictures, moving pictures, and animations. Those physical
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operations alone are not directly responsible for effectiveness of learning, but enable the
user to interact with the technology and the information structured in the computer.
Thompson and Jorgensen (1989) also point out that common practice is to use the
terms ‘active’ and ‘interactive‘ to refer to simple physical manoeuvres to advance a
computer program and to routine choices requiring only short term memory or simple
manipulations of the material. These interactive attributes of the delivery system need
to he used i n association with interaction that is central to learning
Fig. 2.3 locates the instructional interactions and systems interactivity within the three
dimensions of interactions.

-1

-t,earner

face-to-face &Learner

-*Instructor
face-to-ïacr d Inslructor

\
\

\

- -p
L

didearning
resources
fncc-til-face
Learning
resources

Fig. 2.3: The location of instructional interactions and systems interactivity within the
dimensions of interactions

Lecirrie,.-iriterf¿ize irireracriori

Hillman et al (1994), focusing on learning froni interactive media, point out that it is
important to consider the interaction that occurs between the learner and the
technologies used to deliver instruction. Their argument is important in the light of new
media used for learning. When the interactions occur through a technological medium,
the learner has to dcal with that medium too, according to Hillinan et al. As tecl-nology
increasingly becomes the means of communication for distance learning the design of
the mediating technologies becomes correspondingly important:
The greater use of these devices, as well as their increasing complexity, has
led us to define an additional model of interaction - learner-interface
interaction - in which the learner must interact with the technological
medium in order to interact with the content, instructor, or other learners
(Hillman et al, 1994, p. 33).
Where does the learner-interface interaction fit in?
When the learner interacts with a learning resource such as a book, the learner
interacts with it without having to interact through an interface. Suppose the learning
resource is a material based on a new learning technology, an interactive medium. Still
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the learner interacts with the resource, but has to interact with the interface of the
program in order to interact with the content of the learning resource.
The learner-interface interaction becomes more distinct when the learner interacts with
distant learning resources such as those courses delivered on the Web. The learner
uses a personal computer linked to the Internet. He or she needs to interact with the
interface in order to interact with the content on the Web. In computer-conferencing the
remote learner needs to manipulate the interface in order to interact with the other
learners or the instructor. The learner-interface interaction is a phenomenon that occurs
within another dimension of interaction; it is a supporting or a mediating interaction.
A suggested model of interaction

My analysis of interaction can be summarised in Fig. 2.4 as a suggested model of
interaction. This model consists of three dimensions of interactions and three categories

of interactions.
The three dimensions of interactions are:
learner-learner interaction
learner-instructor interaction
learner-learning resources interaction
The three categories of interactions that are important for learning within these
dimensions are:
instructional interactions
*

systems interactivity
learner-interface interaction

The model locates the three categories of interactions within the three dimensions of
intcractions.

Instructor
face-tu-face +Instruclor

-Learning
resources
face-to-face
1,earnine
resources

Fig. 2.4: A suggested model of interactions
When the learner interacts with either the other learners, the instructor, or the learning
resources, s/he usually interacts with the content. The quality of instructional
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interaction is important on all three occasions. If learner-other learners and learnerinstructor interactions are face-to-face, learning effectiveness is dependent very much
on the interpersonal communication abilities of the parties at both ends. If this
engagement is via a medium, the learner-interface interaction also becomes important,
because the learner has to grapple with the technology too.
When the learner engages with a learning resource, say via a conventional medium
such as a book, television progranime, or audio cassette, the quality of instructional
interaction built into the learning resource is important, because the learner is alone
with the non-human learning material, learning alone. The learner-interface interaction
is easy provided learner knows how to handle the technology. Systems interactivity is
minor, compared with interactive media.
Now consider the case of the learner engaged with an interactive medium. The learning
resource, or the learning material itself, is a new technology. The quality of learning
depends on the quality of instructional interaction built into the learning material. It is
supported by the high calibre interactive capabilities of the technology. Also the
learning depends on how learner-interface interaction occurs
competence to handle the technicalities of the program.

-

the learner’s

Fig. 2.4 shows that instructional interactions occupy a prominent position in this
suggested model of interaction, because they are central to learning. How can we
characterise instructional interactions pro\:ided by interactive inedia?
Laurillard (1987a) expects interactive media to provide new ways of enabling students
to ‘interact with knowledge’ and to explore and test the world they are trying to learn
about. similar to the experience gained in a laboratory practical or a field investigation.
This kind of interaction with knowledge offers a major challenge to education, where the
iradiiioniii prwiics ha2 hwn

to

eiiiphasi>e transmission of knowledge rather than

interaction with it. Thompson and Jorgensen ( i 989) point out that interaction should
foster deeper understanding of the underlying principles and concepts. How can this he
achieved!
The characteristics of instructional interactions can be summarised as follows:
It provides feedback to the learner on hidher performance (Laurillard, 1993).
Feedback is information that permits learners to judge the quality of their
performance (Wagner, 1993). The quality of feedback is its most important
aspect (Laurillard, 1987b) and this depends on the quality of the information
and how the information is presented, Quality of information depends on its
timeliness (when?), appropriateness (what?) and richness (how much?).
Feedback requires two-way communication, another feature of interaction
(Borsook and Higginbotham-Wheat, 1991).
It may depend on the program’s ability to (a) understand the learner’s
position (Livengood, 1979) and (b) adapt to the learner’s level of knowledge
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and pace of progress. It may involve strategies that facilitate non-sequential
access to information and a range of options in the learning activity.
It may give the learner greater control (Livengood, 1979; Johnson and
Grover, 1993; Baynton, 1992; Friend and Cole, 1990; Kinzie and Sullivan,
1989). Other related concepts are independence, autonomy. and selfdirected learning (Eaynton, 1992). However, the concept of ‘control’ is more
inclusive and is concerned with the opportunity and ability to influence,
direct, and determine the decisions related to the educational process
(Garrison and Baynton, 1987; Baynton, 1992). The three types of control
that are important for learning are: conrrol over learning strategy, sequence
of learning and the content (Laurillard, 1 9 8 7 ~ ) .
Fig. 2.4 presents a suggested model of interaction based on my analysis of interaction.
Although 1 outlined briefly the characteristics of instructional interactions, Laurillard’s
(1993) ‘conversational framework’ might be useful to comprehensively bring out and
further illustrate the notion of instructional interactions.

Laurillard’s conversational framework
Laurillard (1993) characterises the teaching and learning process as a dialogue
between the teacher and the student. The teacher and student engage in this dialogue

in order to arrive at an academic understanding of some aspect of the world, i.e., the
student needs to be able to derive meaning from the learning experience and apply this
knowledge to other problems. In academic learning students do not get the chance to
get a direct experience of the world, or to carry out actions in the real world. For
instance. students cannot learn about atoms hy directly experiencing them. Rather they
have to rely on others‘ descriptions of atoms. Therefore, the academic learning process.
which i \ euieniiiilly :i dialogue between the teacher and the student. i s based on
descriptions of the world. Laurillard identifies four functions that the teacher and
student need to perforin, for effective learning (Laurillard, 1993, p. 94-95):
Discursive
teacher’s and student’s conceptions should each be accessible to the other
teacher and student inust agree learning goals for the topic, and task goal
the teacher must provide an environment within which the student can act
on, generate and receive feedback on descriptions appropriate to the topic
goal
Adantive
the teacher has the responsibility to use the relationship between his or her
own conception and the student’s conception, to determine the focus of the
continuing dialogue
Interactive
the student must act to achieve the task goal
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the teacher must provide meaningful intrinsic feedback on the actions that
relate to the nature of the task goal
Reflective
the teacher must support the process in which a student links the feedback
on his or her actions to the topic goal for every level of description within the
topic structure
Laurillard elaborates these four essential functions into 12 activities, between the
teacher and the student. These 12 activities constitute the ‘conversational framework’,
illustrated by Fig. 2.5.

TEACHER

MEDIUM

STUDENT

Fig. 2.5: The conversational framework (Laurillard, 1993, p. 102)

A learning activity that can fulfil the above four functions could be considered effective.
To begin with, there should be a dialogue between the teacher and the student. In this
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dialogue the teacher and the student express their conceptions, aiming to understand
each other’s conception.
Based on the outcome of the discussion, the teacher adapts the learning task for the
learner.
The third function, interaction, allows the student to experience the world. Because the
student should be able to apply academic knowledge to new situations and new
problems, the learning should go beyond mere experience; the student should be able to
interpret it meaningfully. Teacher-constructed worlds with which the student needs to
interact are, for example, a class room experiment, a field trip, a poem, depending on the
subject matter (Laurillard, 1995). The teacher constructs the conditions of the learner’s
interaction so that the experience enables the learner to learn. On the basis of that
particular experience the teacher can then begin to build general, abstracted
descriptions.
The reflective function should be carried out by both the teacher and the student. The
teacher reflects on the learner’s performance and adapts what s/he says accordingly, as
mentioned previously. This is to make teaching responsive to the learner’s needs. The
student uses what the teacher says to adapt his or her actions. and to reflect on the
results of these actions in the teacher-constructed world, in order to modify and develop
his or her own ideas, until both the teacher and the learner come to the same
understanding.
Laurillard considers how various media can take the teacher‘s role and perform the
above four functions. She points out that it is far easier to provide activities of the
discursive function than the adaptive, interactive and reflective functions. Audio-visual
media are capable of conveying the teacher’s conception. hut this is only one activity
withiri ihr ùibcuiri\e hiage. Since i t is b o rahy I « provide this function, inieractive
media too tend io follow suit.
Laurillard points out that enabling the learner to carry out activities in the interactive
and reflective stages is crucial foi. improved learning. Therefore, instructional interaction
should emphasise the activities in the interactive and reflective stages. Since the focus
of this thesi? is the farmers‘ interaction with computer-based media, I shall discuss
how such media support these teaching and learning functions. The discussion will
begin with an overview of computer-based media.

2.32 Computer-based media
Computer-based media have several advantages, both technologically Tnd
pedagogically, over traditional audio-visual media. As Latchem et al (1993, p. 19) say,
such a medium ‘.._combines all the processing power and control of the modern
microcomputer with the motivational and presentational capacities of traditional audiovisual media’. Traditional audio-visual media are based on technologies of printing,
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recording and replay of audio and video, and broadcasting of radio and television. At
their most sophisticated level, computer-based media can carry out most of the
functions of traditional media, hut often better and faster because they utilise the
storage, processing and control power of computers to store and deliver information in
various forms (text, graphics, audio, still images, animation, motion video, etc).
However, the greatest advantages of computer-based media are pedagogical
Computer-based media can shift the learner from a passive role to an active role. They
can store and provide access to information in a non-linear way. Latchem et al claim
that this is the real strength of computer-based media:
... the real strength ... lies ... in the courseware which provides browsable
‘chunks’ of information connected by predetermined ‘links’ and enables
the end-user io access and navigate this information and build, test and
apply knowledge in logical and personally meaningful ways (Latchem et al,
1993, p. 19).

The non-linear storage and accessing information is called ‘hypertext’. a concept that
dates hack little more than half a century. Barker (1993) documents how hypertext was
first conceived and later implemented on computers.

Hypertext
The concept underlying hypertext was first conceived by Vennevar Bush in 1945
(Barker, 1993; Ambron and Hooper, 1990). Bush suggested a system called ‘niemex’ in
which individuals could store vast quantities of information, and create personal links
between pieces of information. By using an indexing system individuals could retrieve
information from this vast knowledge base (Bush, 1945, cited by Barker. 1993).
Douglas Engelbart and Theodore Nelson extended this idea in the 1960s (Hooper,
1990). Engelbart developed the first hypertext system called ’Augment’ (Barker, 1993,
p. 20) Tht-orlorr Nelson was. the first to introduce the term ‘hypertext’ in the Iate
1960s. He defined hypertexi n s being ‘computer supported non-sequential writing’
(Nelson, 1967). He envisioned an information universe, called ‘Xanadu’, containing all
the world‘s literature interlinked in various ways, supporting multiple users and
multiple applications (Barker, 1993, p. 21). Today’s storage and processing
technologies allow voluminous multimedia information, i.e., a combination of text,
pictures and sound in ‘hypertext’ form, known as ‘hypermedia’ (Barker. 1993; Paine
and McAra, 1993).
The key feature of hypertext, from the learners’ point of view, is that the text has many
nodes and links which allow the learners to determine their own routes through the
material (Preece, 1993, p. 137). The author of a hypertext creates the document in a
non-linear fashion, using ‘nodes’ to express concepts; these nodes are linked to each
other based on the association the author believes exists between the nodes (Zhao,
1994). The author defines ‘buttons’ or ‘hot spots’ enabling him or her to define links
between nodes (Paine and McAra, 1993). The text produced in such a way is a nodelink network ‘which cannot he printed conveniently on a conventional page’ (Nelson,
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1967, cited by Zhao, 1994, p. 6). In hypertext, the user navigates through the document
by clicking on the ‘buttons’ or ‘hotspots’ defined by the author. Paine and McAra
(1993) use the analogy of a series of file ’stacks’ made of ‘cards’ to understand
hypertext structure. As the user browses one card, ideas or links suggest themselves
and other cards or stacks can be immediately accessed for this information. Fig. 2.6 is a
simplified view of hypertext structure.

Fig. 2.6: A diagrammatic representation of hypertext structure (adapted from Zhao.
1994, p. 7)
In Fig. 2.6, A, B, C and D are the four documents that comprise the hypertext program.
Document A has a hotspot ‘b’; when clicked on ‘b’ the usei’ can see the document B.
Each document has at least one hot spot. There are six arrows showing links between
documents.
Marchionini (1988, p. 9) highlights three ways in which hypertext coiitributes to
learning and teaching: information storage and access, learner control and collaborative
learning. First, hypertext systems allow large volumes of information to be stored in
extremely compact form. This information can be in a variety of media and can be
accessed easily and rapidly. Second, hypertext offers a high level of learner control.
Learners are able to decide the pace and sequencing of navigation: they can jump from
one piece of information to another, in any order, ‘guided by intellectual curiosity or prior
knowledge rather than any linear arrangement preordained by the product developer’
(Paine and McAra, 1993. p. 41). Finally, hypertext provides users with the tools to
alter or add to existing material. Learners in such an environment can create their own
paths, save and annotate them as their own interpretations of the content, and share
their notes with teachers and fellow students. In this way, hypertext ‘blurs the
distinction between the developer, the teacher and the learner’ (Paine and McAra,
1993, p. 41).
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While it is widely accepted that hypertext has the potential to offer a learning
experience ‘that would be difficult or impossible in any other medium’ (Whalley, 1995.
p. 190), there is a growing concern about whether hypertext is being used to its full
potential, particularly in its multimedia form. Whalley states that multimedia must
contribute something more to learning than ‘simply point and click interactivity’.
Laurillard (1995: p. 179) argues for a pedagogical analysis of what the new media
systems can offer, an analysis that will impose on them a more ambitious objective than
they currently have. Taking multimedia CD-ROMs as an example, she agrees that
these programs make encyclopaedic data accessible to school children who get the
opportunity to do their own ‘research’. Children are more motivated to work with
multimedia CD-ROMs than with printed encyclopaedia because it is fun. Though CDROMs provide faster information retrieval and greater learner control, Laurillard argues
that the CD-ROM-based encyclopaedia provides information. Students need to
transform this information into knowledge. CD-ROMs, in their information presentation
form alone. cannot do that.

Types of computer-based media
Laurillard (1993) identifies eight types of computer-based media: hypertext, multimedia
resources, simulations, microworlds, modelling, tutorial programs. tutorial simulations
and tutoring systems.
The term ‘hypertext’ was used earlier to refer to the particular system used in all types
of computer-based media to store and retrieve information non-linearly. The same term
is used to describe a program produced in hypertext-style where the individual ‘nodes’
consist of only pages of text. As discussed previously, the nodes could consist of any:
graphics, still photographs. audio, video and computer-generated animations. According
to Laurillai-d, (1993. p. 127) ‘the conibiiiaiion of a liypcrtcxt system wiih auùio-visual
media to give multimedia brings together the best of both’. Laurillard referred such
media as ‘inultimedia resources’.
The ability to provide easy and fast access to information of the learner‘s choice is
highlighted as the real strength of both hypertext and multimedia resources (Laurillard,
1993). The authoring programs used to create both these media support various
facilities such as indexing, referencing. searching and editing. Moving around the large
database to access and display an item of information is easy through mouse clicks and
pull-down menus.
However, neither hypertext nor inultimedia resources support a majority of the
functions of the teaching and learning process (Laurillard, 1993). Accessing a hypertext

or a multimedia information base is not interactive, because the information in the
database does not change as a result of the users’ actions. Laurillard points out that ‘it
is no more interactive than writing in the margins of a book, or editing the book yourself,
or annotating it with your own reference to another point in the book. It would not be
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possible for the student to tell if they had made an inappropriate link

-

the system

remains neutral with respect to anything they do' (p. 121). The students may type their
own 'documents' and make their annotations, hut that is exactly what they do when
they annotate text books. By doing such an activity, the students carry out an important
aspect of the learning process, the description of their own conception. However,
'hypertext does not provide anything more than wide margins'

-

in hypertext,

documents entered by students can be any size (p. 125).
Neither media offers feedback on students' description, so are not fully discursive.
Neither do they offer action on the world or a simulated world. The only action offered is
the manipulation of descriptions: the text available in the system can he annotated,
interlinked, and edited. However there is no feedback from the system on what learners
do. Laurillard concluded that 'the case for hypertext (and multimedia resources) as an
innovative pedagogical medium is confined to its limited discursive (see below)
capabilities'; 'its logistical advantages are clear for information retrieval, however' (p.
125). Laurillard concluded that a simple hypertext system can be neither adaptive nor
reflective.
Laurillard's (1993. p. 177) media comparison chart, Table 2.1, shows how the various
computer-based media support the functions in the teaching and learning process.
Table 2.1: Media comparison chart (from Laurillard, 1993, U. 177)
Functions
in the
ieaching
and
learning
process

Discursive

Actiiitio hetneen the teacher and qtudent

1 T deicrihcs conception

2 S descrihzs conception
3

T redescribes conception i n light of S ' s
conception o r action

1 S redescribes conception i n light T's
rcdexription
Adaptive

5

T adapts task goal in light of S's description
or action

Interactive 6 T sets task goal

7 S acts to achieve task goal

:
v

d

8 T s world gives feedhack on action

9 S modifies actions i n light of feedback
Adaptive

10 S adapts action i n light of T's description

Reflective

Il

S reflects on interaction to modify
description

12 T reflects o n action to modify description
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Table 2.1 shows that simulations can carry activities listed under the interactive
function. Simulations allow learners to carry out actions in a simulated world that
provides feedback for their actions, a significant improvement on basic hypertext, The
learner can gain a particular kind of experience through a simulation. A limitation of
simulations, however, is that they cannot make any decisions about the students’ level
of understanding on the basis of their actions, and cannot make new suggestions.
Students may come to the wrong conclusion based on the feedback. Simulations can
only give feedback in the form of changing a figure or a shape of a graph, based on the
model built into the program. They cannot comment on the student’s action, so
simulations are not discursive. Table 2.1 shows that they fail to address discursive,
adaptive and reflective functions.
Table 2.1 shows that, as we move along the spectrum of other types of computer-based
media, more and more functions of the teaching and learning process are provided. For
instance, microworlds provide feedback which is more descriptive, because the student
can use a programming language to interact with a microworld. The use of a
programming language allows the learner to act in the simulated world in a more
descriptive way. This descriptive action can he used for further analysis by the learner
and facilitate reflection and revision. The feedback given by the program is more
meaningful to the learner. Other computer-based media
tutorial simulations, and tutorial systems

-

-

modelling, tutorial programs,

provide more functions of the teaching and

the learning process.
The above comparison shows the variety of learning experiences that computer-based
media can provide. With adequate design and support, these media can he used to
provide learning opportunities for farmers. These media can solve logistical problems by
enabling farmers to learn at their own homes or offices and at a time and pace they
choose. in addition to providing solutions to logistical problems, however, what kind of
pedagogical problems can these media solve’?

2 . 4 The research problem
Chapter 1 examined the dilemma of the UK farmer: how to make profits under (a) a
growing pressure from the public about the effect of farming activities on the
environment, health, conservation, animal welfare, food safety and the rural economy
and (b) the regulations imposed by EEC and the government to preventing surplus
production. Chapter 1 also identified three kinds of training need that arise from this
situation, and argued that farmers need to be trained in order to farm profitably. What
media are capable of meeting these training needs?
First, farmers need to be constantly updated regarding the debate about farming, the
environment and the countryside. This need can be met by receiving information about
the current situation. Audio-visual media are suitable for this, according to the media
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analysis carried out. Currently, magazines such as ‘Farming Weekly’. radio
programmes such as ‘Farming Today’ and ‘On Your Farm’, and television programmes
such as ‘The Countryfile’ are dedicated to this.
The need for training in how to comply with health, safety and environmental
regulations, goes beyond just receiving information. It requires farmers to get hands-on
experience and improve their practical skills. Chapter 1 discussed the current face-toface methods used in this regard and pointed out their limitations. Looking at the
characteristics of distance learning, Chapter 2 points out how distance learning can help
farmers to meet their training needs. by overcoming their logistical problems. There
have been a few attempts at reaching UK farmers with distance learning, most based on
traditional audio-visual media. Computer-based media seem to be more suitable,
because they can not only overcome the logistical problems but also provide more
effective learning. However, audio-visual media such as television and video
programmes can be effectively used for imparting practical skills.
The third training need is that farmers must acquire the knowledge and skills needed to
farm profitably under current conditions, while responding to the demands of the general
public and observing the regulations. This training need, seemingly the most important
one, goes beyond receiving information and acquiring practical skills. Farmers need to
be able to evaluate how their farm management decisions affect not only their financial
profitability, but also the environment and the economy surrounding their farms. They
need to take account of public opinion and the regulations imposed upon them. This
means that they need to have a deep understanding of the variety of factors involved in
present-day farming. Audio-visual media cannot deliver such training because it
involves more than just sending and receiving information. This training need is difficult
to nicet through face-to-face trdining. too. because of the complexity, time and cost
involved. For example, a training organiser‘s view was that:
... in the industry they (the farmers) are in. they can’t afford io make a
mistake, hecause it is over a long time. If you have decided to put in a new
huilding. and you make the wrong mistake for whatever reason, you are
looking at having to alter that after five to ten years (Mason. 1995).

In the real woi-Id, it may not be possible to see the effects of one particular farm
management decision over a short time. Computer-based media such as simulations
can help farmers make decisions in a simulated world and gain a deep understanding
about how to make profitable farm management decisions that take into account the
opinions of the general public and regulations. Therefore, the third training need falls
within the capabilities of computer-based media.
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To summarise the research problem:

The research problem is to examine how a selected interactive computer-based
medium enables farmers to gain a deep understanding of the interplay of various
[actors involved in present-day farming and make profitable farm management
iecisions, while observing regulations and taking into account public opinions.
l

The Countryside Disc, a simulation on a computer-controlled videodisc, is the
ielected medium for this study, which investigates the instructional interactions, as

i

.dentified in this Chapter, of the farmers who use it. Therefore this is one aspect of the
nvestigation. The other aspect of the investigation is the learner-interface interaction,
lecause that too influences how farmers learn from computer-based media. Fig. 2.7
Ilustrates the focus of the study.

Farmer c

..

-

Conteat

how the farmerr gan a
deep undrrsiadingi d
v x i o u i faciors inbolxd in
preiznl-da? famiin:. u hile
ohrcninz puhlic «pinion

Computer-Based Medium
(CBW

i from Edirisingha, 1996, p. 316)

2 . 5 Conclusions
This chapter reviewed the literature for the study in order to refine the research
prohlem. I L highlighted the characteristics of distance learning and discussed attempts
to provide distance learning for UK faniiers. It ci-itically examined audio-visual media
used in distance learning and pointed out their limitations. It then discussed interactive
media and defined fully the concept of interaction. illuminated by a inodel that relates
the various categories and dimensions within the concept. Later it discussed various
types of interactive media and the specific computer-based media used for the research.
Finally, it stated the research problem. The next chapter will describe the program used
for this study.
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Chapter
3
The program
This chapter describes the program used for the study and explains how the choice was
made. First, it presents the criteria for selecting a suitable program. It then describes and
compares three programs that were considered for their suitability. Finally, the chapter gives
a detailed account of the program selected for the study.

3.1 Criteria for selection
The program selected for the study should suit the investigation undertaken. Chapter 2 stated
the specific research prohlem :is examining how a selected computer-based medium can fulfil
the specific farmer training need - enabling farmers to gain a deep understanding of various
factors involved in present-day farming and to make profitable farm management decisions,
while obsen.int public opinions and regulations. The program should address this training
need, and by using the program farmers should be able to experience how their farm
manasenicnt decisions affect not only their financial profitability. hut also the environmental
and rural economic aspects.
Laurillard (1993) suggested that the four essential functions of teaching and learning process
that media should perform are: discursive, interactive, adaptive and reflective. She points
out that it is more important to facilitate the interactive, adaptive and reflective functions than
the discursive function. The interactive function allows the learner to cany out activities in
the world, or a simulated world, and see the results for himself or herself. During the
adaptive function the program evaluates the learner’s performance and adapts the teaching
accordingly. The learner also adapts his or her actions, and in the reflective function, he or
she reflects on the results in order to modify and develop his or her understanding.
According to the research problem, the program should enable farmers to carry out actions
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and see the results for themselves. Therefore, the program selected should be able to perform
the interactive function of the learning process.
One type of computer-hased program that can provide the interactive function is simulations.
A simulation is ‘a program that embodies some model of an aspect of the world, allows the
user to make inputs to the model, runs the model and displays the results’ (Laurillard, 1993,

p. 130). The program displays feedback to the user in the form of textual descriptions,
pictures, sounds, numerical values or combinations of these. in response to inputs.
However, simulations only respond via the model built into them. They are interactive in the
sense that the system gives feedback on student’s actions, but does not comment on, or
discuss them, so is not discursive. Simulations fail to address interaction at the level of
descriptions, adaptivity of task focus: and reflection (Laurillard. 1993). Despite these weak
points, simulations enable users to carry out activities in a simulated world and receive
feedback. Therefore, I decided that the program used for the study should include a
simulation.

3 . 2 Available programs
Three simulation programs, the only ones availsble for farmers, were considered for their
suitability: Nitrogen Cycle (Nicol and Heath, 1994), Beet (Nicol and Heath, 1994), and The
Countryside Disc (Marchant, 1988).
The first two programs are PC-based mnning Windows 3.1. The Nitrogen Cycle models the
nitrogen cycle; it shows the various relationships that govern the flow of nitrogen in a
farming system (Nicol, 1995). The user inputs the level of nitrogen into the program which
calculates the transformation of this nitrogen into various forms. It shows the output of the
cycle in figurcs and graphs. The second program. Beet, is a pest management simulation for
siigar beet where users manage a farm of 120 ha. (Mumford and Miller, 1995). The
documentation advises that Beet is best used with competing teams of students. The players

u e assessed by how much profit they earn and whether they use hazardous chemicals.
The Countryside Disc is an interactive videodisc produced by the BBC’s Interactive
Television Unit (Marchant, 1988).It has three main parts. On Side I is a simulation of an
English farm that the farmer is asked to manage. He or she can explore nearly three hundred
hectares of farmland and make decisions as to which crops should be grown on the 47
fields. Controlling the livestock, the amount of farm machinery, and the personnel required
to operate the farm profitably are other tasks for the farmer. The second part, on Side 2,
consists of two filmed case studies looking at arable and upland farming and six essays
appended to each film that are accessed using hypertext. The third part, also on Side 2, is a
massive database that includes population and agricultural censuses, biological records, and

soil surveys that can be displayed as maps or charts. The first part, the simulation, was
considered for the study.
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An ATB training organiser and an agriculture college lecturer reviewed these programs for
me and supported my choice: the Countryside Disc seemed to be the best because it met the
training need, and because of feedback it provides. It also includes a multimedia resource.

3 . 2 1 The training need
The Countryside Disc is the only program thdt covered the particular training need
extensively, compared with Nitrogen Cycle and Beet. The program ‘allows you to explore
some of the issues facing the countryside today.

___ . Users will have to consider many

issues relating to agriculture, the environment and to the rural community (Atkins et al,
1988, p. I ) . It enables the users to gain an insight into the complex relationship between
agriculture, the environment and the rural community. The program was useful for farmers,
as one farmer reflected after using the program:
~ . .¡i. was very topical. ._.. you weren’t trying to maximise profits; there
was the environment side of it, and the social side of it as well, how [these
two aspects] integrate with getting an optimum for the farm (Thomas,
1996).

As section 3 of this Chapter shows, this program requires farmers to make management
decisions, while considering how these decisions affect the environment and the rural
economy. Therefore, the Countryside Disc was considered suitable.

3 . 2 2 The nature of the feedback
The nature of the feedback provided by the Countryside Disc is better for learning than the
feedback from Nitrogen Cycle and Beet. The feedback from Nitrogen Cycle is displayed as
graphs and figures. whereas the feedback from the Countryside Disc is both in the form of
short videoclips that comment on farmers’ actions. and changes in figures. At a basic level,
the feedback given by Nitrogen Cycle and Beet fulfils the requirement for a simulation: the
learner IiiJkes inputs to the model and the prograni displays results according to the model.
However, this type of feedback is not atiequate for learning (Laurillard, 1993). Manipulating
the parameters of a simulation - controlling inputs and seeing the resulting outputs as
changing figures - does not allow the learners to understand why those changes occur. A
learner may come to a wrong conclusion about the results. Laurillard concludes that ‘ ... the
students’ work is too close to the scientist’s: their goal is to offer a description of [the topic
under study], but they receive no feedback from the simulation program on how good their
description is’(p. 92). Such feedback is ‘good enough for science but not for learning’ (p.
93).
Compared with these two programs, the Countryside Disc provides feedback that is richer
and more detailed. As the next section shows, the user gets two kinds of feedback: on-going
feedback while making inputs to the program and feedback after making all the inputs and
running the model. The feedback consists of changes in figures and comments in the form of
videoclips. Therefore, the Countryside is considered to be a better program.
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3.23 A multimedia resource
Both Nitrogen Cycle and Beet are text-based with colour graphics, consisting only of a
simulation. In contrast, the Countryside Disc consists of two kinds of media: a multimedia
resource and a simulation. There are three main sections in the program: the Walk, the Office
and the Plan. The Plan is the simulation. The Walk, the Office and some links in the Plan
provide information to the learner, and are a ‘multimedia resource’ as defined by Laurillard

(1993). Therefore, I considered that the Countryside Disc is best suited for the study.

3 . 3 The Countryside Disc
After the titles, the program shows the main menu, as in Fig. 3.1. It shows the three main
parts of the program: the Simulation, the Case Studies and the Data. Only the Simulation was
used for the study. Although the program developers labelled the whole section as
‘Simulation’, it consists of two types of computer-based media, as previously mentioned: a
multimedia resource and a simulation.

Fig. 3.1: Main menu
The program depicts an English farm, of about 300 hectares, and enables you to gain
insights into the complex relationships between agriculture, the environment and the rural
economy.
The program can be operated using either a keyboard or a trackerball. In this study, the
trackerball was used. Users interact with the system by moving the pointer on the screen to a
reactive object, and pressing one of the two buttons in the trackerball device: ‘action’ or
‘change’. Except in the Plan, you press the ‘action’ button to access information. In this
description, which I have written as if the reader were the user, the process of ‘pointing and
pressing the action button’ is referred to as ‘selecting’.
To start the program you select Simulation (move the pointer on the screen to the word
Simulation and press ‘action’ button). The presenter introduces the program and explains the
learning task. He briefly outlines the three main sections of the program - the Walk, the
Office and the Plan. The introduction ends with a frame (Fig. 3.2) showing the bottom menu
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bar with five clickable words: ‘Info’. ‘Walk’. ‘Office’ aiid ‘Plan’ (Fig. 3.3). The presenter
asks you to sclcct cithcr the ‘Walk’. the ‘Office’ or the ‘Plan’ í‘roiii tlie inenti hur.

Fig. 3.2: The last fraiiie of the introduction section

Fig. 3.3: Menu har of tlie last frame oftlie introdtiction

3.31 The Walk
By selecting ‘Walk‘ you go i« the Walk section of the prograni (Fiz. 3.4) wlicre yoti can
‘raiiihlc’ to any point of tlic fai-ni or in tlie iiearhy vill~izc.At any p i n t it is possilile to see ;I
coiiiplete panoriiiiia and to get a descripiioii of the p i n t togctlicr with ;Ilist of the pluiii arid
aninid spccics present. It is possible to look at pictures of each of these plant and aiiinial
species together with u text dcïcriptioii.

Fiz. 3.1: The W a l k
The typical Walk sci-eeii consists of a ~wiiipiss‘o r direction indicator
screen, a group o i iirrows at the boit«rii left corner «f tlic sci~ccnand

at

;I tiiciiu

of the screen. The Walk gives you tlie opportuiiity to explore the wh«lc

ways to navigate within the Walk:

tlic top l e Ì t of ille

bur at the hottuiii

uta. There itre

thrcc

Arrows
By selecting ‘arrows’ you iiiove townrds that dit-cciioii. Fig. 3.4 sliows four arro\vs
screen. These iii-ro\vs sliow diflreiit d i r e c h i s you c m walk in from

it

oli

the

particular- location.

The iiuiiiber of arrows varies from I to 10 depending on tlie nuiiiber of directiotis i n which

you can walk. There may be only one or tw« arrows as you move towards the borders of the
farm.

Selecting the side of lhe screen
By selecting left or right of the screen you look left or right of the screcn. 45 degrees at a
time. You can select the s;iIiic side of the sciceti and l«ok around the f m i i 360 degt-ea. the
patioi-;iiiiic view of the farm. After eight selectio~isyou will be looking in tlic same directicm.

The ’compass’ or direction iridicnior shows ihe piirticular directioii y«u are looking at m y
particular time. Fig. 3.4 shows tliai you ai-e I«oking at lhe east, becausc the directicm

indicator is turned eastwards.

Menu bur
Fig. 3.5 shows the meiiu bar that contains five clickable words:

‘Info’ and ‘Menu’ arc available tlirwghout tlie three sections - tlic Walk, the Office and the

Plan -, and they provide the same futicticm in all three. Info gives ;iccess to the f o l l o w i i i ~ :
Help: gives a text page explairiiiig tiow to use the Walk (Fig. 3.6); when Help is
selectcd, the menu bar changes.
Reliirti: takes you back to the noriiial iiieiiu bar sfter reading Help aiid/or v i e w i i i g

Guide. and

Guide: the presenter explains how i» ~ i s etlie Walk and what LI ciin do within the
Walk (Fig. 3.7).

Fig. 3.6: Help for the Walk
Clzrrpter 3: The progrtiiii

‘Menu’ takes you back to the main Menu (Fig. 3.1). You go to the Office and the Plan
directly by selecting them. You go into more details of the Walk by selecting ‘Options’,
which changes the menu bar to show more words (Fig. 3.8).

141

Info

i

Map

1 Description 1

Options

1 O f f i c e 1 Plan 1

Fig. 3.8: The menu bar after selecting Options

‘Info’ gives you access to Help and Guide which 1 described before. ’Map’ shows a map of
the farm (Fig. 3.9); ‘Description’, a location description (Fig. 3.10), ‘Plants’, a list of plants
(Fig. 3. I I ) ; and ‘Animals’, a list of animals (Fig. 3.12).

Fig. 3.9: The map

Fig. 3.10: A location description

Fig. 3.12: List of animals on the location

By selecting a line you can view a photograph of the particular plant and animal species
chosen (Figs. 3.13 and 3.14 respectively).
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Fig. 3.13: Photographs of a selected plant
species

Fig. 3.14: Photograph of a selected animal
species

It is also possible to read a description for the selected plant and animal species (Figs. 3.15

and 3.16) by selecting ‘Text’ from the menu bar.

Fig. 3.15: Description of the selected plant
species

Fig. 3.16: Description of a selected animal
species

You move from point to point on the farm using the arrows on the sci-ecn oi- using the map.
While walking you can make notes (cm paper) if you wish about each area of the farm. This
information gathering is necessaiy for the final task because kiiowlcdge of the farm and its
surroundings is helpful in drawing up an appropriate plan for the future.

3.32 The Office
The Office is the pari of the program where you obtain more information about the farm. the
environment and the rural conimunity before drawing up your own plan. You access the
Office by selecting the word ‘Office’ on the bottom menu bar. The Office is a photographic
representation of a farm office with a ‘television’ , a ‘video cassette recorder’, a stack of
‘files’ and a ‘computer’ (Fig. 3.17). Also there is a ‘map’ of the farm on the wall and a
‘window’ overlooking the farm.
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Fig. 3.17: The Office
Fig. 3.18 shows the menu bar of the Office with four clickable words:

Fig. 3.19: Help for the Office

Fig. 3.20: Guide for the Office

‘Menu’ takes you back to the main menu (Fig. 3.1); ‘Walk’, to the Walk (Fig. 3.4) and
‘Plan’, to the Plan (Fig. 3.33).
Window
The ‘window’ too, will take you directly to the Walk, even if you hesitate to climb out
through it!
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The Mup
The ‘map’ gives you the option of getting the Map in the Walk (Fig. 3.9), directly from the
Office.

Television

You meet the interest groups through the ‘television’. By selecting the television set you are
offered 12 interest groups (Fig. 3.21):
Nature Conservancy Council
Countryside Commission
Rural Development Commission
District Council
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF)
National Farmers’ Union
Enterprise Consultant
NaturaliWRambler
Wildlife Advisor
Parish Council
Trade Union
LOCd

Fig. 3.21: List of interest groups

You can view a short ( I - 2 minutes) videoclip of the spokesperson for the interest group
selected, who gives his or her opinion about how the farm should be managed (Fig. 3.22).
You are frcc to take their opinions into account, or not. when making your own plans.

Fig. 3.22: Spokesperson of an Interest
group
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The screen beside the spokesperson includes five clickable words:
Introduction
Background
Policy
Choices
Summary
If one of these items is selected, the video will stop and a page of text will appear which
gives details about the particular topic selected (Fig. 3.23). The text is different for each of
the interest groups. You can select the retum arrow at the bottom left to move back one
stage. While looking at text, this takes you to the video. While or after looking at the film it
takes you to the list of interest groups; and while looking at the list of interest groups, to the
Office. If you want to go directly to the Office, just select ‘Office’ from the menu bar.

Video Cassette Recorder (VCR)
The VCR shows a short videoclip of the present farmer, Poul Christensen, who gives
background information about the farm (Fig. 3.24). He explains how he manages the farm
and what he has done to get it into its current state. Also he explains his attitudes towards the

non-agricultural parts of the farm - the wildlife and the rural economy. He also talks about
how agricultural policy has changed. By listening to Poul Christensen you can understand
how the farm is managed currently. before making any decisions.

Fig. 3.24: The farmer

Mini Case Studies
Before taking certain actions on the farm, you may want to know more about those actions,
specially what the consequences will be. Mini Case Studies contain information about some
of the actions carried out on this farm and other areas (Fig. 3.25). You find out about them
by accessing the case study list: select ‘files’ in the Office. To access each case study you
need to select one from the list (Fig. 3.26).
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Fig. 3.25: List of Mini Case Studies

Fig. 3.26: First page of a Case Study

Each case study is an essay of a few pages. The top message bar of the screen shows the
title, the current page number and the total nuniber of pages (Fig. 3.26). To read the next
page of the essay, point to the right side of the screen and press the ‘change’ button on the
tracker ball. To go back a p ~ g eyou
, point to the left of the essay and press the ‘change’
button. The ‘First’ and ‘End’ on the menu bar t&e you to the first page and the last page of
the essay respectively. By selecting the return arrow at the bottom left-hand of the screen,
you can exit from the essay and return to the list of Mini Case Studies. From there it is
possible to select another essay or, by selecting the arrow again, you can go back to the
Office.
Some information within the essay is illustrated by photographs, indicated by ‘[see Fig.

XI’

By selecting anywhere between the square brackets, you can get a photograph (Fig. 3.27).

Fig. 3.27: A photograph accessed within a Mini Case Study
The menu bar gives additional options (Fig. 3.28).

all the photographs directly by selecting each line of the index in turn. After the pictures, go
back to the main essay by selecting ‘Main’.

Fig. 3.29: Textual description of a
photograph

Fig. 3.30: Index of photographs

The Computer
‘Computer’ gives you access to the financial information for the farm.in four types of farm
accounts (Fig. 3.3 I):

Gross Margins
Fixed Costs
Estate Finances
Balance Sheet for the Farm
To read a farm account. select that line (Fig. 3.31 ). Then select the return arrow at the
bottom left of the screen to go back to the list of accounts to choose another account.
Alternatively, by selecting ‘Office’ from the menu bar you can go to the Office directly.

Fig. 3.31: F x n i accounts
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3.33 The Plan
The Plan is accessed by selecting ‘Plan’ from the menu bar (Fig. 3.33).

Fig. 3.33: The Plan
Within the Plan you can select actions for the future management of the farm. There are more
than 100 actions available. divided into 19 groups:
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I1
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

I9

Land use
Livestock operations
Farm workers
Machinery requirements
Quotas
Build barns for livestock
Build extra milking parlour
Build grain storage
Houses
Managing scrubland
Paths
River and riverside
Nlaiiaging Kingston Brake
Managing other woods
Hedges and headlands
Ponds
Ditches
New farm enterprises
Disused railway station

Within the Plan you use both the ‘action’ and the ‘change’ buttons on the tracker ball. To
select an action you point to the chosen line and press the ‘action’ button. To get more
information about an action, you point to a line and press the ‘change’ button. This gives a
page of text explaining the action chosen, It is necessary to select ‘Return’ from the menu bar
to go hack to the original screen.
Actions are selected by working through a series of screen displays, called Levels. The
screen that displays the 19 categories of actions (the first screen in the Plan) is Level 1 (Fig.
3.33). In this program. Level 1 is the top level. Fig. 3.34 shows the Level 1 menu bar:
,

,

1

Walk

Fig. 3.34: Level 1 menu bar
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Info gives access to the following three options:
Help: gives a text explaining how to select and use the Pían; when Help is selected, the
menu bar changes.
Return: takes you hack to the normal menu bar, and
Guide: the presenter explains how to use the Plan and what options are available in it.
‘Menu’ takes you back to the main menu (Fig. 3.1), ‘Walk’ and ‘Office’ take you back to the
Walk and the Office . ‘List’ gives a list of all the farm management actions that you have
taken so far (Fig. 3.35).

Fig. 3.35: The List
If you select ‘List’ soon after arriving at the farm (without selecting any actions), it shows all
the actions currently being carried out on the farm. After you have made changes it shows
the actions that you have taken. It shows the crops together with the intensities of cultivation
and other actions for each field. It also shows the actions in the ditches, ponds, the number
of livestock, farm labour and the machinery. In addition it will list how the houses on the
farin are managed, together with infomiation about loans, nioitgages, etc. From the list you
can return to Levei 1 (or whatever Level you are in) by selecting ‘Return’ on the menu bar.
The outcoiue of pressing the ’action’ button depends on what Level you are in. Level 1 is the
highest level. If you are in one of the higher Levels (Level 1 or 2), you will move down to
the next level. If you are at the bottom level for a particular action: you will actually select
that particular action.
By pointing to a category and pressing on the ‘action’ button, you move down to the Level 2
for that particular action (Fig. 3.36). Fig. 3.37 shows the menu bar of Level 2. The menu
bar is the same for other lower levels, Level 3, 4, etc.
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1 4!
I

Info

1

Menu

1 Top 1 U p 1 Submit

List

1

Fig. 3.37: Menu bar of Levei 2
‘Info’ and ‘Menu’ provide the same options described above.
‘Top’ takes you back to Level I . ‘Up’ takes you up one level. For instance, if you are at
Level 3, you will move back to Level 2. ‘Submit’ is used when you are happy with the
choices you have made and want to submit the management plan. If you select ‘Submit’, the
Presenter will explain that the plan has been looked at by everybody concerned. Once you
have submitted the plan you can return to the Office and/or the Walk to see the
consequences. If you select ‘List’ you can read the list of actions that you have submitted.
Selecting actions
The list of i 9 categories is Level 1 (Fig. 3.33). To make any decisions, you begin at Level
1, the top level and go through the hierarchy of levels. The case of ‘Farm workers’ (3rd

among the 19 categories of actions) illustrates how to select an action. To select the number
of farm workers, you move the pointer on the screen to the line ‘Farm workers’ and press
‘action’ button. This takes you down to the next level. Level 2 for Farm workers (Fig.
3.36), where the screen shows four choices:
1

2
3
4

Arable workers
Stock workers
Farmer’s own effort
Students

You can make decisions about how many arable workers you are going to employ on the
farin. how many stock workers, and so on. You can make decisions about one of the above,
all of the above, or none of the above.
Tu seleci orle d the above, yuu place the pointer and press the ‘action’ button. This will take

you down to the iiext level. Level 3. If you want to make decisions about Arable workers it
will give you the following list of options, at Level 3 (Fig. 3.38):
O arable workers
i arable worker
2 arable workers
3 arable workers
4 arable workers
5 arable workers
6 arable workers
7 arable workers
8 arable workers
9 arable workers
10 arable workers
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The number of arable workers currently employed by Poul Christiensen (the current farmer)
is indicated by yellow highlighting: if the line ‘3 arable workers’ is highlighted, it means
there are 3 arable workers at the moment. You may want to change it (take an action on
arable workers). To take an action you point to the line you want: to increase the number of
arable workers to six, you point to the line ‘6 arable workers’ and press the ‘action’ button.
Now you have selected an action and it is highlighted. If you are happy with the existing

number of arable workers you can leave that page without selecting any actions.
After making a selection (or not making a selection), you may want to make changes in the
number of stock workers, too. For that, move up to Level 2, back to the four kinds of
workers. In order to move ~ i the
p hierarchy «ne step at a time, point to ’up’ on the bottom
menu bar and press the ‘action‘ button. At Level 2 you can point to Stock workers and get a
list of options available in Level 3 for Stock workers. After making a selection, you can
niove up to Levei 2 and continue with the other tuo items. If you do not waní to make any
changes I O anv of the above you c m move to the top levei hy pointing to ’top’ on the menu
bar and pressing ‘action’. This takes you directly to Level 1 that gives the list of 19
categories.
At any Level you c;in get a description of any of the items by pointing to a chosen line and
pressing the ‘change’ button on the trackerball. This gives a page of text explaining a
particular action or a category (Fig. 3.39).
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Fig. 3.39: Explanation of an action
After reading the text you can return to the Level you were in by pointing to ‘Return’ on the
menu bar and pressing the ’action’ button.
In this way you can go through a certain number of categories and select your actions,
depending on your particular interest. If you are particularly interested in agricultural aspects
of the farm, you are likely to he interested in the following at Level I
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Landuse
Livestock operations
Farm workers
Machinery requirements
Quotas
Build barns for livestock
Build extra milking parlour
Build grain storage

If you are interested in conservation and wildlife, it is likely that you may want to look at:

IO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Managing scrubland
Paths
River and riverside
Managing Kingston Brake
h4anaging other woods
Hedges and headlands
Ponds
Ditches

If your particular interest is the rural economy, the following may he of more interest to you:
9
18
19

Houses
New farm enterprises
Disused railway station

Since the three aspects are inter-related you will find that it is necessary to look into a11 of the
above if you are going to draw up a balanced farm management plan.
While making the plan, you will notice that the program makes a ‘bleep’ sound and does not
allow some of your actions. This is because choosing an action depends on other
circumstances, too. For instance, to select a certain number of dairy cattle for the farm, you
need to make sure that there is both sufficient grazing and sufficient conserved fodder for
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winter. Several actions are inter-connected in this way. The main connections are between
the farm operations that include:
Crops
Livestock operations
Workers
Machinery
Quotas
Barns
Milking parlours
Grain storage
There are many other actions which are linked in the sense that they depend on spending
money which in turn is allowed if the overdraft limit is not exceeded
The computer model which controls the simulation has these inter-connections built into it as

a set of ‘rules’. Whenever you select an action the computer will consult all these rules. If
none of the rules are broken you will be allowed to continue. If however the computer finds
that one of the rules has not been satisfied, it will ‘bleep’ and display a message in the top
message bar of the screen and it will not allow the new action. If this happens. you may
attempt another action, or the altemative is to chmge the related circumstance to make the
new action allowable, such as generating income by selling houses before embarking on new
farm enterprises such as converting the barns into workshops.

Submit the ‘plan’
The series of farm management actions that you have selected is called a ‘plan’. You submit
your plan by selecting ‘Submit’ on the menu bar. The presenter explains that the plan has
been looked at by everybody concerned. Once it is submitted, you can go to the Office
or/and the Walk to see the consequences. In the Walk the list of plants and animals will
change as a result of the actions you have taken. In the Office you are able to get the
reactions of the iiiteicbì grulip and look at [lie financial inipiications on the balance sheer.
You are free to change the plan as often as you wish.

3.34 Feedback
An important aspect for the learning from this prograni is the feedback it gives on your
actions. The feedback offered is of two types, occurring at two stages:
The ongoing feedback while making the plan
The final feedback after making the plan

Feedback while making the plan
This is the feedback you get from the program while you are making selections. As
mentioned before, the program takes every single action you take into account and decides
whether it can be allowed based on the model and the rules built into it. If your action does
not violate those rules it will accept your action. If, however, your action cannot be accepted,
the program ‘bleeps’ and a brief message appears telling you why it cannot accept your
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action. This is the on-going feedback given by the program. It helps you to correct your
action.

Feedback after submitting the plan
The other type of feedback you receive is after submitting the completed plan. There are three
sections of the program where you get this feedback: interest groups (television) in the
Office; ‘computer’ in the Office and in the Walk.
Interest prouus in the Ofice

If you visit Office again, and select any or all of the interest groups, the spokesperson for
that particular interest group will comment on your plan. He or she will tell you whether
your plan suits that group’s particular interest, giving reasons. In addition you can get more
detailed text on their views on your plan.
Comnuter in the Ofice

After you have submitted the plan, the financial situation will change according to your
actions. This can be read by selecting ‘computer’ in the Office. The changes in gross
margins, fixed costs, estate finances and balance sheet for the farm are shown in figures.

You can compare the new figures with the original figures and evaluate the consequences of
your actions.
Tl7e Walk

Finally, you can see the consequences of the pian by visiting the Walk again. The actions
you have taken have implications for the cropping and wildlife on the farm. The location
descriptions will give a general statement of the consequences of your action for each
location. You can also look at the list of wildlife in the fields where you have made changes.
When jou jclcct the list ofplaiits or aniiiialh it will be different to the previous one
depending on the actions taken. In some cases. the abundance will increase and in others
decrease, and sometimes you can see new species appearing and others disappearing. Using
the lists of plants and animals you can work out the effects of your plan on the natural
species.

3 . 4 Conclusion
Having considered the features of the Countryside Disc, after previewing it alone and
together with a training organiser, I decided that it was suitable for the investigation. It is
interactive in the sense that it allows farmers to act on a simulated world. It addressed the
particular training need by enabling fanners to gain insight into the relationship between
farming activities, environment and m a l economy. It gives feedback of two kinds: an ongoing feedhack and feedback after making all the decisions. Finally, it includes a multimedia
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resource, in addition to a simulation, providing the possibility to investigate learning from
both.
Chapter 4 outlines the research methodology and describes how the farmers used the
Countryside Disc for their learning task in the pilot study and the main study.
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Chapter 4
Research methodology
This chapter begins by introducing and comparing two main research paradigms, leading
to a justification of the paradigm adopted in the current study. It then states the

guidelines for the naturalistic paradigm. Finally, it lays down the research design, with
an account of how the field work was carried out in three stages. The chapter ends by
describing how the data were analysed.

4 . 1 Research paradigms
The research pai-adigni decides the operating rules of the research and provides the
foundation for the inquiry. Depending on the nature of the paradigm, we may look at the
research problem differently, conduct the research differently and finally look for different
research outcomes. Thus identifying the research paradigm is fundamental and crucial to
the inquiry. However, Guba (1990) notes that defining a paradigm is a difficult task,
because a paradigm is a basic belief system that governs our actions and rests on basic
assumptions.
Guba ( 1 990) and Guba and Lincoln (1 989) note that research paradigms can be
characterised by the way their proponents respond to three basic questions: the
ontological, the epistemological and the methodological:
the ontological question: what is the nature of the ‘knowable’ or the
‘reality’?
the epistemological question: what is the nature of the relationship between
the inquirer and the ‘knowable’?
the methodological question: how should the inquirer go about finding out the
‘knowable’?
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Researchers identify two main paradigms in relation to these three questions: the
conventional paradigm and the naturalistic paradigm (Cuba and Lincoln, 1989; Lincoln
and Guba, 1985; Cuba, 1990).

4 . 1 1 The conventional paradigm
The conventional answer to the ontological question is that reality exists ‘out there’ in
the world (Cuba, 1990; Cuba and Lincoln, 1989). The conventional paradigm, also
termed as positivist, asserts that this reality is independent of any observer’s interest

in it. Hence it is objective, and operates according to natural laws, many of which are of
the cause-effect form. This position is a realist ontology.
Since reality exists out there in the world, the conventional paradigm rests on an
objectivist epistemology: it is possible for the inquirer to investigate the phenomenon
studied, while remaining detached and distant from it. This way, the answer to the
epistemological question is that the observer can find out about the reality by
maintaining an objective distance. The observer will have no influence on the reality
being discovered. Guba and Lincoln (1989) describe this as a dualist objectivist
epistemology.
The answer to the methodological question is to employ an interventionist
methodology. As Cuba and Lincoln point out, once committed to realist ontology and
consequently an objectivist epistemology, the inquirer must put questions directly to
nature and allow nature to answer back. The observer must stand behind a thick wall of
one-way glass observing nature do her work. But how can that be done given the
possibility of inquirer bias and nature’s propensity to confound? The conventional
paradigm requires the use of a manipulative methodology that controls both, and
employs empirical methods that measure the objective reality detached from the
inquirer. The most appropriate methodology is thus enipirical experimentalism.

4.12 Naturalist paradigm
The naturalistic piia~iigrntakes a completely different position: there does not exist an
objective reality out there in the world waiting to be found. Instead, realities are social
constructions of the mind, and there exist as many such constructions as there are
individuals, although many constructions may be shared. Guba and Lincoln (1989) refer
this to as a relativist ontology which accepts multiple, socially constructed realities
ungoverned by any natural laws, causal or otherwise. According to this ontology, truth
is defined as the best informed (amount and quality of information) and most
sophisticated (power with which the information is understood and used) construction
on which there is consensus (although there may be several constructions that
simultaneously meet that criterion).
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Epistemologically, the naturalistic paradigm denies the possibility for the inquirer to
keep an objective distance from the reality, because the reality is not absolute, but
socially constructed. Guba and Lincoln note that, epistemologically, the inquirer and the
inquired into are interlocked in such a way that the findings of an investigation are the
literal creation of the inquiry process.
Methodologically, the naturalistic paradigm rejects the controlling, manipulative
(experimental) approach. It accepts a methodology where the inquirer and the inquired
into engage in an interactive process (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). The reality is a joint
construction between the both parties involved. This reality is as informed and
sophisticated as it can be made at a particular point of time.

4.13 Paradigm of the current research
The broad research probleni investigated in the current study is ‘how the selected
computer-based medium provides effective learning for UK farmers at a distance’. In
order to be confined to a positivist ontology, the answers to this research problem need
to be in the form of a ‘reality’ existing out there waiting to be found. This reality needs
to be governed by natural laws which do not take account of the observer’s interest. By
contrast, the naturalistic paradigm would argue that the answer to the question of ‘how
the selected computer-based medium provides effective learning for UK farmers at a
distance’ does not exist in the forni of a ’reality‘ waiting to be found, because the
problem is not a single phenomenon that is governed by some external laws. It is not
absolute, but depends on the context, time, characteristics of the respondents and the
interactive process between the investigator and the respondents. Therefore, it seems
more suitable to adopt a naturalistic than a conventional paradigm for the current study.
Methodologically, the factors that contribute to farmers’ learning cannot be studied
using a manipulative methodology employed in conventional inquiry. According to
Lincoln and Guha (198S), the results obtained from conventional inquiries will have a
high internal validity, i.e., the investigator can be highly confident that the outcomes of
the inquiry can he attributed to the nianipulations made. But, how far are the findings of
the inquiry applicable to other contexts? Lincoln and Guba note that the very act of
controlling radically alters the environment and the results obtained may apply only in
another controlled situation. So controlled experiments give results that are high in
internal validity but low in external validity. This kind of an outcome will have limited

use. By contrast naturalistic inquiry opens the possibility of both high credibility and
transferability.
Credibility means that the results are believable to both the respondents and the
inquirer. Also the results obtained are the reflections of true behaviours of the
respondents in their natural environment. This will give a better understanding of the
phenomenon under investigation. Can the results obtained in this study be applied
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elsewhere’? Naturalistic inquiry does not aim to generalise findings, because the reality
is dependent on the context, time and the nature of interaction between the investigator
and the respondents (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). However, results obtained from a
naturalistic inquiry can be transferred to another context if it is sufficiently similar and
provided that the investigator can provide a deep enough description to enable the
transfer of findings.

For the reasons given above, the current study takes a naturalistic approach.

4 . 2 Guidelines for the research
Guidelines for the research include the research context, sampling techniques, methods
of data collection, data analysis and emerging theory.

4 . 2 1 The research context
Bogdan and Biklen (1992) point out that the naturalistic investigator is concerned with
the context because this has major implications for the ‘what’ being observed. The
action can he best understood when it is observed in a natural setting. Constructions
cannot be separated from the world in which they are experienced. ‘No phenomenon can
be understood out of relationship to the time and context that spawned, harboured and
supported it’ (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 189). Thus, naturalistic inquiries are carried
out in natural settings.

For the current research. the context has major implications for how farmers learn. If
this observation were in a controlled situaiion such as a laboratory, that situation would
be an unfamiliar and artificial envil-onment for farmers. Their behaviour could very well
be abnornial, and the outcome of the research would have less applicability to the real
world. So, this research was carried «ut entirely in contexts where farmers normally
learn, i.e.. their homes and offices.

4.22 Sampling
The purpose of sampling in a naturalistic inquiry is different from that of a conventional
inquiry. Hence sampling methods also differ. The purpose of sampling in a conventional
study is to define a sample that is representative of a population (Lincoln and Guba,

1985). Ontologically and epistemologically the conventional inquiry is founded on the
belief that the reality can be observed and measured as it is and the influence of the
context can be controlled by the observer so that what is observed and measured can
he generalised to the populations from which the sample was drawn.
By contrast, as previously mentioned, naturalistic researchers begin with the
assumption that the context is critical to the reality. They assume that each context
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needs to be dealt with on its own ternis (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Thus sampling
cannot provide a group that is representative of some population to which the findings
are to be generalised. Nor can it satisfy statistical requirements of randomness. In a
naturalistic inquiry, the sample i5 selected to obtain as much information as possible
about the particular phenomenon under study within a particular context.

Purposive sampling
Patton (1980, cited by Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 200-201) notes that purposive
sampling serves naturalistic studies. This refers to any sampling done to serve specific
purposes, rather than to generalise the findings of the research. Patton described six
different purposive sampling methods:
sampling extreme or deviant cases to obtain information about unusual
cases that may be particularly troublesome or enlightening
sampling typical cases to avoid rejection of information on the grounds that it

.
.

is known to arise from special cases or deviant cases
maximum variation sampling to document unique variations that have
emerged in adapting to different conditions
sampling critical cases to permit maximum application of information to other
cases because, if the information is valid for critical cases, it is also likely to
be true for all other cases
sampling politically important or sensitive cases to atiract attention to the
study (or, sometimes to deflect attention), and
convenience sampling to save time, money, or effort

Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Guba and Lincoln (1989) suggest that maxinium variation
sampling is the niost useful sampling method for the naturalistic approach: the sample
is selected in ways that uill pro\iJe Lhe broadest range of iniurinatioii poshiblz. The
objective of sampling is not to focus on the similarities that can be developed into
generalisations, but to maximise the range of information. This will be helpful to refine
the focus of the study.

The plan of sampling
Lincoln and Guba suggest a plan for an orderly emergence of the sample through a
serial selection of respondents. A minimum or a maximum sample number is not
considered important. Sampling is done as the study proceeds. Successive respondents
are selected only after the previous respondents have been tapped and analysed. Each
succeeding respondent is chosen to be as different as possible from preceding
respondents. They are chosen to serve best the particular needs of inquiry at the
moment (Guba and Lincoln, 1989).
Each successive respondent can be chosen to extend information already obtained, to
obtain other information that contrasts with it, or to fill in gaps in the information
obtained so far. The first respondent could often be someone familiar to the investigator,
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hut successive respondents are selected according to the need to extend. test, and fill in
information. Such successive respondents are most easily obtained by nominations
(Lincoln and Guha, 1985). As the respondents are selected and as insights and
information accumulate and the investigator begins to develop working hypotheses
about the situation, the sample may be refined to focus more particularly on those
respondents that seem most relevant. But where should the sampling and subsequently
the inquiry stop?

The point of redundancy
In this sampling method, you identify a few members of the group that you wish to
study. These members are used to identify others, and they in turn others. Unless the
group is very large, as Lincoln and Guba point out' you will soon come to the point at
which efforts to net additional members cannot he justified in terms of the additional
energy and resources used. This point may he thought of as a point of redundancy. Thus
the point of redundancy is the point at which the investigator is satisfied with the
sample size and length of the study. Since the purpose is to maximise information, it is
justifiable to end when little or no information is emerging from new respondents; thus
information redundancy is the primary criterion. The sample may by then be large or
small, hut it is sufficient when the amount of new information provided per unit o f added
resource expenditure has reached the point of diminishing returns, that is, it would not
be profitable to add even one more sample element.

4 . 2 3 Methods of inquiry
Methods are the tools and techniques used to collect data. Guba and Lincoln (1989)
point oiit that the methods used i n naturalistic inquiy are those that come more readily
to hand for the human inquirer. They further mentioned that such methods are clearly
qualitative methods. Humans collect inforination best, and most easily, through the
direct employment of their senses: talking to people, observing their activities, reading
their documents, assessing the unobtrusive signs they leave behind, responding to their
non-verbal clues. etc. Such qualitative methods are mainly of two kinds: one is where
the researcher gets inforination from respondents through interviewing and observing,
and the other is where the researcher obtains information from secondary sources such
as related documents and records regarding the respondents (Lincoln and Guba, 1985).
Bogdan and Biklen (1992) comment on the use of interviews and observations. An
interview is a purposeful conversation between the researcher and the respondent
(perhaps more than one respondent) that is directed by the researcher in order to get
information from the respondent. In observation the researcher obtains information by
ohserving the behaviour of the respondent in his or her natural context. Interviews could
he used either as the dominant strategy for data collection or used in conjunction with
observation and other qualitative methods.
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Gold (1958, cited by Bogdan and Biklen, 1992) mentions the spectrum of possible roles

for the observer to play. One extreme is the complete observer without any
participation in activities in the setting. In this method, the researcher looks at the
scene ‘literally through a one way mirror’. The other end of the spectrum is a complete
involvement at the site, with little difference between the observer’s and respondent’s
behaviour. Bogdan and Biklen mention that the researcher will stay somewhere
between these two extremes. The correct amount and the nature of participation will be
helpful for the success of the research. In addition to these qualitative methods,
quantitative methods can also be used to gather useful information and perhaps to
support qualitative data.

4.24 Data analysis
The data collected from the above sample will be analysed inductively. That is the
opposite of deductive data analysis used in conventional investigations (Lincoln and
Guba, 1985; Bogdan and Biklen, 1992). Deductive data analysis refers to the process of
analysing empirical data to confirm or to reject a hypothesis based on a theory assumed
prior to the data collection. Inductive data analysis, the approach used in naturalistic
inquiry, denotes that data are not analysed to prove or disprove a hypothesis held prior
to the study. Bogdan and Biklen (1992. p. 32) explain the nature of inductive data
analysis: ‘You are not putting together a puzzle whose picture yon already know. You
are constructing a picture that takes shape as you collect and examine the parts. The
process of data analysis is like a funnel: Things are open at the beginning (or top) and
more directed at the bottom’.
Daia collection and analysis need to be carried out side by side as the inquiry proceeds
(Giiha and 1,incoln. 1989). A s Bogdan and Biklen point out some of the data collected in

the study arc useful to refine its focus and direction. Each successive respondent of the
sample can be selected in order to obtain information that was not collected from the
previous respondents of the sample. Each interview or observation will uncover items
of information relevant to the study’s focus. Especially in the early stage of the study,
open-ended questions are asked of the respondents, so that the respondents can offer
their opinions as well as answers to the investigator’s questions.
This continuous interplay of collection and analysis of data will be used to build the
theoretical foundations of the investigation. Lincoln and Guba mention that theory that
follows from data rather than preceding them is a necessary consequence of naturalistic
inquiry. Glaser and Strauss (1967, cited by Strauss and Corbin, 1990) term this
phenomenon as ‘grounded theory’.
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4.25 Grounded theory
Grounded theory is ‘inductively derived from the study of the phenomenon it
represents’. That is, ‘it is discovered. developed, and provisionally verified through

... One

systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that phenomenon.

does not begin with a theory, then prove it. Rather one begins with an area of study and
what is relevant to that area is allowed to emerge’ (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p.23).
The idea of grounded theory does not mean that the researcher starts the study without
having any theoretical foundations. The researcher will begin the study with an
understanding of relevant theoretical foundations, based on professional experience and
reading the relevant literature. This understanding mainly contributes to the emergence

of the research problem. As Strauss and Corbin summarises Grounded theory is an
outcome of a struggle to formulate a theoretical interpretations of data grounded in
reality.
The purpose of grounded theory is to build a theory that is relevant and illuminates the
area under study. Theory assumed before the study can only be tested and confirmed or
disconfirmed. But grounded theory will contribute to the further development of the
research design. It also opens the possibility for further study and understanding of the
phenomenon being investigated. As Strauss and Corbin point out‘ these theories will
ultimately be related to other theories within the particular discipline, and their
implications will have useful applications.

4 . 3 The research design and the fieldwork
Based on the above theoretical foundations. the fieldwork was carried out in three
stages:
preparatory work
pilot study
main study

4 . 3 1 Preparatory work
The objective was to prepare the foundation for the study. Selecting the appropriate
program was a major task in this stage. Several programs were evaluated for their
suitability, and the Countryside Disc was selected (see Chapter 3 for more details of
the program). A copy of the program and playback hardware was available in an office
near the location of the pilot study respondents. It was not possible to borrow the
program to take away, so arrangements were made to use the program within the office
for the pilot study. For the main study, it was possible to borrow a copy of the program
and playback hardware from a local college.
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Selection of the respondents was done as far as possible according to the rules of
naturalistic inquiry, within the time and resource limitations of the PhD study. There
were two main considerations that governed the choice of the sampling method: one,
limitation of time and resources for the study, and, two, the need to collect the widest
possible range of data. In order to meet these criteria, two sampling methods were
employed: convenience sampling and maximum variation sampling.
Due to time and resource limitations, it was decided to select the respondents within
easy reach, hence convenience sampling was used. This sampling method is justifiable
since this study did not focus on farmers from a particular geographical area or farmers
who specialise in specific crops (or livestock). Efforts were made to select farmers from
Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire, nearby. Efforts were now made to select
respondents from whom could be collected a wide range of data, hence the sampling
method is maximum variation sampling. This sampling method does not specify a
particular sample size; ideally it advocates serial sampling until the point of redundancy
is reached. However, I needed to deviate from this ideal situation due to a practical
limitation on this approach.
It was not possible to predict whether the point of redundancy would be reached before
the end of the time allocated for the field work. Farmers were best able to spare their
time froni November to March. and time might run out before reaching the theoretical
point at which the study should end. In order to have access to them I needed to select
the respondents prior to the study. However, by continuously analysing data collected
from the previous respondent, I made an effort to seek new information from each
successive respondent.
Based on these considerations, I approached an ATB Landbase training orguniser, with
whom I was in touch from the first year of the PhD study. tn ger access to respondents.
After discussing the objective and the nature of the study, she introduced me to five
farmers who were potential respondents. Afterwards I sent a one-page description of
the study to the förmers. Later. I contacted them over the phone and visited them to
give further clarification about the study. On these visits 1 showed them photographs of
the screen shots of the Countryside program. All five farmers agreed to take part in the
study. The sixth farnier was introduced to me by a friend. Half way through the main
study, the training organiser introduced me to another training organiser who introduced
me to other farmers. I followed the same procedure as before to inform the farmers
about the study and to get their consent. Out of the five respondents whom I contacted
first, two volunteered to take part in the pilot study.

4.32 The pilot study
The pilot study was the trial run of the main study. The pilot study had two broad
objectives: to identify the important aspects for further investigation in the main study
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and to test out the proposed research methodology for the main study. It was
anticipated that towards the end of the pilot study, the research problem would be
better focused, too.

Data collection
The pilot study followed, as far as possible, guidelines for the naturalistic paradigm
(Guba, 1990; Lincoln and Guba. 1985), within the time and resource limitations of the
PhD study. Video recordings, observations and interviews were used to collect data.
Data collection took place in the summer of 1995. Two farmers participated in the study,
using the Countryside Disc. The farmers' task was to study the farm depicted in the
program and to prepare and submit a farm management plan. There was some dialogue
between the users and myself during the learning sessions. At certain points the users
initiated this talk whereas on other occasions I thought it was necessary to make a few
suggestions so that they maintained interaction with the program. Their learning
sessions were observed and studied in-depth. During the session I took notes on the
farmers' interaction with the program, which was video recorded for analysis. After the
session, I questioned them regarding their learning from the program. After analysis of
the notes and video recordings, I again interviewed each farmer in-depth.
The initial aim was to spend about two hours on the session though they were willing
to spend more time if necessary. The first user spent a little more than two hours
whereas the second user spent about five hours on the learning task. There were over
seven hours of video recordings and three hours of interview data. The analysis and the
outcome of the pilot study are described in Chapter 5.

Data aiialysis
About six weeks elapsed ber\\eeii the t\vo observations with the t\vo fdrniers,
therefore it was possible to analyse the data of the first respondent before. carrying out
the study with the second respondent. After completing the first observation, I viewed
thc videotape several times i n order to identify important categories for further analysis
and to decide what sections to transcribe. At this stage, the research problem was still
less focuxù; one ohj?lt"-tiveof the pilot study was to clarify the research problem. I
realised that simply viewing the tape from beginning to end did not identify any pattern

of important categories. Therefore I decided to transcribe the entire content of the tape.
After several trials I arrived at a suitable format to record the transcriptions. Table 4.1

is a typical page of transcript:
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Table 4.1: A page from the transcripts
rime

I Action

7-

2.27

GUIDE

;creen

Talk

dy commeiits

:uide

Long time we get there!

loes the guide give enough
letails about how to
iavigate within walk?
Yhat is missing in the
;pide's explanation?

I asked what the problem
was

AI1 I wanted was get to
the walk. I don't know
that was what the guide
was
Is there a plan of the
farm?
I explained the plan: You
can look at the plan by
going back to the walk and
looking at the map

l e wanted a tool that he is
s e d to having, using in his
¡fe and work. He talks
pite a lot and several times
ater about the kinds of
letails he would prefer in
he map.

That's where you need to
start, the map of the
place. I don't know how
you get there.

'he second time came across
problem as to how to
iavigate; the problem of
inderstanding the interface,
)roblem with the interface,

Pointing towards the
'plan' on the menu bar:
I mean plan there doesn't
mean plan' is it?

igain the interface gives a
lroblem. The 'plan' is
onfused with the plan of
he farm the farmer is
ookiiig for.

No that is the plnn you
are going to make"

What I was explaining
was, this .... (He thought 1
was again going to explain
how to use arrows to
riavigate within walk)
Yes, 1 tried that to start
with, (meaning he was in
the walk using arrows but
it didn't mean anything or
it didn't achieve anything
or it is not a good way of
doing it or ) but it didn't
where I am. I mean I
didn't know where I was
going, without the map I
didn't know where I am

...

rants a focused way of the
earch

Moving the pointer
towards the map on the
menu bar: If I to
options ?

....

~~~

nenu bar
hanges
howing
nap

If you gc to options ... then
you can go to the map
Haa! (he sees the word
map on the menu bar)

l e was delighted and
atisfied as he sees he can
:et what he wanted.

There are four main types of information in the transcripts under four main columns: the
time index, the action that the user does (what part of the screen the user clicks on or
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selects), what appears on the screen, the user’s comments and the conversation
between the user and myself. In addition I recorded my own thoughts during the
transcription process, in a fifth column.
When I had gone through the transcripts several times, along with watching the video
recordings, some important categories, related to farmer’s learning, emerged, mainly
from the analysis of the farmers’ comments and the conversation between each farmer
and myself (fourth column in the transcripts) and the analysis of the navigation pattern
(first and second columns in the transcripts). These categories were then classified and
further analysed (Chapter 5 deals with the analysis and the outcome of the pilot study).
The data analysis of the pilot study paved the way to identify categories for the main
study.

4.33 The main study
Ten farmers took part in the main study that started in November 1995. This was the
season when farmers have niore time for training. The initial aim was to complete the
main study by the end of March 1996. However, this plan had to be changed some
farmers had to postpone their schedules, with knock-on effects.
The individual learning task for the farmers was to gather informution and prepare a
management plan for the farm depicted in the disc. This task allowed them to explore
the implications of their farm management decisions not only for financial profitability,
but also for the environment and the local economy.

Data collection
The learning exercise was entirely carried out in farmers’ offices or homes. I took the
Couiiti-ydt. Disc ‘mi lie piay1xicL sysreiii to each farmer i n iurn and ieft

ii

with them

for a week. or more in few case<.Lessons learned from the pilot study were helpful to
improve the main study. In the pilot study. the time given by the individual farmers for
completing the learning task was limited to u couple of hours or niore in one afternoon.
They suggested that they needed at least one week to understand the program better.

So ii was decided to let an individual farmer carry out the learning session for a week.
In this way an individual learning session was divided into three phases:
The first ohservcition
This was the day the program was taken to the farmer. The objectives of the first day’s
session were for the farmer to:
become familiar with the program
get necessary information
prepare a small scale farm management plan
submit it and receive feedback
Fig. 4.1 illustrates a typical observation session.
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Fig. 4.1: A typical observation session

The first session was entirely observed and video recorded for further analysis. I
learned from the pilot study to give more help when re5pondents faced problems with
the program and to encourage a natural conversation between the respondent and
myself. These conversations helped me to gain some understanding about their thinking
during the session. By helping them with the problems related to using the program, 1
was able to let them progress and focus on the learning issues while making notes of
their problems.

The nractice week
This was the one week (or more) when the farmer used the program to get more
information, preparc a few platis and submit these. During this week they were free to
spend

ab

much time as they wanted to on the program. The nia.jority of the respondents

kept notes of their work during the practice week.

The secoiid ohsenwtioti
At the end of the week (or in a few cases, more than a week) I met the farmer again
atid observed and video recorded the learning session. The task for the farmer in this
session was to prepare and submit a farm management plan based on the knowledge
and experience gained during the week of using the program on their own. Some farmers
came with a well prepared and tested farm management plan whereas others started
the session with a certain idea about the plan they were going to make. They prepared
and submitted the plan and received feedback for their actions (Fig. 4.2).
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Fig. 4.2: A farmer listening to the feedback on his plan

Upon receiving feedback, the farmers reflected and commented on it. Some went on to
change their plans based on the feedback. Table 4.2 shows the length of time each
farmer spent on each observation.

Table 4.2: Length of observations
Name of
the farmer
Martyn
Tim
Steven
Roherr
Neil
Joycc
Duncan
Simon
Ian
Williaiii
~~

~~~

~~

~

'
'

~

Length of the 1st
ohservation
2 h o u r s 50 minuies
1 hour 40 minutes
2 hours 20 minutes
3 hours
1 hour 50 niinutes
I hour SO minutes
2 hours 3 0 minutes
2' hours 10 minutes
1 hour 15 minutes
2 hüur I O minutes
~~~~~

~~~~~~~~

~~~~

~

Length of the 2nd
i
ohservation
I
S hours
1 hour
2 hours 40 niinutes
I hour SO rninuies
2 hours
2 hours
I hour SS minutes
I
2 hours 15 minutrc
1 hour 3 0 minutes
!
4 hours
~~~.

l

i

1

~

~~

~~~~~~~~~~

~~

i

At the end of each observation I asked a few questions about the learning session. I did
a follow-up iritcrview after trunscribing the observation data.

Datu analysis
Transcription wzas the first stage of the data analysis. I followed the method adopted in
the pilot study to transcribe the videotapes. The main study consisted of about 47 hours
of video recordings which took a considerable amount of time for transcription. Each
videotaping was transcribed soon after the observation. The one-week gap between
two consecutive observations provided the tinie needed for this lengthy process.
Trmscribing itself can be considered as the first stage of data analysis because, during
the transcription process I was able to go through the tapes thoroughly to get a better
understanding of how the previous learning session went on before moving to the next
observation, This helped me to focus on specific issues during each of the subsequent
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learning session. This process is considered important in naturalistic inquiry to obtain a
wide range of data from the respondents.
Due to changes in the observation schedules, my observations and follow up interviews
with nine respondents took nearly seven months, from November 1995 through to the
end of May 1996. The second observation with the 10th respondent was postponed
several times and eventually done in December 1996. All the video recordings and
audio recordings of interview tapes were completed towards the end of May 1996. By
this time I had viewed the video tapes several times. Included in the transcripts were
my preliminary comments which made the basis for the further analysis.
In the preliminary stage, cases of individual respondents were analysed separately.
Two respondents who were unable to complete the learning task, and their data were
analysed separately to understand the reasons for their problems (see Appendix i).
The data of those who were completed the task gave rise to four main aspects for
further analysis:
how the users collected information from the program
how the users made their plans
howl the users evaluated their plans and reacted to the feedback
navigational problems faced by the users
The first three aspects emerged from three steps the users followed during the learning
sessions - getting information from the prograni, making decisions. and evaluating the
feedback for their plans. Further analysis of these issues were carried out based on
relevant theoretical foundations. This ‘inductive data analysis’

-

analysing data not to

prove or disprove a hypothesis held prior to the study but to build the theoretical
foundations of the investigation (Bogdan and Biklen, 1992) - i s the method used in
naturalistic inquiry. Analysis of datti givei rise to the theoretical foundations, ‘grounded
theory’ (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Fig. 4.3 outlines the data analysis.
Further analysis of the previously mentioned three aspects (points I , 2 and 3 in Fig.
4.3) paved the way to identify different learning approaches of individual learners and to
examine how the,se approaches influenced their decision-making process and
consequently the final learniiig outcome. This analysis falls into the broad category of
learning style. The fourth and the fifth aspects, the navigational problems and the cases

of farmers who were not able to complete the learning task illuminated the problems the
learners encountered in learning from the program (points 4 and 5 in Fig. 4.3). I
categorised the navigational problems the users faced and discussed the implications of
navigational problems for the learning style. Finally, I examined the cases of those who
were not able to complete the learning task and discussed the reasons for their
problems.
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I Getting information

the approach to learning
from the program

-

! Making decisions

issues related to learning
îroin computer-based media

analyse users' reactions
when the program
doesn't allow their decisions

analyse users' _____) how the approach to learning
decision making process
influences users' decisions

analyse the feedhack ___) how the approach to learning
influences the learning outcome

3 Evaluating
plans

analyse the users' b
reactions to feedback

Navigational problems

i

Special cases

__

issues related to learning froin
computer-based media

b

implications for learning from
computer-based media
implications for learning from
computer-based media

Fig. 4.3: A diagrammatic representation of the data analysis process

4 . 4 Conclusion
This chapter outlined the research methodology used in this research. It introduced and
compared two main research paradigms, and justified the paradigm adopted in the
current study. It then stated the guidelines for the naturalistic paradigm. It laid down
the research design, with an account of how the field work was carried out in three
stages. Finally it described how the data were analysed. Chapter 5 reports the data
analysis of the pilot study.
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Chapter 5
The pilot study
This chapter describes the data analysis and outcome of the pilot study that was carried
out to lay the foundation for the main study. Firstly, it mentions the focus of the study.
Secondly, it gives a detailed analysis of the data. Finally it suminarises the outcome of
the pilot study and states the categories identified for the main study.

5 . 1 The focus of the pilot study
The research problem of this the,sis is to examine how a selected interactive computerbaied medium enables farmers to gain a deep understanding of the interplay of Lsarious
factors involved in present-day farming and make profitable farm management
decisions, while observing public opinions and regulations. Two aspects to be focused
on in this investigation are: the instructional interactions and learner-interface
interactions, because these influence how farmers learn from computer-based inedia.
The program selcctcd for the study is The Countryside Disc.
What kind of data can illuminate this research problem? The pilot study, as the trial run
of the main study, needed to answer this question. It had two broad objectives: to
identify the important aspects for further investigation in the main study and to test out
the proposed research methodology in the main study. During it, the research problem
became better focused. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the pilot study.

Fig. 5.1: The pilot study (adapted from Edirisingha, 1996, p. 2)
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Section 4.3 (Chapter 4) describes the methodology and data collection procedure. This
chapter analyses and discusses the data.

5 . 2 Analysis and discussion
The data analysis was based on Laurillard’s (1993) ‘conversational framework’ that
models the student-teacher interaction (described in section 2.3 1 of Chapter 2). There
were two reasons for this choice. Firstly, Laurillard’s framework discusses an academic
learning situation. The Countryside Disc provides a similar learning activity; it allows
the user to understand the relationship between different farm management decisions
and the financial, environmental and other economic aspects through an extensive and
complex simulation. It does not provide practical skills training to the user. Secondly,
Laurillard, extending her analysis, replaced the teacher with different media and
discussed in detail how each medium supports the essential functions of the teaching
and learning process.
Chapter 3 showed that the Countryside Disc is a mixture of more than one medium. It is
a combination of a ‘multimedia resource’ and a ‘simulation’. The Walk, the Office and a
few links in the Plan, present information to the learner, hence it is a ‘multimedia
resource’, as defined by Laurillard. Such a resource, in its general form, functions as an
information retrieval system. Learners can access information stored in any form,
including audio and video, either on a hard disc, on a compact disc, or as in this case a
laser vision video disc. The Plan section of the Countryside Disc allows the user to
make inputs and see the results. thus it is a simulation. It ‘__.
embodies some model of
an aspect of the world, allows the user to make inputs to the model, runs the model and
displays the results‘ (Laurillard. 1993. p. 130). The program displays its behaviour i n
response to the inputs a textual descriptions. pictures, sounds, numerical values or
conibiiiations of these.
The data analysis was two-fold:
( 1)

analysing the activities between the learner and the prograni, and

( 2 ) exiimiiiing the important aspects within each activity

5 . 2 1 Activities between the learner and the program
Table 5.1 presents the analysis of the activities between the learner and the
Countryside Disc, based on Laurillard‘s ‘conversational framework’. In the table, there
are two main columns. Column 1 consists of four sub-columns and covers the
‘conversational framework’. The first sub-column is the four educational functions; the
second is the 12 activities between the student and the teacher. The third and the fourth
sub-columns replace the teacher by the multimedia resource and simulations
respectively, and highlight the possible activities between the learner and the
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respective media (Laurillard. 1993). The second main column presents the observations
of the pilot study. It is divided into two sub-columns: the first is the activity between
the learner and multimedia resource; and the second is the activity between the learner
and simulation.

,

Table 5.1: Analysis of activities between the learner and the Countryside program
The Conversational Framework
Educational
Function

Activity between Student (S)and
Teacher (T)

¡

¡ Activity

! Learner and

!

The Pilot Study

'

between
Learner and

Activity
between
Learner and
Multimedia
Resource

i

1

Activity
between
Learner and
Simulation

did not occur I

possibìe

2 S describes conception
~

,!
~

3 T describes conception in
light of S's conception or
action
4 S redescribes conception in

light of T's redescription
Adaptive

~

5

T adapts task goal in light of
S's description or action

1
~

I

I

n o t possible

did not occur

not possible

did not occur

1

occurred

1 occurred

~

possible,

;,

not possible

I not possible

6 T sets task goal

tnteractive

7 S acts to achieve task goal
8 T s world gives feedback on
action

Adaptive

,

9 S modifies actions in light of
feedback

'

10 S adapts action in light of

T's description
Reflective

I I S reflects on interaction to
~

modify description
12 T ieflccis o n i l i t i i i i i tu
modify description

'i noi pmsihle

!
~

n o t possible

II not possible
~

noi

possible

~

i

1101

pi,r>ihlr

!

!

not p o ~ ~ i h l e

It can be seen that the Countryside Disc generated the activities 6. 7, 8, and 9 which
are interactive. There were no activities in the adaptive (activities S and I O ) and
reflective functions (activities i I and 12); the activity 3 in the discursive function did not
occur, either. This analysis is supported by Laurillard's argument that not all media can
provide all four educational functions. According to her, multimedia resources and
simulations generate neither the adaptive nor the reflective functions. Simulations do
not have a discursive function.
In principie, multimedia resources can generate the lst, 2nd and 4th discursive
activities, although these activities did not occur between the farmers and the
multimedia component of the Countryside program. This could be attributed to the
design of the program. According to Laurillard, these activities can occur if multimedia
are designed to facilitate tutorial inputs and to allow learners to make annotations to
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the original text in order to compare them with the author's text. Since the multimedia
component in the study did not have these designs, the program did not generate the
above activities.
The 6th interactive function, i.e., multimedia and the simulation setting the task goal to
the learner, needs special mention. It occurred in the study, though in a slightly different
way. The two media did not set the task goal to the learner individually, again due to
the specific design of the program. Since the Countryside Disc is a combination of the
two media, it gave the overall learning task to the learners in its introduction, rather
than setting task goals by each component media separately.
Based on the above analysis, the following could be identified as the actual activities
occurred between the learner and the Countryside program:
Within the introductory section:

- the program sets the overall learning task to the learner
Within the multimedia resource:

- learner acted to complete the task of gathering the information
required to compiete the plan (i.e., learner sought information)

- program gave feedback on actions. displaying requested information in
a variety of forms (i.e., program presented information)

- learner modified actions in light of program's feedback, and requested
more information

- the program presented more information to the learner.
Within the simulation:

- learner acted to achieve task goal (i.e., learner made decisions and
iriakes inputs io the simulation)

- p r o p m gave feedback on action (i.e., the siinulation gave feedback lo
the learner)

- learner modified actions in light of feedback (i.e., learner modified his
plan based on the feedback)
-the

program gave feedback on the modified actions.

The above situation can be explained in terms of nine activities (see Fig. 5.2 below):
Program presents learning task
Learner seeks information
Program presents information
Learner seeks more information
Program presents more information in various forms
Learner puts input to the program
Program gives feedback in various forms
Learner modifies input
Program gives feedback on modified inputs.

i

a
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Each individual activity will he analysed further in order to identify how learners
interacted with the program

5.22 Important aspects within each activity
The nine activities are presented in Fig. 5.2. The analysis of each learner’s behaviour
during each activity and of the way the program reacted to the learner provided
information on how farmers learned from the program and the problems they
encountered. It also highlighted the categories to he studied in detail in the main study.

PROGRAM

LEARNER

Fig. 5.2: The activities between the farmer and the program

Program presents the learning task
The program presents the overall learning task to the learner at the beginning. When
the leai-nei-\elects ‘Simulation’, a short videoclip introduces the program and explains
the learning task. It also briefly gives instruction on navigation within the program. The
introduction of the program is presented by the Guide. This video sequence ends with
the presenter inviting the user to try one of the three main sections of the program: the
Walk, the Office and the Plan.

Learner seeks infortnation from the program
The Walk and the Office are the two sections that provide the information necessary to
make the planning decisions. However, the user can get more specific information from
the Pian section. All three sections can be accessed non-linearly by clicking on the
words Walk, Office and Plan on the menu bar at the bottom of the screen. Within each
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section, learners continue to navigate by clicking on arrows, various clickahle items and
words on the screen that appear at different stages.
Neil and Martyn are the two farmers who participated in the study. Neil spent ahout an
hour (half the time he spent on the learning session) in the Walk and Office, whereas
Martyn spent about three hours (more than half the time he spent on the learning
session). The pattern of interactions revealed important issues with regard to their
learning, in particular the range of navigational problems they encountered. Some they
overcame independently, but occasionally I had to intervene.

Difficulhin understandiiza how

to iise the interfciice to proaress

When the users came to a new section of the program, they had difficulty in moving
ahead: they were unahle to understand the interface. Martyn selected ‘Walk’ and the
Walk screen appeared. Then he stared at the screen for about one and a half minutes:
Am I supposed to be doing soniethiiig?

He was waiting for something to happen:
.._don’t know what it is supposed to be doing for me ...

Neil also moved into the Walk. He kept looking at the screen for 45 seconds and then
called up the Guide. The Guide explained (on-screen) what the learner could do within
the Walk and how to do it. Then Neil selected ‘Info‘ to get textual help. After being in
the Walk for five minutes, having called the Guide once and textual Help once, Neil
said:
... I am not actually quite sure how I move.
or the walk, I wasn’t sure how I move

...

Do I have to move on to ...,

In the Walk, the user’s task is to move around the farm assessing the resources and
wildlife in sclected locations. Navigation is by selecting arrows on the screen and
words on the bottom menu bar. The learners were aware of the learning task within the
walk bui ucrc not clear how to use the interface to achieve it.
On another occasion, Neil was unable to look at plants and animals within the Walk:
It doesn’t allow .,., why, do 1 have to go to ‘Options’, because it hasn’t got
the choice of aninialf and plants now, has i t 7 ... . Is it under ‘Menu’ or
‘Optioni“?

You have to click on ‘Options’ to get to the next screen that shows menu options such
as ‘Map’, ‘Description’, ‘Plants’ and ‘Animals’. ‘Map’ takes you to the map of the farm
indicating your position at a particular point; ‘Description’ gives you a textual
description of the position; ‘Plants’ a list of plants at that point; and ‘Animals’ a list of
animals.
The second place where the farmers had difficulty in progressing was the Office. Martyn
selected ‘Office’ and the Office screen appeared. He looked at the screen for nearly a
minute and said:
Now what have I got here?
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Neil also encountered the same problem within the Office. He did not do anything when
he was presented with the Office screen and went instead to the Walk. He came hack
to the Office again about half an hour later, but again was not going to get any
information from the Office before making his plan. The reason why he did not look at
the Office was revealed when I specifically suggested that he should look at the Office
just before making his farm management plan:
I went to the Office, hut nothing happened, so I ,,.

Once in the Office, you can see a photograph of an office with six items: a television
screen, a VCR, a stack of files, a computer, a map on the wall and a window overlooking
the farm. By clicking on each item, the user can access details of interest groups, a
videoclip of the farm, the financial accounts, a few essays on case studies of farming and
related enterprises, the map of the farm and the Walk section of the program. ‘Info’ on
the bottom menu bar gives textual help, or alternatively the ‘Guide’ gives an
explanation about the Office with instructions on how to move ahead. However. the
farmers did not select any of these items. It appeared that they could not understand
what icons to use in order to navigate within the Office.
Similarly, when the farmers went to the Plan section of the program, they were unable
to understand what to do immediately. Martyn looked at the list of things to do in the
Pian for more than a minute and then asked:
What does that tell you to do?
He had difficulty in moving ahead when he came to a completely new section of the
program. Thc beginning is fairly easy: the user just has to click on ‘Simulation’. The
introduction ends by asking the user to select one of the three words on the menu bar:
the ‘Walk’. the ‘Office’ or the ‘Plan‘. The farmers had no difficulty in doing that: they
selected .\’‘ilk‘, Bui once

iii

the Walk they faced a few a r r o w on the screen and a

menu bar with new words. The interface becomes more and more complex as the user
proceeds.
The same is true of the first screen i n other sections: in the Office section it is a picture
with few items in it, and the Plan presents a list of activities. In both cases the menu
bar is more complcx. The Guide gives a brief introduction as to how to navigate within
each section but that explanation with new words is something the user may find hard
to grasp.

Dificultv in rrndersfrindiii~how to irse the irzterfrce to get nzore infornlrrtion
At certain points the farmers were looking for particular information or were wanting to
execute certain munoeuvres, hut were unable to do so because they did not know how
to use the interface for that particular task.
The first instance was when Martyn wanted to look at the map. He asked if there was a
map of the farm because he did not know how to get to the map. A second instance was
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when Martyn wanted to move the location indicator, the blue arrow, on the map. He
wanted to move his location. He tried to move the indicator by moving the pointer but
the location indicator did not move:
I am not going to move that, am I? That’s why I’m standing there
The next instance was when Martyn wanted to go back one screen; he was not sure
which icon to press. He pressed the wrong one and realised that it did not take him to
the previous screen:
Doesn’t it just drop me back once?... Oh! I just wanted to get one step
that’s all
Martyn faced a similar problem when he wanted to get to the Walk screen, which has
got a few arrows in the bottom left hand corner. By clicking on an arrow, the user can
move in the direction where the arrow points. Martyn wanted to use this facility but
was not sure how to get to this particular screen:
I am not getting them (‘arrows’) now, am I‘? You can get it on the Walk
one

A common problem was how to escape from certain sections of the program which they
came to by mistake. One instance was when Martyn selected ‘Guide’:
Ah! that switches back to that! .._(waits for the Guide to start) .... How do I
escape out of that?

Other instances of when Martyn came across the same problem were: to start the
program when he came to the very first screen of the program; to get to the list of the
interest groups when he had just finished listening to one of them; and to cancel a
management decision he had made prematurely.
Neil also faced similar prohienis. He was trying to inove from one place to another by
using the arrows at the bottom of the walk screen. He changed position 12 times and
then looked at the list of animals and the textual description of the last location. He
found out that he was stili in the same area of the farm. He had not moved significantly:
I can’t get out of here. ... Still the barn site. ...I can’t seem to get out o f the
corner. I am stuck in the comer.

To change position within the map, the user needs to choose the desired position on the
map using the pointer and click. Then the blue arrow (the location indicator) on the map
moves to the new place. Neil tried it and was satisfied that he could eventually use the
map to change his position on the farm:
Hah, Hah! We got away from it.
It took 15 minutes for Neil to understand how to navigate using the map, and this was
after he had read the textual ‘Help’ and listened to the ’Guide’ in this process.
In each of these places the users were facing a screen with icons and words whose
representations were not familiar to them. The users knew that the information they
were looking for was there in the program. In order to get that particular information or
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to move to a particular section of the program the users needed to click on an icon
followed by one or two more manipulations.
Difficirh in unrlerttrindina the nienninp of icons und words ~vithinthe interfuce

There were a few occasions when the meanings of clickable words on the menu bar and

of icons on the screen were unclear to the user. Further navigation was affected.
Martyn looked at a few screens of the Walk. In this section he was looking for a pian in
order to orient himself to the farm. He clicked on ‘Guide’ without knowing what it would
really take him to. The Guide appeared and told him that he was in the Walk section,
then went on to explain what the user can do in the Walk. But it was not what Martyn
expected to get by clicking on ‘Guide’:
All I wanted was get to the Walk. I don’t know that was, ... what the
‘Guide’ was

He apparently thought that the ‘Guide’ meant a guided tour of the farm.
There were two other occasions when Martyn understood ‘Guide’ differently: when he
was looking at the textual description on a Walk screen and when he was reading a
textual help screen within the Walk section.
Martyn misunderstood the word ‘Pian’, too. By ‘Pian’, he meant a map of the farm, and
when he saw the word ‘Plan’ on the menu bar at the bottom of the screen, he asked:
I inean ‘Plan’ there doesn‘t mean a plan.

i5

it?

Other words that Martyn did not understand were ‘Info’ and ‘List’ when he was
looking at a textual description of a photograph of a plant and at different options for
making a farm management plan; ‘Animals’ when he was looking at a photograph of the
milking parlour of the farm; ‘Help’ when he was looking at the map of the farm; and
‘Opiiunh’, ‘Olfice’, ‘Pian‘ and ‘Menu‘ when he was hoking at the photograph of the
farmyard. ‘Options’ was a problem when he was in the ‘Walk’ section, too.
As far as the icons were concerned, it was unclear Lvhat the direction indicator on the

top right hand corner represented. It is an icon showing all eight directions in which the
user could look, with an arrow showing the direction in which the user is looking at any
particular time. Maityn thought it was showing the north and was not accumte:
It’s deceiving because north on the i m p is north there, but then it takes you
for a walk norrh over to the side

... I thought it was the direction I was travelling

Another iconic representation that was unclear was in the Office screen. Martyn did not
understand what the stack of files represented.
There could be several reasons for this misunderstanding. Firstly, the user may give
meaning to words based on his or her own experience. Martyn thought that the ‘Guide’
would guide his walk and that ‘Plan’ meant the map of the farm. A second reason may
be that the user interprets words differently depending on the context in which they
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appear. A good example was that one user thought ‘Animals’ meant farm livestock. A
third reason may be the specialised meanings given to clickable words. ‘Info’, ‘List’,
‘Options’ and ‘Menu’ have their own meanings in this program‘ and the user needs to
be familiar with these meanings in order to understand how to navigate. A fourth reason
may be lack of familiarity with the program. Navigation becomes easier as the user
becomes more familiar with the meaning of the new words and icons.

Difficulty in understandin e the meunina of text on screens
Understanding the content of the screen was a problem users faced, especially in the
Plan. The Plan contains a list of activities that the user can do when managing the farm;
the user can get a breakdown of each activity as he or she proceeds.
When Martyn clicked on ‘Plan’ on the menu bar, the list of 19 activities appeared. He
looked at it for a little over a minute and asked:
What does that tell you to do’?
When clicked on, each item takes the user to the next level for that action. The list of 19
categories is the Level 1 and is the highest level. The number of levels vary between 3
and 5. Each level is represented on a separate screen (more details in Chapter 3 ,
section 3.3). Martyn found it difficult to understand what each of these screens
represented. At one point he selected ‘Landuse’ from the list. It took him to another list
(Level 2 for ‘Landuse’) that gave the breakdown of the fields with numbers. When
these numbers appeared Martyn asked:
What are these numbers on the right hand side then?
Similar problems were observed on a few other occasions in the Plan, particularly when
the user was trying to get more information about each activity he could do in making

his farm riianagernent decisions, ,4t certain points, because of this. I needed to work
through each screen with the user.

In the Plan section the user had to grapple with Two things together: making sense of
what the screen presents and using the interface to get more information from each item
on the screen. The video and photographs are straight forward in providing information.
They just show and explain certain aspects of the material. However. the textual parts
are more abstract. The user needs to make sense of this abstract material. When
coupled with the problem of how to use the interface to get necessary information, the
user finds the program even more difficult.

Difficulry in knowing tliut vitul inforincition is avuilcrhle

As the farmers went through the Walk they skipped some of the facilities provided in
the program that enable them to go into more detail.
Within the Walk the user can look at photographs of various plant and animal species
at any particular place on the farm. Martyn looked at the list of plants on the farm after

10 minutes. He looked three times at the list of plants and once at the list of animals
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during the next 16 minutes. When asked why he did not want to look at the
photographs and textual descriptions of plants and animals he indicated that he was not
aware of that particular information.
The user can know what kind of information is available by listening to the ‘Guide’ and
by reading the textual ‘Help’. The user has access to these facilities at any point. By
selecting ‘Info’ the user gets ‘Help’ and ‘Guide’ options. ‘Help’ gives a textual help;
‘Guide’ takes the user to a short videoclip of the presenter. usually users select ’Help’
when they were stuck or did not understand an aspect of the program.
The above situations show the range of difficulties the farmers faced. To learn, they had
to communicate with the program by means of the interface that comes between the
learner and the program content, which is ‘hidden’ behind the screen. The user has to
select the correct icon on the screen to reveal the part of the content that he or she
wants. In order to do that the learner has to understand and be able to interpret the
interface. This is crucial for better interaction with the program.

Program presents information
The Walk. the Office and a few links in the Plan provide the hasic information necessary
for making farm management decisions. During the session the farmers navigated
through all these three sections. At times they were absorbing information silently
while on other occasions they talked as they got more and more. They sometimes
browsed the map and the Walk while at other times they read textual descriptions or
listened carefully to videoclips. The pattern of interaction again pointed towards some
important aspects of learning from the program.
L m k i n p f i r iiiore ii7tiwi~iutioii

The farmers were keen to know if there was more information available. Martyn had
been using the program for 12 minutes, including five minutes in the Walk. when he
discovered that the map did not provide a11 the information he was looking for:
Can yoti get any more inforniatioii from the plan [the map]’?
The niap does not give a detailed description of the farm; it only shows the shape of the
fwm with field boundaries and north marked. When Martyn saw the map he was
disappointed that he could not get information such as the size of the fields and the
kinds of crops grown in each field. When I explained how to get a text description of
each location on the farm, again he was not satisfied:
... it just tells you where we are

He explained the kinds of information he wanted for his learning task:
The farm on the map, the whole farm, normally on the map field sizes, what
the cropping is, you haven‘t got that? ...
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From then onwards he looked at the textual descriptions of all the locations he was
walking through and he tried to get relevant information he needed. He said that the
information was not enough for him to make a proper management plan:
(looking at the farmyard) ... Yes, farmyard, bur it didn't say enough

He explained that the cropping history of each field, all the fields with their numbers and
extent, and a breakdown of sources of income are necessary to do a proper farm
management plan. He again summarised what he wanted to know:
You need a farm map with the acreage on it. the size of the fields on it, and
you need a history of cropping

Eventually he was able to get that information from the Pian section, towards the end of
the learning session. He was working hard to investigate how to get that information.
When he realised that he could get what he wanted to know, he was satisfied. By this
time he had been working for more than four and a half hours with the material.
Martyn is an experienced farmer who knows what information is necessary for the
learning task. Even though the program does not expect the user to d o a proper farm
management plan, he did not stitrt planning until he had found all the information he
needed, as he would do in his daily work. He browsed the material for four and a half
hours until he found out how to get the information and then he took notes. Later he
decided to d o the plan on another occasion.
Similarly, when Neil was in the Pian section, making his farm management decisions.
he felt he needed additional information:
... is it possible, for example to lease in aiid lease out, you really need to
know current production. you just choose one of those, do you? Is there
any other information'?

Witlioui this information he could not move ahead with his plan. So he chose to view
the videoclip of the farm at this point. It was the third time he had watched it. This time
lie vicwed the whole videoclip, lasting about 6 minutes. Throughout. he was very
attentive. looking at his notes, comparing them when specific statistics were given.
After the video he went back to the Plan to look at the list of actions, and thought about
the next step.
Neil again wanted more inforiiiation when he was in the Plan section making his farm
management plan. He spent about a minute studying the range of options or
management plans. Then within two minutes he made a series of selections leading to a
decision. After nine screens he realised that he needed more information before
proceeding. At this point he wanted to watch the video sequence again, and he did.
Beiiia crificcrl on the uccurucy of iiiformcitinii

When the learner was getting information from the program he not only read it but also
attempted to see whether what was presented was correct. One instance was when
Neil spotted the information given about a certain kind of bird:
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There is also another thing wrong here, it says ‘starling, rare’, well it is not
rare. ... . I disagree with the ..., ... the information is dubious.
Within the Office, while getting information from the farm accounts, Neil spotted an
error related to the number of cows:
In the introduction, Poul Christiensen [i.e., the farmer who appears in the
video] said it is 400 cows, hut here only 240, there, so ... .
Immediately afterwards Neil wanted to watch the videoclip, apparently to verify this
information from a different source. He listened attentively and checked his notes while
the video was giving the information. Satisfied, he stopped the videoclip. He did not
listen to the whole section.
Martyn, too, was very keen on the accuracy of the information and commented a lot on
this aspect. He used information from different sections of the program, i.e., the Walk,
the Office and the Plan, in order to check the accuracy of information he was getting.
Also he looked at information in different formats, i.e., videoclips, text and photographs
The financial accounts give an overall idea about the whole farming operation. Having
looked at them the user can see if other parts of the program give compatible
information. When he was looking at the livestock figures in the Plan he pointed out
that the figures were not correct:
False information, nothing goes hack to the
Imiucdiately he wanted to check on this. He returned to the Office and listened to the
videoclip of the fariner who explains the whole farming operation. This videoclip gives
figures of different enterprises including the livestock. When the video was giving
information on the number of cows, he said:
Well that doesn’t tally, that doesn’t tally with his accounts ... (looking at his
notes again) has 240 cows.
At this point he wanted to stop the videoclip and watch again to clarify the figure. Then
he viewed the whole videoclip. When the figures were given he took notes again; he
was sure that the figures did not tally. He explained to me why he thought they were
wrong. He aniilysed the gross margins figures coming from dairy cattle and pointed out
that thc income from milk siiggested different numbers of cows. So he wanted to know
whether someone had used the Disc, and changed the figures:
I mean these figures are his figures (original figures), aren’t thzy? Not
somebody else’s who has been doing this program? Figures are supposedly
taken from that farm?

There were other occasions when he wanted to satisfy himself that information was
correct. He made sure that the arable acreage and forage acreage were correct.
Once he was comfortable with the program, after more than an hour, Martyn became
more critical of the kinds of information he was getting. He thought that three locations
of the map gave the same description:
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We are getting the same picture, ..., in all three dots! ... Those three dots are
all of the same report

He thought he noticed that the textual description was the same in three different
locations. However, he wanted to check whether he was right. He again checked the
locations and found that only two of them were giving the same description.
Having been in the Walk for nearly two hours he commented on the kinds of information
he was getting so far:
Ha! Doesn’t seem to be a lot of co-ordination between the movements,
something isn’t right, 1don’t know whether it is all filmed on one farm or
not.

Relrite to owm kriorvledae arid exuerierice
There were instances when the frirmer was trying to relate the information he was
getting to his experience of farm management. Especially when Martyn was
commenting on the information, he based his arguments on his own knowledge and
experience of farm management.
While getting information on different farm enterprises, he drew on his knowledge and
experience of farm management. He spoke about the expenses of buying in quota, the
need to know the cropping history in order to qualify for arable aid, etc:
Because the biggest cost in maintaining dairy is buying in quotra. you take
a11 these accounts as they are ... At the moment, for the lay of the land you
got t o have grab, you may be able to twig the acreage, you don‘t know
what it’s cropping history is, do you? Because you’ve got to consider. if
you are thinking in today’s climate when you’ve got the arable aid, if those
fields weren’t in grass in 91, then they are not eligible for arable aid .... So
unless you have got an historical cropping or we’re in an arable rotation
ihey may have been in a temporary grass in 1991, they will qualify. but if
they are ill permanent pasture sitii;ition ihey woiildn‘t qualify ...
He went on to get more information he needed. During this time he was commenting on
the information. while looking at its accuracy. His main comment was that the program
did not give enough information to do a proper farm management plan. His comments
were based on his knowledge and experience in farming:
._.i wouldn’t think Innd use wise you would change it a lot. it is obviously
liiiiired to how much arable you cai1 grow, because of the land structure,
hiit I want a break dowii of it. other than what’s currently growing, there is
no mention of maize which was seen on the film, obviously that come
under forage acreage presuiiiably, so not all that forage acreaze is grass, in

that maize ground you could grow cereal crops, or a possibility anyway.
because he’d have to harvest it before it got too wet a ground because in
autumn it will get too wet to get the crop off.
it is growing more that 90 acres of cereal, so it is entitled to area A, but I
would have thought the way it was styled wasn’t far out, you could tinker
with the edges of it. 1 don’t think you’d structurally alter any of it.

Focused searching
The farmers searched the information in a very focused manner. There were a few
instances when Martyn explained to me what he was looking for. The first time was
when he came across a picture of the farm with a road and a house.
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That’s what that was, I was wondering whether there was a road,
He was on the north boundary of the farm. He thought there was a road making the
boundary of the farm and it proved to be true. That was the entrance to the farm.
The next time was when he was in the middle of the farm. When he saw the picture of
the farmyard he looked very happy:
Ahhaa!!! found it!!!
When I asked if he was looking for something, he said:
Yes, I was looking for farmyard ... I didn’t get it last time 1 got there.
Once he found out its location, he looked for information around that area for a long time,
for instance he spent 10 minutes in the farmyard. He moved little by little around the
same area looking for information related to the farmyard and farm animals. He wanted

to know the kinds of animals in the farm, hut felt that the textual description did not give
him enough information. He wanted to see whether the ‘Help’ and ’Guide’ gave more
information, and explained to me what kinds of information ought to be incorporated into
the map.
The process of information gathering within the Walk is more or less random

-

the user

needs to go round the farm using the map and by clicking on the arrows at the bottom of
the screen. Photographs and textual descriptions help him or her to see what is
available at any particular point. Having done that type of search for 20 minutes, Neil
wanted to know if there were direct ways of getting information from the program:
Is it actually posiihle to find out. for example, if there is a pond there. I
don’t have to do it by random, sort of process. I can’t say, ‘list ponds’, and
it would find. tell me where the ponds are?

The users; being farmers with years of experience. were familiar with the resources and
natural habitat available in a typical farni. Not being absolute beginners in farm
nianagement. they inay well have wanted to save their time on gathering information.

Learner seeks more information
When the farniers were in different parts of the program there were instances where
they were not happy with the kind of information they were getting. As discussed
before they indicated that without additional information they could not move ahead
with their plan, so they chose to go to other sections to get more information.

Program presents more information in various media
The program was able to present information in various media such as text,
photographs, graphics, video and audio. The farmers accessed and compared
information from different sources at different stages. When they were in the Plan they
were getting more information from descriptive one page texts. Then they were able to
cross check that information with information from the videoclip.
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Learner makes inputs to the progruin

In the Plan section the user has to make farm management decisions, by taking financial
and conservation aspects and views of the local community into account. There are 19
major areas where the user can make decisions ranging from landuse to managing a
disused railway station on the farm. Each major area is divided into its own sub
sections: the user selects one aspect which takes him or her to the next level and
subsequently the next level and so on. The final step is to make the decision. Having
made as many decisions as possible, the user needs to submit the management pian.
As mentioned earlier, Martyn decided to work on the Plan section another time. Neil
completed the Plan, and reflected and related to his own experience.

Reflection
The Plan section of the program requires the users to reflect on information they have
got so far, in the light of their own experience, then make decisions. Neil spent 42
minutes in this section, as opposed to 27 minutes in the Walk and 32 minutes in the
Office. He was not aware of the time limit we had agreed iii the beginning; we agreed to
spend two hours, but 1 had to remind him of the time.
In the Plan Neil looked carefully at the list of options, thinking and scratching his head.
He did a few calcuhtions on a calculator with his head bent towards the papers. This
sequence of activities probably indicated deep processing of information received from
the program. For about seven minutes, he did not change the screen.
After doing the calculations Neil was ready to draw up the plan; his first decision was
made following four consecutive actions. Subsequently, he took a series of farm
management decisions and subiiiittcd his plan. The time taken for making the plan after
looking at the videoclip was 23 minutes, of which he spent about 13 minutes - more
than half - in thinking, reading his notes and writing.
Relntinc. to one’s owti e.ywrience
After the learning session Neil explained to me how he had made the farm management
decisions. While he was processing information and making decisions he appeared to
be rcferi-ing hack to his o w n experience. He was mainly a dairy farmer, and started off
with the management aspects related to dairy management:
... niy plan in the beginning bas to drop all the beef. Because I didn’t t h i n k
they’re profitable. And replace them with cows. And keep everything else
as the same.

He carried on with the dairy inanagement and tried to inake some changes in the labour
input assuming that the way he used to make such changes in his own work would
apply to this simulation:
... see in theory I thought that the labour ,.., I took out the beef, supposing
the person who is working on the beef then go and work on the dairy. But
it said I needed an extra labour unit. So I had to put one in.
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What he meant by in theor) was in fact his own farm management experience. The
discussion afterwards showed that he always tried to draw on his own experience
while making the management decisions.

Program gives feedback
The program gives feedback to the learner after he or she has submitted the farm
management plan. After submitting. the Guide asks the user to go to the Office again
and see the reaction of various interest groups towards the plan. While in the Office one
can use the computer to check on the new financial status. Also the user can go hack to
the Walk and see the effects on the wildlife. The learner can decide whether he or she is
satisfied with the plan or if it should be changed. Neil received feedback for his plan.

Reflection
After submitting his plan, Neil went to the Office and first looked at the gross margin,
taking time to analyse the financial status. Then he selected estate finances and fixed
costs. He spent time reflecting on the financial results of his management plan:
I seem to have made less money. ...€4000 less. ... I looked at the balance
sheet and the net worth. And the net worth was €4000 less.

Basically the parlour and the extra labour unit wasn’t covered by the extra
cows. I basically replaced the beef with cows. Obviously I can play around
and try and find an optimum ..., keep putting more cows in or something.
Neil was unhappy about the outcome of his plan, maybe because he had some years of
farming experience.
He then received feedhack from spokespersons for interest groups. First he selected
the Trade Vnion representative who was unhappy about the plan. Neil wondered why
because he had employed an extra worker in his plan. The second feedback was from
the Wildlife Adviser who was also unhappy about the plan. Neil did not coniment on
him, perhaps because he had not taken the environment much into account. The next
representative spoke for the National Farmer‘s Union: he also was not impressed with
plan, coinnienting

h

i il

iiad not prodiiced a healthy balance sheet. Neil made no

comments cm this. Finally Neil selected the District Council representative, who said
that the plan caused no concem since it did not include any action that required
permission. He could go ahead with his plan as far as the Council was concerned.

Learner modifies inputs
As Neil was receiving feedback on his inputs and showing the above reactions he was
constantly modifying the inputs. He spent 11 minutes making changes to his plan.

Program gives feedback based on modified inputs
The program takes the user’s modified actions into account and gives feedback
accordingly. Feedback is presented the same way as before. The learner can again
change his plan if he is not satisfied with it. Following were Neil’s reactions.
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Chcillenainn the retisoninp niven
for the feedback
The user gets instant feedback if he is about to make any unrealistic changes. The
computer makes a sound and a short message appears at the top of the screen
indicating why that particular action is impossible (more details in Chapter 3 . section

3.4). The computer assesses the present situation on the farm and tells the user why
that move was impossible. Neil got this feedback when he was making his original plan,

too, but was not too worried about it. When he made his first modification, he said:
... (reading why it is not possible from the screen) ‘insufficient arable
labour for a dairy unit’ ... But we don’t need arable labour for dairy. So i
can’t understand what the ... , w h y that is.

At another bleep of the computer, he thought for u while why the computer had rejected
his input, shook his head in disbelief and said:
That is some ... . I don’t know. The more intensive you do, the more you
get out o f it. That what I would have thought!

Chnllenwirin the nature qf the feedback
As Neil was modifying his actions, the program rejected two of his actions. at which
point he challenged the computer’s feedback instead of just accepting it. When the
computer rejected his input for the second time. he commented:
So now here I think it should give you which are, because at the moment i
ain working my way through it, every time it says ‘insufficient’, I am
changing it. What it should say is ‘you need 20 more acres’ or what ever,
you know. ... I am just guessing, and it takes me a long time, doesn’t it? i
got to work out what these fields got in them.

He was concerned that the progran did not give enough information about the farm’s
current state. He expected the program to tell him exactly how many labour units were
needed, instead of telling him that the farm labour was not enough.
... rather than saying and giving you a list of things, and how, like saying,
you know. you need an extra so much o f space and this much will cost X
ainount. It doesn‘t tell you that. just keep doing. Even if you get it right ir
rloesr1 ‘I re// you.

And the other ihing I S , say, you want to grow potatoes, i t will probably say
you don’t have enough niachinery, you haven‘t this, you haven’t got that,
vou really ivant a whole list of what you haven‘t got or what you’ve got to
change. and then how much it would cost or whatever, then that would give
you ..., then you could decide immediately whether you want to proceed,
where as this you got to proceed then you will find out it wasn’t a good
idea.
What it could have done was in the list it could have said to you require X
amount of heifers, you’ve only got Y, you know, you have only got 240,
but you actually require 360 or something.

Chnllenc.inp the qualin. of the feedback
Just before finishing the learning activity, Neil was listening to the National Farmers’
Union representative’s comments on his management plan. The person said that the

plan had real problems. He laughed loudly and said:
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He hasn’t told what the problems are. See that is ... (pointing to the screen).
He says there is a problem. So 1 can go back to my balance sheet. BUIwhat
is the problem? It always needs highlighting. Have I spent too much
capital? Have I got too many people? My private drawings too high?
(laughter). The feedback is not enough.
It doesn’t tell me what they are at the moment
You get a new balance sheet ..., you don’t know how it’s been arrived, you
don’t know whether it was a ... of a better gross margin, or whether it was
less fixed cost, or whether it would have been better if you could have
reduced fixed cost.

Neil wanted the program comment to be more specific, to say exactly why his farm
management plan was unacceptable.
The program is based on the model built into it, which includes assumptions about the
complex interrelationships between individual farm management decisions and financial
profitability, the conservation and local economic aspects. The user often has his own
farm management model, based on formal and non-formal learning about farm
management as well as years of experience of farming. He or she probably has
convictions that he or she does not want to change just because the computer program
says so. Neil expected the program to give specific reasons why certain decisions were
unacceptable. He also wanted the program to behave as an advisor, giving suggestions
rather than telling him that he could not make certain selections.

5 . 3 Summary of the analysis
The data analysis so far has attempted to pin-point what went on while the farmers
were using the prograni. There was a range of activities hetween [hem and the program,
and within each activity, some important aspects that have implications for learning
were observcd. From the beginning the learners experienced navigational problems,
making i t one important aspect that doniinatcd the early interaction between the learner
and the prograni. Three other aspects

-

how the learners went about getting

information, how they made decisions and how they evaluated results - can be
summarised under the umbrella of learning style. These two main aspects, namely the
learning style and learner’s navigational problems, were identified from the pilot study
for further scrutiny. Fig. 5.3 summarises the data analysis.
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Fig. 5.3: A summary of the data analysis of the pilot study

5 . 3 1 Learning style
This refers to the manner in which the learners used the program in order to achieve the
learning task. The learning style has three aspects: how the learners went about
getting information, how they made decisions and how they evaluated their plans.

How the learners got information f r o m the program
Iiiipoi-tant tolwrvationh whiic the learner was getting information from the program:

The learner looked for more information to do the learning task. He knew the
kinds of information necessary for the learnin,o task, because of his
experience in farming.
The learner was critical of the information presented. He wanted to verify
the information presented by the program. While getting information. he
continually cross-checked to see whether the information was correct.
The learner accessed the information in a very focused manner. He was
familiar with the resources on a farm so he knew where to go and what
information to look for.

How the learners made decisions f o r their management plans
Important observations while the learner was making decisions:
The learner related the information to his own knowledge and experience
when doing the learning task
The learner reflected on his or her action and possible outcomes.
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How the learners evaluated results of their farm management plans
Important observations while the learner was evaluating his plans:
The learner reflected on the results in the light of feedback
The learner reacted to the feedback in various ways. For instance, the
learner challenged:
-

the reasoning given for the feedback

-

the nature of the feedback

-

the quality of the feedback

The main study therefore focuses particularly on observing these insrructional
interactions in order to understand more about how farmers learn from computer-based
media.

5.32 Learners' navigational problems
The learners encountered a range of difficulties when using the program. Some they
overcame independently, but occasionally my intervention was necessary. They had
difficulties in understanding:
how to use the interface to progress, especially in new sections
how to use the interface to get more information, even though they knew
that the information was available in the program
the meaning of icons and words within the interface
the meaning of text on screens
that vital information was available (so they missed it).
Learning with

:I

computer-based medium was a new experiencc for the farmers. Since

they had to click on the correct icon to reveal the desired content, they needed to
understand and be able to interpret the interface which was comprised of icons and
abstract words on the screen. Some problems observed were probably due to the
learners' inexperience with the interface. Others may have been due to poor interface
design, such as the use of ambiguous words on the screen. These learner-interface
interaction problems will be explored further in the main study.

5.4 Conclusions
The pilot study investigated how farmers learn from the selected computer-based
program, The Countryside Disc, and identified the important categories to be studied in
the main field work: the learning style and navigational problems. Fig. 5.4 depicts the
activities between the farmer and the program during the learning process, and
highlights the important aspects within each activity.
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Fig. 5.4. The pattern of interaction between the farmer and the program

Towards the left of the diagram are the activities between the program and the user.
Towards the right of the diagram are the iiiiportaiii observations within each activity.
With modifications, this framework was used as a working model for the main study.
Ten farmers were iised in the main study and at least one week was allowed for them
to learn from the program. Chapters 6, 7, 8 analyse data of the main study, pertaining to
the learning style, one category identified froiii the pilot study. The next chapter.
Chapter 6 analyses hnw the individual farmers sot information from the program.
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Chapter 6
The main study: the farmers getting
informati on
Chapter 6 is the first of three chapters that analyse main study data pertaining to
learning style (Section 4.3 of Chapter 4 describes the methodology, data collection and
analytical framework of the main study). This chapter looks into how the farmers went
about getting information from the program. First, the chapter begins by describing the
set of criteria, called indicators of learning, used to measure each farmer’s effort to learn
from the program. Second, it goes on to analyse how each farmer obtained information
from the program. Based on this analysis, the chapter finally shows the evidence of
differences in individual farmers’ approaches to learning from the program.

6 . 1 Indicators of learning
The Walk, the Office, and some links in the Plan function as the multimedia resource of
the prograni. providing inf»rmation necessary to farmers. Farmers were free to decide
how they would go about getting information from each section, and were free to decide
how much time they wanted to spend in each section. In order to analyse their approach
to learning from the multimedia resource, it is necessary to select criteria that indicate
how they went about getting information from each of the three sections. These
indicators are based on how deep and detailed their navigation was.

6 . 1 1 Indicators of learning from the Walk
The Walk is the section where the user walks around the farm and gets information
necessary for making farm management decisions. The user can access information
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about the farm at different levels. For instance, the user can just move around the farm
and do a ‘brisk walk’. This could be considered as basic level navigation. Alternatively
the user can not only move from one location to another, but also go to a deeper level
and investigate each location in detail. It is possible to categorise these different levels
of investigation, and use them to analyse how each user obtained information and
learned from the Walk. Different types of navigation and time spent on the Walk would
be used as indicators of learning from the Walk.

Time spent
The first indicator would be the time spent on the Walk section. The farm depicted in
the program is about 400 hectares, further divided into 47 fields. There are many
features on the farm such as farmyards, barns, woodlands, a river, ditches, ponds, a
disused railway station as well as arable crops, grasslands and livestock. In order to
understand more about the farm, users need to walk to these locations and access
photographs and textual descriptions, which takes considerable time. Therefore, the
time spent on the Walk section during the first learning session would be an indication
of each user‘s effort to understand the section.

Level-I type of navigation
This is the basic level where the user moves from one location to another using the
map. At each location he or she may select ‘Description’ from the bottom menu bar.
The user can see a photograph and a brief description of the location. The information
includes the soil type, the present cropping and other special features of the location.
Afterwards the user may select ‘Map’ from the menu bar and move to another location.
This type of navigation allows the user to do a ‘brisk walk’ around the farm. The
objective of this type of navigation is to get a general understanding of the farm, quickly.

Level-2 type of navigation
At the second level the user uses arrows at the bottom left hand corner of the screen to
walk. This kind of walk allows the user to see more details of the location selected.
Also the user may get panoramic views of the location by clicking on left or right of the
screen continiiously. After doing this kind of investigation, the user inay normally use
the map to move to a new location. Alternatively he or she may use the same arrows to
carry on with his or her walk. The objective of this type of navigation is a closer
examination of the locations selected.

Level-3 type of navigation
At the third level, the user may look at lists of wildlife species present at any location.
The typical moves would consist of selecting a new location; accessing a photograph
and reading a description of the location; and finally selecting ‘Plants’ or ‘Animals’ on
the menu bar to access a list of wildlife for that location. Afterwards the user may move
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to a new location and repeat the same procedure. The objective would he to do a brief
investigation of a special feature, i.e., wildlife.

L e v e l - 4 type of navigation
At this level, having done the moves mentioned above, the user may look at
photographs and textual descriptions of individual plants and animals at any location
These four levels of navigation can he used to identify the intensity of an individual’s
information gathering. Navigation that is mostly level-1 type allows a user to move
faster froin one section to another. The user can look at a photograph and a textual
description of the field being observed. However, you cannot see the surroundings of
the area, nor the adjacent fields if you stick to the level-1 type of navigation. A detailed
investigation of locations is only possible with a level-2 type of navigation. The user
would use arrows to walk around and look at a panoramic view of the location. So a
more intensive information gathering would be characterised by a level-2 type of
navigation coupled with a level-1 type. The next two types, level-3 and level-4 types
of navigation would allow the user to focus on each field to study the wildlife.
It is not possible to assess how far each of these individual levels of navigation and the
time spent contribute to the user’s understanding of the farm and eventually influence
his or her decisions regarding the final farm management plan. You cannot categorically
state that looking at more of the individual photographs of wildlife would help you to
understand more about the farin as a whole. If you do that kind of search all the time, it
limits the time available to visit other locations. However, it is reasonable to say that
the degree of understanding of the farm is reflected in a combination of factors such as
the total time spent on the learning task, the number of locations visited, the number of
locations studied i n depth, etc. It is not possible to state categorically how much each
component contributes to the final learning outcome, but it is reasonable to say that a
better understanding of the farm could be obtained by:
spending more tinir on the task within the Walk
*

visiting more fields (level-1)
walking around and taking panoramic views of more fields (level-2)
looking at a reasonable number of wildlife examples (level-3 and level-4)

6.12 Indicators of learning from the Office
The Office is the section where the user could get more information about the financial
situation and the background of the farm, listen to opinions of the interest groups and
read case studies based on some of the farm management activities. Two basic
indicators of learning are used in this analysis.
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Time spent
The first indicator would be the time spent in the Office section, consisting of four items
giving further information about the farm. When selected, each item would either play
back a videoclip or a page of information. It takes considerable time to go through these
sections and get information. So the time devoted to the Office during the first learning
session would he considered as an indication of each user's effort [o learn from this part
of the multimedia resource.

Number of sections covered
The second indicator of learning would be the number of sections covered. This consists
of the total number of videoclips viewed and textual pages read by the user.

6.13 Indicators of learning from the Plan
The Plan provides detailed information related to more than 100 farm management
activities possible for the farm. Five indicators are used to get some understanding of
their approach to learning from the Plan section.

Time spent
The first indicator would be the time spent on the Plan section. As it consists of more
than 100 farm management decisions grouped into 19 major categories that are further
branched into various levels, it takes some time to understand how to work through the
Plan section. So the time spent on the Plan section during the first learning session
would he an indication of each user's effort to understand the section.

Tile number of categories studied
The second indicator would he the number of categories each user investigated on the
first day. Each category consists of different types of actions and going through more
categories nieans getting a better understanding of the possible actions for the future
mnnagcment of the farm.

The number of pieces of information sought
The third indicator would he the number of pieces of information sought. The user could
access a piece of textual information for all the actions at all levels. For instance, by
selecting each house within the farm, the user could read a page of text about its
location, special features, current usage and potential uses. By selecting each field the
user could read a text that gives information such as its size, current cropping and its
possible uses. All this information is necessary to know more about the farm and the
assumptions built into the program. The program usually suggests that the users
should read these pieces of information especially if an action is rejected by the
program. So, reading additional information provides a better insight into the farm.
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The number of ‘actions’ selected
The fourth indicator of learning would he the number of times each user tried to niake
farm management decisions, i.e., the number of actions selected. In oi-der to make
decisions, the user needs to go through the different levels of each category and reach
the last level. By this time the user would have read all the possiblc actions for that
category.

The number of plaits subniitted
The fifth indicator would be the nuniber of tiiiies each user submitted a plan and listened
to the feedback. Submitting a plan means completing a set of actions, possibly only a
few in the beginning. Trying to listen to the fcedback implies a desirc 10 know more
about how the Plan works and to know the consequences of the actions choscn.

6 . 2 Approach to learning
6 . 2 1 Within the Walk
Pattern of getting information
The indicators of learning discussed under I , I are used to analyse individual users’
approach to learning from the Walk. The observation data showed a mixture of the
above four levels. All the users nioved around the farm and all of them chose to look at
photographs and texiual descriptions of wildlife. However, a closer analysis of their
navigation patterns shows distinctive biases towards one type of navigation or another.
Some users were doing more of ‘brisk walks’ around the farm whereas others were
interested in investigating each of the fields they visited. These differences are
discussed below.

Martvn
Table 6. I summarises Martyn’s pattern of navigation within the Walk. The first main
column shows the time each action occurred and the second the different levels of
navigation. The secorid main coluriiri is furtlier divided into four columiis, each recording
the four levels discussed abovc (Tables 6.1 - 6.8 have the same structure and
summarise each user’s pattern of investigation).
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Table 6.1: Martyn's pattern of navigation within the Walk section
Different Levels of Navigation
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Lei.rl-3
-.
~

:

Level-4
Number of fields visited

8 times

1 0 times
~

20 fields

~

j

Martyn's navigation within the Walk is dominated by level-2 type and a combination of
level-I and level-2 types. There were only four instances of level-1 type walks. These
figures suggest that Martyn was interested in a 'deep' approach to getting information
from the Walk (see Chapter 9).

Tiiir
Table 6.2 summarises Tim's pattern of navigation within the Walk
Table 6.2: Tini's pattern of navigation within the Walk section
Time

r
~

.-

Different Levels of Navigation
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Table 6.2 contains more entries in Level-I column than in Level-2 column, suggesting
that Tim’s pattern of navigation is dominated by level-1 type. In the beginning Tim
started to look at lists of wildlife as he moved from one location to another using the
map. When he was shown how to use arrows to walk around (the level-2 type of
navigation, at O. 14.05) he used it a couple of times. Afterwards he stuck to moving from
one location to another doing the ‘brisk walk’ (level-1 type, from 0.28.38). At the next
four locations he kept looking at the phoiographs of individual wildlife (0.32.06; 0.34.08;
0.39.00: 0.44.10). Then he moved locations wjitliout going into details (from 0.45.33). He
used arrows and a panoramic view once just before completing the task within the
Walk (0.48.02). Tim walked to 17 fields out of the 47 on the farm.
The four levels u i navigation could be uscd as a guideline to analyse whether Tim’s
navigation was a detailed one or just a surface level browsing one. Following is the
summary of different levels Tim adopted:

Lcvel-l and Level-2
! Level-3

Tin

3 times
3 times
4 times

navigation is characterised by many instances of Ievc

type of navigation.

There were only a few levei-2 type. Tim was doing ‘brisk walks’ rather than looking
more closely into each field he visited. Tim demonstrated a ‘surface’ approach to
getting information from the Walk (see Chapter 9).
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Steven
Table 6.3 is the summary of Steven’s navigation within the Walk
Table 6.3: Steven’s pattern of navigation within the Walk section
~

Time

I

I

Different Levels of Navigation

According to Table 6.3. Steven’s pattern of navigation within the Walk shows four
distinctive phases. It is a mixture of all four types of navigation. During the first phase
(from 0.27.35

-

0.48.53) Steven started with a level-2 type of navigation - h e used

arrows to inove aruund. Then he accessed the map to see his location. Afterwards he
continuously used arrows to walk around the farm. In the second phase (from 0.49.47 0.55.17) he used the map to change his locations. Howjever, he coupled the map
together with the arrows, thus doing both level-I and level-2 types of navigation
together. In this way he moved from one location to another by using the map, and he
used arrows to do an in-depth investigation of each field. The third phase, just one
incident, began when he started to look at a list of wildlife after he had moved to a new
location (0.56.34). This is a level-3 type of navigation. The last phase started when he
looked at photographs and textual descriptions of wildlife of the next three fields visited
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(1.02.16). This is levei-4 type of navigation. Steven walked to 16 fields out the 47 fields
on the farm. Following is the summary of his navigation:

\ Level-i
Numher of fields visited

I times

3 times
16 fields

1
~

I

Steven’s walk was dominated by level-2 type of navigation, i.e., he was looking at
details of the locations he visited. This approach to getting information could he
characterised as a ‘deep’ approach (see Chapter 9).

Table 6.4 shows a summary of Robert’s pattern of navigation.
Table 6.4: Robert’s pattern of navigation within the Walk section
i

Time

1

Different Levels of Navigation
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Robert started with a level-3 type of navigation

-

as soon as he went to the Walk

section he went directly to look at the list of plants and animals. The next move was to
look

:it

phuiographs of wildlife, thus a lebel-4 type of navigation (0.49.53). After these

two instances, he continued his walk with a level-1 type of navigation, i.e., doing a
‘brisk ualk’ around the farm (0.51.01). However, towards the middle of this phase he
did a level-2 type of navigation once (1.03.46). After being in the Walk for nearly 34
minutes he started to do a level-2 type of navigation, i.e., to use the arrows to do the
walk and to look at the panoramic views of the farm (1.21.03). In between there were
three instances when he looked at details of wildlife, a level-4 type of navigation
Robert visited 37 out of the 47 fields on the farm. Following is the summary of his
navigation:
Level-2
Level-l & Level-?
Level-?
Level-4
, Number of fields visited

I

31 times

1

3 times
I times
4 times
37 fields
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The above analysis shows that Robert’s walk is characterised by both level-I and
level-2 types of navigation. There were 44 instances of level-1 type and 31 instances of
level-2 type. Thus i t is both a ‘brisk walk’ and a ‘detailed’ one. This is a combination of
both ‘deep’ and ‘surface’ approaches to getting information.

&I
Table 6.5 shows Neil’s pattern of navigation within the Walk.
Table 6.5: Neil’s pattern of navigation within the Walk section

, Time I

Different Levels of Navigation
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Neil started with a levei-4 type of investigation. After moving to a new location he
directly went on to look at the photographs of individual examples of wildlife. This
detailed investigation of wildlife is predominant in Neil's way of getting information
from the program. After looking at wildlife in two fields, he moved to another place and
took a panoramic view of the farm followed by a level-3 type of navigation, i.e., looking
at the list of wildlife in the field selected (0.20.57). The next phase is characterised by a
combinatiori of level-1 and level-2 types of navigation (0.26.52

-

0.39.30). This was

followed by three instances of level-4 type of navigation. The last move was again a
combination of level-i and level-2 navigation. Neil visited 9 out of the 47 fields on the
farm. Following is the summary:

Neil's pattern of navigation within the Walk is characterised by more level-4 types of
navigation. He seems to be more interested in investigating the kind of wildlife at each
location he visited. So, as far as studying wildlife he took a 'deep' approach. However,
as a result of this, he could investigate only a few fields.

Duncan
Table 6.6 shows Duncan's pattern of using the Walk.
-

Table 6.6: Duncan's pattern of navigation within the Walk
Differrnr Levels of Navigation
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Duncan started with a level-2 type of navigation. He used the arrows to walk with
much observation, clicking on left and right of the screen to get a panoramic view.
Afterwards he looked at a nuniber of photographs and textual descriptions of plants and
animal species present at that location. Then he used arrows to move to another
location followed by looking at more plants and animals. Then he switched to a level-I
type of navigation, repeated four times, but at each location he looked at details of wild
life, thus conducting a level-4 type of navigation. The last phase of his walk is
characterised by a combination of level-1, level-2 and level-4 types of navigation.
Duncan visited 13 out of the 47 fields on the farm. Following is the summary:
Level- I
Level-2
Level-l and Level-:!
Level-3
Level-4
Number of fields visiied

I s times
1 9 times
1 2 times
I û times
Í 6 times
1 13 fields

?.

i

E;
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The above analysis shows Duncan as doing more detailed walks around the farm. Also
he was interested in looking at individual wildlife at the locations he visited. Thus his
approach to getting information could be classified as ‘deep’.
&&@I

Table 6.7 shows the summary of Simon’s pattern of getting information from the Walk.
Table 6.7: Simon’s pattern of navigation within the Walk

,

Different Levels of Navigation

Level-1

i

-j

O times

I

O times
I times

Lc\.el-2
Level-] & Lcvel-2
Level-3
Level-?

The above analysis shows Simon as doing more of the level-2 type of investigation,
i.e., looking at the fields more closely. He did not look at wildlife at each location he
visited. Simon’s approach to getting information could be classified as ‘deep’.
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Willinin
Table 6.8 shows the summary of William’s pattern of getting information from the
Walk.
Table 6.8: William’s uattern of navigation within the Walk

William started to walk on the farm by employing the level-2 type navigation. He used
the arrows to walk around and clicked on the left and the right of the screen to look
around. According to the table, he always used this method to navigate within the
Walk. On one occasion he did the combined level-I and level-2 type. Towards the end
of the session he looked at a few examples of wildlife. Following is the summary:

Level-2

I I fields

The above analysis shows that William was interested in looking at fields more
closely, hence doing more of the level-2 type of navigation. William’s approach to
getting information could be classified as ‘deep’.
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Analysis
The above data can be summarised for a comparative analysis of each user's pattern of
information gathering from the Walk. Table 6.9 presents such a summary. In the table,
features such as the time spent on the Walk, the number of fields visited and the
pattern of investigation are recorded against each user
Table 6.9: A summary of the navigation within the Walk

the brisk walk
the detailed walk

Combined Lcvel-l an
Level-2
Level-i:
looking at list5 o f wild life
Level-4:
looking at details of wildlife

4

6

6

I

1

In order to compare how each user sought information from the Walk, the information in
each column of Table 6.9 can he separately analysed. Figs. 6.1-6.7 present this
analysis. Fig. 6.1 is a comparison of the time spent by each user in the Walk; Fig. 6.2, a
comparison of the number of fields visited by each user; Fig. 6.3. a comparison of the
number of level-l walks done: Fig. 6.4, a comparison of the number of level-? walks
done; Fig. 6.5, a comparison of the number of combined levei-1 and level-2 walks done:
Fig. 6.6, a comparison of the number of level-3 walk^ done: and Fig. 6.7, a comparison
of the number of level-4 walks done by each user.
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Fig. 6.1 shows that Martyn spent the longest time in the Walk section, followed by
Robert. Simon spent the shortest time. Tim spent more time than Simon did.
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Although Martyn spent the longest time in the Walk, hence occupying the highest rank
order in Fig. 6.1, he ranks second in Fig. 6.2 in terms of the number of fields visited.
Robert has moved to the highest rank in Fig. 6.2. This may be because Robert
employed more of levei-I type navigation than Martyn did, as the Fig. 6.3 shows. The
rank order of Simon, William, Duncan and Steven remain the same in both Fig. 6.1 and
Fig. 6.2.
Tim who spent less time in the Walk (Fig. 6. I) has investigated the third largest
number of fields (Fig. 6.2). This may be because he used more of level-l type
navigation (brisk walks) only second to Robert, as Fig. 6.3 shows. Neil’s case is the
complete opposite of Tim’s. Neil spent the third longest time in the Walk (Fig. 6. l), but
managed to visit only a fewer fields (Fig. 6.2). This is because Neil spent more time
looking at details of wildlife, as Fig. 6.7 shows.
Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 show that Robert has done the largest number of level-1 and level-2
types of navigation. This means that he did the largest number of ‘brisk walks’ covering
more fields while still looking closely at many fields. This might have allowed him to
have both a better overall idea of the farm and a better insight into each field. However,
as Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 show he ranks in the middle as far as looking at details of wildlife.
Perhaps he did not want to go into too much detail of the farm.
According to Fig. 6.3. Simon and William ranked lowest as far as the number of level-1
walks they did. They were not interested in just browsing. Rather, as Fig. 6.4 shows,
they wanted to do more of the level-2 type navigation, that is, to study individual fields

in detail. In Fig. 4, William rmks second highest and Simon ranks in the middle. Simon
ranks even higher in Fig. 6.5.
Martyn and Steven, who rank in the middle as far as level-1 navigation is concerned
(Fig. 6.3). m o w to highcr ranks in Fig. 6.4 that shows users’ level-’ navigation. This
shows that both these users were more interested in getting a better understanding of
individual fields they visited. Martyn ranked highest in Fig. 6.5, i.e., he was the user
who carried out the largest number of combined level-1 and level-:! navigation.
Neil’s spending of a long time in the Walk (Fig. 6.1) can be explained by the number of
level-4 type observations he did, looking at photographs of wildlife (Fig. 6.7).
The next step is to compare the farmers’ overall approach to learning from the Walk
section. For this, data for the indicators identified as contributing to learning from the
Walk (time spent, number of fields visited, etc.) were converted to ordinal data (data
were rank-ordered). In order to use ordinal measurement, ‘the ordinal transitivity
postulate’ needs to be justified (Kerlinger, 1964, p. 422), that is, data should be able to
be ranked according to their position along a continuum. Data in the above figures
satisfy this criterion. For instance, farmers can be ranked according to the time spent on
the Walk. In this way, Simon ranks lowest and Martyn ranks highest. Therefore, Simon
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gets a rank value of 1 (the lowest) and Martyn gets 8 (the highest). Rank value is the
numeral assigned to the rank order ((Kerlinger, 1964).
Several authors (Kerlinger, 1964; Calder, 1996) warn that ordinal numbers should not
be interpreted in terms of their values. ‘Ordinal numbers indicate rank order and nothing
more. The numbers do not indicate absolute quantities, nor do they indicate that the
intervals between the numbers are equal. For instance, it cannot be assumed that
because the numerals are equally spaced the underlying properties they represent are
equally spaced (Kerlinger, 1964, p. 424). Therefore, in this analysis, the rank ordering
will not be used to do any ‘measuring’. The sole purpose will be to represent how
individual farmers ranked in relation to the others.

6.22 Within the Office
Pattern of getting information
The office section consists of four items from which the users could get information
related to their learning task. These four items are:
The ‘VCR’ showing a videoclip containing background information about the
farm;
The ‘Computer’ giving 4 kinds of farm accounts;
The ‘Television’ showing opinions of I2 interest groups and related textual
reads descriptions;
The ‘Files’ giving access to mini case studies and related photographs and
textual reads descriptions.
The users wcrc free to get information from these four sections. Howevei-, the users
varied in their use of these four sections. Some wanted to get inforination froin all the
sections, whereas others got information from only a few of the items. The two basic
indicator> discussed under 1.2, i.e., the time spent and number of sections covered, will
be used to analyse each user’s approach to getting information from the Office.
M<irtyn

Martyn used only two iterns in the Office to obtain more information: ‘VCR’ and the
‘Computer’. He listened twice to the videoclip that gives background information about
the farm. He also obtained information from two kinds of farm accounts, spending
altogether 16 minutes in the Office. Table 6.10 summarises how he obtained information
from the Office:
Table 6. IO: A summary of getting information from the Office
I
I
I
[0.28J1 1 television 1
1
0.30.20
10.30.27

1

Martyn

computer

one account
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1
1 balance sheet

1 computer

0.51.59

1
1 VCR

0.52.17

2.34.02

1

Tim
Tim used all the four items -the ‘VCR’, th ‘Televisi ’. tk ‘Computer’ i th
‘Files’ to get information. However, he used only one component within each item. For
instance, he looked at only one kind of farm accounts within the ‘Computer’. Tim spent
14 minutes in the Office. Table 6.1 I the summary of how he accessed information from
the Office.

Table 6.11: A summary of getting information from the Office by Tim
0.58.13

alance sheet

1.00.52

l

1.13.45 lfiles
1.14.06

1

one essay

Steven
Steven used more items in the Office to get information than Tim did. He listened to 5
interest groups and looked at all the four types of farm accounts within the ‘Computer’.
However, he did not look at the files. Steven took 36 minutes to get information from
the Office. Table 6.12 shows summary of how he accessed information from the Office.
Table 6.12: A summary of getting information fi:om the Office by Steven
1

Council

,~..,
”
1,..._
NFII
I Rural Development Commission

0. 13.0 I
0 . 15.12
0.16.51

1 Countryside

Commission

1

I . 1 1.48
1.12.10
1.1.5.54
1.19.53
1.21.38

computer

first account
fixed costs
estate finances
balance sheet
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Table 6.13: A summary of getting information from the Office by Robert
0 . 0 4 . 5 7 IVCR
I
0.10.45 Icornputer 1
hross margins
10.11.36 I
0.14.56 1
/fixed costs
0.19.04 I
lestate finances
/balance sheet
0.20.50 1
tLi4.41

ifiles

0.25.06 !
0.27.53 ;
0.28 5 7
0.29.10
0.32.43 1
0.33.42 ¡
0.36.04
0.38.51
0.42.03

1

1
I
I

I

,

/Birdwood Field SSSI
[Boating
IDevelop a caravan site
/Floods
Nitrates
Oil and gas exploration
Redundant fm buildings
Rural housing schemes
Selling farm produce

~

~~~

&
i
J

There were differences in Neil’s pattern of information access compared with those of
the other four users discussed so far. He read five case studies but went on to access
photographs and textual reads descriptions related to the case studies as well. In that
way this is a more detailed approach to getting information. He listened to five interest
group? Hew !()ohe a m i con to rend textual reads descriptions attached to the
videoclips. That too was a niore detailed approach, but he listened to fewer interest
groups and read fewer case studies than Robert did. A main difference was that Neil
did not look at the financial information from the ‘Computer’. Neil spent 35 minutes in
the Office. Table 6.14 shows how Neil accessed information from the Office.
Table 6.14: A sumiriary of getring information from the Office by Neil
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~.
-~

1.33.00
1.34.02
1.35.32
1.37.18

I

1

1
1

/Parish Council

l

I

I
laction

/Rural Development Commission
INature Conservancy Commission

1
~

Dirnccin

Duncan read ali four farm accounts and listened to all 12 interest groups. Also he went

on to read one textual information attached to a videoclip. In that way his information
access was more detailed than that of Robert. However, Duncan read only a couple of
case studies, less than Neil and Robert. He also went on to look at photographs and
textual reads descriptions attached to the case studies, an approach similar to that of
Neil. Duncan spent 48 minutes in the Office. Table 6.15 shows how Duncan accessed
information
Table 6.15: A summary of getting information from the Office by Duncan

0.39 19

/Local

n
m.
., .a. n
., . .5 ..x v. -.
__
,

0.47.06

,files

I'

7
Pesticides and wildlife

photo
photo

0.53.0s

+ text

¡Redundant farm huildings

Siiltr>ri
Simon's approach to getting information from the Office was quite different compared
with the other users. He accessed fewer components from individual items but went on

to read more information from the case studies. The total time spent was 45 minutes.
Table 6.16 shows how Simon accessed information from the Office.
Table 6.16: A summary of getting information from the Office by Simon
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0.38.10
0 . 4 0 . 3 7 !files
0.41.22
0.46.0s

0.51.27

!

Local
Developing a caravan site

I

bhoto
!photo

William
William obtained information froin all the four items. He read four farm accounts, looking
at one account twice. He listened to the videoclip that gives background information
about the farm. He only listened to a spokesperson of one interest group though he read
all the textual information attached to that videoclip. Finally he read one mini case
study. Table 6.17 shows how William accessed information:
Table 6.17: A summary of getting information from the Office

William

.

.. . . .

Analysis
The information regarding the approach adopted by each user to access information from
the Office is summarised in Table 6. i 8.
In Table 6.18 a scoring system was used to identify the number of pieces of information
each individual read or viewed. One score was given for either watching a videoclip or
reading a textual page of information. A dot in the table represents one score. The line
second from the bottom shows the total score for each user.
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Table 6.18: A summary of how individual users obtained information from the Office
Item

I

VCR
Computer

..

I .

Gross niareins
Fixed costs
Estate finances

t

Countryside Commission
G a i Dewlopment Commission
District Council
National Farmers' Union
Enterorisc Council
Rambler
Wildlifc
Advisor
__
Parish Council
Trade Union

4-

-.

..

~~

__

-

Filcs

-

9
48
-

Each individuai's use of the Office section could be comparatively analysed in order to
find out their intensity of information gathering. Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 show such a
coniparison. Fig. 6.8 shows the comparative time spent by each user in the Office
getting information. Fig. 6.9 represents the number of sections covered by each user.
This was derived from the score each user was given for the total number of videoclips
they listened to and textual pages they read.
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Fig. 6.9: No. of sections covered by each user
According to Fig. 6.8, Robert was the user who spent the longest time in the Office.
Durican. Simon and William followed him. Tiin spent the shortest time. Martyn spent
more time than Tim but less time than the rest of the users.
Fig. 6.9 shows the number of sections each user covered within the Office. According to
the figure, Robert used the largest number of sections to get information. He is followed
by Duncan, Simon, and William. Tiin and Martyn used the least number of sections.
Both the figures ftollow a hiriiilar pattern. The rank order of the farmers is maintained.
Those who spent more time in the Office were able to cover more sections than those
who spent less time.
Farmers’ overall approach to learning from the Office section was compared by using
the same analytical method adopted in the Walk section. Farmers were rank ordered in
terms of the two indicators identified as contributing to learning from the Office (time
spent and number of sections covered). These rankings were then combined to give a
combined ranking which indicated the comparative effort of each farmer in the Office.
Fig. 6.10 shows the combined rank for each farmer.
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Fig. 6.10: Farmers’ rank order according to the effort made to learn from the Office

According to Fig. 6.10, Robert made the highest effort to learn from the Office, followed
by Duncan. Tim made the least effort.

6 . 2 3 Within the Plan
The Plan is the section that provides the users with the opportunity to make their own
farm management decisions for the management of the farm. For this the users are
expected to have done an adequate investigation within the Walk and the Office. The
Plan section provide detailed information on individual farm management actions. These
include detailed lists of all the crops, livestock and non-farming operations that are
possible for each field and short pieces of information for each operation. Thus, once in
the Plan, ihe users would carry on studying more about the farm before making their
own management decisions.
The Plan is arranged as different levels, but the level structure in the Plan is different
from the ‘levels’ used to describe indicators of learning from the Walk. The highest
level in the Plan is the first screen where ;ill the possihle actions and enterprises are
categorised into a list of 19. All the actions concerned with pure farming operations,
conservation-related activities and local economic considerations fall within this list.
This list is ‘Level 1’ of the Plan. By selecting each, the user could go to the next level
down and so on. Each level gives a further break down of the actions chosen. For
instance, by selecting ‘farm workers’ the user would go to the Level 2 for that particular
action that gives a list of following four, which is a breakdown of farm labour:
1 Arable workers

2 Stock workers
3 Farmer’s own effort
4 Students
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Steven spent 54 minutes in the Plan section looking at 8 major categories of actions.

Some categories he observed more than once. Table 6.21 shows that he went through
successive levels of each category of actions. Steven sought information for 34 actions
and took notes. Also he made a few selections and submitted a plan

Rohe,-t
Table 6 . 2 2 summarises Robert's pattern of navigation within the Plan
Table 6.22: A summary of Robert's pattern of navigation within the Plan
1.4429 1 Landuse -2.13.16] Landuse

1

__ 1

Grddidr ? fields
suil grade 2 fields

I F?,"Pti""S

1

F2, options
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I

1 F2: w wheal in<. 1

I

1

I
1

Quotas

Grade 314 fields

I

Tractor requireiiicnts
Milk quota, options
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I

I

1

Fixcdcosts
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2.58.19
2.59.14
2.59.46
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Land use
Farm workers
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Robert was the user who spent the longest time, 78 minutes, to study the Plan section.
He investigated 11 out of the 19 major categories, some of them more than once. fie
sought information for a number of actions. The most striking feature of Robert's
approach was that he selected more actions than the others and submitted two sets of
plans for which he received the feedback.
&&l

Table 6.23 summarises Neil's pattern of navigation within the Plan.
Table 6.23: A summary of Neil's pattern of navigation within the Plan
1.39.28 1 Ponds
1 Info: ponds
I
1.40.13 I
1 Info: ponds
I .40.26 I Ponds
I Pond I
1 Info: fill i n pond
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Neil spent 14 minutes for the Plan, the shortest time compared with the others. He
looked at 4 major categories and looked for information about 7 individual actions within
those categories. He selected four actions for a plan but did not submit it.
Duncan
Table 6.24 summarises Duncan’s pattern of navigation within the Plan.
Table 6.24: A summary of Duncan’s pattern of navigation within the Plan

2.19.17 1 Suhrnit
2.20.32 1
2.21.26 1

I
/Computer
pevision

l

1 c r o s s margins
1 Nature Conservancy Council

I

I

Duncan spent 47 minutes in the Plan, less time than Robert hut more time than Steven.
He looked at 5 major categories and sought information for 6 individual actions. He
selected 8 actions for the two plans he submitted and got the feedback.

Simon
Table 6.25 summarises Simon’s pattern of navigation within the Plan.
Table 6.25: A summary of Simon’s pattern of navigation within the Plan
1.31.28 Landuse
1.33.43
I.34.34 Landuse
I 1.35.22 Landuse
1.37.06

Grade 5 fields

Info: F47
Info: F42

Grade 314 fields

Info: F20
FI. options
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Simon spent 43 minutes, less time than Duncan. He investigated 5 major categories,
sought information for 9 individual actions, and selected 3 actions for his pian.

IVilliani
Table 6.26 summarises William's pattern of navigation within the Plan
Table 6.26: A summary of William's pattern of navigation within the Plan
o I18 06
Land use
1 Info. Soil grade ? fields
0 10.52
1 Soil gradc ? fields
I n f o F?
1.34 36
! Soil p d r 5 fieids
Iiiïo: F37
__~_
Info: F27

1 Sail grade 2 fields

1.41 43

I 43 40
1.4606
1.48.49

I Large housing development
1 Inio: Housing development
1 Grass for grazing inl. 1

Info- F2

I

!
i
p

Farm woileri

~

1 tlock

stock uurkrrs. q x i « n s
<

worker:
- - - - - - -hlern
-.--r

I 1 arahlerorker: hlero

I,

I

L
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William spent 59 minutes in the Plan section although he only investigated 2 major
categories. He sought information for 7 itenis, selected 3 actions and submitted one
plan.
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Analysis
Table 6.27 summarises how the individuals used the Plan section for the learning task.
Table 6.27: A summary of how the users approached the Plan
Indicators of learning (Pian)
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This information can be displayed graphically in order to understand how each user
approached the Plan section to get information. Figs. 11 to 15 show these graphs.
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Fig. 6. I 1: Time spent by each user in the Plan section
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Fig. 6.12: No. of categories studied by each user
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Fig. 6.13: No. of pieces of information sought by each user
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Fig. 6.14: No. of actions selected by each user
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Fig. 6.15: No. of plans submitted by each user
Fig. 6.11 shows that Robert spent the longest time in the Plan, followed by Martyn,
William and Steven. Neil and Tim spent almost equal times, but the shortest compared
with the others.
Robert, who stayed in the Plan for the longest time, studied the largest number of
categories (Fig. 6.12); selected largest number of actions (Fig. 6.14); and submitted
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largest number of plans (Fig. 6.15, Duncan too submitted sanie number of plans).
Robert, however, sought less information (Fig. 6.13).
Martyn, who spent the second longest time in the Plan, kept his position in Fig. 6.12.
He sought the largest number of pieces of information (Fig. 6.13). However, he ranks
lowest as far as the number of actions selected (Fig. 6.14) and the number of plans
submitted (Fig. 6.15). It appears that Martyn was more interested in looking for more
information before making any decisions.
Tim who spent less time in the Plan, ranked low in the number of categories studied
(Fig. 6.12), number of pieces of information sought (Fig. 6.13) and number of plans
submitted (Fig. 6.15). Neil, who spent the least time in the Plan, ranked low in these
activities, too.
Farmers' overall approach to learning from the Plan section was compared using the
same analytical method adopted for the Walk and the Office. Farmers were given ranks
for the five indicators identified as contributing to learning (time spent, number of
categories studied, number of pieces of information sought, number of actions selected
and number of plans submitted). These ranks were then combined to give a combined
ranking; Fig. 6.16 ranks farmers according to the combined ranking.

"
Tim
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Simon
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Martyn

Duncan S t e v e n

Robert

Fig. 6.16: Farmers' rank order according to the effort inade to learn from the Plan
Robert ranks highest as far as the effort inade to learn from the Plan section, followed
by Steven and Duncan. Tim ranks lowest. Neil is the other farmer in the lower end.

6.24 Effort to learning from the program
This section so far analysed farmers' comparative effort to learning from the three
sections of the program.
In order to arrive at an overall measure of how much effort each farmer put into learning
from the whole program, the combined rankings for all three sections were added. The
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combined ranking for the Office needed to be weighted, however, because there were
only two indicators of learning considered for the Office (time spent and number of
sections covered); the Walk and the Plan had five indicators each (it is assumed that
all three sections of the program are equally important for the learning task). Fig. 6.17
shows the overall combined ranking for each farmer.
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Fig. 6.17: Farmers’ rank order according to the effort made to learn from the program
Fig. 6.17 positions farmers on a continuum, based on how much effort they put into
learning from the program. At the top end are the farmers who put in much effort into
learning from the program. Their learning approach is characterised by spending
considerable time on the program, and studying it deeply and in detail. Towards the
lower end are the farmers who put in less effort. Their IearninF approach is
characterised by spending less time on the program and studying it at a surface level.

6 . 3 Conclusion
This analysis reveals that there is a difference in individual farmers’ approach to
learning from the program. Some farmers made much effort to learn from the program
whereas others made less effort. The analysis ranked the farmers according to their
effort. Chapter 7 analyses how these farmers made decisions in drawing up their plans,
focusing specially on how the variation in their efforts to learn from the program
influenced their decision-making process.
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Chapter 7
The main study: the farmers making
decisions
This chapter analyses how the users arrived at their farm management decisions. As in
the previous chapter the individual cases will he analysed separately. For each farmer
the analysis will be focused on two aspects:
how the farmers reacted when the program did not allow their decisions
how the farmers’ decision-making process was influenced by their particular
approach to getting information

7 . 1 The analysis
Farmers drew up appropriate farm management plans by selecting particular actions,
after getting information from the Walk‘ the Office and the Plan sections. They were
expected io submit those plans and assess them based on feedback they received as
well as their own opiiiiom.

7.1 1 Reactions when the program rejects decisions
Martyn
Martyn faced the first rejection from the program when he tried to change the cropping
on field 4. He wanted to ‘conserve grass at intensity I’ but the program rejected his
action. The reason given by the program was ‘insufficient arable labour in July’. Martyn
had been working on the program the previous night and was surprised to see this
result:
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‘Insufficient arable labour in July’ I didn’t get that last night?. Why
should ‘insufficient arable labour’ when I get into a forage area?
When the program rejects an action, the reason appears in the top message bar (a
single line) that flashes. The program informed Martyn why it could not accept the
action. However, Martyn was not able to understand how the reason related to his
action. He spent some time thinking about the problem and decided to increase the
labour.
On another occasion, when the program rejected another of his actions he was able to
understand why it did so:
Oh! I know what I haven’t done, I haven’t done my stockmen. I changed
my stockmen yesterday. That makes a difference .._.
When he tried to grow winter wheat at intensity 1 on field 10, the program rejected his
action. There was a small housing development proposed on that field. The reason for
rejecting Martyn’s new action was that the farm would face severe financial difficulties.
The small housing development was to bring in funds to meet the deficit. Martyn
understood the situation:
(Laughter!) I need the nioney. If I don‘t sell it for development, I don’t
have enough nioney. Oh! it is crucial for everything else. selling that.
The last action that the program rejected was ‘building new workshops’ in the disused
railway station. There were no activities proposed for this site. The reason given by the
program was that his overdrlift would exceed the limit. Martyn agreed:
We can’t do it anyway, I haven’t got enough money.
He then read more information about huilding new workshops:
ì c s cobt would be large

Afterward5 Iic u c u t c d 10 hriou ulietlicr he could crcate a coiiiiiiuniíy ccntrc instcad. So
he read more information about it, and realised that he could do that:
Oh! We can afford to do it then.
Among the incidents cited above, there was one occasion when Martyn was not able to
understand why the program rejected his action. This may be partly because the reason
given by the program was very brief, just one sentence. This clue, however, led Martyn

to re-think his action. On all the other occasions, he understood why the program
rejected his actions. Sometimes he went on to read more information about possible
other actions that he can take. This observation is comparable with Martyn’s approach

to learning from the program. Chapter 6 showed that Martyn put in a lot of effort to
learn from the program (Fig. 6.17), spending considerable time, and was engaged in
deep learning.

Tim

Tim faced his first problem when he decided to reduce the number of tractors. There
were five tractors currently being used on the farm and he decided to reduce it to two.
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The program did not allow that action. The reason given was that there would be
insufficient machinery in October. Tim’s reaction was that:
The thing I don’t really follow with this is if you, say for instance, if you
try to run the farm with two tractors, for most of the year, but during the
busy period, like when 1just said I wanted two .,. .
He tried once again but the result was the same:
It says, ‘insufficient machinery for October’. During the month of October
you could have hired a contractor in to help you out in that busy period.
But it doesn’t give you that option, does it?
His intention was to keep only two tractors on a permanent basis. For the busy period

of October he planned to hire a contractor. Since the busy period does not last long he
thought that hiring a contractor would be the most economical way of running the farm.
At this point he read further information about the machinery numbers suggested by the
program and made his point:
I assume that, when it (the information Tiin just read) says that it means
machinery for the 12 months of the year, whereas in October you could.
you know. maybe you want three tractors or whatever for .... Just for that
period, hut the rest of the year you could manage with two.

When he failed to cut the tractors to two he attributed the situation to a problem with
the program:
Do you think, ... it’s a bit of a fault in the programme that there is not
enough options on it?
There is no option here for hiring, is there?
No flexibility in there, I don’t think ... .

At this point he went on to see if the program would accept threc tractors, but it did not.

Tiin chose to look at further information on tractor numbers in order to understand why
the program did not allow hini to reduce the tractnr numbers:
Yes, you see it says there. ’make sure you have enough machinery to cover
the peak periods, but be careful machinery is expensive and you don’t
want to. want i t standing around unused for long periods of time’

So if we had thc option of hiring a tractor for two or three months in the
busy pzriod in the autumn, say September, October and November, and
then if they off hire you wouldii‘t have that tractor for the rest of the year
standing idle doing nothing.
Later he tried to see if the prograin will allow four tractors, but it did not. In the end, he
had to resort to five tractors, the original figure.
The farmer made the decision based on his knowledge and experience about the number
of tractors necessary to run the farili. But the program did not agree with that decision.
There appear to be a conflict between the underlying model of the program and that of
the farmer. T h e program operates according to the assumptions and rules built into its
model. T h e farmer also possesses his own assumptions and rules which govern his
decision-making process.
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The next problem he faced was when he wanted to change the way scrub area No. 1
was being managed. There are two scrub areas on the farm and nothing had been done
to either of them. He wanted to manage the scrub area No. 1. The program did not allow
it. Then he went on to scrub area No. 2 and read information about it. After reading the
information he commented:
There are certain things that, like scrub 1, you could manage it, do nothing
or fence it. Scrub 2 in the explanation it says it’s not fenced but it doesn’t
give you the option to fence it if you wanted to. So it limits your options
quite a bit I think, I feel, but then, its almost as though its driving you down
a certain path that’s it wants you to take.
He found that there were only two options in scrub 2, whereas in scrub 1 there were
three options. He thought that the program did not give him enough options and that it
was trying to lead him to only a few actions. The clash here was that the farmer wanted
more options, whereas the program provided only limited options, according to Tim,
Tim tried another move where he faced a problem. He chose to manage scrub area 2.
The computer did not allow that action and the reason given was that there was
insufficient machinery:
There again it assunies, it’s the farm labour, you could hire labour to
manage the scrub for two or three weeks.
The incidents cited above, show that there were conflicts between the farmer and the
program in terms of farm management decisions. The program rejected some of Tim’s
actions, and he was not able to understand why. In order to resolve these conflicts Tim
should have made his contribution by trying to understand more about the farm and how
the farm management decisions are interrelated. The conclusions drawn from Chapter 6
are not in favour of Tim. He put in the least effort to learn from the program, ranking
lowest in terms of the overull combined ranking (Fig. 6.17).

Steven
Steven faced the first problem when he wanted to change the cropping on field 3 . He
wanted io grow winter wheat at intensity 1 instead of the current action of maize for
conserving (silage). The program did not allow his actions and the reason given was
that there would be ‘insufficient conserved fodder’. He did not accept that reason:
I don’t want the cattle you see, don’t want any conservation. because I am
getting rid of all the cattle.

It appears that Steven was not able to understand the reasoning behind the feedback
given by the program. A possible reason for this was that he was not able to
understand the complexity of the model built into the program and how it works. The
program takes all the information into account allowing an action. When Steven wanted
to change the cropping, the program still held the information on existing cattle numbers
and assumed that he was going to have cattle as well as to cutting down maize for
conserving. I explained how the program behaved and he decided to sell the cattle first
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before changing the crop. From then onwards, he carried out the next series of actions
without facing any objections from the program.
The next problem he faced was when he wanted to change the cropping on field 25. He
wanted to grow ‘spring wheat at intensity 1’. The current action for that field was
‘conserving grass at intensity 1’. The program did not accept the new action, the reason
being insufficient grain storage. Steven did not want to accept that:
Well, that’s crazy, It says on the farm, it has got IO00 tonnes of storage,
then according to the computer they got no storage, but definitely there is
a com store there, I can see it on the pictures.
Steven thought there was a disparity of information
Nevertheless, he went back to change the inputs according to the feedback given by the
program. Later he increased the grain store by 100 tonnes and continued with his
actions. He had no problems with the next series of changes until he came to field 33.
He tried to grow winter wheat in this field. He knew that the program might not allow
that action:
Unfonunately I can’t have any more grain storage, so I am going to have
to ... this will probably say no. I can’t have winter wheat. so reduce it
somewhere else.

As expected the program did not allow that action. The reason was insufficient
conserved fodder:
storage basically. I got to go back ... . 1 ani going to get rid of 22, 23.
He accepted the feedback and went back to make other changes before doing his
intended change. He put the fields 22, 23, and 24 to grazing and conservation and tried
to do his original change in field 33, hut the computer did not allow the action. This time

the reason was insufficient conserved fodder:
Haa! God! 1 have to get rid of inore cattle, write all the cattle off obviously.
Insufficient conservation there.
This series of events shows that Steven agreed with the program and changed his
decisions accordingly.
The next steps welt3 to get rid of heifers below 1 year and heifers over 1 year. Then he
tried to do the action on field 33. The program accepted it:
It likes that now (satisfaction). It likes that now

He continued with his plans. The next time he faced a problem was when he wanted to
reduce the number of stock workers. The existing number was 2 stock workers. He cut

it down to I , hut the program did not allow that and the reason given was that there
would be insufficient labour in March for lambing:
Huh! It is lambing in March (laughter), just tells me.
It appeared that here too he accepted the reasoning given by the program. He increased
the student workers from I to 2 in response to the feedback. Then he tried to reduce the
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number of arable workers to 1. The program again did not allow that action for the same
reason. Steven thought the number of workers he was suggesting would he quite
enough:
I have got 2 students, that is enough.

Now a conflict arose between the farmer and the program. Steven disagreed with the
feedback. Nevertheless, he wanted to check the reasoning given for the feedback by the
program, hence he read further information:
I _got to get information to see what it says.

Having read the information on stock workers he thought he was acting according to the
program’s suggestion:
... I have done that!. Can’t do any more.

At this point the farmer was not able to understand exactly how the program operates;
thus he gave up carrying on with that particular action. He did not want to increase the
number of arable workers. Furthermore he reduced the number of student workers to
the original figure.
The next time when he had a problem was when he tried to put in the number of
tractors necessary for the farm. He was unable to calculate the number of tractors
necessary for the cropping plan he was making:
See I have no idea what the tractors are, It doesn’t say what the tractors are.
Let’s have a look.
Currently the farm had 5 tractors. Apparently he wanted to reduce the number of
tractors:
1’11 try for four and see what happens.

The program did allow that action. Then hc wanted to see if he could reduce the tractor
nuniber further:
Tractors 3 and see what happens
The progrum did not accept three tractors for the reason ‘insufficient machinery’. He
decided that he needed to have four tractors:
W-e got in have four.

In this situation he used the immediate feedback given by the program to decide how
many tractors were needed for the plan. After that he carried on making the rest of the
plan for the farm.
The incidents cited above show how Steven reacted when the program rejected his
actions. There was one occasion when he was not able to understand the reasoning
given for rejecting his action. As with previous users, this may he partly due to the fact
that the reason was not explanatory enough. However, Steven reconsidered his action.

On all the other occasions, Steven understood why the program rejected his actions,
and was able to select further actions, This observation is related to how he learned in
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the first session. Chapter 6 shows that Steven put i n a lot of effort to learn from the
program (Fig. 6.17), taking the third highest rank order.

Robert
Reflecting on his experience during the practice week, he mentioned some situations
where the program did not allow his actions. He did not think that there was a valid
reason for the program to reject his action:
I think I pur somewhere in my notes (the notes he kept during the practice
week) that by changing something like oilseed rape to wheat, which is not
cereals hut it came up with something like “there wasn’t enough
conservation”. I couldn’t see the logic of it because I wouldn’t have
thought it would have affected it.
This particular situation he referred to occurred during the first session. Robert tried to
change the cropping in field 6 to winter wheat at intensity 2. The program did not allow
that action. The reason given by the program was that there was insufficient grazing if
the proposed action was allowed. Then he tried to select oilseed rape at intensity 1 on
the saine field, instead of trying to grow winter wheat. The program rejected that action

too, again the reason being insufficient grazing. At this point he chose to read more
explanation about growing oilseed rdpe. and commented:
I don’t quite understand that because I was changing an arable crop and all
of a sudden i t was saying that I haven’t enough grain. I wouldn’t have
thought i t had an effect at all.
It appears that there was a clash between Robert’s ideas and the assumptions built
into the model of the program. He tried to execute his action again. whereupon the
program again rejected the action, for the same reason. Then he tried to grow oilseed
rape at a higher intensity. but the prograin rejected the action for the same reason:
I can’t really understand. .... I can’t see how it would have affected it.
,

Robert tried to execute his actions several times but without success:
I can‘t understand why it keeps saying that ‘insufficient grazing’.
He made a change accùrdiiig to the way he thought it should be done, but the program
rejected his plan because the program thought otherwise. There was not enough
informarion for hiiii i« understand the reasoning behind the program’s feedback. The
program should not only say that certain things cannot be done but also why these
options are not possible.
At this point he wanted to go and look at the whole cropping pian for the farm.
Is there somewhere it tells you your current cropping plan?

A list of current farm management actions was available in the program and it was
possible to read the current cropping list within that list. Robert studied the current
actions list before making another attempt. At this point, he stopped the first session.
He studied the program further during the practice week. W h e n he came to the second
session he perceived the problem he encountered as a limitation of the program:
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1think it is difficult thing to put together, I can well imagine that it is
difficult to get everything exactly right

During the second session, Robert faced the first problem when he tried to put winter
wheat at intensity one in field 3. The computer did not accept the new action, the reason
was ‘insufficient conserved fodder’. In response to that he took note and continued to
make changes. After a couple of changes he faced similar problems when he tried to put
winter wheat at intensity 2 on field 7. The program did not allow that action and the
reason given was ‘insufficient grazing’. Then he went to field 9 and tried to plan for oil
seed rape there. Again the program did not allow the action due to insufficient grazing:
‘insufficient grazing’, oh dear!
He realised that his new farm management plan was going to result in reducing the
grazing and conserved fodder for his cattle. He accepted the feedback given by the
program:
Oh! I think we have to go and do the grazing first, because it is
working this very much, so ... If I move there ,, top
At this point he went back to the list of fields and started to put grass for grazing and
‘graze and conserve’ in a number of fields. Then he went back later to fields 3, field 7
and field 9, and successfully made the changes. The computer did not accept the
changes he was making due to ‘insufficient conserved fodder’. six times altogether.
Another reason he was not allowed to make a change was ‘insufficient arable labour’.
On all these occasions he made notes of the reasons and tried to niake changes in order
to accommodate his plans later.
During the second session Robert denionstrated a better understanding of how the
program works. This observation is coniparable with Robert‘s appi-oach to learning from
the program. Chapter 6 showed that Rohert received the highest ranking for all the
three sections. His ranking for the whole program was the highest (Fig. 6.17).
suggesting that hc engaged in deep learning.

Neil
Neil encountered the first problem when he tried to put \Tinter wheat at intensity 1. The
reason was ihxt there was not enough conserved fodder. He put in another field for
maize for conserving and went back to niake his change in the same field. This time the
program accepted his action. In this situation, Neil accepted the program’s reaction and
changed his actions accordingly.
The next time he faced a problem was when he tried to put field 33 into winter wheat at
intensity 1. Due to insufficient arable labour in October the program did not accept the
change. He tried to reduce the number of stock workers in order to employ more arable
workers. The program did not allow him to reduce the stock workers -the reason was
‘insufficient stock labourers in October’. In response to this he increased the student
workers to two and tried to put field 33 to winter wheat at intensity I again. The
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computer did not accept the action and the reason was insufficient conserved fodder. In
response to this he put a different field into maize for conserving which allowed him to
get on with his action in field 33.
In this occasion too, he followed the feedback given by the program. However, later on
he commented on the program not allowing him to reduce the stock workers and he was
not happy:
See that was another thing which, 1 dropped all that stock, 240 beef and try
to reduce one of the stock labour and then I was going to put it on to the
arable side ... .
It wouldn’t let me do that, so I just had to add one student to the arable
side ... but in theory I should really have been able to .._. ___ really if I got
rid of all that enterprise, all that beef, the part of the person that was made
available, say it was only half the person, which should have been enough
to do extra arable .__.
But it wouldn’t let me do that see, so I had to employ an extra person, but
if you think about it in real life that would be the case, wouldn’t it?
According to his own experience as a dairy farmer he thought he should be able to
employ the farm workers in a more flexible way, such as getting the stock workers to
work on the arable side of the fami when they had finished milking, etc.:
If you had a person who spent half the time doing beef and half their time,
say working with the cows they could still work with the cows but when
necessary they could have helped ... .
You don’t need two individuals ... . ... It would have been a waste, wouldn’t
it? I have employed an extra student for 47 hectares of winter wheat, which
is what 100 acres, which is nonsense really, but then I must have freed up
some time on the beef front ... .

It appears that there was a conflict between Neil’s way of taking manqement
dccisioiis and the program’s underlying assumptions on farm management. In order to
solve this conflict the program should have the capability to provide more descriptive
reasoning. On the other hand. by trying to understand about the farm and how the farm
management decisions interaci, Neil could have understood why his actions are
rejected and how to overcome the problem. How he went about getting information froni
the program in the first session shows that he did not put much effort into learning. He
ranked second Inwest in Fig. 6.17 indicating that his approach to learning from the
prograni co-relates with the observations in this section.

Duncan
During the second observation, Duncan entered a prepared farm management plan
which he had tried out previously. So he faced no objections from the program to any of
his actions. However, he mentioned some of the problems he had encountered during
the practice week. Also he encountered some problems while doing the first session.
During the first session, Duncan wanted to make changes in the hedges and headlands,
based on the feedback from the Nature Conservancy Council. Some of the options under
this category were unfamiliar to him, so went on to get more information on them first.
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After reading information he carried out the first action, laying hedges. whereupon he
faced the first objection from the program, and the reason given was ‘insufficient arable
labour in March’. He wanted to read more information about laying hedges before
accepting the program’s feedback. He pointed out that he could not accept the
reasoning given by the program:
You don’t cut it in March. you wouldn’t cut it in March, so does it mean I
can’t do that then?

According to his own understanding the feedback given by the program was
unacceptable. The program said that he could not lay hedges due to labour shortage in
March. But he was not going to do that operation in March. So there was a conflict
between the two - the farmer and the program.
However, Duncan tried to follow the direction given by the program He realised that he
needed to increase the labour:
Two at the iiioment, so I’ll have to go three first, before you actually?
But he didn’t want to increase the labour number:
No, I won’t do that
So ushat can I do then, can I actually, if I wanted to cut i t yearly’?How do I
actually go about doing it then? ‘Cause it’s obviously not going to accept
it, unless I change labour first, is it?

It appears that there was a difference between the Duncan’s model and the program’s
model of farm management.
After this incident he went on to read information on the farm xvorkers. He learned that
there were two arable workers on the farm but did not want to increase it:
I don’t particularly want to (increase the nuniber) though, rather leave it, as
it WUS

Afterwards he wanted to go back to the hedges and headlands and looked at more
information on a few fields and paths. Consequently he included a new nature trail in his
plan. He got rid of all the beef cattle. He tried again to execute the previous action
which was rejected by the program due to labour shortage in March. This time the
program accepted his action. This was because, by getting rid o f all the beef cattle, he
had released enough farm workers necessary for the new action. At the point he
submitted the plan. These were the problems Duncan encountered during the first
session.
During the second observation, Duncan did not face any problems.

Sirnon
The first time Simon had a problem was when he tried to put field 3 into spring wheat at
intensity 2. The program did not allow that action saying that there was not enough
conserved fodder:
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Oh, I can’t Start off doing that, can I ? ... . It’s bleeping at me saying I
haven’t got enough fodder.
At this point he accepted the feedback given by the program and decided on his next
action:
so I am going to have to cut my animals down first by the looks of it

He went to the livestock operations and reduced the dairy cattle, heifers below one
year, heifers over one year, beef cattle below one year and beef cattle above one year.
That allowed him to carry out his action later on.
There was another point when he expected the program to reject his action. He wanted
to put field 36 to a camping and caravan site. As he was entering the selection he said:
It’s going to bleep in a minute, now

He was waiting for the program to reject his action. Instead it accepted his choice:
No? Good old thing, otherwise I might have to go and change this.

He understood the way the program reacted to some of the actions he took and
understood the reasons for that.
The next place he encountered a problem was when he wanted to manage ‘scrub 2’.
The program did not accept the choice, the reason being insufficient arable labour in
October:
Oh! bleep. I thought that was the, do nothing now
I haven’t got enough labour
I thought i t was coming, worth a try
He knew that the prograin would react that way. He did not strongly want to change
the current action.
On the above occasions when the program rejected Simon’s actions, he seemed to he
agreeing with the reasoning givcn by the program. This behaviour is comparable with
how he went about learning from the program, analysed in chapter 6. Simon ranked
middle in terms of effort put into learning from the program (Fig. 6.17).

William
The program rejected William’s action when he tried grow grass for grazing at intensity

2 on field 34. He read the reason for rejecting the decision, and said:
‘insufficient conserved grass’, but I am not going to feed. I knocked all the
cattle out so there shouldn’t be any reason to conserve any grass.
William was not able to understand immediately the basis for rejecting his action. He
had already decided not to keep any cattle on the farm so he thought it is not necessary
to have any conserved grass. He was going to have sheep on the farm, however, but
was going to use some other feed for them. He took some time to look at how the
program works and agreed to conserve grass:
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So, we have to conserve some grass

The next time when the program rejected his actions was when he tried to increase the
number of sheep up to 950. He read the reason. and said:
Why’? It doesn’t it like it. ‘Insufficient labour’, well.

William appeared to agree, and said:
We’ll go as far as we can go.
The next rejection was when he tried to grow sprouts at intensity on field 2. After
reading the reason William agreed with it and wanted to try another option:
Oh I know. Let’s have a large housing development scheme. see what
happens then.
The above occasions show that William was able to understand the reasons why the
program did not accept some of his actions. This observation is related to how he went
about learning from the program. According to Fig. 6.17, he ranks in the middle in terms

of the combined ranking.

7 . 1 2 Decision-making process
M a rty n
Martyn submitted four plans spending nearly two and a half hours. His plans included

55 actions ou[ of nearly 100 possible actions. Table 7.1 shows the categories that he
changed

(4).
Table 7.1: The categories Manvn changed
Category
&.

Land use
Farm workers
Machinery~epuirements
.
.______-

~
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Martyn started with the ‘Land use’ category. In soil grade 2 fields he selected actions
from the top of the list. The program rejected some actions (discussed in Section 7. I I ) ,
and in order to carry out his actions, he first went to the ‘Livestock operations’
category and made necessary changes there. In those fields where he did not make any
changes, he still went through them and checked if the cropping was suitable for his
overall plan.
Martyn’s first plan consisted mainly of actions related to the ‘Land use’ and ‘Livestock
operations’. There were a couple of changes in ‘River and riverside’ and ‘New farm
enterprises’. While doing the changes in ‘Land use’ and ‘Livestock’ operations,
Martyn did not have to seek more information, except when his actions were rejected.
He had taken notes during the practice week which he used while making the plan.
However, he sought more information about various options available in non-farming
operations such as the ‘River and riverside’ and ‘New farm enterprises’. After an hour
and 15 minutes he submitted his first plan. After receiving feedback for it he made minor
changes to the ‘Landuse’ category and completed his second plan.
Martyn’s third plan contained new actions in other categories, and he took nearly an
hour to complete it. He concentrated more on non-farming activities in the third plan.
While doing the actions in the conservation and wildlife-related activities, Martyn
sought more information about various options available to him.

It is possible to see a relationship between how Martyn used the prograni in the first
learning session and how he chose his actions in the second session. In the second
session, Martyn went through a logical sequence (a logical sequence is one in which
actions are chosen on the basis of reasons derived from the information in the program)
while making his plans. When he was not able to chose an action in ’Land use’
category, lie iinderïtood that he needed to make changes in ’Livestock’ first, and did

so. Afterwards he selected field by field and selected actions, without being rejected by
the program. For those actions he knew little about, he sought information from the
prograni. Overall, Marîyn did not face major problems in completing his plans. Chapter
6 showed that Martyn put in considerable effort to learn from the program.
Tim
Tim spent 27 minutes and selected 14 out of nearly 100 possible actions. The 14 actions
he chose were from 10 categories in the Plan. Table 7.2 shows the categories that Tim
changed.
It is interesting to note that Tim did not want to make any decisions regarding ‘Land
use’, ‘Livestock operations’ and ‘Farm workers’. These are the main categories into
which most of the pure farming operations fall. A comparative analysis shows that all
the other users made changes in these three categories (except Neil who made
changes in only two, the ‘Land use’ and the ‘Livestock operations’).
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Land use is the most time-consuming category from which to select actions; there are

47 fields on the farm further categorised into three different soil groups. In each field
there is a range of crops to select from and a number of intensities at which to grow
those crops. All the other users inade selections within the category of ‘Land use’.
Depending on the number of changes they wanted to make they took different times. In
order to make changes in the ‘Land use’ category. the user needs to have information
on each field such as the current cropping. the sire of the field and the soil group. This
information IS available lroin the Plan and could be taken during the first observation,
the practice week. or the second observation while making the selections. Tini did not
obtain this information during the first observation (Fig. 6.13 shows that Tim ranked
lowest i n terins of number of information sought). Neither did he make any attempt to
get such information during the second observation. There was no recorded evidence,
such as notes. that he had looked at the necessary information about ‘Land use’. This
may he why Tim did not make any attempt to change ‘Land use’.

-

The same is true of the ‘Livestock operations’ and ‘Farm workers’. In his first
observation he did not look into these two categories. In fact he browsed only the
category of ‘New farm enterprises’ once and the list of soil grade 2 fields once. Fig.

6.12 shows that Tini studied the least number of categories. There were no records of
him getting this information during the practice week.

As for the actions he was going to chose, Tim faced difficulties reducing the number of
tractors he was going to have on the farm. When he tried to reduce the number of
tractors from five to two the program did not allow him to do that saying that there
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would be insufficient machinery for October. He protested, reasoning why he thought
his action should be possible. However, he did not look at whether it was necessary to
keep five tractors according to the current cropping programme on the farm. To
understand this, he ought to have gone to the list of current actions and evaluated the
situation closely. He did not choose to do that but had to leave the number of tractors
as it was. Looking for more information on individuai actions is an alternative way of
making judgements about actions. Tini did not look for more information. Fig. 6.13
shows that he was the one who looked least.
It is questionable whether some of the actions he chose were based on logical
reasoning. He chose to build ‘Barns for 60 extra livestock’. It is difficult to justify this
because he did not increase the number of livestock at all. prior to making this decision.
Neither did he increase the livestock afterwards. Also it is difficult to justify the next
change he made - increasing grain storage by 800 tonnes. As explained earlier, Tim did
not change the cropping at all. In order to make informed decisions on the Plan section,
one needs to collect enough information about the current situation of the farm. The data
from the first observation reveal that Tim was not getting adequate information. Neither
was there evidence in the form of notes. So Tim may have made some of the changes
without thinking too much about the overall operation of the farm.
The next category where he made changes was in the ‘Houses’. He looked at the list of
houses and wanted to know more about the housing situation on the farm. This
information is available within the program. One has to point to the line for which more
information is needed and press the ‘change’ button on the tracker hall. It appeared that
Tim did not really know that this information was available:
Does that include the farin house, or farm house for thc farm workers, do
yon think’?

Following my suggestions he went on to read further information on houses and made
his decisions.
Fig. 6.13 again shows this. Had he been used to going deep into the program and
getting information he should have known how to access this information. He made
changes to four houses. but still looked at more information only on a couple of houses.
Also some of the changes he made are not compatible with the farm labour situation on

the farm. He decided to rent three houses that have been currently tied to farm workers.
The general guideline is to keep houses for the farm workers. Tim did not cut down on
the farm workers, but still rented three houses that had been allocated for those
workers.
Tim wanted to make a change for the next category ‘managing scrub land’. When he
tried to ‘manage scrub 1’ the program did not allow it, so he skipped it. Then he looked
at ‘scrub 2’ and found that some options were not available. From what he said it
appeared that he was looking at this information for the first time; he had not gone
through it during the practice week, From this time on he continuously looked at more
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information on each of the actions he was going to carry out or avoid. It appeared that
he had not gone through this information while he was doing the learning session by
himself.
There appeared to he a relationship between how Tim selected the actions for the farm
and his pattern of learning during the first session, analysed in Chapter 6. As far as the
Plan was concerned. compared with the other farmers, he spent less time (Fig. 6. i I ) ;
investigated fewer categories (Fig. 6.12), sought less information (Fig. 6.13). selected
fewer actions (Fig. 6.14) and did not try to make a plan to see how the plan section
worked (Fig. 6.15). He ranked lowest in term of the effort made to learn from the
program (Fig. 6.17). In the second observation session, he did not carry out any actions

in some of the major categories and did not have enough information to make informed
judgements.

Steveit

A striking observation during the second learning session was the extent to which
Steven went on to comment critically on the situation on the fdrm. Specifically he was
critical of some information presented in the Plan as well as other sections. He found
out that there were two contrasting figures given for the number of cattle on the farm.
According to him, the videoclip in the Office said that there were nearly 400 cattle on
the farm whereas the figure given in the balance sheet shows that there were only 240
cattle available:
I double checked it, that’s why I queried it again this morning, with you,
you see.
See, everything is done as 240. on all the gross margin and everything,
when he talk5 he said it is 400 there, and total of another 400. (counting)
more than that, quite a few more followers. 3s a total of those three.
It appeared that Steven had gone through the information thoroughly. In order to prove
that thc figure given in the videoclip was wrong he made a few calculations based on
the figures in the balance sheet. Also he replayed the videoclip in the Office. When the
figures were given he stopped the tape and made his point:
400 you see

Then again he made a few calculations:
The total number is the 400 dairy plus the followers on which gives the
120, 120, 120, so making it up to a total of 1300, which gives what it is
240, (calculating), and it is 720 you see as against only half the number
basically.
... got 720, he is talking of different, in the computer it is down to 240
dairy cattle, he is talking of he has got 400.

Later he looked at the ‘List’ to see the number of dairy cattle. There were only 240
cattle in the list, and that proved his point:
It is all there you see.

He also found some other misinformation:
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One of the acreages was wrong, couple of fields don‘t appear to know what
crops are grown.
Acreage was wrong on one definitely.
This kind of critical evaluation of information could be related to the way Steven went
about getting information from different sections of the farm (analysed in Chapter 6).
Fig. 6.1 shows that Steven spent a considerable time in the Walk. Also Fig. 6.4 shows
that he did a thorough search of the fields he visited. In the Pian section, he ranked high

in terms of the number of categories studied (Fig. 6.12) and the number of pieces of
information sought (Fig. 6.13).
Another interesting feature observed just before Steven started to make his choices
was the kind of opinions he was forming about the current situation of the farm. He was
critical about the number of farm workers employed by the current Farmer. He thought it
was too many:
That is exceptionally high, the farm workers, it is eight including the
student.

Steven had more criticisms:
... there was so many acres of grass, he has got more acres of grass for 240
cows, so the whole thing is going to be ...
Based on his understanding of the farm he warned that he was not going to make a
completely environmentally friendly business:
Yes, I haven’t made it completely worse but ,... not going to go very green
unfortunately I think
What I’ve seen of buildings there is no way, you will have to spend a lot of
inoney on buildings if you are going to carry on with cattle, they carry
such a vast overdraft (taking notes and showing) his interest is 45.000 a
year! It is quite a big chunk, a big rent.
IT I was goiiig to move in there the first thing I hill du is 10 sell all the dairy
to get rid of the overdraft, get a building permission there, certainly build a
tourist centre there. pul majority of i t down to winter wheat, spring wheat.
sheep and beef cattle.
That is probably going to confuse :hc coniputer ... (laughter),
... also develop this bit here (pointing to a location on the ‘niap’) and I am
not suir what houses I could sell.

It won’t come up very green but will come up more ... financially
[successful] ...
They make quite a reasonable profit, To say finance an overdrift of
45.000 a year is rather crazy giving it to the hank, you know.
Best io get your house in order before you consider
develop more into an environnientally friendly with the grants available
now and another bit here certainly not this here which they are talking
about, they are talking about one of the better fields, suggesting for
woodlands which is not really sensible. That is what I could best do.
That is what I am going to do, certainly I am not going to give 45,000 a
year to the bank
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The way Steven assessed the current situation of the farm and formed his opinion about
what kind of approach he was going to take indicated a comprehensive understanding of
the farm. This kind of understanding is directly related to the way he used the Walk, the
Office and the Plan in the first learning session.
Steven made 60 changes out of nearly 100 possible changes. He took nearly an hour
and 15 minutes to make his farm management plan. Table 7.3 shows the categories
Steven changed:
Table 7.3: The categories Steven changed
Category
I
Land use
d
2
Livestock operations
\I
3’
3
Farm workers
4
Machinery requirements
71
5
Quotas
4
6
Build barns for livestock
7
Build extra milking parlour
8
Build grain storage
9
Houses
71
10 Managing scrubland
__
11
Paths
__
12
River and riverside
14
15

Managing other woods
Hedges and headlands

17

Ditches
New farm enterprises
Disused railway station

18
19

I

\’

I

.i

71
-\i

Steven started off with the ‘Land use’ category. In soil grade 2 fields he changed the
cropping from the beginning of the field list. He changed the cropping programme in 36
fields ont of the 47. In those fields where he did not make any changes. he still went
through them and checked if the cropping was suitable for his overall new plan. Mostly
he got rid of gi-ass because he was going to reduce Lhe size of the livestock operations
on the farm. While doing the changes to the fields, where necessary, he went into the
‘Livestock operations’ category and made necessary changes there too
While doing his management plan, he hardly went to look at more information,
especially in the main categories such as the ‘Landuse’, ‘Livestock operations’ and
‘Farm workers’. It appeared that he had gathered all the information necessary for
niaking the plan. He went to look at more information only in a few cases when the
program did not allow his actions. One instance was when he tried to reduce the
number of stock workers. He looked at more information for stock workers and decided
that he had adhered to the guidelines set out by the program.
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The categories from which he obtained more information before making decisions were
the ‘Houses’ and the ones related to the conservation aspects such as ‘Managing
Kingston Brake’, ‘Managing other woods’ and ‘Ponds’. With regard to ’Houses’ he
wanted to make decisions according to the special features of the houses and their
locations within the farm. So he looked at more information for each of the houses and
made decisions accordingly.
It appears that how Steven used the Walk, Office and the Plan sections to get
information related to how he chose his actions during the second learning session.
While he was selecting his actions for management of the farm, he worked through a
logical series of steps, starting for instance from ‘Landuse’ and making selections in
other areas when necessary. He did not face any major difficulties with his changes.
There were occasions when the program did not accept his actions whereupon he
looked for more information and altered his decisions. He started the session with a
reasonable amount of information and understanding of the farm. The graphical
representations of his approach to using the Plan (Figs. 6.1-6.17) provide evidence of
this. In terms of the effort put into learning from the program, he ranked the third

highest (Fig. 6.17). There was also recorded evidence: for instance Steven had made
notes of information he needed for his actions. Overall Steven did the Plan section
smoothly.

Robert
Robert’s final plan consisted of 40 actions. He took 52 minutes to do his plan. Table 7.4
shows the categories he changed.
Selecting individual actions did not cause Robert any problems, during the second
session. He started off with the ‘Land use’ category and chose actions. There were a
number of occasions when the program did not allow his actions. Robert took notes of
the reasons for not allowing those actions and made appropriate changes. For instance,
when the program pointed out that there would not be enough grazing for cattle he
increased the grazing before making any other changes. There were certain points,
discussed elsewhere, when Robert did not agree with the reasoning given by the
program. Completion of the ‘plan’ section did not appear to exhaust him:
Right. That is it, ready to submit. If you are ready for a laugh!

After getting the feedback for the first plan he submitted, he changed some of the
actions and submitted a second plan.
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Table 7.4: The categories Robert changed

11%
19

Ponds
y~
Ditches
New farm enter rises
Disused railwa station

Ii

It appears that Robert’s pattern of getting information from the three sections of the

program correlated with the way he carried out his actions. Robert was the one who
spent the longest time in the Office and Plan (Figs. 6.8 and 6. I l ) and second longest
time in the Walk (Fig. 6.1). Also he had done a thorough search of the farm visiting the
largest number of fields (Fig. 6.2). taking information from the largest number of
sections within the Office (Fig. 6.9) and looking at the largest number of categories in
the Plan (Fig. 6. 12). Also his search was a inore detailed one. as shown by Fig. 6.4. In
the first observation he [lied to get a better understanding of how the Plan section
works (Figs. 6.14 and 6.15). This kind of inforination-seeking behaviour may have
helped Robert to carry out his plan sinoothly.
Neil

Neil‘s plan consisted of 19 changes that took him 35 minutes to put in. He changed the
cropping of 7 fields out of the 47 on the farm. Table 7.5 shows the categories Neil
changed:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Tahle 7.5: The cateyories Neil changed
Category
4
Land use
4
Livestock operations
.i
Farm workers
Machinery requirements
Quotas
Build barns for livestock
Build extra milking parlour
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Build grainstorage
Houses
Managing scrubland
Paths
River and riverside
Managing Kingston Brake
Managing other woods
Hedges and headlands
Ponds
Ditches
New farm enterprises
Disused railway station

.i
.i
?i

4 4

.i
.i

.i
.I

Neil took a different approach to making his plans. He wanted to change the livestock
operations before doing anything to the cropping plan:
First thing I want to change is livestock I think. Can’t do land until I’ve
done livestock, I‘ve found.
From the learning experience during the week he had worked out a strategy for making
inputs to the program. From then on, he changed first some of the livestock operations

on the farm. He got rid of all the beef cattle below one year and all the beef cattle above
one year. Then he went to ‘Land use’ and started to make changes. When he selected
certain options, the program objected but he was able to continue. He took nearly 19
minutes to make changes in the ‘Land use’ category, but he did not have to look at
more information on fields or individual cropping - h e liad already taken notes on more
information during the practice week. Afterwards lie said he was not going to make a
lot of changes to the existing plan. He looked at more information just once while
making selections on conservation aspects of farm management,
Duncan
Duncan made 33 changes into his plan taking 37 minutes. Table 7.6 shows the
categories he changed:
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15
16
17

Hedges and headlands
Ponds
Ditches

19

Disused railway station

I

4

d

In his plan he changed the cropping in 23 fields out of the 47 fields on the farm.
Duncan explained how he went about choosing actions. He first tried to select a few
actions and sec the effect on mostly the financial success of the fann. He took notes of
the original figures and compared them with the new figures:
I was writing on this paper as I went along, yes, then I made some more
changes ... .
Then I saw, went to the Office and saw what I’d done to the finances, like
that, just jotted down some of them.
Then I made just one or two changes. like I changed field 3 to winter
wheat, that showed gross margin changed to that, it had gone up by an
extra amount. I was trying to work out, I isolated my two individual actions
to sec what effect they had.
Then when I got that far, 1 went through all of the interested groups, made
some conclusions from that, then I did some more changes, this is where I
was trying to work out what effect the set aside had, so then I didn’t know
at that time I didn’t realise that set aside wasn’t compulsory,
So I changed that, changed it back again, changed it back again, then I
changed from, the disused railway station from building workshop to
convert to new workshop to see what effect that had, and 1 think, one of the
pressure groups, if there was any change they like it slightly better, in that
way, but the District Council still wouldn’t give me planning permission for
it. ... . He didn’t like it.

(looking at the notes) Lastly I changed another field there, that was a crop
field. hack it hack to wheat. then I changed a house six from rent as
reqidential holiday cottage to rent to a local, thought that might please the
certain Pdribh Council, but it didn’t... ,
Duncan had studied the program in-depth during the practice week and submitted
several plans. In the second session he put the final version of his farm management
plan into the program. which he had word-processed already. While doing the plan he
did not face any objection> from the program, nor did he look at more information. This
pattern could be related to the way he had sought information from all the three
sections. Fig. 6.18 shows that Duncan ranked second highest in terms of the effort put

into learning from the program. He spent considerable time on the program, studying it
deeply and in detail.
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Sitnon
Simon did 49 changes that took 55 minutes. Table 7.7 shows the categories he changed:
Table 7.7: The categories Simon changed

There were changes to 26 fields out of the 47 on the farm. On two o :asions th
program rejected his actions. He did not look at more information while doing the plan
Selecting the actions was a smooth process.
Simon explained that during the practice week he went on the Walk again gathering
more information about the farm. This gave him some ideas for possible actions. H e
then made a few changes and received feedback.
then I submitted the plan, and obviously there wasn‘t a great change with
anything I had done, everything came up virtually the same, I hadn’t made
alteratioiis to the fields or stocks
Based on the feedbiick from the interest groups he changed his plan:
Well I did a few (submitting as I was going along), I did about five or six
changes, there was very little difference on them, there wasn’t everything
came up with no little change in it, only minor.
Yes, so then I thought I got to get a bit niore niethodical about it, so 1
started at the top of the list
Yes, went through all the fields, what soil types they were, what you could
grow on them, flicked through all of those, (get the field sizes as well)
So I knew what I could grow, where I could grow it, had an idea how many
cows I wanted to keep, I wanted to cut the cows back and the beef back,
release some quota which would hopefully raise me some money to do
these other changes, which it did.

He sought more information where necessary:
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So I knew how many cows, the stock 1 was keeping, so then I worked out
how much grass I felt personally it needed

So I knew I had to keep grass on certain fields cause it wouldn't grow
anything else, I then had to add extra grass on some other fields because
there weren't enough grass on the field. you could only grow. then 1 just
arable cropped the rest
So that was then my basis of my plan

From that and then it released enough money to do all the other bits and
pieces, while the computer keeps bleeping at me.
Four times (submitted plans) 1 think, but on the last time I only changed a
couple of things, just to keep the country, I did more to the scmb, 'cause
the Countryside and, who else was it, yes the Nature Conservancy and the
Wildlife Advisors on my last submit weren't particularly happy so I
changed a couple of things, like, what did I do, I managed some scrub
better, and forgot what else I did (looking at the notes for some time),
I changed in Kingston Brake i cut out, I had just put improve the rides but
1 changed that to coppice on a short rotation, and the other woodland I also
had, thin out the woods to a high forest, and I changed that to coppice to a
short rotation, but when I submitted those before they weren't the most
beneficial thing, I didn't appear to have enough labour or something to do
it, but on my final submission, obviously I had
T h e way Simon took information from all the sections may have influenced how h e was
able to do the actions. Fig. 6.17 shows that h e made considerable effort to learn f r o m
the program.

William
William submitted five plans consisting of 55 actions. He took about an hour and 40
minutes for this. Table 7.8 shows the categories he changed:
Table 7.8: The categories William changed
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Before selecting any actions, William mentioned that he has little experience in dairy
and beef farming. He is an arable farmer. This was reflected in how he started to select
actions. First he selected the ‘Livestock’ category and got rid of all the dairy and beef
cattle. Afterwards he went to the ‘Landuse’ category, and starting froni the top of the
list, selected actions. Even if he did not select actions for some fields, he still checked
whether the current cropping plan was suitable for the overall plan. Especially while
making the later plans, most of the time he looked at all the options available for each
action he was going to select. He also sought information about available options.
As Table 7.8 shows, William concentrated only on actions related to ‘Land use’ and
‘Livestock operations’ in his first plan. In his second plan, too, he concentrated on
similar actions hut included more categories. However, in his third, and fourth plans he
included actions related to local economic aspects and the environment. Chapter 8
includes the details of these variations and reasons behind them.
Overall, William completed five plans smoothly. His pattern of leaning from the
program, reflected in the first session and analysed in Chapter 6, seemed to be related
to the way he carried out the second session. Fig. 6.4 shows that he ranked the second
highest in terms of the number of level-? walks (detailed information gathering). He
ranked middle in the overall combined rank order for the Office (Fig. 6.8), the Plan (Fig.

6.16) and the overall program (Fig. 6.17). How William went about making his
decisions is related to how he learned from the program.

7 . 2 Conclusion
This chapter analysed how the farmers arrived at their farm management decisions. For
each fariiiei- the analysis was focused on two aspects:
how the farmers reacted when the program did not allow their decisions
how the farmers’ decision-making process was influenced by their particular
approach to getting information
When thc program did not allow farmers’ actions, especially during the first session,
they disagreed with the rcasonirig given by the program. They questioned the validity of
the reasoning. However, this situation prompted them to re-think their actions. They
went on to read more information in these particular situations. They made an effort to
understand why the program rejected their actions. In some cases the program was
successful in providing enough information. and the users changed their decisions.
However, there were occasions when the users held on to their views. This is partly
due to individual users’ learning approach

- some

of them did not have an adequate

knowledge of the farm in order to judge the program’s behaviour. Those who
understood the program’s behaviour faced fewer rejections during the second session.
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There appeared to be a relationship between the users’ approach to getting information
from the program and how they made their decisions. Those who spent more time and
made considerable effort to take information from the program during the first session
appeared to go through the Plan in detail and select more actions from more categories
and spend more time on the task. Also they showed a better understanding of the
information necessary to make the farm management decisions. Those who put in
considerable effort and took a ’deep’ approach to learning appeared to understand the
behaviour of the program better when they came to the second session, and they faced
fewer objections to their actions. They demonstrated a better rapport with the program.
Chapter 8 focuses on the plans farmers submitted and analyses how the farmers
evaluated their plans.
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Chapter 8
The main study: the farmers
evaluating their plans
=

After making their farm management decisions, the farmers submit their plans and
receive feedback. These plans are the final product of their learning sessions, and can
be used to get an insight into the learning outcome. The chapter analyses:
the outcome of plans and how it is influenced by the approach to learning,
and
the farmers’ reactions to the feedback and it5 implications for learning from
the program

8 . 1 The analysis
The analysis of the oukoiiie of plans will reveal how the farmers‘ particular approach to
learning influenced their decisions. The analysis of users’ reactions to the feedback will
point towards imporíant issues related to farmers’ learning from computer-based
media. The individual cases are analysed separately.

8.11 The outcome of plans
Martyn
Martyn produced four plans for which he received feedback. Table 8.1 shows the
summary of feedback from the interest groups on the ‘television’.
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Table 8.1: A summary of the feedback received by Martyn
Interest group
Nature
Conservancy
Council
Countryside
Commission

1st set of
feedhack
decrease the

I 2nd

1 decrease the

-

-

Rural
Development
Coinmission
~District Council

set of

I feedhack

produce some
changes; have
another look
excellent; great
success

3rd set of
feedhack
decrease the
wildlife: have
another look
produce some
changes; have
another look
___
excellent: great
success

Ith set of

ion many
changes; alter

on many
:hanges; alicr

In general

'eedhack
negative

neutral
.
.

very
posiiive

__._

too many
changes; alter

very
negative

-

MAFF
National Farmers'
Union
Enterprise
Consultant
.

Ramhler

Wildlife Advisor

____
Parish Council

Trade Union
~.

Local

OK; reasnnahle
reasonable;
quite
satisfactory
very pleased;
you agreed with
us
not too happy;
haven't done
any changes
sorry; causes
problems to
wildlife
well done; h u t
could do just a
bit more
pleased tn see
;hat there will
he more jobs
thanks: plan
S U i l S us
II

reasonable; quite
satisfactory
very pleased;
ynu agree with

neutral
positive

very
positive

U5

pretty good;
thanks for
improvements
sorry: causes
prohiems to
wildlife
congratulations:
well done
pleased tn sce
that there will
he more jobs
thanks: plan
SUltS

uz

very
positive
very
negative
very
pO\iti\c
very
pnsitive
very
positive

The responxs Martyn received for hi$ overall plan could be quantified a\:

The feedback from the interest groups for Martyn's overall plan consisted of more
positive responses than negative responses. There were 7 responses on the positive
side and 3 on the negative side. Two negative responses were from the interest groups
that are concerned with nature and wildlife, suggesting that his plan was not
environmentally satisfactory. However, the interest groups concerned with local
economy, jobs, housing and financial profitability favoured his plan. Preparing this kind

of a plan seem to match Martyn's pattern of investigation in the first session analysed
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in Chapter 6. He put in considerable effort to learn from the program, and ranked middle

in terms of the overall combined ranking for the program (Fig. 6.17).
Tim
Tim’s plan produced a balance sheet with increased nett worth and decreased total
assets. Table 8.2 summarises the feedback from the interest groups on the ‘television’.
Table 8.2: A summary of the feedback received by Tim
Interest group
Nature Conservancy Council
Countrvside Commission
Rural Development Comniission
District Council
MAFF
National Farmers‘ Union
Enterprise Consultant
Rambler
Wildlife Advisor
Parish Council
Trade Union
Local

Feedback
some iniprovements, might look at the plan again

fairlv mod. inieht look at the d a n again
some changes, might look at the plan again
too many changes, change your plan again
looks OK, hut do you think the balance is right’!
reasonable: quite satisfactory
pleased
pretty good; thanks
pleased; good
not too happy
in the right direction. more could be done
haven’t been lislcning to us: no niore j«hs and
houses: look again
,

I

L

In general
neutral
neutral
neutral
negative
neutral
positive
positive
very positive
very positive
negative
positive
very negative

The response Tim received could be quantified as:

The very positive responses were from the Rambler and the Wildlife advisor. There
could be two reasons for this type of response. One is related to the changes he made

in ‘River and riverside’, ‘Managing Kingston Brake’, ‘Managing other woods’ and
‘Ponds’. The other reason could be the changes Tim was not responsible for. The kinds
of crops selected and the cropping intensity have a direct influence on wildlife on the
farm. Tim did not make any changes to the cropping on the farm. So perhaps some of the
positive responses are automatically carried over from what Tim did not change. So it is
not possible to estimate how far Tim’s actions are responsible for the positive
feedback.
Among the positive responses, one is from the NFU representative. This response is
based on the financial gain he made. The main reason for Tim’s financial success is the
sale of two houses. He did not make any changes to the cropping, livestock and labour
that would have changed the profit and loss situation drastically. Another positive
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response was from the Trade Union representative. Here too it is the previous plan that
has been commended rather than Tim's own selection of actions.
How does the final outcome of Tim's plan relate to his approach to learning from the
program? Though a number of interest groups favoured his plan, most of the actions that
were responsible for the positive outcome were carried over from the previous (default)
plan. There were a number of crucial categories he did not bother to look at or change.
After all, he did only 14 actions. Fig. 6.17 shows that Tim ranked lowest in terms of the
effort put into learning from the program. Tim spent less time and studied the program
at a 'surface' level. Though he got positive responses, he is not responsible for those
actions. A very negative comment was from the local person. It is possible to say that
this is directly related to the changes Tim made to the housing situation, i.e., selling
two houses.

~~

Interest grnup
Paridi Cuuniil
__
Wildlife Advisor

1st x t of feedhack

..

very snrry. nut gnod

very simy. not good at
that
very satisfactory
OK, dn you have the
balance
right?
oh dear. complete
disaster,

at tha1

NFU
MAFF

very satisfactnry
OK. do you have the
halancc right'?
__.___~..
oh dear, complete
disaster
~~

Nature Conservancy Cciuncil

I

Cnuntryside Cornmission

District council
Enterprise Consultant
Naturalist
Trade Union
Local

2nd set of feedback

J o e \ n ' t lihe

~

could produce some
results, might look at
the plan again
too inany changes
~very pleased
not too happy, please
try again
pleased
not pleased. go and
change

In general
w r y negative
very negative

\'er? positive
neutral
very negative

!

could produce some
results. might lonk at
the plan again
too many changes
very pleased
not tno happy. please
try again
pleased --
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The responses Steven received for his overall plan could be quantified as:

I

It is interesting to see how the feedback is polarised, with four groups/individuals very
positive and four very negative. The very positive feedback was for the financial
success, the enterprises and the development work he was planning to carry out on the
farm. The negative remarks were due to the degradation of the environment and less
focus on local aspects in his plan. Even though Steven tried once to get some positive
feedback from the environmental groups. he was not successful. However, he had
achieved the target he set up earlier, i.e., ‘best to get your house in order before you
consider.., not going to go very green

... .’, according to his own words.

He spent considerable time on the Disc during the first and the second sessions. Also
he used it during the practice week. Steven was ranked in the middle in terms of effort
put into learning from the program (Fig. 6.17). and his plan produced the kind of results
he wanted.

Robert
Robert’s plan also made a reasonable financial success. His bank balance, farm gross
margins and the nett worth went up. Table 8.4 shows the list of feedback he received

Nature Conservancy C~iuiicil m n c iniproveinents:
~ o n i eincreases: midit
~

.

~~~~~~~~~

Couniry\ide Coniinission

In general
very p«siti\,s

hell done

__

again
congratulations;

+o$~it

very positive
-

Rurdi Deiclopinent
Coiiiinission

~

Disirict __
Council
MAFF

NFU
Enterprise Con\uitani
Naturalist
Wildlife Advisor
Parish Council
Trade Union
Local

some changes; sonic
prospects; just look. at
again
to<) niany changes
OK, hut i s the balance
right’?
not too had

I
I
I very pleased
pretty good
very pleased

ii

neutral
produce some change\.
hut more to do: .just look
at plan again
very negative
too many changes
-neutral

..
..

pretty good
very pleased

pleased
thanks
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The responses could be quantified as:

r

I;

very positive

~

ositive

, negative

I

1O 1

very negative

~

q
~

~

The striking feature is how the feedback is shifted towards the positive side: there are
nine responses on the positive side and one on the negative side. Out of the nine
positive responses: eight were very positive ones. This shows that Robert's final plan

- financial, environmental and village

was a very successful one in all three respects

economic. This successful plan is well related to the pattern of investigation within all
three sections of the program. Robert ranked highest in terms of efforts made to learn
from all three sections and the program as a whole (Figs. 6.10, 6.16 and 6.17).

Neil
Neil's plan was financially unsuccessful. After planning changes, he was making less
profit. Table 8.5 shows the list of feedback he received for his plans.
Table 8.5: A summaiy of the feedhack received by Neil
Interest group
Nature Conservancy
Council
Countryhide Commission

First set a i Ieedhack
some iniprovement.
might look... again
. .. .
iiiipht he OK, hut have
another look
-

Rural Deielopiiicnt
Commission
Disiriii Coiiniil
MAFF

excellent

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~

~~~~~~~~~

~

~~~

~

Second set o í ieedhack

I

In general
neutral

~~~~

neutral

~~

1111,

.

~~~

lnoks OK. hut is the

~

NFU
.. .

Enterprise Consultant
Naturalist
Wildliic Advisor
Parish Cnuncil
Trade Union
Local

balance right'?
real prohlenis, ought io
look apain
pleased
pretty good: thanks
pleased
well done
pleased
-~
rcallv suits
~~~

look again

___...

~

~

~~~

riiany Clia1i;c.s; l i < i
.~..

~~

~

l;o i ,

..
.-

I

I

positive
very positive
very positive
verv Dositive
positive
very posiiivc

The responses could be quantified as:

~

po;itive

~

ositive

neutral
ne ative
ver ne ative

i
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Neil's actions produced a plan that received a mixture of responses, from very negative
to very positive. However, there were more positive ones than negative ones. An
important negative response was froin the NFU representative who was concerned
about the financial situation and advised him to look at the plan again. He wanted to
assess his financial situation but found that he had not collected enough information
about farm accounts. The Office section is where one could access such information.
Fig. 6.8 shows that Neil did not spent much time in the Office and he did not look at the
financial information at all.
Neil scored on other fronts though he was not successful financially. He got very
positive responses from the Ramblers and the Wildlife Advisor. The responses from
the Nature Conservancy Council and the Countryside Commission were neutral. Neil
seemed interested in wildlife: Fig. 6.7 shows that Neil was one of the two users who
spend most of their time investigating the wildlife in the Walk section.

Interest group
Feedhack
Nature Conservancy Council some irnproveiiients, might look again
Countryside Coiiirnission
OK. hut might look again
Rural Development
excellent, right i n line with ourthinking
Conirnission
_
_
~
.~
.-.
MAFF
OK, hut i s the halance ahout right?
District Council
tno man). ciin't :¡ve permission. make fcucr
NFU
ii-a\oiiablc. thing\ aic satisfactor)
Enterprise Consultant
pleased
Naturalist
p o d . thanks
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _looks
~ -pretty
~Wildlife Advisor
very
pleased
_
_
~
Parish Council
nnt happy: fewer
and new houses
.
,._____
.
.
-.¡ohs
-___
OK, there will he more .job opportunities; a
Trade Union
hit inore cnuld he done
thanki. quite suit us. cnuld do u hit more
T ~ XUnion
I~
~

~~~~~

~~~~

~~~

In general
neutral
neutral
very positive
~-

neutral
very negativc
p«siti\e
very positive
very positive
very positive
very negative
positive

pusitive

The feedback could be quantified as follows:
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Duncan had scored 7 positive responses of which four were very positive ones. His
balance sheet was not particularly good, however, the reason being that his farm
management plan was not entirely financially driven. The positive feedback was from
conservation-related groups and those who were concerned with the local aspects. The
only exception was the Parish Council which complained that there would be fewer jobs
and new houses according to Duncan’s plan (this situation is discussed elsewhere).
Overall, Duncan’s plan produced a balanced outcome, which is in line with the way he
sought information. Duncan ranked second highest in terms of effort put into learning
from the program (Fig. 6.17). He seemed to have achieved the learning objective of the
program.

Simon
Simon’s plan was financially not successful according to the spokesperson for the
National Farmer’s Union, although he did not agree with that opinion. Table 8.7 shows
the list of feedback he received from the interest groups.
Table 8.7: A summarv of the feedback received bv Simon
Interest group
Feedhack
Nature Conservancy Council some iniprovements: niight look again
Counirysidr: Coinmission
congratulations; great succcss
excellent: right in line with our thinking
Rural Development
Coinmission
District Council
too niany climges; inake alterations
M4FF
OK. but is the balance right’.’
NFU
seem t o have sonic prohlenis. might look again
Enterprise Consultant
very pleased
Naturalisi
_.
pretty good: thanks
___.
Wildlife
Advisor
~ - _ _ _ _ _ _ pleased
_ _ _
__
Parish Council
congratulations. well done
Trade Union
pleased:
wet1._
.
.__ wish-.
.Trade Union
thanks

I n general
neutral
very positive
w r y positive

~

~~~

I

cry negative
neutral
negative
very positive
very poritiw
very positivr.
very positive
very positive
very pobitive

-

The kind of feedback could be quantified as follows:
I
~

~

very positive
positive

j

neutral
negative

,

very negative

1

18
~

û

2
~

1
j
~

~

,

It is striking to see the number of positive responses Simon received. There were eight
very positive ones. One of the two negative responses was from the NFU who warned
him that his balance sheet was not healthy. Simon disagreed with this and claimed that
his own analysis of financial figures from the ‘Computer’ in the Office proved otherwise
(discussed in Section 8.12).
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The positive responses were from environmental groups and those concerned with the
rural economy. Apart from the complaints by the NFU, Simon was happy about the
outcome of the plan. This situation can he attributed to the way in which he used the
program. Simon ranked in the middle in terms of effort he inade to learning from the
program, as Fig. 6.17 shows.

William
William prepared five plans, and received feedback for them. Table 8.8 shows the
summary of feedback he received for his plans.
Table 8.8: A summai-v of the feedback received bv William
Interest
group
Nature
Conservanc!
C(iunci1

set of
feedback
some
improvements
might look
again
IS1

Countrysidi
Commissioi
Rural
Developmei
Coinmissioi
District
Council

free to go
ahead without
reference to us

MAFF
National
Fariuers'
Union
Enterprise
Consultant
Rambler

OK; reasonahlt
real problems:
really ought ti
look again

--I

too inany
changes: go
hack and
alter

t

very
negative
.-

___

___neutral
very
positive

7
-

Local

very
positive
neutral

very
positive
very
poLiti\c
positive

very pleased

loo happy:
lewer jobs and

real
changes to
improve johs
no

i101

new houses;
recoiisider
no new job
opportunities;
look at the
plan again _
_

In genera
neutral

hiilance sheet
looks very gond

Advisor

Trade Uiiiit i

5th set ni
eedhack

1

w ildl i fe
Parish
Council

4th set of
feedback
some
improvement;
might look
again
congratulations
great success
some
improvements;
might just look
again
no because of
the large
housing
devclopiiient

no new job
opportunities:
Inok at the
plan again
~

pretty p o d :
thanks
heneficial:
you've done
reasnnahly
well
_ . _ _
congratulations,
positive actions
has heen rdken

~

very
positive

very
positive

wish you well;
p 1eased

~
your plan is
going to make
things worse
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The kind of feedback could be quantified as follows:

ositive
neutral

iI negative
~

I

1

very negative

il
j3
10 I
-m
i

2

~

William’s feedback is towards the positive side, with seven positive and two negative.
This suggests that William’s overall plan has been favoured by interest groups. These
positive responses can be related to William‘s pattern of getting information from the
program, as analysed in Chapter 6. William was ranked in the middle in terms of effort
to learning from the program (Fig. 6.17).

8.12 Farmers’ reactions to the feedback
Martyn
Lookirtz at financicll results
Martyn looked at all four farm accounts in order to understand the results of his plan.
While looking at the farm accounts tie comineiited on what he saw on the screen:
I got miscellaneous revenue you see.
While looking at fixed cost, he realised that his bank overdraft had gone up:
Bank i s not very happy. .,. . I presume the hank balance. I have overdrawn
the balance, but I have a change in Nett worth
The balance sheet for the farm provided information necessary to evaluate the overall
success of his plan. Martyn continued to comment on the figures:
Total assets increased
Tlic building value (income from converting farm hiiildings) has gone up

The inaihiiiery has depreciated. so I would have expected a IOWKI- figure
there.

In his plan, Martyn did not include any beef or dairy cattle. He only had sheep. He
realised that the income from livestock had gone down:
The livestock, because I have only got, I sold the beef so I have that as an
income, but the closing valuation is lower, 100,000.
However, due to the changes in cropping, he made additional income:
The crops have gone up from 10,000 .._, They have gone up 50,000
The value of the quota has not changed.
What has gone up is bank overdraft. Mortgage has come down.
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The loans come down. Trade creditors are the same but the bank overdraft
is gone up.
Finally he was satisfied that his nett worth had increased and was satisfied about the
results:
We’ve (the nett worth) gone up from 2,600,000 to 3,047,000.
Afterwards he selected the ‘television’ to listen to feedback from the interest groups:
Right now, let’s hear what they say

Listeninp to iriterest proum
The first feedback Martyn received was from the spokesperson for the locals who
commented positively about the plan. However the spokesperson said ‘hut you could
do a bit more’. Martyn said what the locals want more is to convert the old railway
station to a community centre:
(Laughter) He wants the community centre. There is an option to convert
the old railway to a community centre. but you got io get some income
before you get sonle money out because there is no income from that.
Martyn had considered creating a community centre in the old railway station, and had
read more information about it while doing his plan. He was sceptical about the option
because it would not bring in income. However, he went on to read textual information
attached to the videoclip.
He received feedback from Trade Union and Parish Council representatives who
favoured his plan. He did not comment on them. However, when he received the
feedback from the Wildlife Advisor, which was negative, Martyn commented:
I knew it comes somewhere. ... . If you haven’t got any money you can’t
anything [to improve u,ildlife]

The next cmiiiient wah albo negative, froin [he spokesperson for the Raiiiblers. Martyn
went on to read more inforination about what the Ramblers suggested he should do.
Another negative response was from the District Council person who said the plan
could not he approved unless Martyn iriade fewer chancees. Martyn read more
information ahout the comment and considered the reasons for the negative feedback:
i may h a b r chdnged too much too soon

I have done the barn there, the workshops and the farm buildings, the old
railway line, you see, I would have thought it would have been a housing
situation rather than workshops,
I might have to withdraw that
The next two feedbacks were positive, and Martyn did not comment. Afterwards he
commented when he received negative feedback from the spokesperson for the Nature
Conservancy Council:
The wildlife and environmental people are not [happy] ... . What I have
done was I altered the level of intensity on some of the fields.
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Martyn thought that the reason for the negative feedback from the interest groups
concerned with wildlife and the environment was due to the high intensity cultivation he
proposed for some fields. The higher the intensity, the greater will be the inputs such as
fertiliser. pesticides and weedicides, which is harmful to the wildlife. After listening to
the interest groups, Martyn went to the Walk section to access the damage to the
wildlife.

LookinP at rhe wildlife
Martyn went to four fields on the farm where he selected actions. On field 47 he had
converted a barn into a tourist centre. The screen showed that the numbers of wildlife
had dropped; Martyn had difficulty understanding why:
1 don’t know how converting to barns changed all that ...

.

On field 47 too the numbers of wildlife have reduced. Martyn thought he could change
the situation:
I twigged it, might go back on that you see .__.
1 suppose I could do that, couldn’t i? And see what effect that has.

Afterwards Martyn went back to the Plan to prepare a new plan.

Chunaine rhe plrin aaaiii - the second alan
Martyn reduced the intensity of cultivation on fields 41, 42 and 46. By reducing the
intensity. he thought he might get a favourable response from the environmental
groups. Afterwards he listened to the feedback again.

Listerzine to feedback
Martyn listened to the spokesperson for the Nature Conservancy Council. who was
still negative about his plan. Martyn thought that was unfair:
It is the same again. He hasn’t taken anything into account what I have
done, has he? ... . I changed the intensity of the grazing. and changed from
conservation to graze and conservation.

Later Martyn realised that perhaps he needed to change intensity of more fields:
Not enough to inake any difference.
He went to the Walk to investigate the effect of his actions on wildlife

Lookine

(ir

the wildlife

This time he visited 8 fields and assessed the changes in the number and diversity of
wildlife. Afterwards he decided to go to the Plan again and make changes to his plan.

Chunaine the plan cimin - the third nlan
Martyn took nearly an hour to do his third plan. This plan consisted of actions in more
categories than his previous two plans. His first plan consisted of actions mainly in
‘Landuse’ and Livestock operations’ categories. In addition, there were a few actions
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in ‘River and riverside’ and ‘New farin enterprises’. The second plan consisted of
actions only in ‘Landuse’. It appeared that the feedback from the interest groups and
his own assessment of wildlife prompted him to think about taking actions in more
categories. His third plan included more categories related to the environment and the
local economy. It appeared that Martyn was trying to improve his plan. After submitting
the third plan, he went to see the financial results.

Lookina ut firiunciul results
It appeared that Martyn’s efforts to improve the plan paid off financially. The gross
margins had gone up:
Oops! Improved the gross niargin by 300,000 pounds!

Forage costs come down
Miscellaneous revenues hasn’t altered, purely forage costs
The information about fixed costs showed more details:
Oh, my machinery (cost) has go down a bit
Interest is gone up,
Profits come down
Nett worth has coine down quite a bit.
After that he wanted to receive feedback from the interest groups:
We’d better hear what they have got to say.

Listeninv to the intcrest Prouiis
The feedback from the Nature Conservancy Council was still negative; Martyn thought

it was unfair. The feedback from the Countryside Commission remained the same,
neutral. Martyn‘s reflected on the responscs:
They both said the sanie thing before. ... . Could have been worse, but it
could be better.

The other negative response was from thc District Council person who said that
Martyn had planned too munychanges so the Council could not grant permission.
Martyn agreed:
There i s too much to take on board in one go. isn’t it? for the Council
The spokesperson for the Ramblers had changed his view on Martyn’s plan this time,
and favoured it. However, the Wildlife Advisor’s negative feedback remained the same.
Martyn thought they would have different views:
It doesn’t tally with the last one, does it?

Most of the positive responses remained the sanie except that the Parish Council’s
feedback changed from positive to very positive. It appeared that Martyn had improved
his plan.
Martyn reflected on why the plan drew more positive responses:
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I changed some of the woodland work and the pond work [and] riverside
path. Beg pardon, conducted tours, I did that, no that did not come into
account, there must be something else I did. ... . Make riverside path
Martyn was thinking of other possible ways of improving the plan:
Council might well not allow that planning permission, on that sniall
development
The only other way ... is to sell a house and knock the land plot for
building. That’s the other option that I had up my sleeve. as it were.
That’s what I would look at, but we haven’t got time to do it. Possibly not
sell that piece of land and sell one of the houses. That will probably help
the cash flow.
There are three houses let at the moment. I changed one of the lettings
froin a holiday let to a local let. So there are three locally let. Or you have
to sell one of the houses for capital probably.

ChnnainP the

dnl7

again - íhe fourth p / n n

Martyn did a few more changes such as selling a house and keeping the plot proposed
for housing development. He then listened to the interest groups.

Lisíeiiinp to interest groups
Martyn listen to the spokesperson for the District Council to see if he was happy about
the plan. The response remained negative. because there were still too many changes

in Martyn’s plan. At this point Martyn was unhappy because he thought he had made
the necessary alterations:
He has not changed his tune a bit!
Martyn’s second learning session lasted for more than four hours. During this time. he
prepircd four plans and received feedback for thein. He tried to relate the feedback to
the actions he selected. On some occasions, it was not possible to find out the reasons

for the negative feedback. But he reflected on the action he took and made an effort to
understand the reasons for the feedback. The feedback prompted Martyn to change his
actions and select new actions, leading him to subniit four plans.

Tim
Lookine ni tht. tïmii~cicilresults

Tim was happy about the favourable financial outcome of his plan:
I think it’s gone up, yes. the net worth’s gone up.

Tini tried to analyse the results and to find reasons for the changes. Tim realised that
selling two houses and renting out another two houses contributed to this difference.
Since he did not make any changes to the cropping and livestock management, the
income from those two sectors remained the same:
Yes, the net worth’s gone up, even though the total assets have gone down
from opening into the closing, I think that’s probably due to the selling of
the couple of houses that I put in [the] plan.
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His bank account went from a credit of &S,OOO to £351,000 , due to the selling of two
houses.
And, you know, that they weren’t being used, I’d already rented quite a lot
of houses and, yes, you see the bank overdraft with in the opening was
5,000. ... [now] it’s 351.000. I think minus means that you are back into a
credit situation.

In his pian, he converted the disused railway station into a workshop. The financial
figures showed that the value of the property had gone up, and he tried to find the
reason for that:
... you have changed the valuation of the disused railway station, and your
cash flow I assume, by not having it used at all you are not earning any
money froni it, because I changed it to a workshop, it looks as though it
(is) bringing in another 40,000 pounds.
Two other main changes he made were allowing shooting in woodlands and allowing
fishing in the river. He attributed some of the increases in income to these changes:
Yes, the same with the shooting. that’

. Yes, I allowed the shooting,

Yes, and the river’s, the river, let’s see, yes
He pointed out that he would be able to compare the financial outcomes of several
different plans if he could get print outs:
If you could print the financial accounts off, you could look at them and
change niayhe one or two things; you could look at the originals there and
just see what it‘s changed on the screen.

Tim speculated as to possible ways of increasing his returns:
Maybe if I had some winter rape, oil seed rape in there that would have
brought a bit more in.
You can do that hy going into the office P h i , and changing (it) there,
couldn’t you?

Lisfeni>rpto the interest ProuDs
Having compared the financial outcomes of the plan, he went to the television to get the
feedback from the interest groups. The first person he listened to was the Nature
Conservancy Council’s representative. His reaction was that Tim’s plan had made
some improveiiients. hut i t was iiece.

ry to look at the plan again. Tim’s reply was:

From what he said I could have done a bit better for it. ... . He’s fairly
happy.
Then Tim thought it would be useful to listen to the rest of the interest group
representatives:
We’ll go through all of them, .just see what they say then
The Countryside Commission representative commented that the plan was fairly
reasonable, but also suggested that Tim might look at the plan again. Tim thought that
both the interest groups have similar opinions about his plan:
He said very much the same thing, didn’t he?
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At this point he chose to read further information on the comment.
The National Farmer’s Union representative’s comment was that the plan was
reasonable and the balance sheet was quite satisfactory:
That’s all right then isn’t i t ?
The representative of the local community was not happy about the plan because there
would be no more jobs or houses in the village and wanted him to look again. Tim did
not strongly object this feedback, but did not want to change any actions to make his
plan better for the locals:
Hah! ha! I have upset the locals.
You’d have a job to please everybody.
... And still make the financial success of the farin, wouldn’t you?
However, he tried to think ways of satisfying the unhappy interest groups:
I suppose if I change the plan to employ another person or something that
would please the locals. would it?

Tim thought that the program had allowed him to experiment with different farm
management decisions and to see their implications:
Yes. It is quite good to learn to, you know fiddle around with and just see
what hears actions, you have on the balance sheet.
Tim’s second learning session lasted only one hour. Within this time he prepared one
plan and received feedback for it. Although Tim did not bother to change his plan, the
feedback enabled him to reflect briefly on thc actions he took. He was able to speculate
how to modify them.

Steven
Lookiiir

(if

[lie firictricicil results

Sieveit bt;tt-ted tù winpare the n e w figure\ w iili ihc cvrrrpoiiding figures of the
previous plan. (1.38.30):
Gross margins gone up from 190.000 to 760.000. ... it was 197,000 before.
so it i q pone u p from 197,367 to 267.647, so it is gone up 70.000
(laughter! happy!)
Net worth is up a bit more you see
Docsii‘t look too bad altogether, is it?
That‘s quite interesting .... I got a bank balance of 350,000. Previous bank
balance was 4,000
He was happy that his plan resulted in u huge financial success. He tried to understand
how the crops and the dairy contributed to the large gross margins he had achieved.
Then he wanted to look at the balance sheet for the farm.
Loan (bank loan) has gone down. ... (showing and comparing the opening
and closing figures) see ... all the figures quite nice apart from the livestock
closing, the dairy cattle.
Closing is there, two and a half, gone up a bit isn’t it, net worth has gone up
as well.
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He was happy about the financial results. He then looked at the estate finances. In the
beginning it was a bit difficult for him to understand the reasons for the changes in
valuation of different enterprises and buildings. However, by going back to his plan and
looking at the changes he niade, he was able to figure out the reasons to some extent.
Oh that is because I am doing work to the station (disused railway station).
that is w h y that is costing that much.

... shooting is bringing in that much ... . ... and the river. yes
Listening to the interest prouus
Having looked at the extremely good financial results Steven anticipated that the
interest groups would not he very happy about his plans:
God knows what they are going to say there .., they won‘t be very
enthusiastic (laughter)
First he listened to the Parish Council’s representative who did not like the plan. He
could not accept the feedback given:
That’s a load of rubbish!
He explained why he thought that the feedback was incorrect:
See I have done the workshop units, I have rented two houses, 1 can’t see
how on earth anything ... .
Steven thought that he had taken a number of actions in his plan that would have
pleased the Parish Council. For instance. he had converted a barn into a workshop that
would have created job opportunities for the village. Also he had rented out two houses
on the farni. So he thought the Parish Council’s was an unfair comment. Because he
could not understand the reasoning given in the feedhack, he went on to read a further
textual explanation for the feedback. However, this reading also did not help hiin clarify
the Parish Council’s opinion.
The next interest group he listened to was the Wildlife Advisor who commented that it
was sorry to see that Steven was ‘not good at protecting the wildlife’. In this occasion
he accepted the feedback because he knew the environniental implications of his plan:
J thought that is what \vas going to happen

He was able to understand the reason for the feedback, and accepted it. Afterwards he
wanted to read more information for the feedback. While reading the explanation he
indicated areas where he could niake changes to his plan according to the feedback:
I could change to that (pointing to the text on the screen) ‘cut hedges two
yearly rather than yearly’, no problem. but in group 4 hedge 1 have left
being not cut at all, as far as that’s concerned, I have rotated it, I can’t
really do more than that, (reading) planted the trees, set aside ... turned out
to be a complete disaster the first two years, the wild life .,. ,

go back to the plan and alter that to two years, that’s all 1 can do.
Reading the textual explanation helped him decide what kinds of actions to take in
order to incorporate some conservation-related measures into his plan:
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I’ll do the hedges

Changing the plnit upuin - the second plnn
When in the plan section he went to the hedges and woodlands groups I and changed
the action to a more environmentally friendly one - cutting hedges two-yearly instead
of yearly. Then he thought he would do the same in the other hedges and woodlands:
1’11 go through them ali, I suppose.

It appeared that he had taken the suggestion given by the textual explanation followed
by the comment by the Wildlife Advisor. However, when he looked at what actions he
had already carried out he realised that he was already managing them in an
environmentally friendly way, contrary to what the Wildlife Advisor said. In hedges
group 2 he had chosen to ‘cut hedges two-yearly’:
I did that you see. ... I did do it

In hedges group 3 also he had done the same:
It is exactly the same, I have only altered one

Steven thought he had done what the environment group wanted him to. He could not
understand the reason for the negative feedback for his actions. It appeared that Steven
relied on only one criterion set by the environmental group. In addition to appropriate
management of hedgerows, there are other important factors that determine the wildlife
on the farm, for instance the intensity of cultivation. A closer analysis of his cropping
plan would reveal that Steven chose to grow the majority of his crops at intensity 1,
that is, using high levels of inputs such as agrochemicals. This management practice is
detrimental to the wildlife population. This could be a reason for the negative feedback.
It was not possible for Steven to understand this situation.

Listriziriu

10

Having ni&

the irzíerest prouus

one change to his plan and wbriiitted it, Steven went to listen tu the

Wildlife Advisor again. The comment was unchanged

- still

he was told that the plan

was not good froin the wildlife point of view. Steven did not want to listen to the
feedback anymore; he stopped tliz \video clip halfway saying:
very boring!
He had tried to follow the suggestions based on the feedback but still got the same
feedback. He was annoyed because it seemed impossible for him to understand the
exact reason for the feedback.
Later on, Steven listened to both the NFU and the MAFF who were positive about the
plan. Altogether he only listened to four out of the twelve interest groups; he did not
want to continue to listen to the others:
I don’t see the point of seeing (a) lot more
is done to the ... what species they ... .

,,,

go to the walk and see what
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It appeared that he was not keen to listen to the views of the people from interest
groups. But he gathered evidence for the accusations made by the environmental
groups.
Lookiiip at the wildlife
He went to field 47 and looked at the list of plants to see what species had been
destroyed. He noticed that there was no drastic damage done:
Not too bad, just going down all these (plant abundance) higher, it is such a

... can’t understand what they say.

Here again he suggested that he could not find evidence to support the Wildlife
Advisor’s accusations. He continued to look at plant species on this field:
I have gained two ash trees. I have gained everything. haven’t I?
Everything has gone up except that one (points to a plant). That is the only
one that is missing.
Everything has gone up on that
Surprising, that’s were I am going to expand the river bit ..., see what
happens in the intensive bit.
He then went on to look at the plant species in field 13 followed by field 21. In field 21
he found that u few animal species had been destroyed and he was concerned about the

loss:
I seem to have wiped out all the dormice for some reason there.

... reduced

the roe deer, well that’s a serious thing I would have thought.

... develop the trees in a later date ... .

He had put field 21 into a housing development. He expected the possible disastrous
outcomes:
”his is where they ar- going to say it’s all actioii [his actions] dcstroycd thc
[wild life]. because I put building houses there ... .
Then he looked at the plant list:
YCS,wiped out most of them you sec, putting it into a housing estate you
see ... .
The results were a \ lie expected and he agreed with them. He was able to understand
the reasoning for the feedback. However, he emphasised that, except in this particular
field, in all these other fields (three he had been looking at) the wildlife had increased,
hence he did not agree with the overall feedback:
All the other three sites I have looked at, everything is increased, I would
have thought.

Also Steven indicated that he could not make out how some of the animal species has

not increased as a result of the housing estate:
Then 1don’t know how they work this out you see, you would have
thought it’s being into a housing estate probably get more blackbirds,
being table feeders and got more robins
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... (looking at the screen more) rats reduced for some reason (laughter!)
... (looking at screen) wren being table feeders I would have up

God knows why pheasants gone up after putting it into a housing estate
(laughter) ... .
He expected the program’s feedback from the environment groups to he favourable.
According to his understanding, the results should have been different. It appeared that
he could not interpret the results. He continued to look at three more fields where he
had made changes, and concluded that:
... very little change. __.
I don’t think 1 can do better than that.
Afterwards he went to the Office to listen to the interest groups again.

Listenirza to the interest eroum
He started with the Nature Conservancy Council who commented that the plan would
be a complete disaster. Steven just laughed and told me that he could not accept that
feedback:
See when I was going through the Walk and just checking plant and animal
species there is very little difference. in several cases it has increased, so I
take it with a pinch of salt ._..

In the Walk, Steven observed that there were not many wildlife species that were
destroyed as a result of his farm management plan. Also he noticed that there were a
few increases in the wildlife. This situation suggested that he was unahle to see the
logic of the reasoning given for the feedback

- according

to the evidence he had

collected, he formed a different opinion.
Next he got very positive feedback from the Rural Development Council who said that
his plan was excellent. Steven was happy about it:
‘ïhere we are! (laughter!).
I have done what they wanted, I’ve done the workshops, I’ve done the
tourist centre. I expected that ... .
He was trying to understand the reasoning for the positive feedback. But he again
mentioned that he couldn’t understand the negative feedhack given by the Nature
Conservancy Council:
I hope I really know why they are (the environniental) really getting
excited ..., the greens get really excited. because 1 haven’t done anything ...,
let lose .... I would make .... (laughter) ... .
I think, 1 can’t understand .., .
The next interest group he listened to was the Countryside Commission who said that
his plan could produce some good results but he might want to look at the plan again.
At this point Steven wanted to look at more information:
Let’s go to Countryside Commission and try and get more information on
that one ... .
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He looked at the policy and actions, both are textual explanations that elaborate the
verbal feedback. Steven commented while reading these textual explanations:
It says on paths and nature trails which I am not very keen on, .... (pointing
to another line) I have done this, ‘picnics. converting the barns’. i have
done all that, that’s why they are vaguely in ..,, vaguely got plus from
them, isn’t it?
He was trying to find out the reasons for the feedback from these explanations.
However, from time io time, he showed his disbelief in the unfavourable feedback given
by the Wildlife Advisor and the Nature Conservancy Council:
I can’t really see where the objection is, because I can’t see where I lost the
plants and animals, very few because I found them actually.

He then went on to listen to the view of the Nature Conservancy Council: as the
spokesperson started with the phrase ‘Oh, dear! you have made a compiete disaster!’,
Steven stopped the videoclip and looked at the textual descriptions for the feedback.
While he was reading he commented:
(laughter!) what do you think of that one?
He thought he had done most of the improvements that were suggested in the textual
description:
... see I have done, did to the ponds as they have suggested (pointing to the
screen); cleaned the southern side of both of theni (ponds); ditches, well
you have got to clean them otherwise you won’t be able to farm in.
... camping and caravan sites; tourists; (when point to one). a lot more in
favour of that _...

His conclusion was that:

...when you

win points you lose from the other

The reason for this conclusion was that the description he was reading said that
camping and caravan sites and nature trails would have effects on wildlife. Steven had
done all of these. So he thought he had got fa\-ourahle comments from those who
advocated such actions while he had got negative comments from those who wanted

more wildlife.
The next interest group he listened to was the Enterprise Council representative who
was very pleased about the plan. Steven understood the reason for the favourable
comment:
Because I am sure because 1 ani doing tourist (centres) and every thing. ... .
I thought that was pretty obvious.
Before listening to the next group, the Ramblers, Steven predicted that they would not
he happy because he had not included actions such as nature trails in his plan

. The

comment by the Ramblers was exactly as he had expected. They were not too happy
about the plan and asked Steven to change it again. Steven did not listen to the whole
video clip; he stopped it halfway:
That’s what we said, isn’t it?
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Steven was able to understand the reasoning for the feedback.
Later he wanted to listen to the rest of the interest groups, but still was not happy
about the feedback from the Parish Council:
Just see the Trade Union and local, Parish Council, I have heard they are
(the Parish Council) rubbish ... .
The Trade union representative was happy:
Plus again!
However the local person was not happy; he wanted Steven to go and change the plan.
Steven commented:
I don’t know how they can phrase that, because I have done the workshop
and the tourist [centre], I thought that is all jobs for locals, I don’t know
what they say!
In his plan, Steven took a few actions that were favourable for the local community such
as building a workshop and a tourist centre. He thought those actions would bring
employment opportunities for the local people. The feedback from the local person was
quite different to what he had expected. So Steven could not understand why the local
did not like the pian. He then went on to read a textual explanation for this feedback.
While he was reading he commented:
yes I have done that, disused railway
... the only one you could have done was barns I ani not too keen on that I
am, I haven’t seen many pictures of the barns you see ...

Steven had already carried out one of the suggestions - to convert disused railway
station into a workshop which would benefit the local economy. But he did not want to
make the other change. He continued to read the textual expllination:
inore tourists [tourist centres], I have done that

... the only thing I haven’t done was rent to local people, or turn them into
whole ..., I am selling. whom am I selling (looking at notes) ‘selling to and
renting to ...’ .
50 I have to disagree with that. perhaps I can go back and improve it. well,
nor many ... .

Steven concluded his learning session at this point:
I think the majority of thein are positive apart from that (Nature
Conservancy Council) ... 1 don’t think I have done a lot to harm it
You are not going to (satisfy) them all, you know you could make them
more happy with the ramblers trail and this one (Nature Conservancy
Council) would say you are upsetting their wildlife.
As soon as you are putting the paths, which is what they want, this lot
(Nature Conservancy Council) would say you are upsetting the natural area
by disturbing it, so it’s you know.
So I don’t think 1 could do any more

He understood that it would be difficult to please all the interest groups. However, he
still had the idea that he had been unfairly criticised by the environment groups.
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Steven’s second learning session lasted for nearly three hours, during which time he
submitted two plans and received feedback. Sometimes it was not possible to find the
reasons for the negative feedback - the program was not able to pinpoint the exact
reasons. However, the feedback enabled him to reflect on the possible actions that
were responsible for that kind of feedback. It made him go back to the Plan again and
alter some actions.

Robert
Having completed the plan, he summarised what he tried to achieve:
I think there are about two things which I have altered, which isn’t quire the
same as my original plan, trying to be a bit more green. ,.. I can’t
remember (the plan he did during the week), which one was the first. the
first one (one of the interest groups), he wasn’t impressed and he told me
to go away and think about my plan again.
I thought blimey this is how they are all going to talk to me I have done
\ornething totally wrong, as I was going down the list it was quite good,
until 1 got to the Parish Council.
., the planning chap wisn’t sure whether I am going to get it all done

Listeninp to the interest proups
Having submitted the plan, Robert went to the television to listen to the opinions of the

interest groups. The first one he listened to was the representative of the Nature
Conservancy Council. Before listening he explained that the response would not be
positive, based on his previous experience:
I know the first one is not good. but it is getting better, first one is the
Nature Conservancy.
The response of the Nature Conservancy Council \vas that his plan would make some
improvcinents with some increases i n the wildlife but suggested he should look at the
plan again. He thought that response was slightly better than what he received before:
... . It is slightly better than it was the other day. Because he was quite
stroppy the other day ... (what he said was) ‘we think you should go and
look at your plan’ or something. ... . There is lots of people to please and
make money as well.

The next person he listened to was the Countryside Cornmissioii who congratulated
him «n his successful farm management plan.
.._he was happy before, the first one was the one who wasn’t happy, but I
seemed to have improved it a little bit.

Next, the representative of the Rural Development Commission was happy about the
plan. Then he listened to the District Council representative who opposed the plan
because Robert was trying to do too many changes on the farm. Robert explained that if
other interest groups were expecting such changes planning permission had to be
given:
I converted the station (disused railway station) to a craft centre and some
of the buildings to small businesses, that pleased somebody, that is jobs to
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local people, if they want jobs, involving the community they got to give
permission.
The next four interest groups he listened to were happy about the plan. Robert was
able to understand why they gave such feedhack.
When he was about to listen to the Parish Council, he said:
That is the best one, I like this one, just can’t get on with this woman (the
representative of the group). I don’t know what I have done to upset her!
When he was doing his previous plans he got negative comments from the Parish
Council for which he could not find the reasons. So he thought he was going to get the
same feedback this time. But to Robert’s surprise, the representative congratulated
him on the successful pian:
Blimey! I am amazed at that, I don’t know what I had done differently ... .
I’ve employed only one student, I ain amazed at that! pleasantly surprised,
shall we say!
In this situation even though he got a positive comment he was not able to find out the
exact reason for it. He had been getting negative comments from the same person for
his previous plans, and Robert did not think that he had done anything major to change
the opinion.
He expected a negative comment from the local person as well:
Well this guy was against, but ._,.
Instead the local person thanked him for the plan Rohert had made because it made the
’village a pleasant place to live’. Robert gave his own opinion on all the feedback he
received:
I don‘t know how many, there is none really bad ...
... the District Council think I might not get the planning prrniissioii.
... see y o u can‘t get the jobs tinlev you do the buildings, I’ll take it te
appeal. I think if you’ve got the backing of people like Enterprise
Consultaiit and Parish Council, I think you would manage to sort them out
you see.

.. and then now Countryside and those two, well they weren’t, they were in
the middle of the road.

Then he wanted to g o and see the financial implications:
see what happens to the overdraft because it has gone up a bit
there is a price to pay

Looking

lit

the fiiicincicil results

He tried to understand how the fixed costs changed as a result of his pian. He was
concentrating on the bank balance:
I think it is probably, I have sold land for buildings or something, mmm,
(looking at notes) when 1 started off the bank balance was 4,312. Now it is
172,905 and the farm gross margins was 197,367 and it is now 224,300. S O
that is gone up a bit ... .
... dairy cows should be the, no that is different ... .
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... when I did this the other day I wonder if it is - maybe i made a mistake
when I was putting it in, but there was one small field which I sold for
building that what’s pleased the Parish Council that sort of gives us the
kick in the balance [sheet] ,.. .
... because the net worth has gone up ___.
that is a huge rise

He was interpreting the results and trying to find reasons for the financial outcomes. He
was able to understand how the money had been spent for different enterprises when
he was looking at estate finances:
See I have spent money on the stations, buildings (list of the expenditure
on the screen) footpaths, Kingston Brake, ponds, ditches, hedges, so we
have got miscellaneous there, that must be selling the bit for buildings.
A further analysis was possible when he was looking at estate finances:

... yes, the profit is down a, not it is not, before when I did was like 36
(thousand) I think ,,, ,
But when I did it before I must have made a mistake entering that little
field to build or something ... .
After this reflection he thought he could make few more changes to the pian:
I could go back and change things, seem to got plenty of money to play
with now ... .

Clicinziri~the plun

n~ciiri rlie

.secoizd alori

Within the plan section he looked at a couple of fields to see the current cropping and
proceeded without making any changes. He tried to change the cropping on the third
field into grass for grazing ut intensity 3. The computer did not allow that action. The
reason given by the program was that there was insufficient grazing. Having read the
reason he thought it was not too easy to make any further changes:
_..you know, pretty closs to the limit from the cropping side of things, if I
reduce intensity it doesn’t like it.

The action he tried was an environmentally friendly one which required first making a
few other changes i n other fields. So he decided to leave the cropping side untouched.

He understood the feedback given by the program and acted accordingly.
Yes if you say if it is niore extensive it is more environmentally friendly
from wild life, you are not pubhing the land so hard, you are reducing
profiis as wcll ... ,
He thought he could d o a few changes that would increase the environmental benefits:

... so what I can do is may be do few adjustments to like scrub land and
footpaths and that is about it really.
First he put scrub 1 down to be managed. Then he tried to do the same with scrub 2,
but the program did not allow it because of the insufficient labour in February. So he left

it as it was. He was able to understand the feedback given by the program. The next
successful changes were: making a riverside path for the river and riverside, coppice

long rotations in other woods, and cutting two-yearly and meadow headlands in hedge
group 2.
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Afterwards the program bleeped again when he wanted to put the hedges group 3 into
cutting two-yearly and meadow headland. The reason was that t h e was insufficient
machinery in March. He did not want to make any changes and left it as it was. The
next successful move was to clear the south side of pond 1. Then he submitted the new
plan.

Lookina at the financial results
see how much money we’ve lost to start with!
When he was looking at fixed costs, he realised that he had spent more money on
improving the non-cropping activities related to environmental benefit:
I think I have spent money rather than.
Yes my hank balance is down about eleven thousand. You see, this was,
farm gross margins is the same because I haven‘t altered any cropping, but
1 tried to be more conservation-minded, and to please our friends back in
the office.
He was interpreting the results and trying to find out the reasons for the financial
outcomes. Afterwards he started to listen to the interest groups.

h t e r i i n r to the interest prows
Well we need to go though. because the council chappy .... the
The Nature Conservancy Council’s comment started with ‘Well done!’. This was an
improvement to the previous feedback:
He is happy, improved.
The rest of the groups were favourable except the Rural Development Council
represciitative who was givine the saine cciniment as before - ‘plan will produce some
changes, hut more to be done; just look at the plan again’. Robert tried to find the
reason for getting the same feedback:

... tlie answer
change ... .

wub

the same, because I haven’t done any thing that will

But he was not able to understand why the Rural Development Council was not
favourable while the Parish Council was in favour of his plans. It appeared that two
groups with seemingly similar interests were giving two different opinions:
I don‘i quite understand if we go to the Parish Council one she was quite
enthusiastic because there were inore jobs. but he (Rural Development
Council) doesn’t seem to, _..I don’t know quite ... .
At this point Robert wanted to listen to the Parish Council again to see if the feedback
was the same. The Parish Council again congratulated him on the plan. Robert
explained why he could not understand the reason for the negative feedback from the
Rural Development Council. According to his understanding both the Parish Council and
the Rural Development Council have similar interests as far as farming and countryside
is concerned:
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... she says there are more jobs. I think (after listening).
Rather contradictory to what the other guy was saying..
Was this result related to problems in representing complex relationships in the
simulation?
Afterwards he listened to all the other interest groups who gave similarly favourable
feedback. The only exception was the District Council who considered that Robert was
trying to make too many changes. But Robert wanted to stick to his plan because the
others wanted such changes in his plan. At this point he stopped the learning session
and expressed his opinion about the feedback he received:
I think that’s about it really.
Yes I think it is the Nature Conservancy Council that is happier
_..you are buying the respect or... .

... is it 12 or, we’ve got about (counting who were happy and unhappy)
one, two, three ..... ten, twelve. they are (locals) happy, they are (Trade
Union) happy. they are (Parish Council) happy, he (Wildlife Advisor) is
happy, he (Naturalist) is happy, she (Enterprise Consultant) is happy, that is
(National Farmers’ Union) I can’t remember exactly, 1 think he was pretty
happy, MAFF was OK, District Council was (unhappy because) planning
permission, and so those two really (District Council and Rural
Development Council) that’s about I O out of 12, I don’t think I can get it
all right.
Robert’s second learning session lasted for nearly two hours. During this time, he
submitted two plans and received feedback. While looking at financial results and
listening to responses from the interest groups, he constantly thought about the
reasons for the success or the failure of the plan. On some occasions, it was not
possible to find out reasons for the negative feedback. But he reflected on the action h e
took and made an effort to understand the reasons for the feedback. The feedback
prompted Robert to change his actions and select new actions, leading him to submit
another plan.

Neil
Lookirip

(11

the tiiiuiiciul results

Having completed lhe plan and submitted it Neil went on to look at the financial results
from all the four farm accounts. He took notes of the figures but was not able to
compare them with his original figures:
1 can’t tell, I haven’t written down the original finances so I can’t compare

He planned to compare the financial figures later on:

So I’ve to written them down then after I’ve completely finished, subniit
the old, you know, reset it and submit the old plan, so I can see whether I
made more or less money or, I know I made a profit.

Then he went on to the television to listen to the interest groups:
Oh, right, here we go, up the top.
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Listeninp to the interest uouD.s
The Nature Conservancy Council's response was that there might be some
improvements but Neil might look at the plan again. The Countryside Commission also
gave a similar feedback saying that the plan might be all right but suggested he should
have another look. The Rural Development Council's comment was that the plan was
excellent. Other favourable comments were from MAFF, the Enterprise Consultant,
the Parish Council, Trade Union and the Local.
The District Council said that the plan included a number of changes and it would not be
possible to grant permission for all of them. They wanted Neil to make only a few
changes. The NFU said that the plan had got real problems as far as its financial
aspects were concerned.
The Wildlife Advisor was pleased with his plan. At that point Neil commented that:
Well he is happy and the Nature Conservative bloke isn't. so I'm not going
to worry about the Nature, stuff him!
Neil thought that there were two seemingly similar groups having similar interests
giving different comments on the same plan. Neil was not able to understand the reason
for that. So he continued to listen to the groups and expressed his feelings about the
feedback from interest groups:
Right the only gang who are unhappy are District Council because they
reckon I'm doing too many changes.

and the other thing is I'm spending too much money.
He wanted to check the actual financial figures in order to analyse their feedback:
... hut I can't check the finances, the finances seem to he ail right to me,
but I can't check than without drsrroying i t all, see and going back to the

original plan, can I'?
I don't know, unfortunately 1 didn't write it down, I thought I might have
written some of i t down. bu! I didn't write down what the margins were and
what the net worth increased by and all the rest of it.
At this point he wanted to go to the plan again and make a change according to the
feedback.
C/7Oi?,Ci>lPthe !!Ut7

U g U / I ?- the .ïN'íHld O/UlZ

In the Plan section he made one change to his plan. He cancelled converting a farm
building into workshops. This was in response to the feedback received from the
District Council who commented that Neil was doing too many changes. Having done
that he came back to see the response from the interest groups.

Listenine to the interest ~ r o i m s
After making the change he went to the office to listen to the interest groups. The
District Council said they could not grant permission because there were too many
changes in his plan. Neil's comment was that:
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That’s tough because I’ve only got one left to do, so I’m ignoring him
I had two changes, one to the farm building and one to the disused railway.
and so I’ve dropped one of them and it’s still not very happy so I’ve got
one left, so I shall leave it.

It appears that Neil was frustrated because of the feedback he got for his plan.
According to his understanding he has got only one building construction and still he
could not get planning permission. He thought the feedback was unreasonable. Also he
thought he could get those who were in favour of his plan to support his application, as
in real life:
... hope the Parish Council vote in my favour and persuade them to (get the
permission. Also) the locals to ... .

Then he went on to listen to the National Farmers’ Union to see if the feedback was
favourable. Still the National Farmers’ Union’s representative believed that Neil’s plan
had got some real problems and he ought to look at it again. Neil wanted to restart the
program in order to get the original financial figures in order to analyse the financial
success for himself.

Lookine ut the fincincid results
After restarting the program he studied the financial figures. According to his
understanding he had not made a huge loss, and he did not want to change the plan:
... well I’m not going to do it, l’in not going to do any more, because the
changes I‘ve made actually are making slightly less money, profit of
33,000 instead of 38,000. OK, compare see ... .

At this point he decided to give up. He found out that he was making a profit of 534.000
where as the original plan was making a profit of f38.000. The difference was only

f4,OW:
Four tliíiussiid piufii difference. the iiet worth thoueh difference, is one
thousand, that’s hecause by converting the railway it increased, the
valuati~iiof the property increased.

He continued to analyse the figures and came up with the conclusion that there was an
error in the program:
See I think it i s one my great thought that there must be

;i

fault in i t

... the reason I think there is a fault is what I did was it told me how many
hectares there were of wheat. OK, which was all that (showing the figure),
OK, and so then I knew how many hectares of grass there were left, I know,
I knew how inany stock there were, from that figure on there, go hack to ...

Based on the figures given in the program about the extent of the farm under wheat he
was able to calculate the extent under gra

The program also gave information on the

size of the livestock. Based on this information he was able to calculate the basic
conditions to fulfil, such as the stocking rate - t h e extent of land under grass for each
animal -before embarking on his farm management decisions. Based on the
calculations he did. he made different decisions such as the size of the cattle herd, the
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extent of grassland and arable crops and the farm labour. All these calculations and
assumptions had been done according to his knowledge and experience on farming:
... but you need less fixed costs because arable farming is just less intensive
in terms of building and labour than cereals ... .
... when you stop doing something like a beef enterprise you suddenly
release lots of money, so all the money that was released I could of used
for the conversions anyway ... .

He was going to d o his plan predoniinantly as a dairy farm and in real life he is a dairy
farmer. He had carried out some of the actions on his own farm as well:
We did that very thing here on the farm six years ago but instead of. with
the money we raised from stocking the beef we actually bought cows and
quota. So I mean we reinvested the capital, do you see.
He predicted a certain amount of financial gain from the changes he made to the
livestock industry and other operations. However, when he looked at the finances he
was not able to see such a profit margin in the final financial analysis. He could not
understand the reason for that situation:
... but as I said you worked to the last lot of units, I'm not quire sure where
the beef, where they were.

They might have been eating bought in feeds from Italy, that is the only
possibility, but I couldn't tell, you can't tell from that, from this ... .
but as I say. if 1 put all those figures in to calculate livestock units it worked
out about correct, so it implies that all those beef were actually either
grazing or having food which was like conservation, silage. yes. as opposed
to having bought in food and being a separate enterprise altogether.
It's not actually possible to tell

Neil suggested that he was not able to see how the model built into the simulation
worked so was not able to see why he did not make the profits he expected:
. . . l'ni not quite sur? w h y m y business plan hasn't come out slightly
hetter, 1 thought it would. 1 thought if you just worked it on the basis of my
stocking rate. how niaiiy acres was it, that I change (going through the
notes again), 47 hectares. the other thing is that, it fair enough ... .

~o if I t k e the wheat gross margin (calculating using the calculator), minus
the beef gross margin, milltiply that by 40, I'd didn't do that's quite so, well
I reckon 1 should have niade an extra 19,000 gross margin, in actual fuct 1
made Icss.
So that implies that tlie beef are not, that a proportion of the beef are not
having home grown forage. they are having bought in forage ...
._.which if that was the case then. that would reduce the stocking rate on
the cows and heifers. yes, which then you say well no. 'cause the heifer
gross margin is also only 142, 'cause the margins exactly the sanle so ... .
,.. then you'd say well, perhaps I ought to have less of those, you know,
less cows and less heifers and have more arable ... .

The problem was that he could not understand the reason for the financial loss he made.
According to his own calculations and assumptions he would have made a profit. Not
knowing the underlying assumptions built into the program was a constraint:
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... but I’m not willing to do that because i don’t know what the assumption
IS ... .

... then I‘ve increased the number of hectors in winter wheat, yes, to that
(figure on the screen), but by another 46 which is about that, but the
difference is, see that’s 31 and this is 25 so its 6 thousand which is about the
difference.
So that’s, so really you need a better insight

At this point Neil stopped the learning session which had lasted about two hours. He
prepared two plans and received feedback for them. The negative feedback he received
got him to think about the reasons for it, though he was not able to single out the
reason why his plan was financially unsuccessful. Neil drew heavily on his real life
experience of farming in making his plan and in justifying why it should be successful.
The feedback and his own reflection on this feedback prompted him to change his
actions and submit another plan.

Duncan
Listenitia io t h e interest ProoLms
After submitting the plan Duncan listened to the interest groups. He was getting
favourable comments from most of the interest groups. But the Nature Conservancy
Council was not so positive. The spokesperson said there might be some
improvements but Duncan might look at the plan again. The Countryside Commission
also said the plan looked all right but that he should look again. Duncan found this
feedback not very acceptable. He mentioned that the Parish Council and the District
Council were not happy about his plan during the week when he was doing the session
on his own:
... it’s one and two (the Nature Conservancy Council and Countryside
Coinmission) which I find a bit strange. so do the Parish Council. I can’t
really believe she believes what she says about it ... .
__.that’s the one that, the District Council one that doesn’t accept any
changes all it seems to me, yes he’s the one that doesn’t want to give any
permission ... ,

He was going to listen to the District Council and commented on the anticipated
feedback:
Ah, yes this is funny it don’t like it, it won’t give you planniiig permission
which I think is a little bit strange ... .
The District Council said that there were too many changes in his plan so the Council
could not grant planning permission. He wanted Duncan to go and make a few changes

in his plan. Duncan was not happy because he thought he had got only two changes:
I think I’ve only niade two though, that require planning permission, he’s
only going to allow one... .
Duncan did not worry about District Council’s comments.
He then listened to the rest of the interest groups who were happy about his plan
Later he came to the Parish Council:
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Here’s the Parish Council!
The Parish Council said they were not too happy about the plan because there would be
fewer jobs and new houses. They wanted Duncan to go and change the plan.
She is not happy.
Duncan had difficulty in interpreting this feedback:
... fewer jobs and new houses, I can’t work out. I didn’t put any new
houses in the village.
... New houses, she is saying, I think she said new houses ... .
But I increased the number of houses ..._.

At this point Duncan’s brother suggested he should listen to the videoclip again. After
listening to the section again he looked at a textual explanation for the feedback and
commented on the feedback:
With the new workshop that I built, I would have thought brought more
jobs into the village now, I can’t, I haven’t got rid of any workers.
so I’m not quite sure why she thinks there is fewer jobs

To his surprise the next person, the Trade Union representative said that the plan
looked all right to him because there would be more job opportunities. But he wanted
Duncan to do a bit more:
I think the Trade Union will tell you that there are more jobs available.
He thought there were anomalies in the feedback. He had made a few comments about
it while doing the sessions on his own. For his own plan, he thought:
Parish Council did not like it because they said there would be fewer job
opportunities but Trade Union said there would he more job opportunities.
Duncan thought that the differences of opinions expressed by seemingly similar interest
groups were difficult to understand. Also the reasoning given for the feedback was not
detailed enough to n u k e sense of it.

Lookinr. ai the financkil rc~su1t.s

He started with the gross margins:
Well the margin’s down very slightly, now I’ve got rid of the beef and just
about made it up on the extra wheat i think ... .

He compared his fixed costs with the previous figures:
That’s made a bit niore last tinie actually, I think (looking at notes)

Later he compared his balance sheet with the previous ones:
Yes i think that’s the one before, these are the ones that are the most
accurate reflection, the net worth is gone up from what 2.5 million to
2.572 million, I think that’s the most accurate thing to take ... .
Having done the financial figures he went to the Walk to see the effect of his plans on
the wildlife:
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Where did I niake drastic changes. the railway stations, railway stlition
where's that, up there?

Lookina ut the ivildlife

He found the disused railway station on the farm and read a description for it. The
description said that there would be no significant change in the plant and animals. He
found it difficult to accept:
Why hasn't it changed yet, hang on, (looking at notes) 'cause here's the
railway station down here, row of shops, isn't that right, isn't that the
disused railway station?

He made sure that he is at the right place and read the description again:
... (reading the screen) it will cause no significant change in the plant and
animals in the vicinity ,,, .

It appeared that Duncan found it rather difficult to accept this feedback.
Next he wanted to look at the scrub which he put down to manage. But it was not easy
to find the place so instead he wanted to go to another field:
Actually I have made a field from grass to wheat. which one, this I think.
The fields he looked at were 35, 27, 3, 14, 29. 42, 46 and 37. In field 3 he found that
some plant species have been increased:
Seein to have got a lot of grass in there which I didn't have before, still ... .

In another field also he thought he had increased some of the wildlife species:
And a lot of them have increased as well ... .
Later he wanted to look at the effect of some of the non farming activities:
I made a path side of river, didn't we, let'b liave a look at that then
... ireadiny the description for a field) reduced the amount of undisturbed
cuver for insects and birds, etc. ... .
. . . can't please eveiybod) can you? They wanted paths and reduced the
species ... .

He realised that he had reduced some of the wildlife as a result of making a riverside
path.
During the second session Duncan did not want to change his plan after receiving
feedback for it. As mentioned earlier, he submitted a plan that had been prepared during
the practice week. However, during the first session he changed his plans based on the
feedback. One instance was when he received feedback from the Nature Conservancy
Council. He was told that his plan would not make any changes as far as wild life is
concerned. He wanted to make changes in the hedges and headlands:
What about hedges and headlands then?
It appeared that he was not familiar with different options available to manage hedges
and headlands. He wanted to get information on them first. He read information on
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different ways of managing hedges and headlands such as cut hedges yearly, laying
hedges and hedges and meadow woodlands:
So if I decided I wanted to lay a hedge, lay hedges and meadow woodlands

I‘m not quite sure what that means, let’s do that and see.
... how to make a headland. right, OK, it means leave the headlands I O
meters round the outside as a meadow rather than growing crops on ... .

After reading this information he carried out a series of actions and got feedback.
However‘ there was evidence that he too changed his plans several times during the
practice week:
So I changed that, changed it back again, changed it back again, then I
changed from, the disused railway station from building workshop to
convert to new workshop to see what effect that had, ... .

Duncan’s second learning session lasted for nearly two hours. While looking at the
financial results and listening to the feedback from the interest groups, he tried to relate
the feedback to the actions he selected. Duncan found that, on some occasions, it was
not possible to find out why some of the interest groups did not like his plan. In order to
find out more about the results of his plan, he went to the Walk and investigated
whether the wildlife had been destroyed. The feedback prompted Duncan to reflect on
his actions.

Simon
Listenirie to the interest yrouus
Simon started looking at the feedback for his plan by listening to the interest groups.
Since he had been doing the plan during the week he had an idea of what the outcome
would be:
(the NCC) major concerns of the council, some improvements, that is what
they said, I wonder if they say the same this time ...
As he expected the Nature Conservancy Council said that there might be some
improvements and he might look at the plan again:
That’s the same as I got last time, right.
But on previous occasions he got less positive comments from the same person and he
improved upon the feedback:
1 got the first one, I got, out of him was there’s been little change, and then
1 got some improvements, and thought lost.

,.. obviously he wasn’t happy, he said to submit the plan again, didn’t he?
but he’s obviously slight, you’re never going to please the lot, are you?

The Countryside Commission commented on the plan and congratulated him because it
was very successful as far as they were concerned:
Someone is happy at last!
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The Rural Development Council said ‘excellent’ because the plan was right in line with
their ideas. Simon was happy about it:
Excellent. that’s the one I want. he was happy last time as well.
Simon was not sure whether he could get favourable feedback from the District Council:
... District Council, this may be negative, he is the lazy man.

The District Council said they could not give permission because the plan involved too
many changes. He didn’t worry too much about this comment.
The comment from the MAFF was positive but he was not sure of the comments of the

NFU:
Yes, Farmers Union, he is a hit .... my overdraft I think.

As he expected the NFU said the plan seemed to have some problems and that Simon
might look again. But Simon thought it was better feedback than the previous one:
Well I thought it was better than when he started.
The Enterprise Consultant and the Rambler were positive about the plan. But he was
not sure of the feedback from the Wildlife Advisor:
Yes, this is the tricky one, the Wildlife Adviser. 1 think that might be a hit.
But the Wildlife Advisor’s comment was a favourable one, which pleased Simon. His
previous coininents to Siinon had been negative, but Simon was able to guess the
reason:
I guess it might be the intensity (low intensity) that I was, putting the crops
in at, I think.
I think last time i did it I prohaihly had them more intense than this time. I
probably had a hit of grass inore intense than the last time 1 did it I think.
%I

y??, that’s prnh;tbl) the hig difference on that.

The Parish Council’s comment was a positive one followed by the Trade Union
representative being pleased about the plan as well. Simon could understand the
reason for that:
Yes. I have created a workshop, in the railway (station).
Thc last feedback was from the Local representative who was also pleased. Simon
appeared to he happy about the overall feedback:
There you go, m y plan!

Lookitir. (it the fiiionciril results
He analysed the financial figures on the computer:
Total gross, farm gross margin, 197,000. Oh, yes, I’m glad the forage, I
was very worried ahout the forage costs, ‘cause that I had a massive great
negative, and I thought wrong.
Mine’s negative as well, but 1 was worried that it was, w h y it was negative.
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Which is obviously the way the account’s formulated I guess, Oh, that’s all
right then. So that the start.
W h e n he looked a t the gross margins h e thought he had made a successful plan:
Well I have improved it drastically.
... (the previous figure was) 197.000. I’ve improved it by over IO. yes, I O
thousand, no, more than I O thousand, what’s this?

197. I’ve got 286, I’ve increased by nearly hundred thousand, well that’s
the gross margin admittedly my fixed costs are a lot higher .,. .

I was spending a lot of money elsewhere
(reading the screen) dairy cows
That was considerably less. miscellaneous, that’s the big difference,
miscellaneous revenue ... .
Well there isn’t any down here, there 132 thousand for ine __..
Well I’ve obviously got less cows than he has and everything, but, my
wheat is about the same, right ,.. .
that’s alright then
happy with that. I probably won’t be happy with the fixed costs

He w a s reflecting on and interpreting the feedback.
T h e n he went on to look a t the fixed costs:
73 thousand, doubled that as well. iny bank balance

Labour is less, machinery’s the same, rates and storage are up, interest is
down, surprisingly, general overheads is the sanie .,. .
Well interest here he’s got 45 thousand and I‘ve got 38 thousand (so less
interest) ... .
Total fixed costs, slightly up, farin gross iiiargiii. miles up, 70 thousand
which we discussed, profit aiid loss. state profit aiid lo
1 thought the fixed COSIS would be a lot, because there doesn’t appear to be
anything in there for. well too much in there for all this building work that
I had done ... .

Having analysed all the figures he concluded that his financial outcomes were
satisfactory. Then he could not understand the reasoning for the unfavourable feedback
give b y the NFU:

... yes that’s good, I don’t know what the old National Farmers’ Union
man was complaining about ... .
W h e n he w a s looking at the estate finances he realised that h e had been spending a lot
of money on building and construction work:
I don’t know what is coming up, I didn’t look at this last time.
Buildings, well you could say I’ve spent a lot of money (laughter)

... But

then it becomes worth 40 thousand spent

... .

.._see I flogged land off for housing, which brought me in 16 thousand

didn’t do anything to the shooting
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... spend thousand pound

on paths ... .

... got income from the river

,,,

.

... and I got 200 thousand pounds coming in from somewhere ... .
... miscellaneous, that would be from the caravan site, presumably
... And with all the other little bit and pieces of money 1 spent on the scrub
aiid ditches and ponds, nice lots of brass ... .

Lastly he looked at the balance sheet for the farm:
land aiid buildings has increased in value,
machinery is the same,
... livestock's decreased in value,

crops have increased, ... .
... quotas, I don't know why quota, I sold the quota
... released it, 1 suppose it's still the value of it, I didn't sell it I just released
it. ... .

... I've reduced my borrowings somehow, on the mortgage corporation,
bank. which made .... hank overdraft, ... .
... I suppose I must have a positive, that must be a positive figures (pointing
to the hank overdraft which has a negative sign). that's the minus one,
would it be? ... .

My net worth has increased by three hundred thousand thereabouts
Again he mentioned that he could not understand the reasoning behind the NFU's
feedback:
I didn't knon how you have to keep the NFU man happy
Nevertheless he \vas happy with the plan:
Oh. well I'm happy with that

Lookinr at the icildlife
H e mentioned that he had looked at the implictitions of his plans for the wildlife. while
doing learning sessions during the week:
I looked around the caravan site, 'cause I thought that the disturbances
rlicrc, it w;i\n'i that drastic to he honest

First he went to field 36 and looked at the list of plant species in that area:
What's decreased then. (reading the list) it's just whatever that is (pointing
to the plant that is decreased). (reading the plant name) whatever that is. it's
the only one isn't it?
So it's not too disastrous, is it'?

H o w e v e r h e could not understand why there were few plant species damaged as a

result o f his plan:
which surprised me
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He had put a camping and a caravanning site in this field. So he thought niore wildlife
would be damaged as a result. So he could not agree with the feedback.
Then he looked at the animais:
Lost some gulls, increased the crows, lost a few of that, increase the
sparrow.
So the only one that really decreased is the fieldfare and increased a lot of
other things, really.

The next place he looked at was the woodlands in field 2 I:
So right, we planted a wood, how about looking at that then

He looked at the list of the plants:
.._So they have increased, virtually everything except two, that one, and
that one. whatever it is, right ... .

He also looked at the list of animals:

... (reading the names from the animals list) blackbird. gull we lost, tit we
increased, chaffinch, rook we lost. my goodness. skylark we lost that one
unfortunately, hare we kept as the same.
The next place to look at was field 10:
... what else major have I done,
... housing. we’ll have a look at field I O shall we. all those dramatic effects

He predicted the outcome of his actions - housing development - o n wildlife:
there won’t be anything will there?
That was exactly the result he saw when he looked at the plants list:
zero!
Then he looked at the animals list; all animal species were destroyed:
... right that’s, a bit, there ought to be something there. its still got its
sparrow.

He accepted the fact that in that field all the wildlife and animals were destroyed as a
result of his action.
Simon’s second lriirning session lasted for more than two hours, during which time he
prepared a plan and received feedback for it. While looking at financial figures and
listening to feedback he focused on reasons for the positive and negative outcomes. On
some occasions, he found it difficult to single out the reasons for the negative feedback.

In order to find out how his plan affected the wildlife he went to the Walk section. The
feedback provided by the program prompted Simon to reflect on his actions.
William
Lookina ut the fïnnnciul results
William looked at the figures and realised that his gross margin had been reduced:
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I have successfully reduced the gross margins by 100,000. That is a good
start, isn’t it?

He wanted to know more details of the financial loss his plan was making:
But, one has got to actually put on a broader basis. because I have to go to

the balance sheet
He compared the figures in the balance sheet with the previous figures and evaluated
the plan:
... is that the quota, no that is not. Oh! I haven’t sold quota. have I’?

I got rid of the cattle (reduction of revenue from livestock)
I’ve reduced the nett worth .._,

By looking at figures, he thought about various ways of increasing the revenues:
I can sell the quota, because I don’t need it
1 haven‘t altered the labour, you see

He also received feedback from interest groups:
Lisferiinc.
. to tlie iriteresr I I ~ O U D S
~

William received feedhack from spokespersons for five interest groups for his first plan.
Most of them did not favour his plan, with two neutral and three were negative. He did
not comment on their feedback. but accepted that his plan was not successful:
11 looks like I ha\e got a pretty bad plan going, doesn‘t it?

Based on the information gathered William went on to make his second plan.

Climeinc. the n l m aenin - the second ulan
The first action William took was to change the milk quota, a decision he made after
looking at the financial figures. Another change was i n the ‘Farm workers’ category
William received negative feedback from the spokesperson for the Trade Union.
William’s actions in this category may have been influenced by the feedback he
received, us well as the actual labour requirement for the current operations. He altered
the number of stock workers and student workers. Other categories William changed
were niachincry rzqiiirenients and ’Building grain storage’. He submitted his second
plan.

Lisfriiirie to tlir iritrrest groiips
William listened to the spokesperson for the Trade Union who did not like the plan

Looking nr ~finai~ciul
results
William saw that his new plan was financially more successful than the previous one.
His gross margins had increased slightly. According to the balance sheet he had
reduced his liabilities. Also he had reduced the nett worth, for which he could not
understand the reason:
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I’ve reduced the nett worth, I don’t quite know why I’ve reduced my nett
worth.

By looking at figures he realised that he could improve the financial profits by taking
actions in a number of fields:
Oh I see, 1 have got forage costs there, far too many, I haven’t got
enough ..., I have got a whole lot more fields 1 haven’t done.
Therefore, he went on to prepare his third plan.

Chanainr the plan aaairi - third plan
William’s third plan included actions in ‘Livestock operations’ and three more
categories he did not work on before

-

‘Houses’, ‘New farm enterprises’ and ‘Disused

railway station’. He thought he could make a profit by renting and selling houses to
locals:
There are nine houses on the piace, aren’t there?
I have got three farm workers. haven’t I? I don’t need all these cottages, I
could make quite an inroad into the capital ... .
After submitting his third plan he received feedback for it

Lookine at the fïnunciul results
While reading the balance sheet, William understood that, in some respects, his new
plan was better than the previous one:
Well, I have got no liabilities, have I? No overdraft, no liabilities,
... my nett worth is the saine, actually it is a fraction less than ... .

Fixed costs showed that his plan brought in a loss:
Farming profit is still very low there. in fact it is a loss, isn’t it?
Fixed cost of that. and gross margin of that. so I have got a minus figure.

So something definitely has got to happen.

Listeiiirie to the interest arouns
William listened to the spokesperson for the Parish Council, who commented that he
had not changed the pian significantly in order to provide jobs and housing. But William
rea!ised that this feedback was not as negative as before:
No, she is not angry this time. there is something

He then listened to the District Council which was not going to give planning
permission unless Williani altered his plan. After receiving feedback, William decided

to alter his pian for the fourth time.
Chciiiging the plan upuin - thefourth p l n i l
William spent more time on his fourth plan than on his second and the third plans. It
appeared that he wanted to carry out major changes. He took actions in ‘Landuse’,
changing the cropping in fields he already changed previously. In addition, he took
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actions in categories related to the environment and the local economy, such as ’Paths’,
‘River and riverside’, ‘Managing Kingston Brake’, ‘Managing other woods’, ‘Ponds’.
‘New farm enterprises’ and ‘Disused railway station’. The negative feedback for his
plans from the interest groups may have contributed towards William’s decision to take
actions in these areas. After submitting his fourth plan he received feedback for it.

LisreninP to the interest groups
The first feedback was from the Wildlife Advisor, a positive one. The Advisor said that
the plan should be beneficial in terms of wildlife. William reflected on the reasons for
the positive feedback:
I have done something to the ponds and things, I think.
The feedback from the spokesperson for the Parish Council had changed completely to a
positive one. William was congratulated and told that positive actions had been taken
to improve the jobs and housing opportunities in the village. William’s reaction was
that:
I inade holiday things [holiday flats] in the farmyard, which produced
some work.

The spokesperson for the Nature Conservancy Council said that the plan would bring in
some improvements in terms of the number and diversity of wildlife. However, William
was asked to look at the plan again. William thought that the Nature Conservancy
Council and the Wildlife Advisor held conflicting opinions:
They want me to look at the plan again, hut that does seem to be a bit
funny, because that conflicts with what the Wildlife Advisor said.
The feedback from the National Farmers’ Union was positive. William thought about
the reasons:
Oh. that is a bit better!
... I intensified all the cropping. and I cut out the ham, and I developed the
barns in the centre of the farin for holiday homes. so that gave us a hit
more of an income coming in.

The spokesperson for the Ramblers was also positive. William’s reaction was that:
Yes. he agrecs. I did a guided tour; they like guided tours
The last feedback William received was from the spokesperson for the Locals, and it
was negative. William was accused of not listening to the opinion of the locals and his
plan was going to make things worse because there would be fewer jobs and fewer
houses. William had difficulty in thinking how to satisfy them:
Oh, dear! I don’t quite see what I ani going to with that one. I think selling
I would think ... . So we could probably just
the cottages. wouldn’t it be
alter that one ... .
After deciding to take some actions in the ‘Houses’ category, William went to the Pian
section again to make his fifth plan.
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C h n i i ~ i r the
i ~ d u n aanin - thefifth plan
In his fifth plan, William concentrated only on houses, a reaction to the feedback from
the Local group. He rented four houses on the farm to locals instead of selling them. He
rented another house as a holiday cottage. He then submitted the new plan and
received feedback

Receivina feedhack from the interest Proums
The feedback from the representative for the locals was still negative. He thought that
William was not listening to them and the plan is not going to make much difference. He
asked William to change the plan. William’s response was that:
You can’t get him right

Looking {it finunciul results
Afterwards William went through the farm accounts and tried to understand how much
profit he had made. He also went through each item that contributed to a profit or a

loss:
Nett worth is gone up by 150,000

Total liabilities ... it is ininus
Bank balance .._,change in netwonh .... So I got a profit now again.
284.000 pounds
Where I have gained is only the estate profit, 1 developed quite a lot,
Disused station
... woods.

I planted them

I have got a big cash flow, grants coming in,

Houses ..., rented ..., rents coming in from the houses, I have taken them
out of the sales, but rented ihem.

In the end lie though he made a successful plan.
So that‘s not too bad
Williani’s second learning session lasted for more than four hours. He submitted five
plans and received feedback for them. While receiving feedback, he reflected on his
actions. It was not always possible to find out reasons for the negative feedback.
However, the feedback prompted William to change his actions, leading him to submit
five plans.

8 . 2 Conclusions
The final product of farmers’ learning sessions was the plans they made. Using these
plans as tools to get an insight into the learning outcome of farmers, this chapter carried
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out a two-fold analysis: the outcome of plans and how it is influenced by the approach
to learning, and the farmers' reactions to the feedback and its implications for learning
from the program.
First, it analysed the plans made by each farmer. It identified a positive relationship
between their plans and their approach to learning from the program. The plans that
drew more positive feedback from the interest groups were produced by farmers who
made more effort to learn from the program. Those farmers who made less effort
produced plans that are either biased towards financial success or got positive feedback
from only a few interest groups.
The second aspect that was analysed in this chapter was how farmers reacted to the
program's feedback. The feedback provided by the program provoked the farmers and
lead them to reflect on their actions. They looked at the results and tried to relate the
consequence to the actions they took. They reacted in t ~ different
o
ways to the
negative feedback given by the program: on certain occasions they did not accept
negative feedback because they disagreed with the reasoning given for it; on other
occasions they accepted the negative feedback because they could understand the
reasoning given for it. Nevertheless, the negative feedback provoked the users to look
at their actions again and find out more about their consequences. Some went on to
draw on real life experiences to substantiate their argument that the negative feedback
given by the program was unreasonable. Some users changed some of the actions and
tried to improve the situation. In most of the cases the users agreed with the positive
feedback, because they could relate the positive feedback to relevant actions. However,
there were occasions when they could not understand the reason for it. Another feature

was that some users found anomalies of feedhack. They thought that two interest
groups with siiiiilu interests gave two different kinds of feedback. which they could not
understand why. When they disagreed with the negative feedback, the users seem to
show a difficulty to underhrand how the model built into the program works, hence there
was a clash between two models

-

farmer's and program's.

Chapter 9 will discuss the findings of the Chapters 6, 7, and 8 in the light of relevant
theoretical foundations.
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Chapter 9
D is cÌussion: the farmers ’ learning
experience
Analysis of data pertaining to the learning style in chapters 6, 7 and 8 gave rise to
following findings:
1

evidence of differences in individual farmers’ approach to learning from the

2

program (Chapter 6)
evidence of a relationship between the individual farmers‘ approach to
learning from the program and making decisions (Chapter 7 )

3

evidence of a relationship between the kinds of plans the farmers made and
their approach to learning from the program (Chapter 81

4

the program provided feedback, evoking a range of responses from the users,
including reflection on their actions showing signs of deep approach to
learning (Chapter 8)

This chapter discusses these findings within relevant theoretical frameworks. The first
three findings arc rclated to Marton and Siiljö’s (1976a and 1976b) investigations into
‘deep‘ and ‘surface’ approaches to learning. This chapter discusses them under the title
‘Relationship between the learning approach and the learning outcome’. The fourth
finding has relevance to Laurillard’s ( 1 993) ‘conversational framework’ and Schön’s
(1987) ‘reflective practitioner’. A discussion based on these theoretical frameworks
appears under the title ‘Special characteristics of the learning experience’.
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9 . 1 Relationship between the learning approach and
the learning outcome
9 . 1 1 Summary of the findings
The analysis of how the users got information from the program showed a wide
variation between users' approaches to getting information, Some users did an in-depth
and extensive search whereas others just browsed. Furthermore, the data analysis
showed a marked relationship between an individual user's approach to getting
information from the program and how he or she made decisions. Those who spent more
time and made considerable efforts to obtain information from the program during the
first session appeared to go through the Plan in detail and select more actions from
more categories and spend more time on the task. Also they showed a better
understanding of the information necessary to make those farin management decisions.
Those who did an intensive search appeared to understand the behaviour of the
prograni better when they came for the second session' and they faced few objections
from the program to their actions. They demonstrated a better rapport with the program.

In contrast, those who browsed the prograin demonstrated the opposite.
The analysis of the feedback they received for their plans showed that there was a
relationship between the way they obtained information and the outcome of their plans.
Those who did an extensive search received more positive feedback for their plans.
They were happy about the outcome, and they faced fewer objections from the program
when they were trying to make their farm management decisions. In cases where the
program rejected their actions, they were able to understand the circumstances and
overconie the prohieins.

Ir1

contrast, those ~ I i just
o browsed the information received

more negative feedback. faced more problems when making decisions. were not able to
undersrand why the program rejected their actions and finally were not very happy
about the outcome. They were not able to find out the reasons for negative outcomes.
There seems to be a similarity between what came out in the data analysis of the
Countrybide study and investigations into 'deep' and 'surface' approaches to learning.

In the Countryside study, those who went deeper into the program were able to do
better plans and were happier about them. The opposite was the case with those who
just browsed the program. In Marton and Saljö's (1976a and 1976b) experiments, a
'deep approach' led to qualitatively better learning outcomes. A 'surface approach'
resulted in the opposite.

9.12 Approaches to learning and learning outcomes
Marton and Saljö identified a close functional relationship between the approach to
learning and learning outcomes (1976a and 1976b). According to Ramsden (1988) these
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investigations. first started in Sweden in early 1970s, made a significant contribution to
the understanding of student learning, especially in the context of higher education, and
influenced researchers all over the world. These findings have been confirmed several
times since publication of their results in 1976 (Marton and Säljö, 1984, 1997). Also the
original ideas of this particular experiment have been extended and generalised to
student learning on a range of tasks within a range of educational settings (Rainsden,

1988). For instance Morgan. Taylor and Gibbs (1982) studied this phenomenon in the
Open University.
These investigations were based on new ideas about knowledge and the learning
outcome. Traditionally, knowledge has been described as ‘discrete pieces of knowledge
passed passively from teacher to learner’ (Dahlgren, 1984. p. 24). Also it was believed
that ‘knowledge can be tested in terms of whether or not the student can reproduce
verbatim those elements’ (ibid., p. 24). Consequently, the learning outcome is
described in quantitative terms as a ‘total number of correct answers to a test’ (Marton
and Säljö. 1976a, p. 4). Marton and SUljö rejected this traditional notion of knowledge,
widely used in experimental psychology of learning, because they found evidence of the
inadequacy of the traditional method of describing the outcomes of learning. They
preferred a description of what the students learn to the description of how much they
learn (Dahlgren, 1984; Marton and SUljö, 19762). Their investigations proved that there
were distinctive qualitative differences in the outcomes of learning through different
approaches.

It was necessary to employ new research methods, once researchers were committed
to look at knowledge as a description of what students learn and outcome as a
qualitative continuum (Entwistle, 1976). These new ideas required them to accept the
esseiitial uniqueness of each individual student’s attempt at learning under uncontrolled
conditions Instead of conducting experiments in controlled conditions, these studies
solight to investigate student learning in natural settings. Laurillard (1993) states that
this methodology, known as Plienonienography. provides a deep level of description of
what is happening to the students when they learn, ‘linking the way they think about
the content to what they achieve as an outcome’ (p. 49). The student is allowed to
complete the task undisturbed, and to give a retrospective account of how he or she
experienced it, ‘much as one might describe an event witnessed’ (ibid., p. 50).

In their original research, Marton and Säljö (1976a) selected a sample of university
students and asked them to read an article related to reform in higher education in
Sweden. The students were told that they would be asked some questions about the
article, after they had studied it. Later they were interviewed on the content of the
article. The data analysis showed four kinds of answers, qualitatively distinguishable
At one end of the continuum, there were students who understood what the author
intended in the article, Those at the other end comprised of those who mentioned
residues of unrelated facts. These four categories of answers were hierarchically
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related, as far as the amount of information on the content of the article was concerned.
Marton and Säljö called these four types of answers levels of outcome and asserted
that they provide concrete examples of qualitative differences in learning.
After identifying these ‘qualitatively different learning outcomes’, the researchers were
motivated to find out the reasons for these differences, i.e., what did the students do
differently to arrive ut qualitaiively different learning outcomes? (Marton and Säljö,
1984). They hypothesised that ‘if the outcome of learning differs between individuals,
then the very process of learning which leads to different outcomes must also have
differed between individuals’, a fundamental assumption underlying the line of
reasoning pursued in these studies (Marton and Säijö, 1984, p. 37).
Their analysis of students’ interviews yielded evidence that the sample of students
demonstrated marked individual differences in the type of learning process when
confronted with learning materials. Marton and Säljö (1976a) found that two different
levels of processing were clearly distinguishable, surface-level and deep-level. These
corresponded to different aspects of learning material on which the learner focuses. In
the case of
the student directs his or her attention towards
learning the text itself (the sign), i.e.. the student has a reproductive conception of
learning: he or she follows a rote-learning strategy. In the case of deep-level

processing, on the other hand, the student is directed towards the intentional content of
the learning material (what is signified), Le., he or she is directed towards
comprehending what the author wants to say about, for instance, a certain scientific
problem or principle. Marton and Säljö summarised the outcome of their research:
We had been looking for an answer to the question of why the students had
arrived at those qualitatively different ways of understanding the text as a
whole. What we found was that the students who did not get ‘the point’
failed i o do SO simply because the) were not looking for it. (Marton and
Siljö, 1981, p. 393

Identification of this functional relationship between the ‘depth of processing’ and the
‘level of outcome’ was followed by siniilar investigations. For instance, Svensson

í 1977 and 1984) studied the fiinctional relationships between study habits and learning
outcomes. In addition, he re-analysed Marton and Säljö‘s data using a different
analytical methodology. Marton and Siiljö‘s method was to analyse students’
comments on their own experiences of learning processes, which revealed two levels of
processing. Subsequently, process was related to outcome of learning. Svensson, in
contrast, concentrated first on students’ accounts of what they remembered, and from
the characteristics of these outcomes, he drew conclusions about the nature of the
processes that accounted for what was reinembered. The students’ own accounts of
how they perceived and experienced that process were used only to complement the
analysis of performance data (Marton and Saljö, 1984).
Despite the different analytical method, Svensson too identified the four levels of
outcome. Also he identified two different ‘cognitive approaches’ that students adopted
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that gave rise to these qualitatively different learning outcomes. He termed them as
‘atomistic’ and ‘holistic approaches’, different terms from Marton and Säljö’s. The
atomistic approach was indicated when students described their activities as involving:
focusing on specific comparisons, focusing on the parts of the text in sequence (rather
than on the more important parts), memorising details and direct information indicating
a lack of orientation towards the message as a whole. In contrast the holistic approach
was characterised by students’ attempts: to understand the overall meaning of the
passage, to search for the author’s attention, to relate the message to a wider context
and/or to identify the main parts of the author’s argument and supporting facts.
Marton and Säljö (1984), comparing their own study and Svensson’s, suggested that
these differing sets of data yielded by the two research produced two dichotomies:
deeplsurface and holistic/atomistic. The deep/surface dichotomy emphasises the
referential aspects of students’ experiences

-

their search for meaning or not. The

holistic/atoniistic dichotomy is concerned with the organisational aspects - the ways in
which they organised the informational content of the article in their reading. Marton
and Saijö suggested that the two aspects are inter-related. In order to understand a
text, the learner needs to integrate, to reorganise, to see the passage as a whole.
Therefore, these two sets of categories are empirically related.
Entwistle et al (1979, cited by Marton and Säljö, 1984) introduced the term approach to

he used in place of ‘processing’, while retaining Marton’s categories of deep and
surface. Entwistle et al pointed out that the terni ‘processing’ was too narrow in
relation to the differences in learning described. Marton and Säljö (1984) agreed that
this change of term was suitable for the shift in thinking about learning. About this time,
the undcrstrinding of learning was shifting from that of the huinan information
processing model towards the constructivist approach. Consequently, the terni
‘approach‘ was accepted.
Later, a third approach was identified by Entwistle and Ranisden (1983). This was
called a ‘strategic’ approach to studying. This approach involves an intention to obtain
the highest possible grades. u i n g either deep or surface approaches, or a combination
of them.
The original studies, and the majority of the studies that followed, were based on
learning from text by students in higher education. In the Countryside study, however, a
computer-based medium was the learning material, and farmers were the learners. The
data analysis pointed towards a correlation between the farmers’ approach to learning
and their learning outcomes. However, due to the differences mentioned, it is necessary
to scrutinise the defining features of deep and surface approaches to learning to see if
they match what was observed in the Countryside study.
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9.13 Features of deep and surface approaches to learning
Marton and Siiljö (1984) states that the defining features of the approach to learning
are based on the students’ focus on the learning material: whether they focus
text itself or on what the text was about (the author’s intention, the main ooint. the
conclusions to be drawn). Metaphorically speaking, they equate learners with a surface
approach to ‘empty vessels’ trying to fill themselves with the words on the page. In
this effort, students will make a ‘blind. spasmodic effort to memorise the text’. They
concentrate only on the pages. Ranisden and Entwistle (1981) add that, in taking a
surface approach, students tend to memorise discrete facts or ideas, and to be
anxiously aware of the need to reproduce information at a later time. They view a
particular task in isolation both from the academic subject as a whole and from real life.

In contrast, learners who adopt a deep approach go beyond the page, according to
Marton and Siiijö. They consider themselves as ‘creators of knowledge who have to
use their capabilities to make critical judgements, logical conclusions and come up with
their own ideas’ (Marton and Säiijö, 1984, p. 40). They try to understand the message
by looking for relations within the text or by looking for relations between the text and
its underlying structure. Ranisden and Entwistle (1981) add that the deep approach
involves an active attempt by the student to understand the author’s meaning, to
explain the evidence i n relation to the conclusion, and to relate the ideas contained in
the article to the student’s previous knowledge and experience. Ranisden provides a
useful summary of the defining features of deep and surface approaches to learning from

un academic text, as shown in Table 9.1:

Table 9.1: Defining features of approaches to learning (Ramsden. 1988, p. 19)
-

~~~

7

: D e e p approach to learning
I

!
!

I

Iiirriiriori

/<i
irriduriroiid

* focus on what is

~

sisnified (e:. the author’s arguments)
~

* rclatc and d i \ t i n g u i ~ hthe i i e w idear and previous knowledge

il

* rrlate c«nccpt\ i<)
eieryday kiiowlcdge

i

1

~

~

i

w g a n i i r and structure content

~

* internal emphasis: ‘a window through which aspects of realiiy hecoine visihle, and

more inwlligihle‘

Surface approach to learning
iiireritiori

r o coiiiplere (Irai-iiirifi task reqiiirerireiir)

* focus o n the ‘signs’ (the text itself)
* focus on the discrete elements

ineniorise information and procedures for assessineiit
* unretlectively associate concepts and facts
* fail to distinguish principles from evidence, new inforination from old (learning)
task as an external imposition
* external emphasis: demands of assessment, knowledge cut off from everyday reality
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The main difference between the two approaches is the intention of the student:
whether he or she wants to understand the subject matter or just complete the learning
task. This seems to rest happily within the current research. It appears that those
farmers who simply browsed the program wanted to complete the task, whereas those
who went through the program in much detail wanted to understand it. However, some
of the features in Table 9.1 do not seem to fit in with the learning task presented by the
program. For instance, whether the learner focused on the

itself or what is signified

has less relevance to the learning task presented by the program. Also features such as
‘memorising information and procedure for assessment’ and ‘focusing on discrete
elements’ are irrelevant because the learners were not trying to memorise facts during
the learning tasks in this study. I discuss these considerations below.

9 . 1 4 The need to modify the defining features
The differences between my own study of the farmers’ learning and the studies
discussed in Section 9.12 mean that it is not possible to apply the theoretical framework
directly to my study. These differences lie in measuring the learning outcome, the
conception of learning and finally the learning material itself.
In Marton and Säljö’s and subsequent studies, the outcome was measured by testing
how well students recalled the content of the article they had read. Their objective was
to check ‘whether the students had understood what the author wanted to say ...’.
(Marton and SUljö, 1976~1,p. 5 ) . They were interested in ‘_..distinctive qualitative
reiices in how students grasmd or comwehended ideas and principles’ (ibid., p. 4).
Learning, in this line of research, was conceived as students’ ability to go beyond the
surface of the material and being able to understand what the author exactly intended in
the article. In order to elicit the outcome‘ each student was asked tn read passages
within t h e limits, asked specific questions about the passage and asked to explain
what the passage was about.
This conception of learning and the method used to measure the outcome was suited to
the kind of learning activity the students engaged in

- reading

an academic article. It

was necessary to ask questions on the content of the article in order to find out the
qualitative variation of the learning outcome and consequently to relate the outcome to
the approach to learning. In contrast, the learning activity presented by the Countryside
program was quite different. The program presented them with information necessary
for completing the learning task. Their task was to gather information necessary for
making farm management decisions. The outcome was not measured by asking them to
talk about what they had come across in the program; rather, they needed to
demonstrate their understanding by making a satisfactory farm management pian. The
outcome was not measured in terms of whether the farmers were able to remember
information or understand the program author’s intention. Instead, they were expected
to solve the problems based on the program information. The learning outcomes were
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reflected in their actions, the way they made decisions, the kinds of decisions they
made, etc. The outcomes are more complex than the written answers called for in
Marton and Siiljö’s studies.

9.15 Development of the idea of approaches to learning
Since Marton and Siiljö first published their results in 1970s, the idea of deep and
surface approaches to learning has been applied and studied in a range of educational
settings. Consequently, the defining features of these approaches have been refined and
elaborated. The main difference between the two approaches to learning has been
recognised as the student’s intention to understand the subiect matter or merelv to
reproduce it in order to satisfy the task requirement (Entwistle and Entwistle, 1992).
Some students try to memorise details while others go beyond the page and try to
understand the argument presented in the learning material.
Entwistle and Entwistle (1992) provides a useful summary of defining features of deep
and surface approaches to learning (Table 9.2), based on the findings of Marton and
Säljö 11984) and Entwistle and Ramsden (1983). In this analysis learning directed
towards reproduction and learning depending on transformation are the two main
features.

Table 9.2: Defining features of approaches to learning (Entwistle & Entwistle, 1992. p.
2)
~

!
Deep approach

Intention to understand for oneself
Interacting v i g o r i ~ u ~and
l ~ critically ~ i i hthe conrent
Relaiinp the ideas to previous knowledge and experience
Integrating cnmponents through organising principles
Relating evidence to conclusions
Examining the logic of the argument
Intention simply to reproduce parts of the content
Accrpting ideas and inforinatinn passively

Surtace approach

Concentrating only on assessment requirements

Not reflecting on purpose or 5traiegies
hleinorising facts and procedures
Failing to distinguish guiding principles or patterns

‘Intention to understand’, as the main defining feature of the deep approach, fits
comfortably with the learning task provided by the program. However, ‘the intention
simply to reproduce parts of the content’ does not really apply to the specific learning
experience in the current study. ‘An intention to complete the task’ would be a better
description, as the opposite of ‘an intention to understand’. So I shall take the position
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that the main defining features of approaches to learning. for the current study, would be
‘intention to understand’, and ‘intention to complete the task’. The categories under
each approach presented in Table 9.2 are applicable, except ‘memorising facts and
figures’,
In the case of the intention to understand, the key defining feature of the deep approach,
the question arises: understand what? There are two kinds of understanding required by
the user in the learning task. Fig. 9.1 is a graphical representation of understanding
with regard to the learning task provided by the Countryside Disc.

more rime
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morc in-depth invrsiigatiiinr
reasonable sample of aildliïe
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/
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#
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\
Principle and
how it works

review feedhack

Fig. 9.1 : Components of the understanding required by the user

The two kinds of understanding required by the user are:
I

Information: The user needs to understand (or to know) about the farm and
its surroundings

-

the topography, natural vegetation, soil conditions,

current cropping plan, the financial situation, people’s opinion about how the
farm needs to be managed, the consequences of various farm management
activities, detailed information on individual fields, etc.

2

The second aspect of understanding is grasping the i~nplicationsof farm
management activities not only for the financial situation but also for the
environment and the local economy

-

the inter-relatedness of all three.

The first kind of understanding comes through ‘acquisition’, i.e., by reading, listening
and viewing the various information displayed. To arrive at this kind of understanding
the user needs to go through the Walk, the Office and the Plan. To come to the second
kind of understanding, the user needs to make farm management decisions, input them
into the program by way of ‘submitting plans’ and evaluate the result. In this process
the user indirectly demonstrates the first kind of understanding, i.e., how much he or
she knows about the farm, by using such information in the appropriate manner. The
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second kind of understanding is rather a higher level, where the user needs not only to
acquire information but also synthesise his or her answers.
What kind of activities are necessary to arrive at the first level of understanding? The
necessary information is structured in the Walk, the Office and the Plan. To acquire this
information, the user needs to go through the various pieces of information within each
section. Several indicators ’measure’ how much effort each individual has put into
reaching this level of understanding. These indicators, shown in Fig. 9.1. on the right,
are the ‘indicators of learning’ used in the data analysis, in Chapter 6.
Time spent on each section was considered as an indicator of the amount of effort the
farmers put into getting information from various sections. It could he argued that the
quality of time, or how much time was spent on actual studying, is what matters. The
pieces of textual information are limited to a single page (except in essays) and the
average length of videoclips is only about one minute (except that the introductory
video and the videoclip that can he accessed via the VCR are both about five minutes).
It is reasonable to expect that, broadly speaking, time reflects the effort to getting
information. The other main indicators used to measure the effort put into getting

information were the number of locations covered and pieces of information read and
viewed. Within the Walk section, the number of locations visited, number of in-depth
investigations carried out and a reasonable number of wildlife samples were used as
other indicators of getting information. Within the Office section the number of sections
covered was used. Within the Plan section the number of categories investigated. the
number of pieces of information accessed, actions selected and plans submitted were
considered. Even though thesc elements seeniingly represent the physical amount of
information, it can he argued that the users need to go through these sections. To get

;in

adequate understanding, they need to access all the above-mentioned information.
Based on this fact, the indicators of learning used in the data analysis can be used to
‘measure’ tlic depth of approach to learning.

9.16 Discussion based on the approach to learning
This discussion ha5 revealed rhar the Countryside program provided a learning task
that is different from learning from text only. Whether the farmers tried to ‘understand’
can he examined by how they attempted to make decisions. Data analysis showed that
some faced difficulties at this stage because they did not know enough to make
informed judgements. Such situations reflect whether they understood or U&. Also an
examination of whether the set of decisions they made followed a logical sequence or
not reveals whether or not the farmers understood the content and principles of the
program (a logical sequence is one in which actions are chosen on the basis of reasons
derived from the information in the program). Those who made decisions that did not
follow a logical sequence could be categorised as not intending to understand but to
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complete the task. Cases will be discussed individually to detect the existence of
‘deep’ and ‘surface’ approaches to learning.
Martyn
The data analysis showed that Martyn studied the program in detail. He was the user
who spent the longest time on the learning task (nearly three hours on the first session
and five hours on the second session). He ranked high in terms of the number of fields
visited and detailed information gathering (level-2 walks). He showed a similar pattern
of getting information in the Plan, though he spent less time in the Office. He took notes
while getting information. He made notes of his work during the practice week, too. He
made use of these while making his farm management decisions. Martyn’s approach to
learning shows that his intention was not merely ‘to complete the task’ but to
‘understand’, hence he adopted a deep approach.
Martyn displayed characteristics of a deep approach to learning during the process of
making decisions, too. When the program did not allow some of his actions, he tried to
‘relate the ideas to previous knowledge and experience‘ and critically examine the
feedback, instead of ‘accepting ideas and information passively’. Martyn selected his
actions based on a logical sequence, heiice ‘integi-ating components through organising
principles’. Selecting actions that are logically related to the other actions showed that
he had understood about the farm.
The third step, receiving feedback and evaluating results, too, showed evidence of
Martyn’s deep approach to learning. Martyn ‘related evidence to conclusions’ and
‘examined the logic of argument’ behind the feedback. He did not ‘accept ideas and
information passively’. He changed his plan based on the feedback, four times during
the five hours on the second session. Martyn displayed the characteristics of deep
learning.

According to the data analysis. Tim’s pattern of getting information was characterised

hy hrowsing. Given the need to understand the present situation of the farm, this
approach hardly gnve him the ‘understanding’ necessary to carry out the task
succcssfully. It appeared that his intention was to ‘complete’ the task. The fact that he
did not know some important background informatioii is reflected by his comments when
he was not allowed to make certain decisions. It appeared that he did not have the
background knowledge in those circumstances. Also the fact that he did fewer actions
and did not make any changes in major enterprises reveals that probably he did not
bother too much to get the best out of the program. The time he spent on the task was
the least compared with the others, It can be concluded that during the getting
information stage Tim demonstrated a ‘surface’ approach.
Some more characteristics of this surface approach could be identified while he was
making decisions, and were pointed out in the data analysis. Some of the actions he
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chose were not based on logical reasoning; he chose actions without any reason to do
so. This is clearly ‘not reflecting on purpose or strategies’ and ‘failing to distinguish
guiding principle or patterns’; he was just ’concentrating only on assessment

requirements’, just ‘completing the task’. Tim did not have any notes he had taken, or
any calculations or step by step processes of how he made decisions. There was no
evidence of ‘interacting vigorously and critically with the content’ or integrating
components through organising principles’. All the evidence points towards his
adoption of the surface approach.
Tim’s behaviour changed as he progressed through the three stages: getting
information, making decisions and evaluating the results. As discussed before during
the getting information stage, he was demonstrating a surface level approach. During
the making decisions stage, too generally he adopted the same approach, although
there were indications of some features of the deep level approach. For instance, he
reacted when the program did not permit his actions. He tried to ‘relate the ideas to his
own knowledge and experience’ and to ‘relate evidence to conclusions’. However, he
did not have sufficient knowledge about the program to continue a deep approach. The
next stage, evaluating the feedback, brought up a few more instances of a deep
approach to learning. For instance. when he received the feedback, he tried to ‘relate
evidence to conclusions’. It appears that the program’s ability to provide feedback on
actions led hiin to demonstrate some of the characteristics of a deep approach to
learning. However, his lack of background knowledge of the farm, as a result of a
surface approach during the getting information stage, limited Tim’s ability to benefit
from the deep approach the prograni tried to evoke.

Steven
Steven’s pattern

c3f

getting information was characterised by detailed search of all the

sections. Hc had the necessary background information to make his decisions and carry
out the learning task. It appeared that his intention was not merely to ‘complete the
task’ but to ’understand’ the learning objective presented by the program. During the
first session he constantly took notes of the information he was getting. During the
practice week too hc had taken notes. Also he was in touch with me by phone a couple
of tiines to discuss certain aspects of the program. The extracts shown in the data
analysis prove that he did not accept ideas and information passively. Rather he was
‘interacting vigorously and critically with the content’, and able to ‘relate the ideas to
previous knowledge and experience’. His comments just before the beginning of the
second session show that he was ‘integrating components through organising
principles’. Steven adopted a deep approach to learning while getting information.
Some more characteristics of his deep approach could be observed during the next
stage, making decisions. While making selections, Steven worked through a logical
series of steps, demonstrating ‘integrdting components through organising principles’
and ‘interacting vigorously and critically with the content’, especially when the program
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did not accept his actions. He did not ‘use the inforniation passively’ and did not
‘concentrate only on assessment requirements’. He did not face major difficulties while
making the plan, implying that he had substantial understanding of the farm and how it
works. The decision-making stage brought up some more characteristics of a deep
approach to learning.
The next stage, where Steven evaluated the feedback, highlighted a deep approach to
learning too. While he was getting feedback, especially negative, rather than ‘accepting
ideas and information passively’, he tried to ‘relate the evidence to the conclusions’. He
‘interacted vigorously and critically with the content’. While looking for evidence for
negative feedback, he tried to ‘examine the logic of the argument‘ and ‘relate evidence
to conclusions’. He ‘related the ideas to previous knowledge and experience’. He
‘interacted critically and vigorously with the content’; in response to negative feedback
he went on to make changes to the plan and look at the feedback several times. He was
critical about the criticisms he faced, too. So, there was ample evidence that Steven
demonstrated features of deep learning. The particular learning experience provided by
the program helped to bring out these features.

Robert
The data analysis showed that Robert‘s pattern of getting information was
characterised by detailed search of all three sections. He was the user who visited the
greatest number of fields doing both detailed information gathering and brisk walks. He
showed a similar pattern of getting information in the Office and Plan. While he was
getting inforination he took notes. He made notes of his work during the practice week,
too. In addition he discussed his work with me by einail. While making the decisions he
was able to rely on the information he had taken previously, so he did not have to seek
iiiore information from the program. These f x t s proïide evidence that his intention was
not ‘to complete the task’ but to ‘understand’, hence he adopted a deep approach.
During the process of making decisions, too. it was possible to see that Robert was
adopting characteristics of a deep approach to learning. There were a few times when
the program did not allow his actions. Rather than ‘accepting ideas and information
passively’ he tried to ‘relate the ideas to previous knowledge and experience’ and
critically examined the feedback. After a few attempts, in his first session. he went to
study the situation of the farm as a whole. In the second session he did not face major
problems, and had a reasonable understanding of the farm. He appeared to make
selections based on logical steps

-

‘integrating components through organising

principles’. The actions he chose for his plan were logically related to each other, hence
he understood about the farm.
The third step, too, provided evidence of Robert’s deep approach to learning. While he
was receiving feedback, both negative and positive, he tried to ‘relate evidence to
conclusions’ and ‘examine the logic of argument’ behind the feedback. He did not
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‘accept ideas and information passively‘. He went on to change his plan after getting
the first set of feedback. Robert displayed characteristics of deep learning.

Neil’s method of getting information appeared to be somewhat different from the others.
He showed a lot of interest in details of wildlife, thus having less time to go through
more locations on the farm. However, he appeared to have done an adequate search
during the practice week. During the first session Neil adopted a surface approach hut
during the practice week he had taken enough information to carry out his learning task.
During the next stage, making decisions, he showed some characteristics of a deep
approach. To begin with, he went through a series of logical steps in making decisions.
hence ‘integrating components through organising principies’. He did not have to look
for more information because he had taken information during the practice week. When
the program rejected his actions, he tried to overcome the problems by changing his
strategy. Also he was able to ‘relate the ideas to previous knowledge and experience’
and ‘relate evidence to conclusions’ as the extracts showed. That was a point when he
did not agree with the reasoning given by the program for not accepting his action. This
shows some aspects of a deep approach to learning.
When Neil came to evaluate his plan on the basis of the feedback given by the program
he demonstrated a few more features of a deep approach to learning. For instance, he
tried to ‘gather evidence for the negative feedback and ‘relate evidence to conclusions’
and ‘examine logic of arguments’. Also he ‘related the ideas to previous knowledge and
experience’. Although he showed some features of a deep approach while getling
feedback, he was unable to continue and make his plan a better one. He failed to
understand why the program gave negative feedback. Ei2en if he had the physical
information on the tarm, he failcd to understand how the actions he had chosen
interacted with each otht-r and produced the negative results. Perhaps the surface
approach he adopted in the early stage of the learning task preventcd hiin from
benefiting froni the deep approach the program tried to evoke.
Duncan

.

Data analysis shows that Duncan did a comprehensive search of information within ail
three sections. He took notes of the information he looked up. There were notes of his
home work during the practice week, too. He also contacted me during that week by
email in order to clarify certain matters regarding the content of information. While he
was making decisions he did not have to look for information. This shows that Duncan
had a reasonable understanding of the situation of the farm.
During the process of making decisions, he showed more features of a deep approach.
Especially in the first session when the program rejected his action, without ‘accepting
ideas and information passively’, he tried to look at it critically ‘relating it to previous
knowledge and experience’. Afterwards he went on to gather more information to
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‘examine the logic of the argument’. During the second session he faced no objections
from the program. He came up with a completed plan which he tried out previously. He
mentioned that he had tried out several plans during the practice week. It implies that,
during the process, he must have demonstrated features of the deep approach.
When he evaluated the feedback, there were a few more examples of a deep approach
to learning. For the positive feedback, he tried to ‘relate evidence to conclusions’. For
negative feedback he did not accept ‘ideas passively’, rather he attempted to ‘examine
the logic of the argument’, trying to find evidence for it.

Simon
Simon demonstrated a pattern of comprehensive searching of information, spending
reasonable amount of time in all three sections of the program. He made efforts to look
for as much information as possible and took notes. When he came for the second
session, he had notes of his home work during the practice week. All this points
towards the fact that Simon did try to ‘understand’ what the program is about and had
not ‘accepted ideas and information passively’.
During the stage of making decisions, Simon did not have to go through information; it
appeared that he had collected all the information nece.

ry. He was working through a

logical series of steps which he had outlined during the practice week by ‘integrating
components through organising principles’. It appeared that he had reasonable
‘understanding’ of the farm and how the program works. There were instances when
the program rejected his actions, but his comments in these occasions revealed that he
‘understood’ reasons behind these rejections. All in all, Simon showed characteristics
of deep learning.
While evaluating the feedback for his plan, Simon found out that he had produced a
successful plan. In response to positive feedback he tried to think of the reasons. This
is ‘exaiiiining the logic of the argument’. While hc was examining the financial outcome
and the effect of his plan upon the wildlife, he was trying to gather evidence for the kind
of feedback he received. This way he tried to ’relate evidence to conclusions’. As the
data analysis showed, Simon ‘interacted critically and vigorously with the content’
especially when trying to find out reasons for negative feedback. He clearly did not
‘accept ideas and information passively’. Simon showed characteristics of deep
approach to learning.
W illiain

It appeared that William’s intention was not merely to ‘complete the task’ but to
‘understand’ the learning objective presented by the program. He spent the first hour of
his second session studying the Walk and the Office. This may be partly because he did
his second session few months after the first session (William was the last to take part

in the study and just after the first session, he faced the onset of the busy season).
Another reason may be that he wanted to ‘understand’ rather than merely to ‘compiete
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the task’. The data analysis showed that, while getting information, he did not accept
ideas and information passively. Instead he ‘interacted vigorously and critically with the
content’. William displayed characteristics of a deep approach to learning while getting
information.
While making selections, William worked through a logical series of steps,
demonstrating ‘integrating components through organising principles’. When the
program did not accept his actions he ‘interacted critically with the content’. He did not
‘use the information passively’ and did not ‘concentrate only on assessment
requirements’. He did not face major difficulties while making the plan, implying that he
had substantial ‘understanding‘ of the farm and how it works.
William showed a deep approach to learning while evaluating the feedback, too. Rather
than ‘accepting ideas and information passively’, he ‘related the evidence to the
conclusions’, especially for the negative feedback. He ‘interacted vigorously and
critically with the content’. In response to negative feedback he went on to make
changes to the plan, submitting five plans in all, and received feedback. There was
evidence that William displayed features of deep learning. The learning experience
provided by the program helped to bring out these features.

9.17 Summary
Section 1 of this chapter attempted to interpret the individuals’ way of learning from the
program in terms of ‘deep’ and ‘surface’ approaches to learning. It appeared that the
approach of the individuai learner changed as he or she progressed through the three
stages

-

getting information. making decisions and evaluating plans. During the stage

of getting information, there were two users who adopted the surface approach: Tim and
Neil. Tim clearly tried to ‘complete the task’ and browsed inÏcrmation. Neil did not
browse hut looked for too much detail that was not directly relevant to the learning
task. He did not just try to ‘complete the task’. Neither did he try to ‘understand’.
Other users showed clear signs of a deep approach.
When the users came to make decisions, the program offered them opportunities to
display some of the features of a deep approach. The feedback rejecting their actions
required them to ‘interact vigorously and critically with the content’. The third stage,
evaluating their plans, produced niore features of a deep approach, even among the
surface learners.
The nature of the learning experience and the learning task provided by the program
required the users to go beyond mere acquisition of information. It required them to
synthesise their answers in preparing farm management plans (1) using information
presented in the Walk, the Office and the Plan; (2) considering the environment, iocai
economic and financial situation; and (3) using their own knowledge and skills. The
process required them to face problems and reflect upon their actions. The whole
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process required even the most surface learner to execute some deep levei approaches,
perhaps halfway through the activity. Even the surface learners had to interact with the
program because the program required them to do so. It was like the ball being always
in their court in a tennis game. The program was taking them on a deep level
exploration. The surface learners who just browsed and made decisions in a superficial
manner showed some deep level features because the program required them to do so.
They could not get away with less. Later in the process. they had to act vigorously and
interactively, relate ideas to previous knowledge. etc. Those who did not integrate
components through organising principies had to give up, like Neil. Hence it can be
concluded that no matter what approach the users adopted at the beginning of the task.
the program took them towards a deep approach as they progressed through different
stages. This is due to two reasons: one is the special characteristics of the learning
experience resulting from the design of the program. The other is the characteristics of
the learners themselves. Their practical experience in farming enabled them to take
advantage of the learning experience provided by the program.

9 . 2 Special characteristics of the learning
experience
9.21 Summary of the findings
The data analysis showed how the program provided feedback to the users for their
actions. The feedback was given at two stages: while making decisions and after
submitting the total farm management plan. While rnaking decisions, the progr;ini either
mxepted learnerr’ decisicinc or rejected them. siving reasons for such rejections. When
the program rejected thcir actions, there were instances when the users disagreed with
the program’s decisions. However. this situation prompted them to re-think their
actions. They made an effort to understand why the program rejected their actions; they
went on to read more information, in these particular situations. In some cases the
program \vac succeisful in providing enough information, and the users changed their
decisions. However, there were occasions when the users still held onto their views.
The feedback the users received from the program during the process of ‘evaluating the
plans’ ranged from very negative to very positive. Users reacted differently to this
feedback. For negative feedback, there were two reactions: on certain occasions they
did not accept negative feedback because they disagreed with the reasoning given for it;
on other occasions they accepted the negative feedback because they could understand
the reasoning given for it. Nevertheless, the negative feedback provoked the users to
examine their actions and find out more about the consequences. Some went on to draw
on their own experience to substantiate their argument that the negative feedback given
by the program was unreasonable. Some users changed actions and tried to improve the
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situation. In most cases the users agreed with the positive feedback, because they
could relate the positive feedback to relevant actions. When they disagreed with the
negative feedback, the users seemed to have difficulty understanding how the model
built into the program works.
The activities that occurred between the learner and the program during the learning
process point toward important aspects related to learning from computer-based media.
The ‘conversational framework’ developed by Laurillard (1993) may be useful in
discussing the results of the current study. Using the ‘conversational franiework’ she
developed. Laurillard analyses how different media support the learning process.

9 . 2 2 Laurillard’s ‘conversational framework’
Laurillard advises that her framework does not apply to learning from experience or
everyday situations. It is true that farmers acquire a great deal of their knowledge
through experiential learning. Also a considerable amount of their learning can be
classified as training for which again Laurillard cautioned that her framework would not
apply. However, the particular learning experience this program provided to the farmers
showed more similarity to the academic learning she described. than to conventional
experiential learning.
According to Laurillard, a defining feature of the type of learning is ‘what’ is being
learned. When ‘what’ is heing learned is objects, behaviours and sensations, the type
of learning is categorised as experiential learning, because the experience serves as
access to that knowledge. When ‘what’ is being Icarned is theories, descriptions and
view points. the type of knowledge is categorised as academic knowledge. In such
situations, the access to knowledge is through some form of representation. such as
language and symbols.
In this study, farmers were trying to understand the implications of various farm
inaiiagement decisions for the environment, local economy and financial profitability.
The relationship between these faciors cannot be studied through direct experience in
the real world due tn its complexity and the time and expenses involved. In this
situation the farmers were similar to students embarking on an academic course.
However, there is a difference too, as far as farmers were concerned: they had soine
understanding and experience of some of the activities they carried out using the
program. They had experience in real farming. Also they had observed some phenomena
and had some expectations about the nature of the outcome of their actions. This
experience changed how the farmers interacted with the program.
The special characteristic of academic knowledge and the consequent difficulties
students come across in the learning process motivated Laurillard to develop the
‘conversational framework’ that illustrates a principled teaching strategy. Academic
knowledge is different in the sense that students, more often, do not have the chance to
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experience the world; rather, they have to rely on others’ description of experience of
the world. In experiential learning and everyday learning, a student can experience the
world directly. Laurillard gives the analogy of learning about dogs and learning about
molecules. In the case of learning about dogs. students can carry out a series of
activities such as throwing a bail, offering biscuits, or taking them on a walk to gain
direct, first hand experience of dog’s behaviour. This is experiential learning. In
contrast. students cannot experience the behaviour of molecules the same way as they
experienced dogs. They have to rely on others’ descriptions of molecules, and use
things such as ping-pong balls to experience molecules. But it is not the same as direct
experience with dogs.
In order to overcome such difficulties, Laurillard suggests five ‘mathemagenic activities’
that students need to carry out when they learn academic knowledge. Rothkopf (1970,
cited by Laurillard, 1994) coined the term ‘inathemagenic activity’ to describe the
activities that give birth to learning. The five mathemagenic activities Laurillard
suggests are: ‘apprehending the structure of the discourse’, ‘integrating the sign with
the signified’, ‘acting on the world and on descriptions of the world’, ‘using feedback’
and ‘reflecting on goal-action-feedback cycle’. These five activities encompass the
essence of the learning process. These are the foundation stones that were used to
build the conversational framework that illustrates a principled teaching strategy. Fig.
9.2 shows Laurillard’s conversational framework, some aspects of which I discussed
earlier, in Chapters 2 and 5.
In the conversational framework, there are i 2 actions between the student and the
teacher. These actions fall within the framework of the five mathemagenic activities
discussed above.

How far i s the learning activity presented by the Countryside program related to the
conversational framework? Chapter 3 showed that the program consisted of two media
components, according to criteria set out by Laurillard. One was the ‘multimedia
resource’ that provides information on the farm; the other was the 'simulation' that
allows the user to make inputs in the form of plans and see the results. In this
discussion I shall focus on the simulation component of the program because. as will be
explained later, simulations provide a learning experience that can be described

US

interactive. Multimedia resources are useful but their value is limited to providing
information (Laurillard, 1993).
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Fig. 9.2: The conversational framework (Laurillard, 1993, p. 103)

First I shall outline how the different teaching functions are supported (or not) by
simulations

iii

their basic form. according to Laurillurd (1993, pp. 100 &L 103).

Discursive function
The characteristics of the discursive function are:
both teacher's and student's conceptions are accessible to the other and
both topic and task goals can be negotiable
students must be able to act on, generate and receive feedback on
descriptions appropriate to the topic goal
the teacher must be able to reflect on student's actions and descriptions,
and adjust hidher own description to be more meaningful to the student
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Following are the four activities between the student and the teacher that support the
discursive functions:
2
3

teacher describes conception
student describes conception
teacher redescribes conception in light of student's conception or action

4

student redescribes conception in light of teacher's redescription

1

This aspect of the learning process is required when the teacher and the student are
attempting to understand each other's conceptions of the task. Laurillard pointed out
that simulations do not support discursive functions because they do not provide
opportunities for teacher and/or student to describe their conceptions.
Adaptive function
The main characteristic of the adaptive function is:
The teacher uses the relationship between hidher own and the student's
conception to determine the task goal for the continuing dialogue, in the light
of the topic goals and previous interactions.
Following are the two activities between the teacher and the student that support the
adaptive function:

5

teacher adapts task goal in light of student's description or action

10

student adapts action in light of teacher's description

This aspect of the learning process allows the teacher and student to adapt their task
goal, and follows the previous discursive function. However, the absence of the
discursive function means that simulations are not adaptive by the teacher at the task
level, as Laiirillard points out. In a siniulation. teacher cannot iiiake decisions about the
level of underhtandiiig based on their actions and to suggest new topic focus. The
systein gives intrinsic feedback on a student's actions but it does not judge the
student's actions or make decisions about what they should do next. It also does not
comment on them or discuss them.
Interactive function
The characteristics oî the inteiactive (at the level of actions) function are:
the students can act to achieve the task goal
they should receive meaningful intrinsic feedback on their actions that relate
to the nature of the task goal
something in the 'world' must change observably as a result of their actions.
Following are the four activities between the student and the teacher that support the
interactive function:

6
7
8

teacher sets task goal
student acts to achieve task goal
teacher's world gives feedback on action
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9

student modifies actions in light of feedback

Laurillard’s analysis is that simulations come very close to being interactive media in
the sense that they give intrinsic feedback on students’ actions. The actions are inputs
to the model, not descriptions. This allows students to have a particular kind of
experience. Simulations allow all the four activities in the interactive function.
Reflective
The characteristics of the reflective functions are:
teacher must support the process by which students link the feedback on
their actions to the topic goal, i.e., link experience to descriptions of
experience
the pace of the learning process must be controllable by the student, so that
they can take the time needed for reflection when it is appropriate.
Following are the two activities between the student and the teacher that supports
reflective function:
11

student reflects on interaction to modify description

12

teacher reflects on action to modify description

According to Laurillard, simulations are not reflective because students cannot reflect
on the interaction to modify their descriptions; students’ conceptions remain implicit in
their actions.

9 . 2 3 Discussion based on the conversational framework
According Laurillard’s analysis. simulations provide four interactive activities. I shall
discuss how these four activities occurred when tlie farmers used the program to
c ù ~ ~ i p lthc
c i ~1caïiiin;r lash.

Prograni sets task goal
First, thc program set the task goal to the learners. The introductory videoclip
summarised the task for the learner; it briefly explained the importance of considering
not only the financial but also tlie environmental and local economic aspects when
nianagiiig a farm. It pointed out that farmers’ management decisions have a range of
implications for the environmeni and the local economy. It then invited the farmers to
study the Kingston Hill Farm depicted in the program and asked then1 to provide a
suitable plan for the farm. It provided no opportunity for the learners to discuss the
focus of the task; neither did it allow the users to explain their conceptions. The task
was handed to the learner. Also the program was not adaptive: it did not adapt to the
learner’s level of understanding. However, this caused no problems because of the
experience they had of farming and the topic that was presented in the program was
widely applicable to the range of farmers who used the program.
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Learner acts to achieve task goal
The second stage is when the ‘student acts to achieve task goal’. In the Countryside
Disc, this step consisted of two activities. The first activity for the learner was to get
information from the program in order to understand the farm. The second activity was
to make decisions and submit plans. The first type of action involved getting information
from the multimedia resource (see Section I ) . Now I shall focus on learners making
decisions and carrying out subsequent actions.
Within the simulation the learner’s task was to make appropriate farm management
decisions and submit plans. This stage is characterised by ’acting on the world’. Fig.
9.3 shows the mathemagenic activities that are related to the learning experience
provided by the program.
student

teacher

*---Acting on
descriptions

elicit descriptions

produce descrir>tions

~

1

compare descriptions
highlight inconsiwncicb

link the feedback to goal and action
produce new descriptions

Using
feedback

b

support linking procebs (action. ieedhack. gmai)
produce re-description
elicit new dcscription

6-

7

Reflection

, goal-action~

feedback

__

engage wjirh goal
relate to actions and fkedhack

b

prompt retlection
support rcflection on C”aI-acti«n-feedhack

Fig. 9.3: Mathemagenic activities related to the learning experience provided by the
program (derived from Laurillard, 1993, p. 86)
Within the activity of ‘acting on descriptions’, the program ‘elicits descriptions’ and, in
response, the learner ‘produces descriptions’. What is the nature of the ‘action’ that
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the farmer was engaged in this mathemagenic activity‘? Laurillard, considering the
characteristics of academic learning, mentioned:
... acting on the world to learn about concepts is not a straight forward
issue. Because academic learning is essentially knowledge through
descriptions, it follows that action on that knowledge has to be in the form
of further descriptions using language or symbols, or manipulations of
language and syinbols. The actions are entirely contained in the usage of
language or other forms of representation (Laurillard, 1993, p. 61).

Acting on the world is an essential activity that contributes to effective learning.
However, due to the second order character of academic learning, learners need to act
on ‘descriptions of the world’ rather than act directly on the world. In experiential
learning learners would directly act on the world. As Laurillard explained, this ‘acting
on the world’ is done by manipulating language or symbols.
How did this activity occur in the case of farmers? They did not act on the real world.
They did not do actions on a real farm. They carried out actions in a simulated world and
these actions were inputs to the model. These actions were not verbal descriptions. In
this way the program allowed the learners to ‘have a particular kind of experience; it is
not operating at the level of descriptions of experience’ (p. 132). That is the type of
learning that simulations offer, according to Laurillard. However: an important departure
from Laurillard’s analysis occurred due to farmers’ experience with the real world. As
the data analysis showed, they tapped into their experience from time to time during the
learning process; they attempted to draw on their real world experience directly.

Program gives feedback on actions and learner modifies actions
These are the third and the fourth steps in the interactive function. Laurillard stresses
that action without feedback is completely unproductive for a learner, and what is
important is not getting the feedback hut being able to use it, that is, to ‘make the right
connection between action and feedback’. This helps the learner to modify the action
accordingly, leading to

il

better learning outcome. ‘Using the feedback’ is the fourth

tnathemagrnic activity stated by Laurillard.
There are two types of feedback Laurillard referred to: intrinsic and extrinsic. ‘Intrinsic’
feedback is the feedhack given as a natural consequence of the action. The kind of
experience a child has when playing with water illustrates this feedback. The child who
plays with water experiences the behaviour of water as she or he does actions such as
filling, pouring and emptying. The child gets direct feedback that is observably
connected to the action.

In contrast, extrinsic feedback occurs as an external coniment on actions, such as right
or wrong or approval or disapproval. It does not occur within the situation; it is not a
necessary consequence of the action. Laurillard points out that extrinsic feedback is the
feedback that operates at the level of description of actions, commonly used in teaching
and learning. It may or may not he helpful or meaningful. A simple right or wrong is
unhelpful feedback because it does not give any information about how to correct the
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learner’s performance. It only tells that correction should or should not be done. It may
not be obvious which aspect of the performance is wrong. Laurillard suggested that a
more helpful form of extrinsic feedback would give the learner inforniation about how to
adapt his or her performance. The key feature of extrinsic feedback is that it is external
to the context of action. It refers to feedback that is not ‘situated’.
The program provided feedback in two stages. The first stage was while the users were
making inputs to the program. In this stage the program continuously evaluated each
action on the basis of the current situation of the farm and accepted or rejected the
action (users’ responses during this stage were analysed in Chapter 7). The second
type of feedback was when the program evaluated the whole set of farm management
decisions and how it fits with the principles of farm management that the program was
looking for (users’ responses in this section were analysed under the section
‘Evaluating plans’).

Feedback while niukirzp decisions
During the stage of farmers making inputs to the program, the program continuously
evaluated their actions, and either accepted or rejected each action. This is ‘comparing
description’ and ‘highlighting inconsistencies’. Laurillard explains this feedback given
by simulations: the program can ‘inspect the current parameter values input by the
student, the state of the system, and the goal. and with all these known to it,

_..

comment on the validity of the student’s input with respect to the state of the system
and the task goal’ (p. 133). In this case the progam comments only with respect to the
state of the system, not the task goal. The feedback with respect to the task goal is
given after completing all the actions.
Simulations, in their basic form. give intrinsic feedback at the level of actions, but do not
provide guidance to the user (Laurillard, 1993). This progruin behaved differently. In
addition t o telling the user that the actions heishe was going to take were wrong, the
program provided the reasons for the judgement. For instance, when the user wanted to
increase the number of livestock, it rejected the action on the ground that there would
not be enough labour to manage the extra livestock. This feedback is more helpful than
just saying that the user’s action was wrong. The additional information may help the
user to identify the problem and decide on further actions. However. the program did not
comment on the actions; neither did it explicitly guide the user towards the correct
actions.
The program’s attempt to give feedback on actions is ‘comparing descriptions’ and
‘highlighting inconsistencies’, within the mathemagenic activity of ‘using feedback’
(Fig. 9.3). The user, in response, needs to ‘link the goal and actions’ and ‘produce new
descriptions’, in order to maintain the mathemagenic activity. The user needs to be able
to understand why the program rejects hidher actions. As discussed before, the
program provided some information towards this: it mentioned the reason why it could
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not accept the user’s actions. The user was trying to ‘link the feedback to goal and
actions’. and the task for the program was to ‘support the linking process’ (the link
between the action‘ feedback and goal). The program would be successful if it could
provide feedback with information explaining why the action was wrong and how to take
the correct action. The program was not capable of the ‘linking process’. for the reason
given above. This situation agrees with Laurillard’s assertion that simulations are
incapable of this function. However, it is worth examining how users reacted in this
situation.
The data analysis showed that a process of reflection occurred at this stage, even
though Laurillard mentioned that simulations are not capable of providing the reflective
function. In response to the program’s feedback the users tried to understand the
reasons why their actions were not accepted and made new decisions, i.e., ‘produce
new descriptions’. Some farmers rejected the reasoning given by the program for not
accepting their actions. Some of the reasons for this kind of behaviour by the farmers
were discussed under the deep and surface approaches to learning (Section 1 of this
chapter). However, there were clear instances when the farmers did not like the way
the program ‘highlighted inconsistencies’. From what farmers said it is possible to
conclude that their experience played a major role in determining their behaviour.
The reflective process the farmers were engaged in is similar to the notion of
‘reflection-in-action’ suggested by Schön (1987). Schön discusses the importance of
reflection in a different context, professional practice. How far can the notion of
’reflection-in-action’ be used to discuss the data of the current research?
R~:~e<.iiorf-ili-rrc.tio,l

The kind of knciwledge ih:ci pi-ofessionals possess 1v3s described by Schön as
professional expertise or professional knowledge. The special quality of this knowledge
is that it resides in practice, and Schön uses the term ‘knowing-in-action’ to describe

thr nature of this knowledge. People reveid this knowledge in their intelligent actions
that are ‘publicly observable, physical performances’ i n tasks such as ‘riding a bicycle
and private operations like instant analysis of a balance sheet’. He described that the
‘knowing’ i n both cases is in the action; the knowledge is revealed by the individual’s
’spontaneous, skilful execution of the performance’. The individual is ‘unable to make it
verbally explicit’. It is this ‘unstatable, tacit knowledge’ that drives ‘knowing-inaction’. When professionals go about their normal work, they can carry out their task
’without having to think’ about it. The professional may not be able to explain how he or
she carries out the task because knowing is in the action. According to Schön, this
knowledge is adequate and it yields intended outcomes.
However, sometimes the situation may ‘produce a surprise’, either unpleasant or
pleasant. This surprise does not fit within the parameters of the tacit knowledge. At
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this point, according to Schön, the professional begins to think about the situation in a
new way. The thinking process that follows he calls ‘reflection-in-action’.
Schön highlights three characteristics of ‘reflection-in-action’. Firstly, it is a conscious
process where both the unexpected event and the knowing-in-action that led up to it
are considered carefully. Secondly. it has a critical function: the individual questions the
assumptions of knowing-in-action. Schön illustrates this point: ‘We think critically
about the thinking that got us into this fix or this opportunity; and we may, in the
process, restructure strategies of action, understanding of phenomena, or ways of
framing problems’ (Schön? 1987, p. 28). Finally, reflection-in-action gives rise to onthe-spot experiment. ‘We think up and try out new actions intended to explore the
newly observed phenomena. test our tentative understanding of them, or affirm the
moves we have invented to change things for the better’. The distinguishing feature
arising out of the special characteristics of reflection-in-action, according to Schön, is
its immediate significance for action.
How does this concept of ‘reflection-in-action’ relate to the reflective process that the
farmers demonstrated while making their decisions? First, a difference can be
highlighted in the type of knowledge that drives the farmers’ actions. The kind of
knowledge the farmers used was not really tacit; it was not an unstatable knowledge.
From their comments and actions there was evidence that the farmers selected actions
based on their knowledge and experience. which can be stated. It was a deliberate
knowledge. It was not ‘without having to think about it’.
Despite the difference in the type of knowledge that is involved, there are similarities
that make it possible to use ‘reflection-in-action’ to discuss data of the current
research. In the current research too. ‘situations produced surprise‘. Users‘ well
calcii1;itrd actinn\ prodiicrd surprise. .4nd the reflection that followed w a s a conïcinus
Refection had a critical fuiiction and allowed on-the-spot experiment too.
Another applicability arises from the fact that in both cases the reflection-in-action took
the learner into a new level of understanding and awareness. In the case of professional
knowledge, reflection-in-action raises the awareness of the ‘tacit knowledge’, which is
the fundaniental of the ‘prnfrsional knowledge’. This raising of awareness transforms
the ‘knowing-in-action’ into ‘knowledge-in-action’ (Eraut, 1994). The implication is
that reflection-in-action leads to the development of professional knowledge. In the
current research too where the type of knowledge addressed is considered academic,
the reflective process helped the learners to come to a new understanding about their
knowledge and actions. In this way the ‘reflection-in-action’ has a similar function,
despite the different type of knowledge.
Data analysis showed various situations when the program rejected users’ actions.
Table 9.3 sets out these situations.
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Table 9.3: Situations when the program rejected users’ actions
User

rim

Prograiii rejected actions when
changing

Users’ responses

Reason?

the numher of tractors

disagree

experience

the rnanagcnient of scrub area 1

disagree

experience

the cropping in field no. 3

agree after a a.hile

:»mplex niodel
:omplex relaiionship of
information

agree after a while

zomplex inodel

~

iteven

the cropping on field

1111.

25

m n p l e x relationship of
information
the cropping on field no. 33

understand
agree
experimenting

thc numher of stock workers

disagree

the number of tractors

understand
agrcc
experimenting

the cropping in field no. 6

disagree

the cropping in field 3

understand
agrcc
experimenting

the cropping in field 20

understand
agreed
experimenting

the croppin? in field no. 3 3

disagree

experience

hican

the inanagement of hedges

disagree

complexity
experience

Simon

the cropping in field no. 3

understand
agree
experiment in?

experience

~

tobert

experience

~

ieil

ï h c above situations prompted the users to ‘stop and think’ aboui their actions

-

the

process Schön termed ‘reflection-in-action’. The reactions from the users i n response
to these problem situations varied considerably. On some occasions users agreed that
the actions that they were going to take were not possible. In other situations, users
did not agree with thc ïeasoning given by the program for rejecting their actions.
The situations when the users disagreed with the program were:
Tim trying to reduce the number of tractors and changing the management of
scrub area 1
Steyeti trying to change the number of stock workers
Robert trying to change the cropping in field 6
Neil trying to change cropping in field 33 and
Duncan trying to change the management of hedges and headlands.
On these occasions the users stopped and thought about their actions, as in ‘reflectionin-action’. It was a conscious process, with users looking at information from the
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program and trying to relate difference pieces of information. They ‘thought critically
about the thinking that got them into the fix’. However, their experience in farming was
different so that they could not accept the reasoning given by the program for rejecting
their actions. In some cases this difficulty arose due to the complexity of information
they needed to acquire and process before making those decisions.
The situations when the users agreed with the program were when:
Steven tried to change cropping in fields 3 , 25 and 33 and change the number
of tractors
Robert trying to change the change the cropping in field 3
Neil trying to change cropping in fjeld 20 and
Siinon trying to change cropping in field 3.

On these occasions, too, the users ‘stopped and thought about their actions’. They
went back to information and tried to find out why the program had rejected their
actions. In some cases the complexity of inforination and difficulty understanding the
model depicted in the program posed limitations for them to understand why the
program rejected their actions. However, they could find reasons for the rejections and
agreed with the program. On these occasions, they tried out on-the-spot experiments
using their new actions. Here too the reflection was conscious and critical. As Schön
points out, ‘reflection-in-action’ has an immediate significance for action.
Real life experience played a major role in the reflective process. It provided the basis

or the resources for the farmers to reflect on, to draw on. Therefore, learner
characteristics are important for the reflective process.
Frdxic.k

clfret, .sithrnitiiiir

pluris

The second stage when the program gave feedback was after each farmer had
submitted the whole farm nianagement plan. In this instance, the feedback was given
with respect to the task goal. The program analysed how far the totality of a user’s
actions matched the task given in the begiririiiig. and gave relevant feedback.
The feedback was in two formats. One was the display of financial outcomes and
changes in wildlife numbers. The other was the comments on the results. Laurillard
mentions that simulations. in their basic form show outcomes of inputs in terms of
‘numerical values, a diagram, a picture, an animation, or as a description of its new
state’. This program also behaved similarly. It showed its new state as changes in
figures and interest groups’ descriptions of what happened to various components of
the farm. In this way, according to Laurillard, simulations are interactive in the sense
that they can provide intrinsic feedback on their actions. They show what happened as a
result of students actions. Laurillard adds that a simulations does not comment on
actions in its basic form. However the design of this program allowed it to comment on
whether the outcome was acceptable or not, from the point of view of each individual
interest group. Laurillard shows the possibility of building such simulations.
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To some extent, the nature of the feedback that the program provided is similar to that
of microworlds. According to Laurillard. microworlds offer feedback at the level of
description. They can provide a comment on their descriptions of actions. and indicate
what kind of change learners have to make. But this program did not go that far: it could
not tell the user what kind of actions to make a better plan. It commented only on users’
actions: something more than simulations could offer but less than microworlds could
offer.
By reflection Laurillard meant an opportunity for the ‘student to reflect on interaction to
modify description (or actions)’ and ‘teacher to reflect on action to modify description’.
In this process the teacher would help the student to ‘link feedback on their actions to
the topic goal’. In their canonical forms, simulations are not capable of providing the
above functions, according to Laurillard. However, she mentions that it is possible to
design a simulation that can help the student reflect on the interaction between the
student and the program. Data analysis of the current study showed that the users
were engaged in a reflective process while they were getting feedback for their plans.
This reflective process is different from the previously described ‘reflection-in-action’.
In the previous case the reflection is intertwined with accomplishing the learning task.
The reflection in this instance is after the completion of the learning task. Schön terms
this kind of reflection as ‘reflection-on-action’, an activity which occurs in professional
practice: ‘We may reflect on action. thinking back on what we have done in order to
discover how our knowing-in-action may have contributed to an unexpected outcome.
We niay do so after the fact, in tranquillity

_._.’ (Schön, 1987. p. 26). Although the type

of knowledge being considered in the current study is different. as discussed previously,
the activity lias an application for the learning taik the farmers were engaged in. They
were thinking about their actions in tranquillity after completing the task. So I shall use
Schön’s term ‘reflection-«n-action‘ to discuss this phenomenon.
Reflecriori -oii-rrction
The ways the iisers reflected upon their actions have been analysed in Chapter 8. How
they evaluated thcir plans showed that receiving feedback contributed to this reflective
process. They tried to look at the feedback and relate it to their task and actions. This is
the phenomenon discussed by Laurillard as ‘reflection on goal-action-feedback cycle’,
the fifth mathemagenic activity. The learner needs to reflect ‘on what the feedback
means for the action in relation to the goal to be achieved; on what the goal means for
the action to be set up in the light of the feedback on the last action, etc. Reflection is
not confined to the goal, but as an aspect of the learning process it must always attend
to the goal’ (Laurillard, 1993, pp. 64-65).
Users’ reflections were prompted at two stages: looking at financial results and
listening to the feedback of the interest groups. When they were looking at the financial
outcome of their plans, they tried to relate the results to their actions, tried to
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understand the reasons for the results and studied how far their actions contributed
towards their goal. While they were listening to interest groups, too, their comments
showed similar patterns of thought.
The feedback is the component that triggered this reflective process. A number of
features contributed towards the quality and the depth of the reflection that is
illustrated in the data analysis. One feature that helped the reflection was the
description that the learners had of their actions. They used their record of the actions
they made. Alternatively the program kept a list of all the actions (more than 100
actions). The users could access this list by selecting ‘List’ on the menu bar. This is
similar to what Laurillard indicates as the program’s ability to keep the ‘execution
history’ so that students are able to use that information to reflect on the interaction
that both program and student have been party to. As she mentioned, this is not the
basic form of simulation. Also this facility brings the program closer to the
characteristics of microworlds.
According to Laurillard (1993, p. 139), ‘the key difference between siniulation and
microworld is in the way the student interacts with it. The microworld provides a
mediating mechanism for acting in its world. namely a programming language. This
provides a description of what is happening in that world. Students describe their
actions in the form of a set of commends, then run them as one would a program, and
the result is either the intended behaviour or something unexpected’. In sophisticated
designs of microworlds, the screen can display a symbolic representation of the
student’s description of the events together with a display of the results. The difference
in the learning experience lies in, according to Laurillard:

... \\hether

ilie action exists us u descripiion, and can be ‘captured’ for
inspection, reflection and revision resulting from feedback. as in a
micrnworlds. or whether it remain< a fleeting thought captured only as a
pari of the memory of the action. as in a simulation (Laurillard, 1993,
p.1 ‘II ).

In the Countryside program the users’ actions were niore descriptive than numerical
values. They are more like sentences about their actions. Even though the cornrnands or
inputs were not the same as programining language, they were more like a natural
language, with niore than 100 sentences or commands. These commands executed the
behaviour of the microworld of the farm. The users were able to ‘capture their
description of actions for inspection, reflection and revision’. They could change
individual actions if they wished, and some users did so, and looked at the resultant
feedhac k.
This special feature helped the learners to reflect upon feedback and relate it to their
actions and goals. This reflective process took various turns when the program gave
them negative feedback. The data analysis shows that even when they got negative
feedback they tried to relate the feedback to their actions and speculate on how to make
alternative actions in order to arrive at better plans. This process went on smoothly as
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long as they were able to make ‘a link between the feedback and the actions’. When
they could not do that their reactions were different.
In these occasions the users found it hard to accept the feedhack, because they could
not accept the reasoning given for the feedback. Data analysis showed that they first
tried hard to understand why the program gave negative feedback. They consulted
different resources such as the farm accounts, increases and decreases of wildlife and
various comments from the interest groups, and compared that information with the
‘execution history’. When they could not find evidence for negative feedback, or ‘make a
link between the feedback and actions’, they attributed various reasons for it, such as a
fault of the program, or the program being more biased towards environmental and local
economic considerations.
Laurillard points out that the feedback should he given at the level of descriptions and it
should he qualitative than quantitative. This program is successful to some extent: it
provided descriptions of what changes were brought about by users’ actions and it
commented on these actions. These comments included what the interest groups
thought about the users’ actions. However, some users criticised the program, saying
that it did not tell them what exactly was wrong with their plans and what exactly was
needed to correct the plan. Like all simulations, the Countryside Disc had its
limitations, though it is a complex simulation. It could not give such focused descriptive
feedback. As mentioned above‘ the program evaluates niore than 100 actions to give
feedback to the user. A positive or negative reaction from the user could he triggered by
any number of combinations of actions.
The progriiin‘s inability to pin point the exact reasons causing negative feedback, and to
guide the user towards correct actions, had both negative and positive effects on the
On the negative side, users were frustrated by the feedback. They
thought that the program did not give adequate support for learning. However, on the
positive side it allowed them to suggest various reasons for the negative feedback and
to use available information to test whether their assuniptions were correct. In this way
they were able to understand inore about how the various actions work.
Those who wanted iiiure guiciance from the program were effectively requesting access
to the program’s conception. Laurillard pointed out that providing access to the
teacher’s conception is a matter of design decision. Siinulations are based on a model
that remains hidden in the program. It is inaccessible to inspection by students.
However, it is possible to give a copy of the underlying model of the simulation to the
users, so that they can compare the paper version with the feedback they receive.
Laurillard mentions that the point of building the simulation is to represent the
complexity of the relationship among the variables. The students need to become
familiar with it by investigating the behaviour it models rather than by inspecting its
explicit form. Providing both forms of access, the simulation and the paper version,
gives the student a better chance of understanding how the model works.
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The way the simulation offered feedback had a very positive effect on the learning
process, especially the interest groups’ comments on their actions. Users pointed out
that even though they started their plans with purely financial considerations in mind,
the comments from interest groups, especially the negative ones, led them to explore
how to balance financial considerations with local economic and conservation aspects.

In that sense, the users were engaged in ‘mathemagenic activities’. The program
‘compared descriptions and highlighted inconsistencies’. Users ‘linked the feedback to
goal and action’ and ‘produced new descriptions’. And the program, in response,
supported the linking process and produced re-descriptions and elicited new
redescriptions.

9.24 Summary
Sections 2 of this chapter attempts to discuss the special characteristics of the learning
experience provided by the program. Although the farmers are not the usual candidates
of academic learning, the Countryside Disc provided a learning activity with similar
characteristics to academic learning. It allowed thein to ‘act on the world (descriptions
of world)’, ‘use feedback’ and ‘reflect on goal-feedback-action cycle’.
‘Acting on the world’ helped the farmers to gain experience on the simulated world.
Although farmers can very well act on the real world, they cannot get the same learning
experience. In the real world, it is not possible to see the result of their actions
immediately. Neither can they get an insight into the complex interrelationships
between various inputs and how their actions impact on various aspects of farming. The
program used for the study was capable of satisfying this need. In addition, learner
characteristics such as their own experience in farming added to their learning
experience. From tinic to time farmers tapped into their own experience while making
inputs.
‘Using feedback’ was the next inatheniagenic activity. The program provided feedback
while the farmers were nuking decisions and after they had submitted all their actions.
While they were selecting actions, on some occasions the program showed that some
of tlie actions they bere going to take were wrong, and unacceptable. This is a basic
function of simulations. However, this program was able to give reasons why the
actions were unacceptable. This additional feature was helpful for farmers to identify the
problem and decide on further actions. Ideally the feedback should be more than that; it
should include more information, comments and guidance as to how to correct actions,
which this program was not able to provide. However, the characteristic the learners
possessed, their own experience of farming, was helpful for them to reflect on their
actions. This reflective process was similar to ‘reflection-in-action’ mentioned by
Schön. It was a conscious process which had a critical function and an immediate
significance for action.
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‘Reflecting on goal-feedback-action cycle’ was the next mathemagenic activity. In
addition to the feedback while making actions, the feedback after submitting their plans
evoked this reflection. This feedback was richer: it showed the new state of affairs after
submitting plans as both changes in figures and descriptions of interest groups. This
feedback is a function of simulations. More importantly, the feedhack was enriched by
the comments of interest groups on users inputs, a specific design feature of the
program. This feedback evoked reflection from users on their actions and the goal. This
reflective process was similar to ‘reflection-on-action’ mentioned by Schön. Their own
experience of farming helped the farmers to engage in reflection.

9 . 3 Conclusions
This chapter discussed the findings of data pertaining to the learning style within three
theoretical frameworks: Marton and Säljö’s ‘deep’ and ‘surface’ approaches to learning,
Laurillard’s ‘conversational framework’ and Schön’s ‘reflective practitioner’.
Some learners showed a surface approach whereas others showed a deep approach to
learning from the program. There was evidence that the individual users’ approach to
learning from the program was positively correlated to the way they made decisions and
the final learning outcome. These findings are comparable with Marton and SSljö’s
findings regarding approaches to learning and learning outcomes.
However, an important departure was observed: an individual learner’s approach
changed as he or she progressed through the three stages of the learning process
provided by the program

-

getting information, making decisions and evaluating results.

During getting information there were users who could be clearly identified as surface
IeaInei~and deep learners. But when they came

LI) make

decibi«iis and evaluate plans,

the nature of the learning experience and the learning task provided by the program
required them to exert some features of deep approach. it required them to go beyond
just acquiring information. The whole process required even the most surface learner to
execute some deep level approaches perhaps halfway through the activity. There were
two reasons for this: one is the special character of the learning experience resulting
from the design of the program. The other is the characteristics of the learners
themselves. Their practical experience in farming enabled them to take advantage of the
learning experience provided by the program.
The special learning experience provided by the program enabled the farmers to: ‘act on
the world (descriptions of world)’, ‘use feedback’ and ‘reflect on goal-feedback-action
cycle’, three mathemagenic activities identified by Laurillard.
‘Acting on the world’ helped farmers to gain experience in a simulated world. Though
they have access to the real world of farming, the simulated world provided learning
opportunities that the real world cannot offer. The most significant outcome of acting on
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the simulated world was that they received a variety of immediate feedback: one. telling
them, with reasons, whether they are right or wrong in taking sonie actions: two,
displaying the outcome of their actions; and three. commenting on their actions and
suggesting for improvements. Though the program had its limitations, the feedback
prompted the farmers to ‘reflect on goal-feedback-action cycle’, fulfilling an important
mathemagenic activity. These reflections were related to Schön’s ‘reflection-in-action’
and ‘reflection-on-action’. The fUrrners’ own experience of real farming contributed
heavily to this reflective process.
This particular learning experience did not occur smoothly. Learners faced a range of
problems, classified broadly as navigational problems, while engaged in the learning
task. There were two users who were not able to complete the task at ail. due to
navigational and other problems. Chapter 10 will analyse these navigational problems
and discuss the implications for learning from computer-based media.
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Chapter 10
Navigational problems
This chapter describes and discuses the navigational problems farmers faced while
learning from the Countryside Disc. First, it discusses the reasons for navigational
problems in computer-based media. Second, it categorises and analyses the
navigational problems the farmers faced. Third, it discusses the implications of these
navigational problems for farmers’ learning from the Countryside Disc. Fourth, it
discusses the solutions suggested in the literature, and finally it suggests some
solutions to overcome the navigational problems that the Countryside Disc posed.

1 O . 1 Why navigational problems?
According to Nielsen (1990), navigation is the active process the learner must engage
in while learning froni a hyperdocument. The term ‘navigation’ is not norinally applied to

the process of reading books and magazines and viewing films, because of the linear
nature of such expel-ience (Gay and Mazur, 1991). We normally read a hook and view a
movie, btarting at the beginning, continuing to the end, in the sequence imposed by the
design. In contrast, hyperdocuments are non-linear - they have neither beginning nor
end. Due to this non-linear structure, the learner of a hyperdocument constantly asks
himself or herself: ‘Where am I? Where do I want to go? and How do I get from here to
there‘?’ (Robertson et al, 1981, cited by Van Dyke Parunak, 1991, p. 300). These
navigational problems are particularly important because they are at least partly
responsible for the success or failure of the learning experience.
In order to understand the reasons for the occurrence of navigational problems, we need
to examine the specific learning experience provided by computer-based media.
Laurillard (1987) proposed two models of learning based on ‘what’ is being learned: the
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‘communicative’ and ‘didactic’ models. In the didactic model, the learner deals with
something that is ‘definitely known’ in a subject. In contrast, in the communicative
model what is being learned is not a given body of facts and theories, but a ‘negotiable
commodity between the learner and the teacher’ (Laurillard, 1987, p. 3). The major
difference in the ‘communicative, model is that the knowledge is not considered to be
something that can be given from one person to another. Rather, the learner constructs
his or her own descriptions of the world. The teacher’s (or the program’s) job is to
facilitate the development by students of their own perspective on the subject.
The learning experience provided by the Countryside program is similar to the
‘communicative’ model suggested by Laurillard. The program not only provides
information to the learners; the learners have the task of creating their own
understanding.
A defining feature of the ‘communicative’ learning experience provided by hypertext-

based media is that it gives greater control to the learner (Kinzie, 1990; Kinzie and
Sullivan, 1989; Friend and Cole, 1990; Murphy and Davidson, 1991; Laurillard, 1984;
Plowman, 1988). With greater learner control, hypermedia becomes an enabling
technology rather than a directive one (Marchionini, 1990). Being able to browse
information according to associations in the learners‘ own cognitive structures enables
thein to construct their own knowledge. ‘The freedom to browse, navigate and take part

or voyage of discovery at will, is the most distinguishing feature of
hypertext’ (McAleese, 1989, p.7).
in

11 journey

Laurillard (1987) discussed three aspects of learner control (a) control over learning
strategy, i.e., the learner is making decisions about the sequencing of content and
activities (b) control over the manipulation of learning content, i.e., how the learner is
experienciiig the domain being learned

-

whether or not this is by direct manipulation of

it and (c) control over the dcscription of content, i.e., whether the student constructs
their own perspective of the subject. Greater learner control is necessary for a
successful ’communicative’ model of learning experience and in fact hypermedia are
very good at providing it.
However, this freedum lias irs costs: Learner control requires responsibility and
decision making (Marchionini, 1990). Learner control means that learners are required
to demonstrate appropriate information handling skills, and they may not always have
these (Laurillard, 1995). Consequently learners face a range of difficulties and may fail
to meet the objectives. A higher degree of learner control is one of the two major
sources of navigational problems (Marchionini, 1990; McAleese, 1989). The other
source of navigational problems is related to design. Resulting from this there are two
main problems with hypermedia: disorientation and distraction (Conklin, 1987; Mayes
et al, 1990; Allinson and Hammond, 1989; Edwards and Hardman, 1989).
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Missing vital information
Misinterpreting information

10.21 Do not know how to progress
Problems related to this category occurred when the users had just started to use the
program. Most were unable to move ahead. This was true in a11 three: the Walk, the
Office. and the Plan.

The first encounter
The Office screen is a photographic representation of a farm office with a ‘Television’ , a
‘Video cassette Recorder’, a stack of ‘Files’ and a ‘Computer’ (Fig. 10.2). Also there
is a ‘Map’ of the farm on the wall and a ‘Window’ overlooking the farm. The menu bar
at the bottom of the screen shows clickable words ‘Info’, ‘Menu’, ‘Walk’ and ‘Plan’. By
selecting each word the user could navigate further into the program and get more
information from various sections.

Fig. 10.2: The Office
Steven selected ‘Office’ from the menu bar after listening to the video. He was unable
to proceed:
I’m stuck

When the Office screen appeared he needed to select an item from this photographic
representation of the Office. It appeared that Steven could not figure out how to move
ahead. I briefly explained the structure and the navigation procedure within the Office. I
also explained the function of ‘Info’ on the bottom menu bar from which he could get
textual help and listen to the ‘Guide’. Finally I directed him to select ‘Info’ and listen.
Even after my suggestions he waited for some time without doing anything. It appeared
that he was unable to understand what to do next. Robert and Duncan were other users
who faced the same problem.
Similar problems occurred when the users were in the Walk section too. When the user
selects Walk on the bottom menu bar, the Walk screen appears (Fig. 10.3). It is u
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Conklin (1987) identified ‘getting lost in the hyperspace’ or ‘disorientation’ as the
major problem that hypertext users face. As far as the farmers were concerned, their
‘getting lost in the hyperspace’ at the first encounter was characterised by not knowing
what was available or how to use the interface to progress. This situation is somewhat
similar to putting a person who does not know how to fly an aeroplane in the cockpit.
The user has a tracker ball and the screen, with the task of navigating in the program.

Further navigation
Once the users enter the Walk. the Office and the Plan, they need to carry out further
manipulations with clickahle words and icons. Users had difficulties in this proce
simplified diagram of the structure and various paths of navigation (see Fig. 10.4) will
be used for analysing these problems. Arrows show the directions of navigation within
each section and between sections. To simplify the diagram, only the forward navigation
is represented by arrows. The user can always go backwards and where possible, can
move towards parallel locations.

In the Fig. 10.4 there are six layers:
1

Layer 1 is the main menu (see Fig. 10.1).

2

Layer 2 is the introductory videoclip. The user reaches it by selecting
‘Simulation’ from the main menu, then can select either the ‘Walk’, the
‘Office’ or the ‘Plan’.

3

Layer 3 is the three sections. For the Walk the user remains in layer 3,
using the arrows at the bottom of the screen and getting panoramic view by
selecting left and right of the screen. In the Office the user needs to go to the
next layer for further navigation.

4

Layer 3 is an intermediate level that applies only to the Walk. The user goes
h o u g h this level to go deeper into the program. Within the Walk screen the
user clicks on ‘Options’ and to go to layer 5 . For the Office the user by
passes Layer 4.

5

Layer 5 is another intermediate layer before getting the actual information.
This layer is characterised by lists and menus froin which the user selects
information. For instance, within the Walk the user sees a menu showing
‘Guide’ and ‘Help’, plus lists of plants and animals. Within the Office the
user would come across a menu showing ‘Guide’, ‘Help’, a list of interest

6

groups, a list of 12 case studies and a list of farm accounts.
Layer 6 is the actual layer where the user gets desired information. AS the
illustration shows the user may by-pass layer 4 and 5 in some occasions.
For instance, by selecting ‘VCR’ within layer 3 the user can view a video
containing background information on the farm. However, the user always
needs to go through layers 4 and 5 to look at photographs of plants and
animals. All the information the user can get within Layer 6 is listed in Fig.
10.4.
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As the user goes deeper into the program, depending on the section the user is in. the

screen and the menu bar change. These changes are not shown in Fig. 10.4 as it would
have made the diagram too complicated.
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Fig. 10.4: A s ematic representation of the structure and various paths of navigation
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Users faced four types of problems in their further navigation:
How to move between two main sections
How to access more information within the same section
How to move to a parallel location
How to go back to the originai screen of the same section

HOMI
to nioye

ùetit,een hvo

main sections

This type of problem occurred within layer 3 when the user wanted to move from one
main section to another. In this case the users knew where they wanted to go or what
information they wanted to access but were unable to work out how to do it. The users
were trying to move within layer 3.
In this particular case, Steven wanted to move from the Walk to the Office. He could not
get the menu bar that gave him the option of selecting the Office. Instead, he
continuously selected various words on the menu bar, calling up many unwanted
screens.
First he selected ‘Options’ on the menu bar of the Walk screen. The bar changed.
Second he selected ‘Info’ from the new bar. This changed the menu bar giving him four
options including the ‘Guide’. He selected the ‘Guide’ but soon realised that he was
wrong. So he selected ‘Return’ that took him back to the previous Walk screen. His
confusion about the navigation procedure continued and he was not able to get to the
screen he wanted:
I have got a bit stuck in ... .
... go back to the guide again I think.

Info I hhould think ...
... that‘s help again.

... back there again you see.
When 1 realised that he was not able to get the screen he wanted by himself I helped
hiin. Eventually he found what he wanted:

That‘s it, I wanted to go back to the .,. Office

H o w tu access niore inforniution ivithin the sunie section
This type of problem occurred when the user was in layer 3 and wanted to access more
information within the same section. Following were four types of problems users faced:
accessing the ‘Map’ within the Walk section
accessing the location ‘Description’ within the Walk screen
getting to the next pages of an essay
accessing the figures linked to the case studies
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One example of the first type was when Robert wanted to get to the ‘Map’ while he
was in the Walk screen. He was trying to think how to do it while moving the pointer
along the menu bar:
... to go back to the original (the ‘Map’)....

The discussion I had with him prompted him to think about the navigation procedure at
this point. When the user is in the Walk screen the menu bar does not show clickable
words such as the ‘Map’, the ‘Description’, the ‘Plants’ and the ‘Animals’. What the
user can see are ‘Options’, ‘Office’ and ‘Plan’. The user needs to select ‘Options’ to
get the options of looking at the map, a description, a list of plants and a list of animals.
Robert took some time to realise that he needed to select ‘Options’:
I see, ’Plan’ I think, oh no ‘Options’.

When he selected ’Options’ he saw the clickable word ‘Map’:
Ah! there is the ‘Map’ now.

Afterwards he used the map and the location ‘Description’ to find out his location and
to move to new locations.
An example of the second type of problem w’as Lvhen Robert wanted to get a location
description. Robert wanted to do it just after accessing the map, an almost opposite
manoevure:
How do I get back to...’?... . ... this (indicates the iocatioii Description)

But he was able to recall how to access the ‘Description’ immediately. He asked
whether he needed to select ‘Options’ first, and did not wait for my confirmation. After
selecting ‘Options’ he could see that the menu bar had changed to show other words
including ‘Description’. and he went ahead asking if he needed to select ‘Descriptions’

On this ticcusiuii lie cuuid reinember the navigation procedure but was not sure
whether he was right. He needed a. little guidance.
iiuu.

The third rype of probleni, getting to the next pages of an essay, occurred when Robert
was looking at mini case studies. He read the first screen of the first case study he had
chosen. He wanted to go to the next page:
How do we go to the next page?...

In this program the user needs to take the pointer to the right of the screen and press
the ‘Change’ button in order to go to the next page. 1 explained this process and Robert
was able to go through the rest of the case studies without difficulty. He continued to
read 9 out of the 12 case studies, spending nearly twenty minutes reading and taking
notes.
Neil, Duncan and Sinion faced the same problem
An example of the fourth type of problem, accessing the figures linked to the case
studies, occurred when Neil looked at figures that were mentioned in the essay. In the
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essays certain points are illustrated in photographs with textual descriptions. When he
was reading an essay on ‘Boating’, Neil wanted to know how to get the figures:
Right OK, where do I get these figures?

I explained how to look at the figures and read a textual information for the
photographs.
How, to inove to u aurullel locution
This type of problem occurred when the user wanted to access pieces of information in a
parallel location. such as when the users were in level 6 and were trying to access
information within the same level. Robert faced a problem when he tried to access the
‘Map’ while he was looking at a picture of an animal species. Within the screen with
the animal’s photograph, he selected ‘Info’. When he realised that it was not the proper
procedure, he selected ‘Return’ followed by selecting the A icon. This took him back to
the Walk screen with arrows. He wanted to get the ‘map’, but was not sure how to do
it:
Mmm! ... riienii. I did that, that was wrong, ‘Options’ is that right’?

From previous experience Robert remembered that selecting ‘Menu’ returned him to
the beginning of the program. It took some time for him to realise that he needed to
select ‘Options’ first i n order to get the map. After that he selected ‘Map’ on the menu
bar. Once he managed to get the ‘map’ he continued to move to several different

locations on the farm.

Hoir. to

go

buck to the orieiiicil screeii o f the same section

This type of problem occurred when the user wanted to go back to previous levels.
Following were six main navigational difficulties users faced:
from the location description to the Walk screen

from the ‘map’ to the Walk screen
from the essay to the list of essays
from the text to the ‘Guide’ screen
from ‘guide’ to Office
from ‘guide’ to Walk
An example of the first types of difficulty was when Robert wanted to move from the
location description (see Fig. 10.7) to the Walk screen (see Fig. 10.3). That was the
screen one uses to walk on the farm:
1 can’t get rid of the text .__

When he moved to a new location on the farm he would usually select ‘Description’ to
get the photograph and the textual description of the location. This screen does not
allow the user to walk around using arrows; the user needs to get the screen with
arrows in order to walk around the farm. It appeared that even though Robert knew
what he wanted, he was not able to do it.
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I advised him to select the J icon on the screen. He was able to get to the Walk screen
with arrows and without the text.
Neil and Duncan were other users who found the same difficulty
An example of the second type of difficulty was when Steven wanted to move from the
‘map’ to the Walk screen:
I want to get off this ‘map’, i want to get back to the picture bit (the Walk
screen), so I get back to the ‘Guide’, do I?
In order to go to the Walk screen he thought he needed to get back to the ‘Guide’,
which was not the correct procedure. I explained that he needed to select ‘Return’ in
order to go back to the previous screen, which was the Walk screen.
At this point I decided to explain how to navigate within the Walk. I showed that he
could select ‘Options’ on the bottom menu bar and get four options: getting the map,
reading a list of plants, reading a list of animals and getting a description of the location.

I took him through this process step by step, and it appeared that Steven then
understood how to navigate:
(reads the description of the place) I see, so then go back onto this one and
moving around the map I should be able to work out where I am ...

From then onwards Steven walked around the farm using the navigational skills he
learned.
William too faced the same difficulty
The third type of navigational difficulty. moving from the essay to the list of essays,
occurred when Simon was reading an essay within the Office. After reading the a page

of the csbay he wanted to knwv how to get hack to the original essay list:
How do 1 keep going through the lot?

I dibcussed this point with him and he was able to understand how to get the list.
An example of the fourth type of navigational difficulty, moving from the text to the
Guide screen, occurred when William j u s t finished reading a page of textual information
attached to the ‘Guide’ for the Walk. He wanted to back a screen, and found it difficult:
So to get hack to that original one
Go to ‘Return’, don’t i?

Just want to go back to, ’cause that actually just gives me a ’Role’, doesn’t
it? I want to go back to, now (selecting ’Return’) where’s that going to take
me, I wonder.
He wanted to go to the previous screen with the menu. ‘Return’ was not the correct
choice. He should have selected the J icon on the screen:
It’s going to take nie to Office, is it? Never matter, ‘Info’ I suppose I go to.

He ended up in the wrong place. He then selected ‘Info’ and had to listen to the whole
video of the ‘guide’ for the Office in order to get the original list:
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how to access a main section while in another main section (the Walk.
Office, and Plan)
how to access more information within the same section
how to access information from a parallel location, and
how to get back to the immediate previous location
The above problems can be explained in terms of Conklin’s (1987) notion of ‘getting
lost in the hyperspace’. According to Mayes et al (1990) and Allinson and H a m m o d
(1989), the users got disoriented: they did not know where they were in relation to the
other parts of the information network. Also they could not find information that they
knew was somewhere in the system. Elm and Woods (1985, cited by Edwards and
Hardman, 1989) identified three forms of getting lost in a hypermedia program: not
knowing where to go next; knowing where to go but not knowing how to get there; and
not knowing where they were in the overall structure of the document. Nielsen (1990,

P.

127) too identified similar forms of disorientation of learners who made comments such
as ‘... I was often confused about where I was’ and ‘.__I was often confused about how
to get back to where I was’. Gay and Mazur (1991) too observed similar phenomena
when learners used a hypertext program called ‘Bughouse’ which used the metaphor of
a house to arrange information. They found that though the users were aware of the
overall design and scope of the program, it was possible get lost in the course of
specific moves. Though the users realised that certain information could be found only
outside the ‘house’, they were unable to locate the door which would allow them to
leave the house

-

‘they knew where they wanted to go, but they could not figure out

how to get there’ (Gay and Mazur, 1991, p. 273). The other problem observed Was that
users found it difficult to return to items of information that they have previously Visited.
It appears that the farmers were facing similar situations while using the Countryside
Disc. S o m did not understand relationships within the system and as a result did not
know their present location in the system. Consequently, they were not able to plot
their path of navigation. This probleni becomes more severe when the size and
complexity of the hypertext increases.
In the Countryside siudy the farmers acquired most of the navigational skills and were
able to access information from the program. However, as the next three sections
reveal they missed out some important navigational tools. In some occasions they did
not use the appropriate ones. These two problems had implications for how they
learned from the program.

10.22 Missing important navigational tools
In order to get the information from the Walk and the Office sections, the user needs to
use the navigational tools available within those two sections, Table 10.1 shows the
list of such navigational tools:
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Table 10.1: Navigational tools and their functions

I

The navigational tool
‘ a r r o w ‘ at ihe hottom of the screen
within the Walk screen
selecting Ieftíright of the screen within
the Walk screen

‘Map‘ on the nienu har within the Walk
screen
‘Return arrow’ in sonie screens of Walk
and Office
The ‘direction i n d i c a t ~ ’within the Walk
screen

Function

’

to walk towards the direciion shown by the arrow

I

to look Ieftiright
to get a panoramic view of the location

¡

i«
know
to move

I

!
’

the location
from towards a focused direction

to get hack to the irninediate previous scrcen

I

shows the direction the user is looking al in the Walk

There were instances when the users appeared to have no knowledge of the availability
and function of these tools. They stuck to the navigational tools they knew, and were
not able to try the others.

‘Arrows’ and the panoramic view
Tim was in the Walk section for nearly 15 minutes and during this time he was always
using the ‘map’ to change his location. He never used the other two ways to support
his navigation: the arrows at the bottom of the screen and selecting left and right of the

screen. By selecting arrows at the bottom of the screen you can walk in the direction
shown by the arrows. By selecting left or right of the screen you can look left and right
respectively. By selecting on either side continuously you can get a panoramic view of
the farm. Tim did not do any of these until he was shown how to use them. Later on he
discovered how to get a panoixnic view by selecting left or right of the screen.

Panoramic view
Neil had been in the Walk for nearly 21 minutes but did not look around the farm (the
panoramic view) by selecting left or right of the Walk screen. When I mentioned this
possibility. it appeared that he was not aware of it:
C m you [get

il panoramic

view]?

I explained how to get the panoramic view and its usefulness for getting information
from the Walk. Once he understood the procedure he continued to use it:
Ah. right, keep doing [selecting the side of the screen] ...? ... Ah right

William was another farmer who did not know that he could get a panoramic view of
each location.

The ‘map’
Neil wanted to know of his location but was not aware of the existence of the ‘map’
within the program:
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So how do I know where I am? Stuck again. There is a road somewhere ... .
What I want to say is, what you want to now know is where I ani, don’t I?

In the Walk, the user can see a photograph of the location he or she has selected. It
also has arrows and a bottom menu bar for navigation, and the direction indicator. Just
by looking at the photograph the user cannot find out his or her position in relation to
the farm. So Neil wanted to know his position. but did not know how to get the ‘map’ of
the farm. After I showed him how to access the ‘map’ from the Walk screen, he
continued to use it in his walks.
Steven, Duncan, Simon and William were other users who were not aware of the map.

The ‘direction indicator>
While William was in the Walk for some time i asked if he had noticed the ‘direction
indicator’. His reaction was:
What’s that do?
it appeared that he did not notice the ‘direction indicator’ at the top left hand corner of

the Walk screen (see Fig. 10.3). It is an icon showing eight directions. The direction in
which the user is looking at any particular time is marked by an arrow. When I
explained the function of the direction indicator he tried to understand what it
represents:
I see. so it niay. I’m lookins across like that. compared to the map is it?

Discussion
Missing out important navigational tools may he caused by distraction, u problem users
face when using hpermediii (Marchionini, 1988). Marchionini suggested that
distraction in hypermedia is caused by the availability of a vast quantity of information
that is easily accessible, u ’mouse click away’. As a result the learner niay miss
important itiformation. However, this distraction could be equally applicable to the
problem of missing out important navigational tools. Within the Walk there are several
navigational tools. The user may miss some.

10.23 Not using appropriate navigational tool
Another problem was that there were instances when the users did not employ the
appropriate navigational tool. On these occasions, the users knew of the tools but did
not know how to use them in combination with other tools for particular manoeuvres
and accessing particular information. This caused difficulties for the learning task.

The ‘map’
Steven faced a problem when he was trying to go to a predetermined location on the
farm. He was walking towards the north of the farm but was not able to do
arrows at the bottom of the screen.
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the screen to look around to see if he or she is closer to the point of destination. The
use of the ‘map’ to change the location is of vital importance to walk around the farm
Steven was not aware of that.

I showed him how to move his location. Once he grasped the technique he was happy
that he could move from one location to another without trouble:
Yes, now I am with you, couldn’t get from A to B!
From then onwards, Steven used the ‘map’ to move his location rather than always
trying to use arrows on the Walk screen alone. His typical navigation consisted of
changing from one location to another using the map; reading a description of the
location; going to the Walk screen to use arrows to walk around the chosen location;
and finally using the map to move to a new location. He was satisfied that he was
getting to know the farm well:
Now getting the hang of it, what the farm looks like ...

Other users who faced the same problem were Duncan, Simon and William.

The walking ‘arrows’
Robert knew that he could use the arrows in the Walk screen to walk around. However,
he did not use them in his walks. Unlike the previously discussed users, he
continuously used the ‘map’ to change his location. He was trying to find the disused
railway station on the farm. Using the ‘map’ to move around is helpful when the user
wants to move a long distance, or even from one field to the adjoining field. But
movement is not flexible when one needs to find a specific feature on the farm. Moving
using the arrows on the Walk screen is a fine-tuning method for that kind of navigation.

I suggested he should use the arrows in order to find the disused railway station.
Howcvcr, just LIS hc scartc.ci 10 use arrow> he fuund i t . Had lie used the ai-rows in
combination with the ~ n p ’he, could have found the location earlier. Then he continued
to use the arrows in addition to the map for his walk.
The panoramic view
A few iiiinutes after quggesting that Simon should use the ‘map’, I showed hini how to

get a panoramic view of his location. Later on too I showed him how the panoramic view
is useful to see if he has reached his destination. By using all the navigational tools he
was able to move in the direction he wanted.

The ‘Return arrow’
Duncan was in the Office listening to the interest groups. Fig. 10.8 shows the screen
when the user listens to a spokesperson of an interest group.
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Fig. 10.8: Spokesperson of an ‘interest group’
He listened to the first interest group’s spokesperson and was about to select ‘Office’
in the menu bar to go to the Office again to listen to another of the interest groups. This
navigation procedure involves three steps: going to the Office by selecting ‘Office’;
going to the television by selecting ‘television’, and finally listening to the interest
group by selecting the desired one. In fact, the user does not have to go to the Office
every time he wants to listen to a new interest group; he can bypass the Office. He only
need to select the ‘Return arrow’ on the bottom left hand comer of the screen (Fig.
10.8). That takes him back directly to the list of interest groups. When I mentioned this

to Duncan, he was not aware of it and wanted to know how it is done:
What’s the other way?

I explained [he procedure to him. After that he continued to listen to the interest groups,
employing this short cut method of navigation.
D i s c us s i n n
In the above examples the users were aware of the existence of particular navigational
tools. But they were not able to use these navigational tools in combination with other
tools in order to carry out particular manoeuvres or access particular information.
Examples were:
the need to call the ‘map’ to find the location and to move to a new location:
using location description to get a description of the location; using J to get
back to the Walk screen
the need to use ‘arrows’ and ‘panoramic view’ to find a particular location
the need to use the ‘Return arrow’ to get back to the previous screen,
thereby reducing the number of steps involved.
Not being aware of how to use navigational tools appropriately caused a number of
problems. For instance, carrying out certain manoeuvres such as moving to a
predetermined location was difficult. For such a move the user is required to use arrows
and panoramic view in addition to using the ‘map’. ‘Map’ is helpful to move between
long distances within the farm. Arrows and panoramic view help the user to move
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within a locality. On the other hand, to move long distances, arrows are not the best
navigational tools. Use the map for that. By not using appropriate navigational tools the
users get tired and frustrated. This situation had serious implications for learning such
as losing concentration and motivation and not being able to access information
required.

10.24 Missing vital information
The users seemed to miss out some vital information from the program. They were not
aware that this information was available.

The Office
After spending nearly an hour in the Walk section, Tim indicated that he was ready to
go to another section. He thought he had completed getting information from the
program. He was not aware that he had not looked at the Office section so far. Office
contains vital information such as farm accounts, background information about the farm,
opinions of different interest groups and some case studies (see Fig. 10.2). He was
going to miss this section altogether unless I suggested he should go to the Office.

The location ‘Description’
Duncan had been in the Walk for some time bui he did not read descriptions for the
locations he chose. He was using the ‘Options’ to change the menu bar so that he could
select ‘Map’. ‘Plants’ and ‘Animals’. The fourth clickable word on the menu bar was
‘Descriptions’ (Fig. 10.9) which he did not select. I pointed out that he could read a
location description of any point he had chosen. It appeared that he was not aware of i t :
Yes. where is that?

I showed him how to read a location description. I emphasised the Fact that whenever
he saw a clickable word such as ‘Description’ or ‘Text’ he could get a textual
description of the item being displayed.

The lisi of plants and anintals
Steven iiio\cd to the Office from the Walk and did not look at the list of plants and
animals. I pointed out to him that he had missed the plants and animals within the
Walk, He explained that he had looked at different kinds of crops that were grown on
the farm but did not know that he could look ut the wildlife on the farm:
I saw what crops were growing on it, there was maize, and grass and wheat. I
didn’t actually ... , you know.

They give the weeds and wildlife?
When he was aware of that option he wanted to go to the Walk again and look at the
wildlife:
Perhaps we should go hack on to that one.
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Afterwards Steven went to the Walk again and started to look at the lists of plants
available on a couple of locations of the farm.
The lists of plants and animals can be accessed via ‘Options’ on the menu bar. Fig. 10.9
shows the menu bar after selecting ‘Options’:

Q

I

info

I

Map

,

I

Description

i

Plants1 A n i m a l s

~

Fig. 10.9: The menu bar after selecting ‘Options’
Steven had come across this menu bar previously. He had used both the ‘Info’ to listen
to the ‘guide’ for the Walk and ‘Map’ for walking on the farm. However. he missed the
other two clickable words, ‘Plants’ and ‘Animals’.

The photographs of plants and animals
Tini too was going to inis out some of the sections within the Walk. He looked at the
lists of plants and animals. However, he was going to miss the photographs of the
wildlife together with their textual descriptions. When I realised this I pointed out that
he could access photographs of plants and animals. To look at these photographs, you
need to place the pointer on the species that you want to look at and press the action
button on the tracker ball. The photograph appears. At the same time the bottom menu
bar changes giving the user a few more options to get more details. Fig. 10.10 shows
how the menu bar changes after selecting a plant:
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L-Fig. 10.10: The menu bar after selecting a plant
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By selecting ‘Text’ the user could get a textual description for the wildlife he or she
\vas looking at. Once he got this help. Tim went on to look at photographs of plants and

animals at several locations in his walk.
Steven, Robert. Duncan and Siinon were other users who were going to miss
photographs of wildlife because they were not aware of it.

lhe

‘Files’

Steven listened to a few of the interest groups (on the ‘television’) and obtained
background information (by selecting the ‘VCR’) while in the Office. After that he
moved to the Walk. He missed the ‘computer’, the ’files’, the ‘window’ and the ‘map’.
It appeared that he did not notice these four iteins in the Office. Later on he carne to the
Office twice. The first time he did not indicate that he had noticed the missing sections.
But the second time he looked at the ‘computer’ and took notes of farm accounts. Still
he missed the ‘files’. Towards the end of the session, I asked him if he had noticed the
‘files’, but it appeared that he had not:
Oh! that one. I didn’t see it
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He decided to read the files later on during the week.
Duncan and William, too, did not know that they could access mini-case studies via the
stack of ‘files’.

The

‘Television’

Robert too, faced the same type of problem. He completed reading the case studies he
had belected. By this time he had gone through three items in the Office

-

the ‘VCR’,

the ‘computer’ and the ‘files’. He selected the ‘television’ whereupon the list of
interest groups appeared. He moved the pointer along the list of interest groups hut did
not chose any. After a while, he selected ‘Return’ to go back to the Office screen.
Later in the session I mentioned about the ‘television’ interest groups when he had
completed information gathering from the Walk and the Office. He said:
Interest groups? Do I have to go back to the Office?
I looked at the ‘television’,there was a list of inm _..like NFU. You suggest
I listen to that?

He did not give a reason for not listening to the interest groups earlier. It appears that
he was not aware of the fact that he could select each of the interest groups and get a
short videoclip of their views. Once he knew that this information was available he
listened to all the twelve interest groups and took notes where necessary.

The ‘Video Cassette Recorder’
William was in the Office and completed looking at the farm accounts. Then he wanted
to go to the Plan without looking at the ‘VCR’ or the other sections in the Office. He
was going to miss these sections though he had noticed them at the beginning. I
suggested he should listen to the faririer (Poul Christiensen who currently runs the farm
depicted in the program) by selecting the ‘VCR’. Afterwards 1 suggcsted he should go
to the Office to listen to the television interest groups. After listening to the videoclips,
he went on to read textual descriptions by selecting words appearing in the right hand
window.
Discussion

Missing vital inforniation is a result of ‘distraction’, a problem inherent in hypermedia

as a learning environment (Marchionini, 1988). Distraction occurs when the learner is
given total control over the selection of vast quantities of inforniation in the learning
program. According to Marchionini, the learners can miss relevant instructional points
entirely.
In this program, information is accessed by selecting clickable words on the screen. For
instance, within the Walk, by selecting ‘Options’ (on the menu bar) the user can see a
screen with a menu giving five options: ‘Info’ to get the ‘guide’ and ‘help’; ‘Map’ to get

a map of the farm; ‘Description’ to get a location description; ‘Plants’ to get a list of
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plants; and ‘Animals’ to a get a list of animals. All these are clickable words and give
more options. It is possible for the user to miss out sonie information when there are
many options to select from. The implication for learning is that by missing vital
information the user may not be able to arrive at the level of understanding required to
carry out the learning task.

1 O . 2 5 Misinterpreting information
There were instances when the users misunderstood about certain manoeuvres and
iconic representations. These too are important because such misconceptions can lead
to wrong interpretation of information and difficulties in carrying out the learning task.

Man o e u vr es
Accessinz irtformution within the i?iultitiiedicr re.source

Duncan was listening to the interest groups in the Office. After listening to the first one,
he choose to read a textual description. Then he faced a difficulty:
Where do I go next?

I suggested that he went to the Office again so that he could continue to listen to the
interest groups. But he thought he would be going back to the beginning of the
introductory videoclip again:
No. Well. I want to carry on forward actually, I want to go somewhere else I
think, but I don’t want to start the actual initial video again.

At this point I explained that he would not be going hack to the introductory part unless
he purposely selected ‘Menu’. On a previous occasion he went to the beginning of the
program by selecting ‘Menu’. So he was somewhat cautious about selecting any icon.
After my explanation he realised that he needed to be aware of ‘Menu’:
U n k $ > you go back to the ‘Menu’ again? Right I won’t go back to the
‘Menu’. OK.

After he had read the textual information for the selected interest group, the screen
consisted of the text. return arrow, menu bar with ‘Info’, ‘Menu’, ‘Walk’, ‘Office’. and
‘Plan’. His concerii was tliat if he clicked the wrong word, he might end up listening to
the initial videoclip from the beginning. He had the same worry even later when he had
just finished listening to the videoclip of the farmer in the Office. He wanted to go to the
Office. The way to do it is to select the return arrow but he was worried it might take
him back to the Office:
If I press ‘Return’ [arrow] now would that take up back to the start of that
video or back to the Office?

Still he questioned how the program worked when he selected the ‘return arrow’ would it take him back to the Office or to the introductory video? I reassured him that
pressing the return arrow would take him back to the Office.
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After the explanations he wanted to know where to go next:
That’s the ,.. ., right where shall we go now then?

I suggested he should select ‘Office’ to go to the Office section again.
Movinp the locution

Robert tried to learn how to move his location using the map within the Walk section.
The map shows all the 47 fields, woodlands, farmyards and other features of the farm.
Borders of each field have been marked on the map. In each field there is one or more
dots. These dots represent points of information, i.e., those are the places where the
photographs have heen taken. Robert thought he needed to click on these points in
order to move to that particular field:
Do you have to point on a dot to get a?

... any point?

When he pointed at a point and press ‘action’ button on the trackerball, the blue arrow
that indicates the location moved to that point. Robert was not really aware of what
was happening:
What is happening? Is that a blue ...?

I explained that the blue arrow is the location indicator. Then he saw that the menu bar
gave him the option of reading a description. He thought he needed to select
‘Description’ at this point:
Do a ‘Description’?
Perhaps he tried to bring in his computer skills that he had been mastering for the last
couple of months. He had just bought his first computer and been using it for his farm
management record keeping and budgeting. He tried 10 look at the place on the ‘map’ by
double clicking.
Accessirip description of ‘ P l t i n ~ ~ ’

Robert was looking at a photograph of a plant and wanted to read a textual description.
But he was not aware of how to do it:
You will have to pick one, do you?

He was asking whether he needed to select an individual plant from the photograph in
order to get a textual description. I explained that he needed to select ‘Text’ for the
textual description. Once lie acquired this knowledge, he continued to look at wildlife
species while he was on the Walk.

U s i n p ‘Paiiorunzic view’
Robert found the panoramic view a difficult concept to understand. He thought by
clicking on the same side one could go round in a circle:
If I keep pressing the same one (arrow) then do I go around in circles?
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At this point I clarified the matter. Robert chose a location on the farm with some trees
as a marker to test out the panoramic view:
Oh I see that tree (in the middle of the field, trying to use the tree as a
marker to experiment with the panoramic view)
If I click here.

That’s the hedge.
If you go around like this you should come around the circle. ya?

He kept clicking eight times on the same side of the screen. At the eighth click he could
see the same screen he started with. He understood the phenomenon:
Yes!
Duncan and William too faced similar problems with regard to the panoramic view of the
farm.

U s i n p the ‘Guide’
Later in the learning session, just before taking a break for lunch Robert wanted to
know about listening to the ‘guide’ anytime as mentioned in the introductory videoclip:
What did it say? Talk to that guy any time? ... The guide who
introduction?

the

I explained that it is one way of getting help and he needed to select ‘Info’ first
‘Info’. go into something, anything can you?

Once he selected ‘Info’ the menu bar changed to reveal the words ‘Return’, ‘Guide’ and
‘Help. I explained the functions of a11 three. He selected ‘guide’ that gave a short
videoclip of the ‘guide’ for the Office. After listening to that he indicated that he
understood the fact that he could get the ‘guide’ for the other sections as well:
Sci aiiywliere. if you were on ... if you were un farm walk or something

I confirnied that his understanding was correct. He went to the Walk and listened to the
‘guide’ for the Walk.
In the introductory videoclip the presenter mentions the ‘guide’; he says that the user
can call the ‘guide’ or ‘help’ anytime. Robert did not call the ‘guide’ or the textual ‘help’
whilc he was getting information from the Walk and Office sections. He remembered a
piece of information about the ‘guide’, but it was not enough for him to go and listen to
the ‘guide’ or get a textual ‘help’.
Simon was the other user who faced problems using the ‘guide’.

Usinp tlie ‘Return’
Another problem Simon faced was the function of the ‘Return’ after listening to the
guide:
Right, if we go back to ‘Return’ it will take us out of the Office,
presumably.
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Selecting ‘Return’ will take him back into the Office, not out of the Office. The ‘guide‘
explains this but the user was not able to get the total meaning. I explained both these
situations. Simon decided to go to the Office.

Novipntinp within the Walk
After reading a couple of essays Simon decided to go to the Walk. When the Walk
screen appeared he thought he needed to select ‘Options’ to use the Walk:
We’ve got to go through ‘Options’, have we?

He had a vague idea perhaps that he needed to select ‘Options’. But it did not
represent full understanding. So I suggested he should listen to the ‘guide’, which he
did. After listening to ‘guide’ he still had a problem as to how to start:
So now I have to go ‘Background’ of the screen at it will start going will it?

Iconic representations
The ‘Direction indicator’
At a certain point I explained the function of the ‘direction indicator’ to Robert. The
‘direction indicator’, the inactive icon on the top left hand corner of the Walk screen
(see Fig. 10.3). shows the direction in which the user is looking on the farm at any time.
As I was explaining he remembered a piece of information related to the Walk which he
heard from the introductory video:
I think there was some instruction there, 45 degrees at a time .._.

What he was referring to was related to getting a panoramic view of the farm. Once in
the Walk, the user could click on the left or right of the screen in order to look 45
degrees left or right. If the user clicks continuously on one side of the screen, it is
pmsiblc to scc a panoramic view of the farm. turning to that sidc 35 dcgrccs at a time.
This is useful to get a view of a p;irticiilar location while standing on the same place.
Robert seems to have misunderstood the information. I explained how to get the
panoramic view.
Sinion too had problems understanding what the ‘direction indicator‘ represents.

The i i i e m i i i z p ofthe word ‘Plan’
William selected ‘Simulation’ and listened to the introductory videoclip. After listening
to the videoclip he wanted to go to the Plan section:
So I better go to Plan first and find out where I ani.

William wanted to go to the Plan in order to find out where he was. The word ‘Plan’
meant a map to him, because the introductory video does not say exactly what each
item is.
However, once William was in the Plan I explained it briefly because I thought he would
be misled if he was going to explore the Plan section alone
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‘Plan’ was a plan of the farm. So I explained that the actions grouped into 19 categories,
and that by selecting each he could go further and make changes.

Discussion
This section showed the various misconceptions the users had with regard to what is
represented by the icons and clickable words, and how to use the navigational tools.
Marchionini (1988) suggested that a serioiis consequence of the ‘distraction’ that users
experience in hypermedia is for users to ‘form wrong interpretations of the information’,
This problem did not cause serious harm to the learning process in the Countryside
study since I was available for correcting such misconceptions. However, it is
necessary to find ways to avoid such misinterpretation of information.

1O . 3

Implications for learning

Five specific navigational problems are identified in this section. They are:

.

not knowing how to progress within the program
missing important navigational tools
not using appropriate navigational tools
missing vital information, and
misinterpreting information such as manoeuvres and iconic representations

The problem of not knowing how to progress within the program was two fold: users
encountered problems ( i ) soon after they went into each of the sections and (2) while
doing further navigation. As soon as they went into a section they were ‘stuck’ and did
not know how to use the interface to move around. Also they did not know what was
available within each section. though the introductory videoclip provided some
information. Problems while they were trying further navigation were more complex and
can be only described as being ‘lost in the hyperspace‘. Even though they knew what
they were looking for they did not know how to get there. A negative consequence of
getting lost is that the users may ramble through the knowledge base in an unmotivated
and inefficient faqhion. unable i o link individual inforination screens and hence failing to
understand the underlying concepts (Allinson and Hainmond, 1989). This kind of
experience may place an unnecessary cognitive load on novice users and reduce their
efficiency of learning. The extreme examples in the Countryside study were the cases of
Joyce and Ian who rambled for some time and were not able to complete the learning
task (see Appendix i for a separate analysis of these special cases). Others too
experienced most of the specific navigational problems, but with my help managed to
complete the learning task.
Missing important navigational tools had serious implications for the approach to
learning from the Countryside Disc. The use of a particular navigational tool determines
how the user navigates within the program and accesses information. As a result of
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missing out some important navigational tools, the users stuck to those tools they were
familiar with. For instance, if a particular user sticks to using only the ‘map’ to
navigate, he or she can only browse the Walk section. This particular pattern of
obtaining information was described as level 1 type in data analysis (Chapter 6). By
doing this kind of navigation, the user is unable to collect detailed information on a
particular location. In order to collect in-depth information you need to use a
combination of the ‘map’, walking ‘arrows’, location ‘Description’ and ‘panoramic
view’. On the other hand. the use of arrows alone for navigation within the Walk limits
the user to obtain only detailed information in few places. The user finds it difficult to
move to desired locations just by using the arrows. Another consequence of missing out
some important navigational tools is that the users tend to miss out vital information.
For example, missing out the panoramic view prevents the user from having access to
details of vegetation and topography of the locations selected.
Observations in the Countryside study showed that individuals did not use a particular
navigational tool mainly because they were not aware of it. A particular approach to
obtaining information was partly detemiined by which navigational tools the user knew
about. Those who stuck to a surface approach did so partly because they were not
aware of the tools that allow thein to adopt a deep approach. By the same token, those
who stuck to a deep approach were aware of the range of tools. So it is important that
users are aware of most or all the available navigational tools.
Not using appropriate navigational tools caused the learners unnecessary problems in
the navigation process. This became particularly iniportant when the users wanted to
find out specific information within the Walk. Some users were trying to find out such
features as the ‘disused railway station’ bui were not able to locate i t or took a long
tiiiie to locate it because they were trying either only the walking arrows or the map to
move to that location. Such fine-tuning needs the use of both the map and the walking
arrows. Somc users found themselves not using the appropriate icon or clickable woi-d

in order to get back to previous screens. Instead they used unnecessarily long
processes to go back. Learners were frustrated and they lost concentration as a result
of such incidents.
Missing some vital information had consequences for learning from the program. It was
possible to prevent serious consequences by my own interventions. but the program
should he suitable for learners working alone. One learner was going to miss the whole
section of the Office. Others were going to miss information froni the ‘Files’, the
‘Television’, the ‘VCR’, etc. When learners miss vital information they may not have
the understanding about the farm needed to complete the learning task satisfactorily.
Also they may not know that they missed information. Misinterpreting information too
may result in the same situation. It is necessary to overcome these problems.
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10.4

Solutions for navigational problems

The complexity of the geography of the hyperspace causes the learners to lose their
orientation (Mayes et al, 1990). The larger and more complex the hypertext, the higher
the tendency for the user to encounter navigational problems. To some extent, the
problem of disorientation is likely to diminish as users gain experience with the medium
(Marchionini, 1988). However, it is necessary to find ways to overcome or minimise
such navigational problems.
Most of the support mechanisms built into hyperdocuments are based on how we
conceptualise the process of navigation through an information base. The word
navigation has a strong similarity with geographical navigation (Robertson et al, 198 1,
cited by Van Dyke Parunak, 1991). This follows an analogy between data navigation
and physical environment navigation: ‘It is fruitful to recognise the direct parallel
between navigating concrete environments, such as cities or buildings, and navigating
data. After all, such parallels are implicit in the navigation metaphor ... .’ (Canter et all,
1985, cited by Edwards and Hardman, 1989, p. 107). Van Dyke Parunak (1991) too
pointed out that the similarity between the structuring of information in a
hyperdocument and various locations and streets in a city.
The idea of navigation in a hyperspace being similar to navigation in a geographical
space has led to the ‘travel holiday’ metaphor, on which most of the supporting
mechanisms for using hyperdocuments are built (Allinson and Hammond, 1989).
Nielsen (1990, p. 130) summarised that ‘since hypertext is heavily based on
navigation, it seems reasonable to provide the same assistance to hypertext users as
one gives to tourists’. I shall discuss four main categories of assistance offered:
visualisation of structure, guided tours, history mechanisms and search mechanisms.

10.41 Solutions suggested in the literature
Visualisation of the structure
Visualisation of structure is offered through a schematic representation of complex
information as in

il

map or a diagram. Edwards and Hardman (1989) show two major

advantages of having a map of any environment. be it a city or a database. Firstly, there
is the opportunity to work out and use short-cuts to reach desired locations. Secondly,
and more importantly, if the user/traveller is somehow distracted andor becomes lost,
there is a greater chance that he or she can regain his or her bearings and reach the
intended destination. Maps indicate linkages between information. Maps can be used to
travel within the system, as any frame can be selected directly from a map (Allinson
and Hammond, 1989).
Visualisation of structure of a hyperdocument is helped by providing the user with a
schematic representation, showing the relative positioning of the information nodes and
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how they are linked to each other. The need for visual guidance arises because users
may not be able to get to a desired piece of information without considerable knowledge
of the structure of the hypertext and their current position within this structure (Jones,
1987). In order to access a desired piece of information in a hypertext, the user often
must know where this information is and where it stands in relation to the information
currently being inspected.
There are three kinds of maps and overview diagrams available: two dimensional maps,
three dimensional maps and fisheye view diagrams.

Tvco-dimensional maps
Two-dimensional maps are the basic types of visualisation. Gay and Mazur (1991) and
Nielsen (1990) report studies of using two-dimensional maps to help learners use
hyperdocuments. These maps help learners to find their way around and access desired
content within the hyperdocument. These maps are helpful to get a global understanding
of the structure of the hyperdocument. However, a single map may not be able to
provide the necessary details of all the nodes and links involved. A solution is to show
both global and local overview diagrams on the same screen at the same time (Nielsen,
1990).

Tlirre-diinensionul renresentutions
Two-dimensional ovcrview maps are limited in that they cannot show various levels of
detail. Three-dimensional representations may overcome this limitation (Jones, 1987).
Fairchild et al (1988) propose a three-dimensional graphical interface called SemNet. It
represents a knowledge base in a three-dimensional space and allows the users to
examine local details while still niaintaining a global representation of the rest of the
knowledge base. However. regardless of the strategies used to organise the display of
a graph, [lie number of nodes and arcs can eventually he overwhelming (Fairchild et al,
1988: Jones. 1Y87). Two kinds of limitations were identified by Furnas (1986). First, as
the nuniher of objects to he displayed increases, the system’s responsiveness
decreases. Second, humans are limited in their ability to discriminate and attend to
objects on rhr display.

Fi.shr\e view
In order to overcome the above limitation, Furnas (1986) proposed a ‘fisheye view’
which shows the entire information space on a single overview diagram but in varying
levels of detail. A fisheye view shows great detail for those parts of the information that
are close to the user’s current location of interest and gradually diminishing amounts of
detail for those parts that are progressively farther away (Nielsen, 1990). In this way,
fisheye view addresses the questions of what units of information to display and how to
display these units (Jones, 1987).
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Guided tours

The travel holiday metaphor calls for guided tours (Allinson and Hammond, 1989).
Guided tours can be seen as a simple solution from the user’s perspective; they remove
the requirement for active search of information (Trigg, 1988, cited by Nielsen, 1990). A
guided tour may be thought of as a ‘superlink’ that connects a string of nodes instead of
just two nodes (Allison and Hammond, 1989). Within the guided tour users are guided
around a sequence of information until the tour ends. Or else, users may bave to select
‘next node’ to see more information. Ali nodes will have ‘path’ icons for use in moving
back and forth along the selected guided tour. The system may also record the path of
the tour and list in a separate window the names of all nodes previously visited
(Nielsen, 1990). One advantage of hypertext guided tours over tourist guided tours is
that the hypertext reader can leave the guided tour at any spot and continue browsing
other information of his or her choice. It is possible for the learner to get back on the
tour whenever he or she wishes. The ‘guide’ will be waiting (Nielsen, 1990).
Guided tours can be used to introduce new readers to the general concepts of a
hypertext. Also it is possible to provide several guided tours for various learners with a
range of special interest (Nielsen, 1990). However, guided tours bring the learner back
to the passive, sequential linear form of information. They take the ‘control’ away from
the learner. Even though guided tours provided the options of side trips, they cannot
serve as the only navigation facility since the true purpose of hypertext is to provide an
open exploratory information space for the users (Nielsen, 1990). Guided tours ought to
be a fallback position for the user who finds difficulty.

History niechanisms
Overview d i a p i n z provided cnlutions for navigation hy providing an understanding of
the structure of the information base at a global level. However, researchers observed
several problems encountered by users &,hile navigating in the local context (Nielson,
1990: Gay and Mazur, 1991) One problem is that users can lose track of their goals.
Another frustration is that they find themselves unable to return to items of information
that are of particular interest. In order to solve these problems, mechanisms can be built
into hyperdocument to trace the learners’ moves through the program. These records
help the learner to revisit nodes.
Interaction history

The interaction history suggested by Nielson (1990) provides a diagram which shows
the nodes and links which have been connected. Users can consult this on-line diagram
as required.
Backtrack

Probably the most important navigation facility is the backtrack, which takes the user
back to the previous node (Nielsen, 1990). The great advantage of backtrack is that it
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serves as a lifeline for the user, who can do anything in the hypertext and still be certain
of getting back to familiar territory by using the backtrack. Since backtrack is essential
for building the user’s confidence it needs to fulfil two requirements: it should always be
available, and it should be activated each time in the same way. Furthermore it should
in principle be possible for the user to backtrack enough steps to return all the way to
the very first introduction node (Nielsen, 1990). Almost all hypertext systems provide
some form for backtrack but not always consistently; inconsistency in backtracking can
give users trouble.

Generuì hisron. niechnriisrns
Some hypertext systems provide more general history mechanisms than simple
backtrack (Nielson, 1990). For example some systems have history lists to allow users
direct access to any previously visited node. Since users are most likely to want to
return to nodes they have visited relatively recently, it is also possible to use a ‘visual
cache’ where a small number of nodes are kept visible on the primary screen (Nielsen,
1990).

User-defined bookmarks
Hypergates and other mechanisms allow users to define bookmarks at nodes they
niight want to return to later. The difference between bookmarks and history lists is
that a node gets put on the bookmark list only if the user believes that there might be a
need to return to it later. This condition means that the bookmark list is smaller and
more manageable, but also nieans that it will not include everything of relevance
(Nielsen, 1990).

Search mechanisms
Search systems are based on traditional word search mechanisms where the program
searches the occurrences of specified words (Gay and Mazur. 199 1 ). Topics are
alphabetically arranged, and there are numerous cross-references which enable readers
to search the knowledge domain methodically.
Among thcse different support mechanisms available to users the most appropriate
types for navigation are those that are spatially based, i.e., that present the information
structure in a two- or three-dimensional form, rather than those which simply keep
account of the names of the screens that the user has viewed, although Conklin (19871,
using a two-dimensional representation, has demonstrated the difficulties that occur
when links between data items become numerous (Edwards and Hardman, 1989).

10.42 Suggestions for the Countryside Disc
Suggestions to overcome the navigational problems in the Countryside Disc can be
made based on both the literature and the experience gained in the Countryside study.
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Using a suitable metaphor to organise information

In hypermedia programs, a metaphor or a series of metaphors can be used to organise
information. The ‘Bughouse’, a hypermedia program to study various aspects of insects,
developed at Cornell University (Trumbull et al, 1992; Gay and Mazur, 1991) used a
Victorian farmhouse as a metaphor to structure information. Topics dealing with insects
and food were placed in the kitchen. insects and music in the music room. insects and
fear in the farmhouse’s basement and so on. Objects in each of the rooms become entry
points to the information. For example, if a student selects a ceramic bee in the kitchen,
he or she is able to access information on collecting honey. In this way students are
able to access information attached to the objects visible in the rooms.
The organising of information in the Countryside Disc takes a similar form. The Office
and the Walk are the metaphors that have been used to order information within the
program. However, the organisation of information within the Office seem io he more
effective than that within the Walk. The observations showed that learners faced more
problems navigating in the Walk than the Office. Accessing information from the Office
was fairly easy: the users just had to click on each item and the particular information
attached to it was displayed. It may he possible to redesign the Walk and use a
suitable metaphor to access information within the Walk section.
However, the use of a metaphor to organise information is effective at a global level
Gay and Mazur (1991) reported problems when the users tried to find specific
information. Other navigational aids are necessary to overcome such problems.

Visualisation of the structure

I applied this method to some extent in the Countryside study. When the users
encountered problems 1 drew diagrams of the structure and explained the location of
each infnrmaiioii node. For the Iasi farmer, I prepared a schematic diagram (Fig. 10.4)
depicting the structure of the information in the Countryside Disc. The farmer consulted
this diagram whenever he faced problems and managed to overcome navigational
problems tn some extent. Following were his reflections:
Ir waq helpful to start Definitely. Otherwise 1 would have lost. I was able to
refer to it occasionally,
This (Fig. 10.4) nude u lot of difference. I suddenly realised what 1 was
trying to get, it was always difficult to get into what you really wanted, and J
couldn‘t quite see how. you know, not being computer-minded.

On-line help options
During the learning sessions I helped the users when they encountered navigational
problems. The level of such intervention increased as the study progressed and as I
studied the range of navigational problems. In the pilot study, I more or less let them
continue and find their way around themselves. From the beginning of the main study, I
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helped them when they encountered problems. The kinds of help given could he built
into the program as on-line help.
Alivavs lisien to the ‘ w i d e ’ and rend textual ‘helo‘ fir.st

The user can get some understanding of the overall structure and the navigational
methods by listening to the ‘guide’ and reading textual ‘help’ for each main section.
However, inany users did not do it until I advised them to do so. Those who accessed
the ‘guide’ and the text ‘help’ were able to understand the overall structure of the
program and what information is available within the section. Also there were some
instructions as to how to access information. A mechanism that automatically prompts
the users to listen to the ‘guide’ and read ‘help’ may be helpful. Listening to the ‘guide’
had a positive effect: users were able to understand more about the the global structure
and how the system works. However, this alone proved to be inadequate, as the
analysis showed. For instance, there were occasions when the users were not able to
get to the previous screen even after listening to the ‘guide’. Users encountered
problems within the specific local areas.
Provide u deinonstration of vurious rzuvi~citionulmethods

The ‘guide’ can be supplemented with a demonstration of each manoeuvre. At the
moment, the guide merely explains how to access certain pieces of information. These
manoeuvres often involve more than one step and the screen changes as the user
selects various clickable words and icons. Sometimes it niay he too much for the novice
user to remember the process and the user may get lost when each clickable word
provides a few more options. For instance, to discover the ‘map’ the user needs to
select ‘Options’. Lvherenpon the screen and the menu bar change to display the
clickable word ‘iMap’. Similarly. you need to select ‘Options’ to discover location
‘Description’ and other features such as ‘Plants’ and ‘Animals’. To get back to
pi-rvious screens you need to select ‘Return’ on the menu bar or the ‘Return arrow’ on
the screen depending on the situation. To overcome this probleni. the guide can be
supplemented with an actual demonstration of how to access various pieces of
information, with a separate window showing the change of screens and icons. I used
this method during the observations: I used photographs of screen shots and showed
the users the sequence of screen changes.
T d i i i a the users rl7roitr.h i w i o u s 1iaviacziio~ic11
orocesses

Another method would be the ‘guide’ taking the user through the various steps
involved in different navigational procedures. For instance the ‘guide’ could lead the
user to click on walking arrows to illustrate how to use the Walk, rather than the
‘guide’ just mentioning that the user can click on arrows to walk. Another example is
that the ‘guide’ could take the user through the steps of getting a panoramic view,
change locations on the ‘map’, etc. In addition to these simple manoeuvres, the guide
could take the user through some complex manoeuvres such as using the ‘map’ to
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change location, using the ‘Return arrow’ to get hack to the Walk screen, followed by
using arrows to find a specific location. During the Countryside study I used this
method with success.

Drill und m-uctice of maiioeuvres
These specific manoeuvres and navigational tools could he built into a list and he
provided as a separate help. The user would be able to select a specific topic and
practice the manoeuvre until he or she is familiar with it. The list could include such
manoeuvres as:
panoramic view
different ways of walking around the farm
-

to observe details only

to walk from one field to another and observe details
- to just browse using the map
-

location description, etc.

It is important to include more complex manoeuvres in this list and perhaps build a
search mechanism so that whenever the user gets into trouble, he or she can select the
specific problem and get help. The problems related to disorientation and getting lost in
the hyperspace can be considerably reduced by these mechanisms.
A h
i of clickahle ivords and icons

The problem of missing important navigational tools can he overcome by providing a list
of these items and encouraging the user to become familiar with them at the beginning.
Also the users may select this list when they are not sure about the function of these
items.
Guided

The Countryside Disc has the ‘guide’ function hut it is not the same as the ’guided tour’
function. The guided tour takes the controls completely from the learner and takes the
user through the program. The problem with a complete guided tour is that the user
becomes a passive viewer. It has been argued that guided tours are suitable for novice
users and those who want to be familiar with hypermedia programs. However, guided
tours cannot give the user the skills necessary to navigate alone within the hypermedia
structure. History mechanisms such as bookmarks also allow the user to get back to
the previous locations. hut do not improve the navigational skills of the user. According
to Marchionini (1990, p. 356) learning how to learn from hypermedia is ‘a new type of
literacy’ that the learners must acquire in order to benefit from the new opportunities
that hypermedia offers. Therefore, what is more important is to learn how to access
information. The learners in the Countryside study lacked those skills, most of which
can he provided by showing them the overall structure of the program, where an
individual piece of information is located in relation to others, and how to move from one
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location to another. By providing a map of the structure of the program and getting them
to practice specific manoeuvres, the programmer could help the users to learn from the
program effectively. Guided tours are not considered essential.

10.5

Conclusions

The range of navigational problems the users faced were identified and categorised in
this chapter. All the users experienced at least some of these problems during their
learning sessions, as a result of the higher learner control given to them, and became
‘disoriented’ and ‘distracted’. The implications of navigational problems for learning
from the Countryside Disc were discussed and possible solutions were suggested.
The next chapter draws conclusions for the thesis.
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Chapter l i
Conclusions
This chapter summarises the main outcomes of the research, provides a critical
reflection on the study and proposes recommendations and suggestions for further
work.

11.1 Main outcomes
11.11

Proposing a computer-based approach for UK farmers’
training

This empirical study proposed introducing a new dimension into the exisiing system of
farmer training in the UK. Currently, farmer training in the U K is carried out using
conventional methods and media. Chapter 2 argued that changes in the UK agriculture
sector call for a rethinking of farmer training. Farmers in the UK face a growing concern
from the public about the effect of farming activities on issues such as the environment,
health, conservation, animal welfare, food safety and the rural economy. Farmers’
activities are also governed by EEC regulations that are imposed with a view to
preventing surplus production. EEC regulations are also shaped by the attitudes of the
general public towards modern farming methods. Within this environment the average

UK farm, a large mechanised business enterprise, tries to make a profit. A new wave of
training needs emerge under these circumstances, not least because, in order to operate
successfully, farmers need to reconsider how they make their farm management
decisions.
Farmers need to he able to examine the impact of their management decisions not only
on financial profitability but also on such issues as the environment and the economy
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surrounding their farms and villages. They need to take account of the regulations
imposed by the EEC. Farmers should have a deep understanding of a11 the relevant
factors involved in farm management. In traditional training, farmers undergo training to
carry out a particular task competently. Conventional audio-visual media and methods
are suitable for this type of training where the task of the media and method was to
impart knowledge and skills.
Taking examples from the literature on other sectors of education and training and from
the empirical work, Chapter 2 proposed that the special character of farmer training
could be addressed by using computer-based media. They can provide learning
experiences that involve active and independent inquiry into knowledge, rather than the
farmers being passive recipients of knowledge and skills. Chapter 2 also argued that
computer-based media could facilitate distance learning, thus overcoming farmers’
problems in leaving the farm for training.
There has been no previous attempt in the UK to use computer-based media for farmer
training. except the Countryside Disc. This study filled this gap, looking at how farmers
learn from computer-based media in their own homes and offices. It highlighted their
specific training needs and how the computer-based media could address those needs.

11.12

Evaluation of the Countryside Disc

The Countryside Disc was the first attempt in the UK to provide computer-based
learning for those who are interested in the relationship between farming, conservation
and the rural economy. However, since its production a decade ago. there is no evidence
that it has been used by farmers. Also there is no evidence of evaluation of the Disc. As
a result of using the program for this study, the Countryside Disc was introduced to
farmers and the professionals in\-olved in farmer training and advisory iervices. The
data analysis (Chapter 6, 7 and 8 ) shows that, though the technology of producing
hypertext-based learning environments has moved ahead. the teaching and learning
model on which the Countryside Disc is based is still comparable to siiiiilar programs
that have been more recently produced for other groups of learners. The concept behind
the program is still valuable and applicable. The disc addressed the present-day
training requirements of farmers. It enabled farmers to gain a deep understanding of
factors to be considered when making farm management decisions; it enabled them to
examine and experience the impact of their farm management decisions on the
environment and rural economy. Farmers enjoyed using it, and said that other media
would not have provided a similar learning experience. Compared with existing
management software such as spreadsheets, the Countryside Disc is far more likely to
encourage deep learning. The Countryside Disc is appropriate to their training needs.
Analysis (Chapters 6, 7 and 8) and discussion (Chapter 9) showed that their learning
experience was neither just superficial nor passive.
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11.13

Emerging issues

Two issues emerged from the data analysis: the approach to learning and the learning
outcome and the special character of the learning experience provided by the program.

The approach to learning and the learning outcome
There was an evidence of a positive relationship between the individual farmer’s
approach to learning from the Countryside Disc and the learning outcome. A deep
approach to learning resulted in better learning outcomes and a surface approach
resulted in the opposite. These findings are comparable with other findings reported in
the literature on learning. The approach of the individual learner was changed. too, as he
or she progressed through the program, due to the nature of the learning experience
provided. The program required the users to go beyond just acquiring information. It
required them to synthesise their answers relating the information to their own
knowledge and skills. The process required them to face problenis and reflect upon their
actions. It required even the most surface learner to execute some deep level
approaches, perhaps half way through an activity. Even the surface learners had to
interact with the program because the program required them to do so; the program took
them on a deep level exploration. The surface learners who just browsed and made
decisions in a superficial manner showed some deep level features because the program
required them to do so. They could not get away with less. Hence it can he concluded
that no matter what approach the users adopted at the beginning of the task, the
program took them towards a deep approach as they progressed through different
stages.
The deep and surface approaches to iearning have been studied in the case of print.
audio, :incl

:I

range nf media in many educational contexts. They have not been studied

with regard to computer-based media and distant learners such as farmers who learn in
their own context.

The learning experience provided by the countryside Disc
The Countryside Disc was ahle to provide the learner with u stimulating learning
experience that took them through a deep approach. Chapter 9 discusses characteristics
of the learning experience provided by the program in ternis of the ‘conversational
framework’ and the notion of a ‘reflective practitioner’. The program was successful in
providing the interactive activities essential in the ‘conversational framework’. Being a
simulation the Countryside program enabled farmers to act in a simulated world, but
they were able to engage in a realistic learning activity for two reasons: the learner
characteristics and the feedback provided by the program.
The ability of the program to give feedback on farmers’ actions evoked reflections of two
kinds: ‘reflection-in-action’ and ‘reflection-on-action’. The important learner
characteristic, i.e., experience in real life farming, was an added advantage; farmers
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were able to tap into their own experience in farming from time to time. This helped the
reflective process. The feedback and the resultant reflective process they engaged in
helped them to gain a deep and better insight into the learning task through a
conversational-type learning activity with the program. The result was a deep approach
to learning, no matter how the user first approached the learning activity.
This study, indirectly, applied the ’conversational framework’ to an area of learning for
which it has not been originally intended. The ‘conversational framework was originally
conceptualised for academic learning in higher education. This study applied the model
farmers’ learning from the Countryside Disc, and showed how the model could be
applied to another area of learning for a completely different type of learners.

11.14

Identification of navigational problems

Another outcome of the study is the identification of a range of navigational problems
farmers faced. It led to a discussion of the implications for learning from the Countryside
Disc in particular and hypertext-based learning programs in general. The majority of
farmers are novice users of such learning material, therefore navigational problems
should be minimised as much as possible. A number of solutions were suggested to
provide a problem-free learning experience. These findings could be useful in designing
computer-based media for farmers’ training.

11.15

A suggested model of interaction

Anothei- outcome of the study is an in-depth inquiry into the phenomenon of interaction.
The study hegan with an arialyhis of interaction leading to development of a model of
interacrioii. The particular dimension of interaction that was investigated using the
Countryside Disc was the ‘learner-learning resources interaction’. Within this
diiiiension, two types of interaction were studied: ’instructional interactions’ and
‘learner-interface interactions’. ‘Instructional interactions’ enibruce activities that
contribute to effective learning. Most of the data analysis and discussion dealt with the
kind of learning experience provided by the program, elaborating on the instructional
intcracíions. The notion of learner-interface interaction is concerned with the problems
the user experiences when using an interactive medium. The analysis of navigational
problems explains some aspects of ’learner-interface interactions’. The third type of
interaction, systems interactivity, was not focused in this study, as it would have
shifted the focus from the issues of learning into issues of designing multimedia. In this
way this study suggested a model of interaction, a much debated issue in distance
learning, and elaborated it.
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11.2

Critical reflection on the study

11.21

Selection of the program

The reason for choosing this particular program, despite its limitations, was that it was
the only program suitable for the current training needs of farmers at the present time.
A more up to date program than the Countryside Disc would have created slightly fewer

problems of content. The factual information on it was obsolete: prices of inputs and
produce and the productivity of crops and livestock have all changed. Also, the
technology of hypertext-based learning programs have developed and faster computers
with CD-ROMs are now available. During the empirical study it was necessary to take
precautions to compensate for the age of the Countryside Disc.

11.22

Selection of the respondents

As far as possible, the naturalistic paradigm was adopted in the study, within the time
and resource limitations of a PhD study. Ideally the respondents should have been
selected so as to maximise the variation of data, hut the two training organisers were
responsible for selecting farmers who would he interested in participating. Among those
selected. there was some variations in their scale of operations. Another limitation of
the sampling was that I had to select all 10 farmers before starting the study in order to
make sure that the empirical work could he carried out during the limited time that the
farmers were less busy. Ideally, the selection of the succeeding respondent is done
after analysing the data of the previous respondent. That kind of approach, advocated by
Guba and Lincoln (1989) would require much more time.

11.23

Pilot study

The pilot study was carried out in an office near the village where the farmers were
located because at that time it was not possible to borrow the Countryside Disc and
playback system. It might have been better if I had been able to carry out the pilot study
also in farmers’ homes, and give them more time to complete the learning tasks. It
might have produced better results and provided a better understanding for the main
study.

11.24

Data analysis

According to the naturalistic paradigm, data analysis is carried out immediately
following each set of observations. The data of the preceding respondent are entirely
analysed in order to widen or narrow down the focus of the study of the subsequent
respondent. Due to the limitation of time, I had to modify this ideal method of data
analysis. The farmers’ were free only from November to March. I needed to fit 10
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farmers into this period. After the pilot study, I decided that farmers needed at least one
week’s practice time. So the time left to analyse data from the previous respondent was
only one week (this was also the time between two consecutive studies). During this
week the previous respondent’s data were transcribed and a preliminary analysis was
carried out, but this was not ideal. In a few cases there was more than a week between
two consecutive studies because some farmers had to change their schedule.

11.3 Recommendations for further work
Based on the findings of the study, some recommendations can be made for future work.
Some of these recommendations have immediate applicability.

11.31

Producing a new computer-based program for UK
farmers’ training

The findings and experience gained from this research could be used to produce a
similar learning program for farmers in the UK. The technology of producing hypertext
based learning material have developed since the Countryside Disc was produced a
decade ago. Also the factual information in the program has changed. Nevertheless, the
model built into the simulation and the learning objective of the program remains the
same, and even more applicable to present-day farming. So producing a similar package
with up-to-date information using current technology such as CD-ROM has an
immense value. A similar research could be carried out in order to understand more
about how farmers learn from computer-based media and how far such prograins helpful
to fulfil the training needs. Such production and research activities would provide a
v.eaitli of irifoi-iiiuiioii io th? iieuiy~propused farriitrr training hystriii.

11.32

Research on the market for computer-based programs

Is there a market for computer-based fariner training programs? The only existing such
program, the Countryside Disc. did not sell within the agriculture training sector which
lacked the hardware or the experience to make good use of it. Will the same thing
happen if a similar prograni is produced again’? Research is needed on the likely
demand.

11.33

Research on alternative uses

Another question is the farmers’ access to CD-ROM players. CD-ROMs could be
used by groups of farmers in their normal training, thus enriching the existing face-toface training. This type of collaborative learning environment might overcome some of
the limitations of computer-based media. Computer-based media cannot always
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answer all the questions that farmers may have, as observed in the Countryside study.
Other farmers may act as valuable resources.
An important issue that will be raised with regard to the use of computer-based media
for farmers’ training is the ever-changing nature of information included in such
programs. Due to change of the model and the information content, a program produced
today may have a limited life span. For instance, the Countryside Disc does not take
factors such as ‘set-aside’ land into account in its simulation model. Today farmers
need to set-aside a percentage of their land. Also the prices of input and produce
change. Another problem with buying (as opposed to renting or borrowing) a computerbased program may be that after using it a farmer may find it not useful anymore. As
one farmer pointed out: ‘it might he lying in the office somewhere gathering dust’. Some
answers to these problems may he found in other emerging technologies such as the
Internet.

11.34

Use of the Internet

The Internet could be used as the platform for production and delivery of computerbased learning material. The program could be produced by using an authoring language
to create documents on the Internet, put on a server. A farmer with access to the
internet could access the learning program. The program could be password-protected

so that access was limited to only the interested parties. The farmer might pay for only
the duration of usage, in addition to paying communication charges. The farmer would
not have to buy the prograni on u CD-ROM. The producer of the program could update
any information and even the model built into the program so that the user would
always get an up-to-date prograni with up-to-date information. Information available
on the internet could be linkcd to particular computer-based training material, thus
increasing the range of information and reducing the cost of producing it. Use of the
Internet depends on the availability of suitable machines on the farms and there would
probably bc some charge for the farmers’ use of such programs and communication
links.
There are other ways in which the Internet could he used for furmer training. The
number of farmers who have access to the Internet and email is growing. The Internet
providers advertise heavily its advantages for business communications. Some
providers offer dedicated services for farmers. In addition to providing email facilities
they filter out information related to farming in the UK and world-wide. Farmers can
directly log into these information services. This situation is complemented by a large
number of private sector agriculture companies who put information on the Internet,
regarding the weather, prices of wheat and other commodities, BSE, etc. Due to the
push from the service providers and the increasing availability of relevant information
more farmers will have access to the Internet in the future. Out of the 10 farmers who
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took part in the Countryside study, three farmers began to subscribe to the Internet
during it, and others who plan to do so.
What is still lacking is training material on the Internet. The ADAS has got a home
page, providing rather a limited range of information for farmers. ATB Landbase does
not have a home page yet. These advisory and training organisers could make use of
the Internet by providing information and training material for farmers.

11.35

A combination of email and computer-based media

The increasing take up of Internet services by farmers, such as email, could be used to
support computer-based learning by the farmers. During the period of the current study,
the farmers who used the Countryside Disc, and their training organiser, were
connected to the Open University’s Firstclass conferencing service. The original
objective was to maintain a support system for those farmers who encountered
problems when using the Countryside disc. The farmers were able to email their
problems to other farmers as well as myself. An important observation was that there
were some farmers who discussed their problems related to farming activities. The
training organiser also was involved in these discussions. Eniail could be used to
supplement the use of such computer-based media as CD-ROMs. For instance,
farmers may be able to discuss a particular program they used in a one-day training
program.

11.36

Applications for developing countries

In addition to the direct applicability of this study to the UK context, this study has
some implicariuns for developing countries. The present situation in most developing
countries does not permit the use of computer-based media for farmer training.
However, with modifications according to the context, furniers in developing countries
can benefit from this study, too.
Developing countries lack trained extension staff at the grassroot level. For instance, in
Sri Lanka. the ma.jority of grass root level extension workers were absorbed into the
government civil service in the early 1990’s creating a huge vacuum in the extension
system. This was a severe blow to the country’s extension program and reduced the
training available for farmers. Developing countries in general face severe cut backs in
government funds making it difficult to support the extension and training network.
Distance learning, using print, recorded audio and video programmes and broadcasting,
could be a useful alternative within this context. Despite the different technology
addressed in this study, it is possible to use some of the findings of this study to
provide guidelines for such an attempt. The research methodology and the learning
models used in this study could be used to repeat similar studies on farmers’ learning
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from such media. Given adequate resources, computer-based media too could be used
to train groups of farmers in their training.

11.37

A model for agriculture extension

The conventional model practised in agriculture extension is derived from the
communication model in which there is a sender and a receiver. The sender sends a
message to the receiver, and based on the message the receiver may be able to give
feedback. There is no true dialogue involved. The adoption of this transmission model
has been cited as a reason for the failure of agriculture extension, especially in
developing countries. The function of the sender is to send information that the receiver
is believed to be lacking. This transmission model may be useful when the message
that is being sent is factual information such as weather and market prices of
agricultural produce. When the objective of communication is much more complex, such
as imparting a deep understanding of the principles and theoretical base of a certain
practice, this model is of limited value. In this research, the engagement between the
program and the farmers during the learning process was much more complex, leading
to a deeper understanding by the farmers. That engagement was best described using
the conversational framework, a model that looks at the phenomenon of interaction from
a learning point of view, and in much detail. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to find
how the model used on this study could be adopted to the practice of agriculture
extension.

11.4 Summary
'The research reported in this thesis argued ior the case of computer-based Learning for
1.JK farmers based on reviewing the examples from other areas of education and training

and its own empirical work. It demonstrated that selected computer-based media can
provide farmers who have training needs arising from changes in U K agriculture. The
work discussed here has immediate applicability to the UK context. and with necessary
modifications, to oihzr contexts too. However, it is necessary to be concerned about the
limitations of this research too. By applying the findings of this research and carrying
out further research it should be possible to enhance the practice of computer-based
media for farmer training, and the theoretical background on which the practice rests.
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Appendix
1
-Special Cases
There were two farmers, namely Joyce and Ian . who liad difficulties in completing the
learning task, due to a range of problems. Some of these problems were similar to the
problems encountered by the other users. However, there were unique problems. too.
Appendix 1 analyses how these two farmers interacted with the program. This analysis
will illuniinate the specific problems they encountered and point towards the causes of
such problenis. This will add to the understanding of issues related to farmers’ learning
from computer-based media.

1 . 1 First case
Joyce took part in two learnins sessions which I observed. Also she used the pro,Oram

on her own during the practice week. An iniportant observation during the observed
sessions was the constant support she needed in order to carry out the learning task.
The usual method x i t h a11 the other users \vas first to explain rhe structure of the
program and the learning task. Afterbvards they would start the program and watch the
introductory videoclip. There would be some interventions Lvhen necessary. The level of
intervention was much higher with this particular user.
During the first half hour with Joyce I explained the learning objective and demonstrated
how to select actions for a farm manacement plan and to get feedback. Afterwards she
started to use the program but I needed to give constant guidance. sometimes step by
step instructions. The reason for my intervention was the range of problems the user
encountered. However. there was evidence that she acquired the necessary skills for
using the program, too. The problems and skills acquired are discussed separately.

1.11 The problems
inputting informafion without a keyboard
The user, having listened to the introductory videoclip wanted a clarification of the
learning task. I explained that the objective for the user was to prepare a farm
management plan for the farm depicted in the program. Her immediate reaction was:
You mean you want me to write that down. because I can't do it on there,
because I haven't got my keyboard.
The probleni seemed to be more to do with how to put her plan into the program than
the nature of the learning objective. How could she input the farm management actions
into the program without a keyboard'? At the beginning of the session, I explained that
she would not be using a keyboard; instead she would be using just the tracker ball to

-get information. make the plan and listen to the fsedback. This approach seemed to be a
novelty for the user.

I decided to demonstrate how to prepare and enter a farm management plan into the
program. I explained how all the possible farm management activities are categorised

into a list of 19 and how each category is sub-divided making different levels in the
Plan. Also I showed her how to read what actions are carried out currently on the farm
and how to select actions for the future plan. It seemed that she was still struggling to
comprehend how to enter her decisions:
But where do I put that down, do I wire that on here (on paper)'?

She still thought that she needed to write down the actions she was going to select on
paper. I explained that once she decided on an action she needed to select that by
pointing to that h e and pressing the 'action' burton on the tracker ball. The selected
.

.

action \vould be highlighied. The user found this new approach stlli unconvincing:
Bu! lvherc do I put rli~!'?

I furrhrr explained this new method of entering information inro the p r o p m using the
trticker ball to select options dizplayed on rhe screen. I also poiiit?d out that i t was
ea>ier to indie selections from a list of options than to type using a keyboard. About
this timi' it appeared that Joyce was beginning to understand the pi-ocess of entering the
user's own input to the program.
Joyce had limited esperience with computers but was very keen to use one for her own
farm accounting and budgeting. With this in view she had takrn a f e u word prcicessin_j
and account management courses a couple of years prior to this learning session. Che
explained that she was not able to pursue that interest because of the family and
financial circumstances she had to face later. The particular approach used in this
program was completely different from her previous experience: there is no keyboard to
write a farm management plan. She could not see how the information was to be
entered intc the program. It appeared that she took some time to come to terms with

the new way of using a computer program. This situation had some implications for the
way she used the program and achieved the learning outcome.

Understanding the Plan section arid how to select ‘actions’
The user had some difficulty in understanding how the Pan section works and how to
select actions that would constitute a farm management plan. I demonstrated the Plan
twice, once in the beginning of the first session and again toLvards the end of the same
session. In addition, I helped her with the Plan during the second observation.
Level 1 is the list of 19 categories starting from the ‘Land use’ category. I explained
how to go from level 1 down to the next successive levels. I selected the ‘soil grade 2
fields’ (from level 2 ) and field 2 (from level 3). I explained that she could select an
action from the list of options (from level 4) by pointing to the desired action and
pressing the ‘action’ button. Alternatively she could get an explanation for each field by
selecting a field and pressing the ‘change’ button, I demonstrated how to get a page of
information for field 2. Most of the information necessary for making planning decisions
can be obtained this way. However, she had difficulty understanding:
That is what you want me to do, to put on this piece of paper. this field 1 am
talking about is next to the road.

Also there were other indications that she had difficulty understanding the task of the
Plan:
Right, what you want me to do is to talk about one field in panicular‘?

Later she indicated that still she did nor know how to make a decision when the
program did not accept her decisions. She wanted to put field 2 for graze and conserve
at intensity 2. The program rejected the action and the reason was the insufficient
mablc labour in October. Her reaction was that:
Well, horv do I get grazing? Because I want to be abir

LO

graze my cattle!

The next action should have been to look at the number of labourers currently being
employed on lhe farm. It is nece

ry to have an understanding of the overall picture of

the farm. because a lot of the actions are interdependent. Changing one action would
destroy the Fresent balance and would have a knock on effect on other actions. Joyce
did not show that she understood this. She was not aware of how to go about making
changes recommended by the program:
How do I put down what labour I use then?

The situation improved in the second observation. Joyce started to work on the Pian
after about 40 minutes of brousing i n the Walk and the Office. She was able to select
’land use‘ category from the list of 19. She then selected the list of soil grade 2 fields
and then field number 2. She eventually changed the cropping to winter wheat at
intensity 1. This series of actions represent a correct approach to making a single
decision; a set of such decisions would constitute a farm management plan. However,
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what happened next raised questions about whether she was selecting actions with
understanding.
She immediately highlighted another selection, though the program accepted her first
selection. Did she change her mind? Was the change of decisions based on some logical
reasoning? Did she not understand how to make a change? Did she not understand that
highlighting meant that she has selected an action? It seemed that though she was able
to proceed through the steps involved in making a change, she was not quite sure what
she was doing. She thought pressing 'change' button would change the action:
'Change' will change it. wouldn't i t ?
Following is the list of actions the user selected in this particular situation. The actions
she selected are shown in bold.

0.16.31 plan
0 46 52
land use
0.47.05
soil grade 2 fields
0.47.10 ' Field 2
0 . 4 7 . 5 1 I winter wheat a t intensity 1
' 0 . 4 8 . 0 7 winter wheat at intensity 2

I
!

~

!

~~~~

0.49.17
0.49.31
0.49.41
0.J9.55

~
~

i

rreti
eturn

winter
~

~

barley a t intensity 1
p s s for ~ ~ J Z&Cconserve
graze & conserve intensity 1

!
+

Later in the second session too. the user made more than one c h m z e to the same
action:

I.O43

, ditches

- .-

1 . 1 0 . 1 7 ~, d r e d g e all ditches
1.10.27
d o nothing t o ditches
raise water level in ditches
.1.10.46
~.
. -

-

~

The pri!hlem che f x e d here was revealed when I asked her if she wanted to make any
more changes before submitting the pian:
I went to ditches. but I couldii't get anywhere there.
I'd been there and it didn't do anything in that, get information
It didn't give any information
From what she said, i t appeared that she was not aware of how to get more information
about different ways of managing 'ditches'. She needed to press the 'change' button
rather than the 'action' button in order to get information. However, she had made use

of the 'change' button before to rend further explanations for a number of actions. For
instance! on a previous occasion when I directed her to increase the number of cattle,
the program did not accept that because of insufficient stock labour i n February. At this
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point she indicated that she understood that it was necessary to look at a n explanation

To get an explanation she knew that she needed to press the ‘change’ button:
‘Change’ for an explanation!
However, ten minutes later she was not able to perform the same function. She had
also selected a number of actions previously. It appeared that she was not quite
comfortable with the task in the Plan section.

I took her back to the ’ditches’ category and showed her how to access further
information once again. She read the information about one action under ditches and
agreed with that action. She wanted to select it:
Where. How do I do that then?
I told her that she had already selected the action because it was already highlighted.

Her reaction was:
I’ve done it. Have I?
There were other instances when she indicated that she was not very sure about how
to carry out ‘actions’. Particularly when she was looking at beef cattle below one year.
she was not aware of how to increase or decrease the numbers:
How do I do that then?

I showed her how to make changes to the existing numbers
Joyce faced considerable problems while trying to make her farm management
decisions. Some problems were related to understanding the structure of the Plan
section and how it works. The other problems \vere related to the technicalities
involved in selecting an action and getting further infurriiatioii about that action. The
Plan covers niore than a i00 farm manqement actions. categorised into a list of 19.
These acticns are put into to sub-categories making the seemingly complex level
structure. The user needs to knuw how to go up and down through the structure of the
Plan to get inforniation and to make decisions. i2lso the user needs to have a good
understanding of how to select an action and how to access a page of information
related t c thobe actions. In this particular case. Joyce‘s lack of such a n understanding
had implications for how she used the program and tried to achieve the learning
outcome.

Finding relevant irzformatioii and rnakitig serise of it
There \vere instances when Joyce indicated that she was unable to integrate the
information she obtained from the program into the learning task. For example, when
she wanted to decide the number of cattle she was going to have on the farm, she
selected an action, but the prograni rejected it. She read an explanation for it and said
that she already had read that piece of information before. It appeared that she was not
going to make use of the piece of information she had read:
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I read that before (reading the information on the screen). "Don't forget
you need to allow sufficient grazing space in the summer and produce
sufficient food for the winter. You also need to provide sufficient labour
effort. These factors can be controlled separately". I have read that before.
She was going to put 180 cattle and the program did not allow the action on the ground
that there would be insufficient arable labour i n March. I indicated that perhaps it might
be helpful if she knew the number of labourers currently being employed on the farm. It
appeared that she did not have that piece of information:
I don't know. Where do I get the labmr from now?
She did not understand what kind of information was necessary to solve the problem
and where to find that piece of information. I showed her where to get the information
about 'farm workers'. When she knew that there were 3 stock workers employed at the
moment, she was puzzled:
You need three stock workers for 180 cattle'? Is that what it means'?

Her interpretation of this piece of information was not correct. These 3 labourers were
responsible for managing other stock operations as well. In order to have that
understanding, the user needed to have a thorough understanding of the farm as a
whole. It appeared that she did not think that the actions she tried to put in were going

to be a part of the whole set of acrions going on. She was thinking of each action on its
own. I helped her to go through the list of all the stock operations and make necessary
changes so that she could accommodate her decisions.
Another instance was when the program rejected a proposed action. She wanted to
increase the cattle numbers and the program rejected it on the ground that there will be
insufficient stock buildings. Next, she woiild read a further explanation orland go to the
category where :;he could increase the stock buildings. She \cas not a.uare of the
location of this section:
Where is farm buildings'? Extra barn, for iivsstock'?
After makinz selections on the Iivcstock operations she wanted to submit the plan
without looking at other categories where she could make decisions. \Vhrn I pointed
out this possibilit?

i!??

indicated that she was not aware of that:

What are they?
\?'orking on the Plan hection requires a comprehensive understandinz of it.; structure
and the way it functions when the 'actions' are selected. An equally important factor is
the skill to manage the information that can be obtained from the Plan. One needs to
know what kind of information is necessary to make a certain farm mana,Dement
decision and where to find it. '41~0it is necessary to know how to make use of
information in order to make decisions. On the one hand, making farm management
decisions using the Plan section is similar to the way in which a farmer goes about
making such decisions with just pen and paper. One takes a11 the available information,
assesses risks and decides on a set of actions. The difference here is that the program

evaluates certain actions and rejects them if those actions violate the rules built into
the program. Also the previous decisions made are not visible, unlike writing on paper
(Most of the other users chose to write their actions first but this particular user did not
make use of pen and paper). M'hen the program rejects an action, the user needs to
know how to find out the reason for the rejection and where to get information to make a
decision that can be accepted by the computer. So, in order to make use of the program
the user needs to have a better information management skill. It appeared that these
factors influenced how she used the program.

Seeing the program: as a learniitg tool or a rnaiiageineiit tool f o r a specific
task?
The user had difficulty distinguishing this particular program as a learning tool. There
were a few instances when she appeared to think of the program as a management tool

for her to manage her own farm. When I asked her the number of labour units she
preferred to have for her management plan she said:
We've got to do it with the labour we've got. I'm not going to employ
anybody else!
When two labour units were put into the progrum, it rejected the action on the ground
that there would be insufficient labour i n October. I pointed out that if she were to go
ahead with her action she needed to increase the number of labourers employed on the
farm. She did not want to increase the labour. She thou_oht she was going to manage the
farm with the two farm labourers she has got on her own farm.

I tried to point out the fact that she was managing the farm depicted in the program and
need te knon the number of labourers employed iit present. She still referred to her own
situaticin:
Juit

two

(her sons) and myself, that is all 1 Iiavs got on this farni.

After doing a series of actions and exposing more informiition about the farm I \vas able
to convince her that she should be concentrating only on the farm depicted on the
program:
Nd. I t h i n k I iirttcr work. on this.

However, when i t came to transferring the knowledge she was going to get by
managing the farm in the program into her own situation she had doubts whether it was
possible:
But I won't be able to apply it because I've got about 229 acres, you see,
so it is a lot smaller than that.

Another situation when she thought about the program as a management tool for a
specific task was when I asked her if she wanted to increase the number of heifers aged
less than a year. Her reaction was that:
It is not relevant to niy business. We hnveii't got 100 heifers on the (farm).

The distinction between the two kinds of approaches, computers as a tool for learning
and computers as a tool for managing accounts and budgeting was a somewhat difficult
point to get across to this particular user. This was a problem for Ian, too, whose
interaction is discussed later. Joyce had come across only two kinds of computer
software: word processing and furm account and budget management programs. A
computer program for learning or training was a novelty. That may be the reason why
from time to time she was trying to think in terms of her own situation during the
learning session.
Navigating

Selecrine the \vrotie clickable ivord

On several occasions, Joyce selected the wrong clickable word from the screen. These
actions put her into difficult situations. She struggled to move back to the previous
screens and continue navigation.
The first occasion was when Joyce was just going to select ’simulation’ from the main
menu in order to use the program on her own. I was going to ask her to select
‘Simularion’. Before that she clicked on ’change‘ on the bottom menu bar of the screen.
Vsually this is done when the user wants to change the values of the program and to
adapt the simulation to his or her own farm. The screen asks if the user wants to input
new values from the floppy disks. The user could erase the current values had he or she
continued to answer the questions displayed on the screen. I explained that changing
values was beyond the scope of the learning session and directed her to select ’Exit’
and to get back to the previous settings.
The second occasion when Joyce selected a wrong clickable word was soon after
beginning to read a case btudy within the Office. Here. she selected ‘Menu‘. This is one
of the mistakes a user could make: it takes the user back to the v e s beginning of the

program. When this happens. the user needs to select ‘Simulation‘ to restart the
prograni. ‘This time Joyce not only selected ’Menu’ but also selected ‘Change‘ from the
menu bar. As explained previously, this would allow her to change the values of the
Simulation, i t she wanted

tri

However she did not proceed to chanse the values but

kept on selecting the foilou ing clickable words continuously: ‘Info’; disappear menu bar:
reappear menu bar; ‘Return’: ‘System’: ‘Return‘: and finally ‘Info’. At this time she
seemed to be Lvorried about what was happening:
Can’t seem to get off this bit.
She seemed to be trapped in an unintended section. Her problem was how to break this
circle, to get buck to the section where she was before. I suggested that she should
select ‘Exit’ from the nienu bar. She was able to get back to where she was. Also I
suggested that she should avoid selecting ‘Menu‘ unless she wanted to go back to the
beginning of the program.
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The third instance when she had a d culty was when she wanted to listen to the
videoclip that shows the farmer who currently runs the farm. She selected the VCR from
the Office the first time without trouble. But she stopped it thinking that she had
listened to it before. When I explained that she was listening to it for the first time, she
wanted to get it again. However, instead of selecting the VCR from the Office she
selected ‘Menu’. This took her back to the beginning of the program. So she had to
select ’Simulation’ again and restart the pro-cram.
The fourth instance was just after listenins to the spokesperson for the first interest
group. She selected ‘Menu‘ followed by ‘Change’ on the menu bar. I was trying to stop
her selecting ‘Menu’ but she proceeded with her action. Also I tried to stop her
selecting -Change’ but was not successful. Afterwards I advised her to select ‘Exit’:
she was able to restart the Simulation and g o into the Office.
During the second observation too the user found herself selecting ’info’ followed by
other unnecessary clickable words. The first instance was while looking at photographs
of wildlife. She kept selecting three photographs and corresponding textual descriptions.

Soon after that she selected ‘Info’ followed by ‘Help’ and ‘Guide’. It appeared that she
did not really want to read the ‘Help’ or view the ‘Guide’ for the Walk.
It is interestins to note the pattern of these unintended actions and to analyse the
underlying reasons. Some of these actions are to d o with the meaning of certain
clickable word. The user may have misinterpreted the meaning of some words
depending on the situation she was in. For instance, she may have selected ‘Info‘ when
she was looking at photographs of wildlife thinking that ‘Info’ would give more
information. As far as the pattern of these mistakes is concerned. it appears that Joyce
tended to select unwanted cli

bis words when she had gone several layers deeper

into the prosram and whsn she wanted to get io a ne\\ beciion. Su‘

¡i

iiiay he tliai thc

selecting an undesirable \vord is an indication of a navigational problem rather than a
problem on its own.
Pi-o~ressiriy

After looking at !lit. photozraphs and teutuai descriptions from the first page of an eksny
the user selected ‘Info’. After looking at the screen for a while she asked:
How do I set the next page? ... Doss that come after here’?

The user wanted to go to the next page and thought that she needed to select ’Info‘ for
that. In order to turn the page the user needs to place the pointer to the right of the
screen and select the ‘Change’ button on the t r x k e r ball. She was able to read the rest
of the pages after I gave her instruction.
A similrir incident occurred after readins the last page of this particular essay. This time
too she selected ‘Info‘ followed by ’Help‘. She did not want to read the Help:
No, I wanted to gzt rid of that
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She wanted to exit from the essay she had just read and access the next essay. She
found it difficult to do. I explained that she needed to select the Return arrow in order to
get to the original list of essays. She then selected the next case study.

Moijine from one section to another
Just after she started the second session, it appeared that she had already made some
changes to the existing plan. I suggested to her that she should select ‘Restart’ in
order to make a fresh start. She was trying to move from the screen with the ‘Guide’, to
the screen where she could restart the program. She found herself struggling to do that:
I found it almost impossible to get out of one section!
This difficulty of moving out of a section may be why she clicked on the wrong words
such as ‘Info’ and ‘Menu’ several times.
Another instance when she had similar difficulty:
I can’t get out of this section!
Following is the extract of the navigation in this particular section:

0.56.01
0.56.33

’

0.56.45
0.57.01

0.58.20

’

120 heifers below one year. chan’e
return
120 heifers belou I year. change
info
help

0 < Q Ir(
, -~r,,rn
0.58.55 info
-0.59.06 , help
0.5Y.46
return
return
I.110.02

-

I

-

!
!

!

~

She \vas looking at further information on cattle numbei-s and looked

i

I

’Help‘ pa

Then she wanted to get out the pages th;it gave further information on c~ttli‘numbers
She selected ‘Info‘ thinking that she would bz able to get out of the section. Soon she
redited that she was clickins on the wrong button. 41so she did not knmv how to get
out of the section:
I can’t get i t out of this now.

She then selected ’Help’ thinking that it might be of some help:
(reading the help screen) “You are in the Plan section. yoti have piaced the
pointer oyer a particular name rind presssd the ‘Chanze’ button.” Action,
left hand, is that this, oh no. ’action’.
She was struggling to understand how to get out of this section. I advised her to select
’Return‘. This action took her back to the previous screen with the infortnation page on
the cattle numbers. She had just seen that page:
Oh, no I’ve had that, it keeps corning up.
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1.13.56

I summary

Here the user went to the Plan after listening to only two of the interest groups. I asked
her if she would like to listen to the other interest groups before making her decisions in
the Plan. She agreed and listened to the spokesperson for the Parish Council and read
more information about the opinion expressed. Then she went to the files, a section she
had already been in. However. without looking at any of the essays, she selected the
'computer'. It is not clear why she followed this random type of navigation.
Another instance was when the user was in the Walk. She went on to restart the
program. But after coming back she went to the Office: clicked on files and without
looking at any of them selected the Office screen again.
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A third instance was later in the plan section. Joyce went to the Office. selected the
VCR hut did not listen to it. selected the computer and looked at the estate finances
and again returned to the plan section.
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Accc.s.~inpinforinntion

There were ,everit1 incidents when the user wanted to access soine inforriiatioii and

was unable to do so. The first time was when she wanted to look at the files. She had
done this nianoeuvre during the first observation. Perhaps she had read them during the
practice week, but now she could not:
I thought you could get something on [hat one (files)
day and I can't now.

...

. ... I did the other

The next incident was immediately after that, when she wanted to get a photograph of
the location she had selected the map. She clicked on the blue indicator on the map and
found that she was not able to get the photograph:
How do I get that? (clicking on the blue arrow on field 31)
to get the picture of that field ... .

,..

. ... I wanted

The correct way was either to select ‘Description’ to get a photograph together with a
location description or to select the Return arrow to get the Walk screen with arrows.
She was able to do that once reminded of how to d o it.
Another instance of when Joyce found i t difficult to access certain information was
during the second observation. She was looking at the livestock category specifically
the cattle. She made a change to the numbers and the program did not accept the
change due to lack of labour in March. Then she looked at further information, twice
about the same item. At this point she selected ‘Info’ and found that she was getting
into the same trouble, the vicious circle where she could not get out:
I can’t get out of this now#!
She read the ‘Help’ and selected ‘Return‘ at which the textual explanation for cattle
numbers were displayed. This was the same page she read before:
Oh! No. I have had that. It keeps corning up.
She indicated that she was trying to get to the level from which she could select other
categories of livestock:
Well I ivanted to get onto the other animals. where i t s a y sheep and that ... .

I suggested that she should go a few levels up until she saw the categories of different
livestock. which she did. Then she started looking at other animals.

1 . 1 2 The skills
There were certain instances when the user sho\ved evidence of acquiring the
necebsary skills for using the interface for navigation within the pro,- r a n .

Looking a f the photographs aicd descriptions of case studies
I shc\x:ed her how to access the case studies within the Office. She selected ‘ponds and
ditches’ whereupon the first page appeared. I s h o u d her how to read the other pazes
and access photographs and trxt~ialdescriptions. Afterwards she continued to look at
the rest of the photographs and textual descriptions \vith«ut asking for any help.
Selecting phoiozraphs and textual descriptions requires manoeuvring through different
layers of the program and needs some skills. Joyce ieenied to have acquired them.

Looking at the photographs and descriptions of wildlife
Within the Walk section, I instructed Joyce how to d o most of the manoeuvres step by
step. Afterwards she continued to look at the lists, photogaphs and textual
descriptions of plants. but she did not d o any other manoeuvres such as moving
locations. readin2 descriptions of locations etc. Was i t too difficult for her to make such
moves’?
Joyce was able to look at the photographs and textual descriptions of wildlife alone
during the second observation as Lvell. Specifically. she showed considerahle skill when
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she was interrupted by her family. Her daughter and granddaughter visited her half way
through the learning session. She showed the photographs of wildlife to her
granddaughter for nearly half an hour. Also she taught her granddaughter how to use
the program:
1’11 show you something in a minute. Let’s see if I can find something for
you to look at ... . ... remember, come down here. press that, wait a minute,
it is a bird!!!

Joyce showed some skills in using the Walk and the Office to get information. She was
able to look at photographs and textual descriptions. This is significant because the
user needs to be able to select items from lists and clickable words from the menu bar.
However, she faced difficulties moving from one section to another. For instance she
found difficulties when she tried to move from one essay to another. Also the data show
that she found difficulties in moving between major sections.

1 . 2 Second case
The second user who was not able to complete the learninz task was Ian. He too took
part in both the learning sessions which I observed, and used the prozrlim during the
practice week.

1 . 2 1 The problems
Ian faced a range of problems, despite the fact that he approached the program with
considerable confidence and skill (discussed later). He was not able to complete the
learning task, i.e.. preparing his o\vn farm management plan based on the informarion
ohrained from the program, and zetting feedback for it.

Uiiderstanditzg the learning objective

Ii was douhiful w hether Ian was working on the program with a reasonable
understanding of the learning objective. There were indications that he was not aware
of the Specific task within each of the main sections - the Walk. the Office and the Plan.
The introductory videoclip presents the learning objective to the user at the heginning.
Once the user is in the individual sections, he or she needs to know niore about those
sections and how to get the necessary information.
There are three ways the user could get this understanding. Firstly. the user could
listen to the ‘Guide‘ and read the ‘Help’ for each section. Secondly, the user could try to
understand by himself or herself while accessing pieces of information within each
section. Thirdly. he or she could seek help from me. These three methods worked
reasonably well with the majority of the other users. However, there were indications
that Ian was not able to understand what was expected of hiin, sometimes even with
the three types of help mentioned above.

Ian faced the first problem when he went to the Office. I explained that he could listen to
the ‘Guide’ and read a page of ‘Help’. He listened to the ‘Guide’ and returned to the
Office screen again. He did not select individual items such as the ‘television’ and the
‘VCR’. Instead he asked:
Where do we go? To Plan?

I advised him to read the ‘Help’ page and explore the Office. He then managed to get
information from the ‘computer’ and the ‘VCR’.
He did not seek any help when he went to the Walk. Instead, using the a r r o w , he
walked around the farm. He clicked on ai-rows 41 times. Later he accessed the map,
read a description for the location he was in and accessed the list of plants. But he
found himself not knowing what he was doing:
You could spend ages doing this, couldn‘t you?

This was after five minutes in the Walk. Immediately after making this comment he
went to the Plan section.
While in the Plan too, Ian did not make any attempt to know about his task. He
browsed the section, looking at the ‘land use’ category and reading some further
information about a couple of actions he could do for a particular field. After about three
minutes he listened to the ‘Guide’ for the Plan. He then read the ‘Help’ page. Still he

was not able to comprehend his task within the Plan:
So what do you want? Where do we go from now?

I explained the learning objective and suggested that he should go back to the Walk to
get the information he had missed. I expliiined about the kind of information available in
the Walk and how to access it. After being in the Walk for about i I minutes he was
still not clear about the task:
So

\\litit

d o w e do frorri

IIUM’? I

could spend years doing this!

During this learning session the user was not expected to access every possible piste
of infclrmJtion from all the three sections. Such a task ~vouldnot be possible because of
time limits. So tiir task for the user during this session \vas to understand the kiiid of
informarion a\ail:ible, practice the navigation procedures and relate the information to
the final learning objective. Ian perhaps showed he had fiiiird to understand the task
given to him.

I suggested that he should go into the Office again in order to look at the kind of
information availahie. I showed him some of the information he missed. Then 1 briefed
him again on the learning objective. Ian had difficulty comprehending how to make a
plan:
How do you make a plan using this, though’?
Afterwards I led him to go to the Plan and showed him the process of selecting actions
for the future management of the farm.

It is important that the user understands, as soon as possible, the learning objective
and how to achieve it. Browsing the program without really knowing what to do with
the information results in fruitless navigation within the program. Ian faced this
situation for the most part of the time he spent on the learning sessions. By contrast.
the majority of users, that is seven out of nine, were able to understand the learning
objective and how to make a plan soon enough so that they were able to rxperience a
productive learning session. It is important to study Ian's specific situation.
Navigating
Difficulties in proeressing
Compared with the other users, Ian had fewer difficuities in progressing through the
program. One problem he faced was while he was reading a page of information related

to the 'Guide' for the Office. After reading the page he was not able to progress:
How do I get beyond that?
The problem he faced was partly related to the design of the interface. There was no
indication whether the user could go forward accessing more informiition or whether he
or she had reached a 'dead end'. In such a case; the user needed to g o backwards and
look for other information. In order to go backwards the user needed to select 'Return'

from the menu bar. This incident occurred within the first few minutes of using the
program. After I showed Ian the clickable word 'Return' on the menu bar. he was able

to get back to the previous screen. He did not face the same difficulty later on during the
learning session.

D!fic!t/!ir.s ii.if7i cerroir? rnmzm'!fi'rr.s
T h z v prnhlcmi are aswci;it-d w i t h the lack of special maiiocuvrin? skills required i n
order to get information from various sections of the program.
The first problem Ian Paced was how to get back to a previous screen. He was reading
intL>rIriatioiif r o m the ba!ancr h r e t and wanted more information. LVithout knowing, he
selected 'Info' on the menu bar. The clickable words on the menu bar changed as a
result. He knew that was not what he wanted:
I

wmt

[o go back to the previous [screen].

What he Xvanted to d o was to get back to the previous screen with the list of four kinds
of farm accounts. He wanted to select another farm account. The way to do this was to
select the Return arrow.
Another problem he came across was how to read the next page of a text. Ian %'as
looking at the list of animals at a certain location and wanted to know how to read the
next page:
So how do you page down'?

In order to look at the next page the user needed to place the pointer at the right hand
side of the screen and press the action button. Once shown, he was able to look at the
second page of the list of animals.
A third problem was to know how to navigate via a short cut. Within the Office Ian was
viewing the videoclips containing the opinions of interest groups. He listened to one
spokesperson and selected ‘Office’ to select a spokesperson from another group. This
took him to the Office screen. From there he needed to select the ‘television’ followed
by the desired interest group froin the list appearing on the screen. Ian wanted to kno\+
if there was a quicker way:
Is there not a quicker way instead of. if I want to see anything else?

Ian was knowledgeable enough lo think that there should be a shorter route to access
the next interest group. However. he did not know how to do it. The usual method is to
select Return arrow to get to the previous screen, chat is. the screen with the list of
interest groups.

Mi.ssine virti/ inforimiriori
Ian missed a lot of information froin all the three main sections of the program
While in the Office he missed the interest groups that can be accessed via the
television and the case studies and associated photographs that can he accessed via
the ‘files‘. He also did not notice that he could enter into the Walk and access the map
from the ‘Office‘. He managed to access only the farm accounts and the videoclip giving
background information. Later on I took him to the Office again in order to show him the
sections he missed.
W’ithiii the W d k too. I:in took in limited inforrn;itinn. He spent cniy sis minutes in the
Walk the first time and u x d on14~arrows to walk. Three other things he did i n the Kalk
were to ‘~ccessthe map. r<ad

:i

location description and look at ths list of plants. These

manoeuvres he did just once. Aiso there were n o inùicatiiins that he n a s doins these
manoeuvres knowingly. He niished were getting the panoramic v¡e\v and accessin:
photographs and descriptions of wildlife. i took him to the Walk again and shoived him
the kind of informalion available.
Missing vital information could he considered a major weakness in h i ’ s pattern of
accessing information. Especially within the Office he missed the opinions of interest
groups. a major component of information that can influence the user’s decisions for the
nianageiiient of the farm. Opinions of interest groups help to measure the success of his

or her actions. The case studies that he missed provide supporting information for many
of the farm management decisions. It is important to study the reasons for Ian missing
this vital information.

Not knowine about certain rrimoeirvres

Ian did not make use of a11 the possible manoeuvres while he \vas in the LVaIk section
the first time. The only manoeuvre he carried out was to use the arrows at tlie bottom of
the screen to walk around. This too \\'as not very methodical as he just kept clickinz on

-

arrows without trying to grasp the location in relation to the farm, and without

a

descriptions of those locations. Also he did not make use of the direction indicator in
order to understand the direction he was looking at any particular time. He
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a panoramic view a couple of times but he was not aware of it. Later on. I showed him
how to select locations using the 'map', how to use the 'direction indicator' to get [he
bearings and how to use the 'arrows' to walk methodically.

A successful learning outcome is partly dependent upon the user's ability to access
necessary information from the program. The user needs to be able to employ various
manoeuvring procedures built into the program in order to access information.
Especially within the Walk section, Ian was not aware of how to move around the far",
quickly and to access information from each location selected. This probably had an
effect on his understanding of the farm and on the final learnin,* outcome.

Personality
Iii7ocitierzt
Ian appeared to be impatient during both the learning sessions. This condition had some
negative impact on the learning process and the learning outcome.
On one occasion he kept on selecting a serie.; of clickable words and icons without
waiting for the program to respond 10 [he przvious action\. He \vai looking at the list of

fxm

iici:iwnt\

within !he Office He 1v;inrec.l ti, 5eIeci one f m x ;iccount froin the
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Instead he clicked on the Return arrow. This would take him back to the Office screen
Instead of waiting for the p r o p m to respond. he clicked on the same icon. Again
Lvithnut \vaitins. he selected the 'estate finances' from the list. By this time the

program began to respond to his previous two actions. and the Office screen appeared.
As the screen was cliangins he commented:
Ah! That's interesting. I ivanted to go to. I'IW gotis D x k , not to whrrz I
wanted. I wanted io go to '?.itil[e finances' ... .
Had he waited for the program to respond to his actions. he would have understood the
program's response better.
Later in the Walk section he came across the 'direction indicator'. He appeared to be
asking hiinself what the icon represented. However, without waiting for an answer from
me or trying to understand it by himself. he selected it. The screen changed. He
continued to select it. It was clear that he did not understand the function of the
'direction indicator'. All he could see was that when he selected that icon the screen

changed. He continued to select it seven more times. Also he selected i t continuously
later on. When he was in the Walk section later, he talked about the function of it:
It does a round thing, doesn’t it?
Perhaps Ian thought he could look around the location by clicking on the ‘direction
indicator’. This understanding was not correct. The arrow of the ’direction indicator’
shows where the user is looking at a particular moment. With each click on the left or
right of the screen. the direction of the arrow changes. What actually happened on this
occasion was when he clicked on the ‘ d i r e d o n indicator’, the program responded as if
he were clicking on the left of the screen, because the icon was in the top left quarter of
the screen. The whole left and right halves of the screen are responsive in this program.

So whenever he clicked on the icon, the left panoramic view appeared. Had Ian been
patient enough to stop and understand what was going on, he would have understood
this phenomenon.
Later in the session, i directed Ian to go to the Walk section in order to look at the
information he had missed previously. He immediately clicked on the section of the
menu bar that deletes the menu bar altogether. A user would do this if he or she wanted
to use the keyboard instead of the tracker ball to use the program. I had told him that
would not be necessary. However, I showed him how to retrieve the menu bar again.
Afterwards I directed him to get to the Walk section. But he immediately selected
’Menu’. By selecting the ‘Menu’ the user directly goes to the main menu of the
program. Usually this is done if the user wants to restart the program or to stop the
program. Ian could have avoided taking this unnecessary step. There were other
occasions, too when the user \vas not able to follow my instructions. Also there were
signs of impatience while I \vas gi\ing instructions on how to use the Plan section and
h o n ta acccss a s c studies from the ‘files’ Lvithiii the Office.
From the beginning of the secnnd learning sehsion. Ian was not happy about the way
the program was responding tc his actions:
This drives me dilly. [hi\!
Well. I just tried increasing the cow numbers.

He was trying to increase the number of cattle but the prosram was rejecting his action.
In this occasion he needed to read more information about cattle numbers and
understand why the program rejected the new action.
Soon after this incident Ian selected ‘Menu’ to take himself back to the beginning
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program. In the first session too he had come to this point but them he managed 10 get
back to the program again. In this particular occasion he continued to select various
clickahle words on the menu bar. first he selected ‘Change’. A user should d o this if he
or she wants to change the values assumed in the program. The user could put his or
her own information into the program. Ian made a serious error: he inadvertently
answered the questions on the screen and the values of the simulation \vere changed.

After this series of selections he realised that he had got into a position which he did
not wanted to be in:
I don't know how I got into this.

I directed him to get back to the program. Until very late, it was not possible to detect
what had gone wrong. As a result of the changes he made to the program, the behaviour
of the simulation changed. He was unable select many of the actions he wanted. This
situation affected the second session considerably. Had Ian been a bit more patient and
conscious of the words and icons he was selecting, the second session would have
been more enjoyable for him.
Impatience was Ian's main characteristic during most of the first observation and
almost throughout the second session. He would normally select more than one
clickable words or icons before the program had time to respond. Also he would
continue to select words and icons without trying to understand what the outcome
would be. This style of learning got him into great trouble: there were several situations
where he could not understand why a certain screen appeared or did not appear. Also
the second session was completely non-productive because he changed the behaviour
of the simulation inadvertently. The program is to be blamed to some extent due to its
slow operating system. Some of the sections such as the lists of wildlife and videoclips
are slow to come up. However. almost all the other users got used to the pace of the
program, and got the most out of it. Ian's impaiience considerably affected the learning
process and the outcome.

The

CO~llJliflJJt'llr

Towards the end of the first learning s s s i o n . Ian thought that the prosrani requirsd
much more work than he expected:
Do you have to do this in your plan? Do you have to actually put. look at
rvcry field in turn and d o a plan like that?

Crickq ! sounds likz an awful lot of work!!
The users were free to decide on when and how long to spend on the program, during
the period it was w t h them. Ian appeared to be unhappy that especially the Plan
sectiun required more work and time than he originally thought. In fact the way he did
the second session was quite different from the most of the other users. Ian did not
have any written notes that would have provided evidence that he had studied the
program. There should have been notes on the current input levels and actions. Most
users had taken down notes on the field numbers, field sizes. current cropping, livestock
numbers etc. They consulted these notes while doing the second session. Ian did not
have any notes. Perhaps the lack of commitment affected the learning process and the
outcome.

Apperitli.ï i: S p e c i d c(ise.s

Work-related problems
The first learning session was interrupted by telephone call and personal callers. The
first interruption occurred about 15 minutes after starting the program. A farm staff
member came to talk to him. Then there was a telephone call from his employer who
wanted to talk about an urgent matter. His employer wanted to pay a personal visit
within the nest half hour so we had to rush the rest of the session.
Ian was disturbed by the two interruptions during the first session, especially the fact
that his employer was going to make a sudden visit. There was an interruption during
the second session, too. This kind of work-related problems may have occurred during
the time he had the program for himself. Ian had to keep the program for more than a
month, because he was not able to fix a date for the second session due to work. He
had to postpone the second session four times. Also the whole observation was first
scheduled for the second week of February 1996 and had to he rescheduled for the third
week of March 1996. Ian's learning sessions overlapped with the beginning of the busy
period. This kind of work-related problem may have affected his learning from the
program.

1 . 2 2 The skills
Ian started the program with reasonable confidence in his skills of navigation. After my
brief introduction to the program. he staned the program by selecting 'Simulation' from
the main menu without waiting for any help. Ha\,ins listened [o the introductory
videoclip he wanted to know if there was a particular order in which he was required to
get information from the Office and the LYaIk. I informed that he was free to explore any
>i.ctiuii hc uùiitcd. aiid hc \\ciit ti) the Office lb\ith<>üthczitatiûii:

Ler's go to the Officz first. ipliicin,o the pointsr
bar) there.

at

'Offics' on the menu

At the Office' I informed him that he could access a 'Guide' \vho ~vouldexplain the
learning activity within the Office. He was able to understand how to access the
'Guide':
That's in 'Info'. Isn't i t ?
Ian knew that he needed to select 'Info' in order to get the 'Guide'. He needed only a
partial guidance as to whether to select 'Help' or 'Guide' next. .4fter listening to the
guide he read a page of further information related to the guide. Ian commenced the
learning activity using the program without difficulty.
Ian fast acquired some of the navigational procedures. One such procedure was the use
of the Return arrow. This is used to get back to the previous screen. On one occasion
(discussed under navigational problems) Ian wanted to know how to get back to the
screen showing the list of four farm accounts. He wanted to select a page of information
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from that list. After I showed him that he could use the Return arrow to get back to the
previous screen, he continued to use it. He was good at learning and applying new
skills.
Having been in the Office for some time he moved to the Walk section, again without
asking for any help. Within the Walk, he started using the arrows at the bottom left
hand corner of the screen, to do the walking. After a while he accessed the map,
location descriptions and lists of plants without any trouble.
Moving to the Plan section too was not a problem for Ian. After being in the Walk for
some time he selected the Plan from the menu bar. He then selected the 'Landuse'
category from the list of 19 categories of actions. Afterwards. he selected soil grade 3
fields from the three soil groups, and finally made a selection for field number 3. All
these selections were made without any help from me. A i o he was able to understand
that he could get an explanation for an action by pressing the 'change' button.

1 . 3 3 The learning outcome

- supports reflection

After making a few changes, Ian submitted a pian for the future management of the
farm. He then got feedback for the changes he made. He listened to the representative
of the Parish Council wzho disliked his plan and wanted him to change it. These
comments made him think about the reasons for the feedback:
This is because I wiped off the ... [large housing development]
What he did in his actions was to cancel a 'large housing dewlopinent' p r o p o d for 111s
field number 3 . Instead. he wanted to grow winter wheat at inteniit) I . He tried to
understand the reason for the spokesperson's feedback. Hi. then \\.anted to knoiv more
abdui it:
C m !%ego to the 'Background''?

He wanted

to

read a page of explanation related to the feedback just Z i v m .

Iïi

f x t hi'

read two explanatory pages before returning to the Office. In the Office he Iodied

:I[

!he

farm aci'omiL; m d compared thz financial changes due to his actions:
By LlianSinp [hat (lookin; closely at the figures) ...

He began to understand more about the consequence of hi.; actions.

A150

h? u n d z r s t i d

more about how the program works:
Ah see [his is like a what if ...

The user got feedback for his actions and tried to understand the reahons for the
feedback. This is the nature of the learning experience the program provides to the
learner.

By this time the user had spent more than an hour on the session. rind he

wanted to end it because he had to attend to urgent work that came
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the

various problerns discussed above. it took a long time for the user io understand how
the progrcm works and to appreciate the learning experience.

1 . 3 Conclusions
Appendix I analysed the range of problems the two farmers encountered during their
learning sessions. A similarity with the other users was the kind of navigational
problems they faced. These navisationa1 problenis affected their learning to some
extent. Comparatively. Ian faced fewer navigational problems and approached the
program with considerable confidence. However, he &as not able to overcon1e the some
other major problems, so his learning session was greatly affected.
As far as Joyce is concerned, the Plan section was the most difficult section for her. The

problems she came across were mainly related to her lack of exposure to the special
type o i learning experience provided by the program. the way of using the program
(using a tracker ball instead of a keyboard). the technicalities involved in using the
program and the information handling skills required to complete the learning task. She
was fairly comfortable with the Walk and the Office. These two sections function as
'multimedia resources'; the user only needs to knon the technicalities of accessing
information from various sections. The user did not have to put her own inputs into the
program: neither did she need any information handling skills. However, in these
sections too, she had difficulties when the manoeuvres were complex.
Ian's major weakness was that he wab 'iery inipatien: with the program and kept on
s e l e d n g words ,mi icons Lvithout waiting for the program's response. This manner got
him into difficulties. Especially during the second session, he managed to change the
behaviour of the simulation. .Ilso there \vas e\.idence that Inn was not totally aware of
the objective of the program. Finally there \va> disturbonce from work-related problems
duilng the Ielii-nJng sr.\.,ion. ,U 1he.b2 I k ~ o r . affecrd
>
t!ie leaminz preces.

Appendix 2: A detailed map of the farm
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